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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Section I. GENERAL

1-1. Purpose and Scope NATO STANAG, CENTO STANAG, SEATO
a. This manual is for use by all elements of

the Army in conduct of civil affairs operations. NATO CENTO SEATO *ABCA

It is for use in conjunction with FM 41-5 and TITLZ STANAG STANAG SEASTAG SOLOG

provides guidance concerning doctrine and pro- Civil Affairs/Military Govern- 2055 2055 2055
cedures to be employed by commanders and staff mentPrinciples of Opera-
officers in the conduct of civil affairs operations. Civil Affairs/Military Govern- 2056 2056 2056
Except as otherwise noted, the material contained ment-Proclamations and
herein is equally applicable to general, limited, Ordinances.
or cold war, to include stability operations, as Civil Affairs/Military Govern- 2057 2057 2057
well as to operations of the Army conducted dur- ment-Subjects of Instruc-
ing peacetime. tion.

b. Many aspects of civil affairs operations, par- Civil Affairs/Military Govern- 2058 2058 2058
ment-Principles of Organi-ticularly military government and martial law antPin ipes of Ogan

situations, are primarily legal in nature. Conse- Civil Affars/Mi
quently, all civil affairs operations and activities ment-Training Principles
which are legal in nature will be coordinated with for Armed Forces.
and conducted under the supervision of the ap- Rear Area Security and Rear 2079 2079 2079
propriate theater, army or other command staff Area Damage Control.
judge advocate. The Judge Advocate General, with Refugee Control ____.-______ 2091
the aid of his corps, is the legal advisor of the
Secretary of the Army and of all officers and Radioactive Fallout, and
agencies of the Department of the Army. (10 Biological and Chemical At- 123
U.S.C. 3037; AR 10-5; AR 27-1.) tacks.

c. All civil affairs commanders and staff officers *e. Users of this manual are encouraged to
who have responsibility for, or authority to con- submit recommended changes or comments to
duct or supervise operations of an international improve the manual. Comments should be keyed
nature will insure that such operations are con- to the specific page, paragraph, and line of the
ducted in accordance with international law. text in which the change is recommended. Rea-
Where situations exist involving international law sons should be provided for each comment to
questions or problems, the civil affairs commander insure understanding and complete evaluation.
or staff officer will coordinate his activities with Comments should be prepared using DA Form
the unit judge advocate or, if not readily avail- 2028 (Recommended Changes to Publications)
able, any other judge advocate or staff judge and forwarded direct to the Commanding Officer,
advocate to insure that his operations are con- US Army Combat Developments Command, Spe-
ducted in compliance with international law. cial Operations Agency, Fort Bragg, North Caro-

lina 28307. Originators of proposed changes that
*d. This manual is in consonance with the in- would constitute a significant modification of

ternational agreements listed below. Applicable approved Army doctrine may send an informa-
STANAG's are listed at the beginning of each tion copy, through command channels to the
chapter. Where a STANAG is listed it applies to Commanding General, US Army Combat Devel-
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opments Command, Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060, national objectives during and beyond the period
to facilitate review and followup. of conflict and provides for the future transfer of

most civil affairs activities to designated agencies
1-2. Civil Affairs of civil government. Civil affairs general staff

interest will always be present and in oversea
a. Civil affairs include those phases of the acti- interest will always be present and in overseaareas may be paramount in all civil-military rela-

vities of a commander which embrace the rela-vities of a commander which embrace the rela- tions, even though many of the activities such as
tionship between the military forces and civil
authorities and people in a friendly country or performed by organizations other than CA units.
area, or occupied country or area when military
forces are present. Civil affairs include, inter alia: 1-3. Civil Affairs Guidelines

(1) Matters concerning the relationship be- a. Doctrine.
tween military forces located in a country or area
and the civil authorities and people of that coun- (1) As defined by AR 310-25, civil affairs
try or area usually involving performance by the cover the entire spectrum of civil-military rela-
military forces of certain functions or the exer- tionships ranging from advice, assistance, and
cise of certain authority normally the responsi- civic action performed in a friendly country
bility of the local government. This relationship through military government operations in an
may occur prior to, during, or subsequent to mili- occupied territory. They involve the relationship
tary action in time of hostilities or other emer- between the military commander and his forces,
gency and normally is covered by a treaty or and the civil authorities and populace of a coun-
other agreement, expressed or implied. try. In effect, civil affairs constitute the bridge

between the military function of defeating enemy
(2) Military government. The form of ad- forces striving to establish control over people

ministration by which an occupying power exer- and territory and the civil function of providing
cises executive, legislative, and judicial authority olice protection for the populace while preserv-
over occupied territory (AR 310-25). ing or developing the political, economic, and

b. The term "civil affairs" has three common social structure and desired psychological orien-
usages: civil affairs concept, civil affairs opera- \tation of the country. The dividing line is indeter-
tions, and civil affairs organization. nate and can shift with changing circumstances.

(1) The civil affairs concept embraces the (2) All military units have a capability to
totality of the relationships of a military corn- perform some civil affairs functions. Within exist-
mander with his civilian environment. ing resources this capability will be exploited.

(2) Civil affairs operations obtain for a mili- (3) The Army will maintain the capability
tary commander essential civilian support, reduce to perform the full range of civil affairs functions.
civilian interference with military operations,
and assist in the attainment of his political-mili- b. Training. Unit and individual training must
tary objectives. They affect the relationship be- recognizethemilitaryrequrementfor civilaffairs
tween his military forces and the civil authorities and commanders should insure that programs
and people in his area of operations and may enhance and improve their unit's capability to
involve the performance by military force of some perform civil affairs functions. The following
or all of the functions normally performed by should be emphasized:
civil government. (1) Command responsibility.

(3) Civil affairs organization, consisting of (2) Identification of civil affairs missions.
staffs and units particularly designed and trained (3) Assessment of unit capability.
to supervise and conduct civil affairs operations,
is an integral component of the military force. (4) Commanders must insure that personnel
It supports military forces in the conduct of assigned their units are qualified. Continual ex-
tactical operations. It assists in fulfilling the mili- amination of unit requirements, identifying key
tary commander's legal obligations with respect area for improvement, and constant assessment
to the inhabitants, government, and economy of of unit capabilities will assist in maintenance of
the area. It serves as the military agency with adequate standards of performance. Maximum
primary concern for the attainment of the US advantage
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should be taken of resident and nonresident (3) Military government of occupied terri-
courses offered by Army service schools. tory during or after the conclusion of hostilities.

c. Operations. d. In the case of an enemy area which is occu-
pied, the commander normally directs and con-

(1) Civil affairs is a function of command, trols officials of the government and has the power
and all military personnel must have an apprecia- to remove them from office or relieve them of au-
tion of their responsibility in this field. thority. In the case of a friendly government in

(2) The degree to which a commander and which area military forces may be present, the
his forces perform civil affairs activities will commander may only be concerned with liaison
depend on the mission, authority, and relationship and measures for providing advice, assistance, or
with other agencies in the area of operations. support. He may have no jurisdiction outside the

(3) Civil affairs requirements for the fore- physical bounds of his installation and may even
seeable future will be primarily advice and assist- share, to some degree, internal jurisdiction over
ance to friendly governments in a host/guest en- his own installation with civil authorities.
vironment wherein the U.S. military may or may e. A commander may have Civil Affairs (CA)
not be the responsible U.S. agency. However, the units and personnel assigned or attached to con-
civil affairs organization must be prepared and duct relations with local civilians and govern-
capable to provide the full range of activities de- mental agencies. In order to utilize fully the capa-
fined in paragraph 1-2a. bilities of CA units the military commander must

provide adequate direction to them to insure that
1-4. Command Responsibilities they are effectively employed, adequately sup-

a. The conduct of civil affairs is as much a re- ported, and properly supervised. In the absence of
a. The conduct of civilaffaiIS f s isas much a re specialist personnel, he must accomplish his civilsponsibility of command at every echelon as the affairs mission utilizing other members of his

planning for and conduct of combat operations. command. For this and other reasons, it is impor-
The Army, as an instrument of national policy, tant that the commander instill in all of his per-
not only must fight when required to achieve na-
tional objectives, but must serve the ultimate goal and simultaneously attempt to develop reserves of
of maintaining or restoring government, under civilian goodwill. The extent of a command's par-
law, within a climate of order. ticipation in the affairs of the civilian community

b. Each commander of a military unit, regard- is as diverse as the varied situations of locale,
less of its size or organizational position, must mission, and political climate.
comply with the applicable provisions of interna- f. Prior to commitment, major commanders en-
tional law with respect to the inhabitants, govern- gaged in cold war, to include stability operations,
ments, and economies of occupied, liberated, or or limited war operations should be provided
host territories. through State Department channels a signed

c. The civil affairs objective assigned to a com- agreement with host governments covering rela-
mand will depend upon national policy. Although tionships between military forces and the civilian
the development of policy is primarily the respon- authorities and population. FM 41-5 contains a
sibility of nonmilitary agencies, its implementa- detailed discussion of these agreements. These
tion is frequently made a responsibility of the mil- agreements normally are negotiated for the
itary. Commanders must take those measures ne- United States by the Department of State at na-
cessary for the accomplishment of their general tional government level, but where long-range
missions, and may, under some circumstances, de- agreements have not been reached prior to com-
termine that the nature of the overall mission will mitment, or in circumstances where initial agree-
necessitate major command emphasis on civil af- ment details are left to major commanders, draft
fairs. Generally, there are three sets of circum- agreements covering command requirements
stances where this condition will prevail- should be prepared in advance as a recommended

basis of negotiation. Prompt conclusion of such
(1) Cold war operations, including stability written agreements will facilitate prevention of

operations, necessitating military support of civil operational handicaps, provide a basis for troop
power outside of CONUS. education and orientation, and fix the position of

(2) Military support of civil power in host governments in areas of possible friction.
CONUS as a result of domestic disturbances, dis- Regardless of whether a government-to-govern-
aster, or hostile attack. ment agreement has been reached, it is mandatory
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that commanders develop necessary functional (3) Community relations of the military
working arrangements to establish coordination forces.
and harmony between military forces and local (4) Military civic action.
governments. (5) Military participation in a populace and

resources control program.
1-5. Objectives (6) Military support of civil defense.
The basic objective of civil affairs operations is to b. Priority of command effort goes to that
support the accomplishment of the military corn- major civil affairs activity most directly related to
mander's assigned mission by- the mission of the military command.

a. Implementing those aspects of U.S. national c. Psychological operations support each civil
policy as pertains to a particular area for which affairs activity with maximum effort provided to
the military commander is responsible. Support of the priority activity.
the commander's political-military mission may
involve participation in coordinated activities 1-7. Civil-Military Coordination
with other U.S., allied, or international military
components or civil agencies. a. The Army, by the nature of its operational

environment and because of its widespread de-
b. Assisting the commander in the discharge ployment, has a major concern with civil-military

of his responsibilities pertaining to the civil pop- relations and the proper coordination of these re-
ulation, government, and economy of the area. lations. Moreover, the designation of the Army by

c. Supporting or controlling local agencies in the Joint Chiefs of Staff as the executive agency
implementing measures to-... for civil affairs in the U.S. defense establishment

places a special responsibility on the Army to
(1) Create, restore, and maintain public organize and develop capabilities to function in

order. this field. Coordination within the military organi-
(2) Safeguard, mobilize, and utilize local re- zation, and coordination between the military or-

sources such as labor, supplies, and facilities for ganization and U.S. diplomatic, economic, and
tactical or logistical purposes. other organizations is a requirement accomplished

(3) Control disease and epidemic conditions by CA personnel in conjunction with the G5.
that might endanger the military force. b. In international relations the Army is ful-

(4) Prevent civilian interference with mili- filling responsibilities in connection with treaty
tary operations, organizations and mutual defense pacts. In all

these matters the Army must work in coordina-
(5) Stabilize the economy. tion with the Department of State including the

d. Conducting operations to assist in civil emer- Agency for International Development (AID), the
gency situations resulting from natural disaster, United States Information Agency (USIA), and
unrest, or enemy attack. other U.S. agencies.

c. The assistance of a number of U.S., allied or
1-6. Civil Affairs Activities international governmental and private agencies

a. To achieve his civil affairs objectives the mil- may be available in the area of operations. The
itary commander engages in various civil affairs activities of these organizations directly affect
activities which affect the relationships between the conduct of civil affairs. Federal departments
military forces and the civil authorities and and agencies may furnish technical advice and as-
people in any area (including U.S. home terri- sistance to the Army as requested by appropriate
tory) in which his forces are present. Cvil affairs authority. Public and private agencies from Allied
from the point of view of the commander's in- Nations or international organizations may be au-
terest can be broken down into the following thorized to work in an area in which military
major activities- units have primary responsibility. Organizations

of a charitable, religious, or fraternal nature, en-
(1) Provision of civilian support for and gaged in emergency relief activities, may assist

prevention of civilian interference with tactical the CA organization with trained personnel and
and logistical operations. supplies. Personnel of all of these agencies may

(2) Provision of or support for the functions operate under the direct supervision of CA units
of government for a civilian population. to assist in the accomplishment of command ob-
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jectives. It is essential, therefore, that the work of U.S. national interest, enhance or hamper U.S. na-
these agencies and U.S. Army civil affairs activi- tional policy, and advance or retard the security
ties be coordinated and that close liaison be main- of the United States and of the free world. Such
tained. matters as conduct of military personnel, move-

ment of forces, maneuver rights, positioning ofd. It is at the national level that treaties and
agreements must be negotiated, and it is through military defenses, storage of nuclear weapons,

negotia- and transportation and placement of weapons
Department of State channels that such such as missiles, are examples of mutual concern

tions are conducted. The commander should, in his of the host civil authorities and military com-of the host civil authorities and military com-own interest, maintain liaison with the ambas-

sador and, also with thcei e hambassadors concur- civil-military problems must be established. The
rence, with certain officers of the host govern- embassy may or may not be in a position to serve
ment, particularly at working levels. as the liaison and coordinating agency at the sub-

e. Within each host country the military com- national government level. In any event a civil-
mander faces civil affairs problems at the various military contact office should be maintained for
levels of government and military forces, and working-level liaison between the military com-
with the civilian population of that country. These mand and the host government and its subna-
problems are serious matters, for they affect the tional echelons within established policy.

Section II. PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES

1-8. Principles of Civil Affairs Operations may be necessary for the accomplishment of his
mission and the proper administration of an area.Certain principles have international application

and are reflected in STANAG 2055. In addition (2) Combat zone. The law of war places
to the international principles, the following should limits on the exercise of a belligerent's power in
be considered in planning for civil affairs opera- the interest of protecting combatants and noncom-
tions: batants from unnecessary suffering and safe-

a. Civil affairs operations are characterized by guarding certain fundamental human rights.
continuity and consistency in policy. (3) Friendly territory. The degree of control

exercised in the conduct of civil affairs in ab. Responsibility and authority for the conduct friendly territory is limited by a civil affairs
of civil affairs activities are vested in the senior friendly territory is limited by a civil affairs

commander to insure uniform implementation. agreement. Regardless of the degree of control ex-
ercised by the commander he will transfer control

The commander is guided by directives from to the recognized civil government as soon as the
higher authority, national policies, applicable military and political situation permits. In a
agreements, and international law. friendly territory which has an adequate civil ad-

c. Whenver possible, civil affairs operations are ministration, the commander may limit his civil
conducted through and with existing or reestab- affairs activities to the conduct of proper relations
lished civilian authorities. between his forces and the local inhabitants and

d. Civilian inhabitants have a right to freedom procurement or utilization of local resources or
from interference with their individual liberties facilities to support his military operations.
and their property rights. (4) Liberated territories. The territories lib-

e. Members of U.S. Armed Forces are respon- erated by combat operations will be returned to
sible for compliance with all requirements of law the control of the appropriate central government
and regulation affecting their relations with civil as soon as the government is able and willing to
authorities and populations. assume responsibility for administration. Until

f. The scope of civil affairs authority is varied that time, the territory will be treated as an occu-
with the locale and the situation. Five general cat- pied territory.
egories of civil affairs authority are- (5) Other areas. The terms of international

(1) Occupied territory. The commander of an agreements, regulations, and national policy as
occupying force has the right, within limits set by promulgated or interpreted by higher authority
international law, to demand and enforce such dictate the scope of military authority in all other
obedience from inhabitants of an occupied area as areas.
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1-9. Civil Affairs Operations undertaken in foreign territory as differentiated
a. Any project or activity of a military unit from measures instituted in domestic territory.

a. Any project or activity of a military unit
involving contact with civilians outside the mili- (4) Popular response. From operations in-
tary establishment or designed to influence or con- volving a hostile population to measures receiving
trol civilian activities and civil organizations can the enthusiastic support of a loyal and cooperative
be classified as a civil affairs operation regardless population.
of the location of the activity or the size or type of (5) Military factors.
the participating military unit. (a) The unlimited use of nuclear, chemi-

b. The legal aspects of civil affairs operations cal, and biological weapons to the employment of
may be governed by a provision of U.S. law, in- conventional weapons only.
cluding the laws of a state, territory, possession, (b) The use of field armies in a general
or other political subdivision of the United States war to the use of small task forces in stability
and customary and international law. operations or Internal Defense and Internal Devel-

c. The scope of civil affairs operations may opment (IDAID) assistanceoperations.
extend from measures of liaison and coordination (6) Legal bases. Control or assistance meas-
with appropriate local civilian agencies, to the ures may be authorized or required by express
furnishing of assistance and support to local provision of law, such as an Act of Congress or an
officials and populations, or even to the assump- international agreement, or in extreme situations
tion of responsibility for the exercise of some or they may be undertaken under the principle of
all of the functions of government in the locality necessity.
in question. The degree of civil affairs authority (7) Civilian agencies. The existence of U.S.
or control necessary to assure the success of oper- or local national agencies with responsibility for
ations should be consistent with law and agree- advising or accomplishing governmental func-
ments to which the United States is a party. tiions or assisting military forces.

c. Civil affairs operations are influenced by the
1-10. Factors influencing Civil Affairs status of diplomatic relations between the United

Operations States and the government of the area which may

a. The pattern and objectives of civil affairs or may not be in existence. The Department of
operations in any place, or with reference to any State is the U.S. government agency held respon-
sphere of activity, depend primarily on U.S. for- sible by the President for foreign policy. Relations
eign and domestic policies. For example, while a between the U.S. military command and the
commander's first task may be destruction of an American ambassador or diplomatic representa-
enemy's forces, he may have a subsequent major tive require close coordination and definite deli-
responsibility to help create internal stability neation of responsibilities and functions. Nor-
through civil affairs operations. mally this will be accomplished by means of an

b. A military command may be operational Executive Order issued by the President of the

under any condition extending from peace United States.
through general war. Within this spectrum civil (1) In peacetime and under conditions of cold
affairs operations may be subject to a wide vq- war, all agencies of the U.S. Government oper-
riety of conditions, as- ating in a foreign country, except U.S. military

(1) Developmental factors Control or assist- forces in the field are subject to the authority of
(1) Developmental factors. Control or assist- the American ambassador to that country. Coordi-

ance measures pertinent to the exercise of govern- the American ambassador to that country. Coordi-
mental functions in a highly developed area, with nation is usually accomplished through the
complex political, economic, and social systems, country team. The ambassador presides over ac-

compared to like measures in a developing area. chief is usually the Department of Defense repre-

(2) Duration. From protracted assistance or sentative, although a senior military commander
control measures extending over several years or stationed in the country may also be a member.
decades, pending resolution of major political, Other members include the in-country directors of
economic, or military problems, to operations the Agency for International Development (AID)
prompted by transitory emergency situations and and the U.S. Information Agency (USIA), em-
lasting but a short time. bassy staff members, such as military attaches,

(3) Location. Control or assistance measures chiefs of political and economic sections, and
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others whose duties or affiliations make member- such as civic action and other support of IDAID
ship appropriate. operations.

(2) Under conditions of limited or general (2) Action to maintain public order or to pro-
war, however, supreme authority over all U.S. vide for the welfare of the population, when re-
agencies in-country normally will be delegated to quested by appropriate civil authority or directed
a military commander. The senior commander by the President, in civil emergencies resulting
may be assigned a political advisor (POLAD) from enemy attack, disaster, epidemic, disorder,
from the State Department to assist him in his or under conditions threatening the successful
relations with allied and neutral governments and functioning of duly constituted authority.
to advise him of the point of view of the State (3) Maintenance of liaison between the mili-
Department on political questions. tary commander and the government of an area

d. The above environmental factors will require as prescribed by treaty or other agreement and
maximum flexibility and capabilities in CA orga- the supervision of the entire gamut of other civil-
nization. Implementation will require broad area military relationships of the command.
and contingency planning and training in the (4) Assumption of full or partial executive,
entire range of civil affairs activities, including- legislative, and judicial authority over a country

(1) The conduct of civil affairs operations or area.

Section III. SPECIALIST PERSONNEL

1-11. Civil Affairs Functional Specialists 1-12. Civilian Specialists
a. It is contemplated that specialist personnel a. Civilians possessing acceptable qualifications

will have had prior professional or technical in the various CA functional specialties may be
training appropriate to the specialty for which procured in accordance with applicable authoriza-
they are selected. Such specialist personnel and tions and policies for employment on the staffs of
teams receive additional specialized instruction theater headquarters, CA area headquarters type
and training in their various functions at ap- units, or on staffs of other comparable levels of
propriate Army installations and civilian institu- command. Employment on non-U.S. civilian per-
tions. They should have current knowledge of sonnel depends on the extent of Allied participa-
local conditions that might affect operations in tion in a particular operation, the availability of
their functional areas. military and civilian personnel, the level of com-

b. Upon mobilization of the USAR, this prin- mand, and applicable policies.
ciple can be followed with little difficulty since b. In many oversea areas there are U.S. civilian
USAR personnel assigned to CA USAR units are residents who possess a wealth of current infor-
often individuals who work in their CA specialty mation with respect to the area, specialized func-
in civilian life. Under circumstances where all tional knowledge, and language capabilities, who
CA requirements must be met from the resources may be hired or temporarily transferred from an-
of the active Army it becomes necessary to use other governmental agency to supplement the CA
personnel with MOS most closely related to the organization. Sources of these personnel may be
various CA specialist positions. These individuals another governmentalgns the area because of

rarily suspended operations in the area because of
should receive CA training designed to enable hostilities, civilian employees of the armed serv-
them to use their military occupational specialty ices, commercial representatives, exchange stu-
skills in the fulfillment of the civil affairs mis- dents or professors, or representatives of private
sion. For certain CA specialist skills which have or religious organizations who have the necessary
no MOS counterpart, it may be necessary to send qualifications. Personnel selected may require ad-
active Army personnel with CA generalist train- ditional training, dependent on their age, educa-
ing to civilian institutions for specialized tion, occupation, and previous military experi-
training. ence.
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CHAPTER 2

CIVIL AFFAIRS ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS
(STANAG 2058)

Section I. GENERAL

2-1. Introduction bility operations or other cold war missions. S5
staff sections may be established as an augmen-

a. The civil affairs organization provides the
commander with the means to perform his CA tation to combat maneuver battalions in limited

and general war as required.mission. It consists of all personnel and activities and general war as required.f. Commanders of all installations, whether inengaged in civil affairs operations and includes I. Commanders of all installations, whether inCONUS or overseas, should designate an officer to
staff officers of supported units and CA units. Flex- be responsible for civil affairs activities.
ibility, and mission assignment are key factors in
civil affairs organization. Each element is tailored 2-3. Concept of Operations
to conduct civil affairs operations in support of a
specific echelon of command or at a specific level This manual covers organization and operations
of government. of civil affairs units. Organization and operations

b. Command responsibility for civil-military op- of psychological operations units are covered in
erations (CMO) requires coordination at the ap- FM 33-1.
propriate operating level within the military, with a. The scope of operations conducted by CA
the indigenous civil government, with other agen- units varies according to the specific mission as-
cies of the U.S. Government, and frequently with signed by higher headquarters. Whenever pos-
private agencies. sible, civil affairs operations are conducted

through and with existing or reestablished civil-
2-2. Organizational Placement ian authorities utilizing the minimum number

a. Standardization agreements provide that of military personnel required for advice or su-
armies of NATO, CENTO, SEATO, and ABCA pervision. As local governmental agencies become
countries will accept responsibility for ap- increasingly able to function with decreasing
propriate civil affairs administration and support support or control, the numbers, types and size
and will have CA staffs and units (app H). of CA units may be reduced. Disposition of units

b. In a large command, or where CMO has made surplus by consolidation is accomplished in
become a major or primary mission of the com- accordance with the theater plan.
mand, the commnder should consider appointing a b. CA command support units are those pro-
deputy for civil-military operations. vided for the operational support of field armies

c. The ACofS, G5, Civil-Military Operations and subordinate commands. These units perform
(CMO) is established as a general staff section at recurring civil affairs operations and move with
all echelons of command down to and including the unit being supported. In a fluid or moving
the division and comparable units and will be pro- situation, a command support unit normally initi-
vided in all support command headquarters where ates only limited emergency activities in an area.
appropriate. The continuance or extension of these activities is

d. A CMO Staff Section (S5) is established as carried out by designated area support units. In a
required in each combat brigade, regiment, group, static situation, a command support unit when
or comparable unit and in all other units which augmented with appropriate functional teams
habitually have area responsibility and which are may perform many or all of those activities nor-
authorized to be commanded by colonels (06). mally conducted by an area support unit.

e. A CMO Staff Section (S5) will be established c. CA area support units may be provided for
in combat maneuver battalions deployed in sta- either the combat zone or the communications
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zone as required for predesignated missions. They (5) Furnish a list of individuals, not ap-
normally do not move from their planned area or pointed as officials, but of value to the CA unit.
locale of employment as do command support (6) Furnish information and recommenda-
units. Area support units can be tailored for spe- tions on other items outlined in the periodic CMO
cific areas such as cities, provinces, or states. reports as noted in FM 101-5.
These units perform CA functions and operations e. In a static situation primary attention of
of a more permanent nature than command sup- both command and area support units may be
port units with the objective of reestablishing the given to long-range policies for the restoration of
civil government and economy as soon as possible. local institutions. Consideration may be given to
These units are allocated and deployed in accord- reformation of institutions and the adoption of
ance with a plan normally developed in advance of more liberal policies in the control of the inhabi-
commitment and serve as backup to command tants, depending on the provisions of applicable
support units in the combat zone. In stability op- treaties or agreements and U.S. objectives. It is
erations CA units are often employed in support essential to establish a stable government and to
of U.S. Army advisors to public officials in the confirm its exercise of authority.
provinces and districts.

d. The shift from command support civil affairs 2-4. Uniformity and Continuity
operations to area support civil affairs operations a. Economic, sociological, and political situa-
usually is accomplished by having a CA unit spe- tions within the area of operations will often be
cifically tailored and prepared for the city, prov- complex and may be unpredictable. Detailed prior
ince, or state to relieve an in-place CA unit that planning, however, enables the commander to
has been operating in the command support role. employ his civil affairs organization to exercise
Area support units shift the emphasis on activi- effective control, supervision, or influence over the
ties. Certain activities, such as the restoration of local population.
public order and safety, control of refugees and b. CA units must initiate activities in the
displaced persons, and furnishing of emergency combat zone as soon as an area comes within the
relief, which may have received primary atten- control of the military force. Since uniformity and
tion during a fluid situation, will share importance continuity of policies and operations are essential
with such functional activities of government as to success, all tactical commanders exercising civil
public works and utilities, public transportation, affairs authority require civil affairs guidance
and civil information once an area support unit from higher authority.
has taken over. When one CA unit is directed to
relieve another, the commander and principal 2-5. Types of Civil Affairs Units
members of the staff of the relieving unit make a a. Civil affairs units include two main elements,
personal reconnaissance of the area and confer command and control elements and functional
with the staff of the headquarters to which the teams. The command and control elements and
unit will be assigned. The commander of the unit functional teams are melded into units ap-
being relieved insures that necessary actions are propriate in size and capability to the specific mis-
taken to- sion.

(1) Acquaint the commander and staff of the b. A CA platoon is the smallest control element.
relieving unit with designations, locations and Although the platoon headquarters is not self-suf-
commanders of higher, subordinate, adjacent and ficient, it is designed to exercise control over a
supporting units in the area, and with the charac- maximum of ten functional teams.
teristics and peculiarities of the area. c. CA company, battalion, and group headquar-

ters consist of a command and administrative
(2) Furnish copies of current operational di- headquarters element in which are included the

rectives, standing operating procedures, policy appropriate staff officers and to which functional
checklists, reports, and records summarizing pre- elements are added as the situation requires.
vious activities in the area of the unit being re- (1) These CA companies, battalions, and
lieved. groups normally command a number of subordi-

(3) Describe activities in progress, their rela- nate CA units. There are exceptions. For example,
tive importance, and point out additional meas- when a political subdivision is of such complexity
ures that must be taken. and magnitude as to require the rank, experience,

(4) Document commitments made to civilians and diversity of special and professional skills
or civilian officials. that are not feasible for a CA platoon, a higher
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level CA unit may be given the operational role. sufficient flexibility to fit the special require-
In many cases it may become necessary to aug- ments of any area or situation.
ment this unit with the full range of functional b. In applying these functions in any foreign
teams to counterpart all the activities of a govern- land, commanders must be constantly alert to
ment. The specially tailored unit should then be avoid the blind projection of an organizational
concerned with only that political subdivision for concept from the United States or a State or
which it was tailored. The commander and staff locality previously encountered. By way of illus-
of this type of CA unit would serve as counter- tration, in many foreign countries functions other
parts to the indigenous officials while subordinate than mail-carrying commonly are assigned to
team groulpings would be concerned with admin- postal ministries. These may include telephone
istering or advising indigenous officials in the and telegraph service, radio and television, bus
administration of the lower levels of government transportation, and banking There is seldom a
(e.g., boroughs, wards, districts, suburbs). valid reason for reassigning these functions. The

(2) The cellular concept of organization lends fact that US Post Offices do not handle this is
itself to the flexibility for assignment, attachment, not a justification for reorganization.
organization, or reorganization of CA elements
required to deal with the wide variety of CArequired to deal with the wide variety of CA ing, advising, or directing civilian offices perform-

ing the same or related functions at the level of
*d. The theater civil affairs command and CA government at which their parent headquarters

brigade headquarters are designed to serve pri- operates. Functional teams are attached or as-
marily as command elements of CA units respon- signed to units on the basis of organization and
sible for the central government or a major poli- need, and the size of the unit and the nature of
tical entity of a nation. These headquarters con- its mission determine to a large degree the em-
sist of a command element, a complete CA func- ployment of the teams. For a description of the
tional staff, and administrative elements for self- teams and their functions, see paragraphs 2-35
sufficiency. through 2-57. For purposes of training and op-

erational control, the functional teams may be
e. Details concerning the capabilities and the grouped into general categories. This separation

organizational structure of these and other civil does not necessarily reflect essential functional
affairs units are contained in paragraphs 2-35 relationship, since each function is related to
through 2-57. some extent to every other function.

2-6. Functional Teams d. Functional teams may, when authorized by
their commander, represent him in direct contact

a. CA functional teams are cellular and vary with civilian officials of their corresponding func-
in size and capabilities. These teams are made up tion. The teams give technical advice and as-
of individuals who are technically qualified either sistance as needed and evaluate the results. If the
to advise or supervise each of the various func- commander is authorized to exercise control over
tions which comprise the normal range of govern- civilian officials, the teams supervise and coor-
mental activities. CA is administered on a func- dinate the execution of orders and instructions
tional basis, with areas of specialization arranged issued. All official communications are made in
into categories generally adaptable to the diverse the name of the commander.
social-political-economic ramifications of civilian e. Teams maintain close liaison with military
government functions. Each function is related agencies having corresponding functions; for ex-
to a certain extent to every other function, and ample, public safety with the provost marshal and
their interlocking relationships do not permit as- military police, public health with the surgeon,
signment of exclusive interest to any one func- and legal with the judge advocate.
tional area. Extensive liaison and coordination are
also required with other military units, particu- f. In order to maintain flexibility and to make
larly intelligence, military police, medical, psy- full use of the capabilities of functional teams, it
chological operations, and those engaged in com- is preferable to assign teams to the highest CA
munications, construction, and supply activities. unit and to attach them to lower units or assign
In civil affairs operations, aside from purposes team missions in support of specified objectives.
of organization and training, the functional break- g. Functional teams of different sizes are or-
down is not arbitrary but is designed to provide ganized to deal with every facet of economic-
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political-sociological life of the civilian communi- (5) Population density.
ty. These teams are- (6) Attitude of the population.

(1) Arts, Monuments, and Archives. (7) Nature of economy (agricultural or in-
(2) Civil Defense. dustrial area).
(3) Civil Information. (8) Degree of economic development.
(4) Civilian Supply. (9) Governmental structure, availability of
(5) Displaced Persons, Refugees, and Evac- officials, and stability of government.

uees. (10) History of the area.
(6) Economics and Commerce. (11) Estimated population movements.
(7) Food and Agriculture. (12) Accustomed standard of living and die-
(8) Labor (indigenous manpower). tary habits.
(9) Legal. (13) Health conditions.

(10) Property Control. (14) Labor potential.
(iI) Public Administration. (15) Civilian supplies available.
(12) Public Communications. (16) Monetary stability.
(13) Public Education. (17) Languages of the area.
(14) Public Finance. (18) Religious entities.
(15) Public Health. (19) Extent of public communications serv-
(16) Public Safety. ices.
(17) Public Transportation. c. The CA planner must estimate the type and
(18) Public Welfare. number of CA units which will be required in the
(19) Public Works and Utilities. entire area of operations to accomplish the com-
(20) Religious Relations. mander's political-military mission. Due to the
(21) Language. cellular nature of CA units, this estimate must

h. Functional teams are cellular entities with include the type and number of functional teams
full capabilities to perform missions in line with each unit will have assigned or attached. The esti-
their respective specialties. The teams are not mate must include both command support and
designed to stand alone but instead are intended area support unit requirements.
to operate within a larger organization. Func- (1) Estimates for command support units
tional teams are provided minimal organic sup- normally will be based on the number of combat
port (usually only sufficient transport to move brigades and divisions to be supported, modified
their equipment) and must be provided admin- by the civil affairs situation and the missions of
istrative and logistical support by the parent or committed elements. A normal ratio is one platoon
support unit. per brigade and one company per division. Addi-

tional CA elements will be provided for combat
2-7. Tailoring of CA Units for Operations support and combat service support units as

a. CA organization is based on the nature and needed. The types and numbers of functional
ultimate size of the area of operations and the teams attached to these units will vary with the
political mission of the parent military command situation and the characteristics of the area of
rather than the size or composition of the troop operations. Civilian supply; displaced persons,
force operating in the area. Flexibility in CA refugees, and evacuees; labor; public health; pub-
organization is obtained by the combination of lic safety; and public welfare functional teams
appropriate CA headquarters units and functional are those most likely to be required in the combat
teams required for the mission. zone.

*b. As a basis for estimating the number and (2) Estimates for area support units re-type of functional teams required for an op2ra- quired are based on the factors listed in b above,
tion. the following should be considered: rather than the size of the military force in the

area. Since area support units are designed to(1) The type of civil affairs operation. perform civil affairs operations in specific geo-
(2) Support available from non-civil affairs graphic or political subdivisions, it would be de-

units. sirable to tailor each unit precisely for the spe-
(3) Degree of control required. cific area in which it will be committed. In large
(4) Number and size of population centers. operations, such precise preplanning is generally
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not feasible due to limitations in time and precise paragraphs 2-35 through 2-57 indicate that a
area information as well as such unknown factors CA platoon is the suitable headquarters unit for
as the attitude of the population and the extent both of the first two localities listed in the levels
of combat damage the area will suffer. given above. However, the functional team require-

* (a) In an area support situation, one approach ments for each of these two may vary consider-
for the CA planner is to examine the existing ably. For example, in small towns and rural areas,
political and administrative structure in the area the platoon headquarters augmented with a lan-
of operations and, considering the nature of the guage team and receiving occasional advice and
civil affairs operation to be conducted, determine assistance from functional specialists assigned or
the levels of government at which CA units must attached to higher headquarters, should be suf-
be deployed or civil affairs controls exercised. ficient to carry out the required CA functions.
This amounts to grouping similar political and Thus, the unit for this level of stratification could
administrative subdivisions which will have es- be a small CA platoon. On the other hand, the
sentially the same CA unit requirements. The platoon assigned to the small city of up to 50,000
appropriate levels of government will vary widely normally would require that certain functional
from area to area. - teams be assigned or attached on a full-time basis,

making the size of this platoon several times the
1. A country might include.- size of the platoon needed in a small town or

(a) Small towns and rural areas. rural area. However, at this level many of the
(b) Municipalities up to 50,000 popu- functional teams could be expected to perform

lation. . . * -multiple functions. For example, the public ad-
pop .(c) Municipalities 50,000 to 100,000 ministration team could oversee most of the gov-

ernmental functions, the economics and commerce
(d) Municipalities 100,000 to 250,000 team could oversee most of the economic func-

population. tions, the public works and utilities team could
(e) Municipalities over 250,000 popu- oversee all public functions and so on. Thus, a

lation. "type" unit for the small city might be a platoon
(f) Districts (counties). headquarters, a language team, a public admin-
(g) Provinces (states). istration team, an economics and commerce team,
(h) Regions. a public works and utilities team, and possibly,
(i) National government. public health, public safety, civilian supply, and

2. The example given (1 above) would displaced persons, refugee and evacuee teams de-
be appropriate for a highly urbanized society. In pending upon the situation. The same reasoning
many of the underdeveloped areas of the world, is applied and type units are developed for each
however, the typical pattern consists of one large level of stratification which has been delineated.
capital city which is the seat of government and Generally, the number and type of functional
the hub of commercial and transportation activity, teams required increases with successive levels.
a few medium-sized cities which are largely mar- However, this is not a hard and fast rule which
keting and distribution centers, and many villages should be applied blindly. A district government,
and rural areas that comprise the remainder of for example, may not perform as many functions
the country. In such cases, the CA force structure as the government of a large city. In addition, in
can be greatly simplified. many small countries such functions as public

*(b) In any event, the next step is to finance and public communications may be almost
develop a "type" CA unit (i.e., a headquarters totally controlled at the national level. Definitive
unit and suitable functional teams) to perform judgments can only be based on a detailed study
the civil affairs tasks at each level which has been of the area concerned.
delineated. Guidelines for selecting appropriate (c) Once type units for each level have
headquarters units are provided in paragraphs been devised, the next step is a simple mathema-
2-35 through 2-57. Functional team requirements tical determination of the numbers of each type
may be determined by examining the list of CA unit required to provide complete area coverage.
functional team duties set forth in paragraphs Then, finally, the units are put together in a suit-
2-35 through 2-57 and determining the degree to able organizational structure. Normally, this will
which these duties must be performed at each conform to the existing administrative structure.
level. For example, the guidelines provided in However, if it is found that the span of control
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is extended excessively at any level, additional *(2) To form a separate CA command at
headquarters units may be introduced to reduce the highest level and have all subordinate CA
this span of control. For example, in a country units attached to that command for operational
with 30 provinces, all directly subordinate to a control. Combat support and combat service sup-
national government, it may be desirable to group port units may on occasion be attached for oper-
these provinces regionally and introduce addi- ational control to a civil affairs command.
tional headquarters units to command each re- *(3) To attach for operational control CA
gional grouping. Since these additional units units to civil-military advisory elements of the
would have no indigenous counterpart level, they US Government which have primary responsi-
would not normally have functional teams as- bility for advising or supervising civilian govern-
signed or attached. ment operations.

*d. Civil affairs headquarters teams may on *(4) Somecombination of (1) through (3)
occasion be used as civil affairs or civil-military above.
operations staff elements, when such staffs are
not otherwise available. In a similar manner, civil *c. The most responsive civil affairs operation-
affairs functional teams may be used to reinforce al and organizational concept envisioned for most
civil affairs or civil-military operations staffs. As situations is that which provides for centralized
an example, a company headquarters team may direction and decentralized operation of civil af-
be assigned as the G5 section of a division head- fairs. Consequently, the attachment of CA units,
quarters when appropriate augmentation is other- as required, to each major command element hav-
wise lacking. Or, in an operation requiring a ing civil affairs authority will be the normal ar-
major planning effort to insure the continued rangement. This concept requires for effective
availability of essential civilian commodities, the implementation as follows:
responsible G5 staff might be augmented with a
civil affairs civilian supply team. (1) Proper CMO staff representation at all

command echelons including joint and combined
*e. In determining the types of functional staffs.

teams required for a civil affairs unit or head-
quarters staff element, the presence of other US (2) Provision of adequate CA units to all
agencies, such as USAID, in the area of opera- commands having civil affairs authority, tailored
tions and the assignment of functional responsi- to meet the commanders' specific needs.
bilities to these agencies will be a major con-
sideration. For example, if USAID is responsible
for the agriculture, the need for civil affairs missions, civilian agencies of the US Govern-
functional teams for food and agriculture is re- ment, such as USAID, may have primary respon-

sibility for advising or assisting civilian govern-
ment operations.. Close coordination and liaison
should be established with these agencies and CA

2-8. Selection of Command Structure for units may be used to support their activities.
Civil Affairs Operations

a. Command over civil affairs units may be *e. When the theater commander retains civil
centralized or decentralized, depending on the affairs authority, he may employ the theater civil
type operation. The senior commander delegated affairs command (TCAC) to formulate plans,
civil affairs authority is responsible for the con- procedures, and programs for civil affairs opera-
duct of civil affairs operations. tions in conformity with guidance of higher au-

thority. Should the theater commander desire to
b. The decision as to the method of conducting delegate civil affairs authority, he normally dele-

civil affairs operations, and the organization to gates authority for the combat zone and the
support that method, rest wih the senior com- COMMZ to the theater army commander when
mander. In developing his command structure for the theater army is in the operational chain of
civil affairs operations, the senior commander command. Even when the theater army is not in
should consider the following alternatives: the operational chain of command, the theater

*(1) To attach CA units, as required, to commander may desire to delegate civil affairs
each major element in the field army(ies) and authority, in which case he normally delegates
the COMMZ for operational control. authority for the combat zone to the field army
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(army group) commander, and for the COMMZ, by a tailored force of subordinate units. The
to theater army commander. The theater CA corn- theater army commander, when delegated CA
mand immediately subordinate to the theater authority, may use the CA brigade to execute the
commander consists of a headquarters assisted CA mission and for command and control.

Section II. CIVIL-MILITARY OPERATIONS
STAFF SECTIONS AND PROCEDURES

2-9. The Assistant Chief of Staff, GS, Civil- in the field of government, economics, and sociol-
Military Operations (CMO) ogy.

a. The general staff acts as a single agency in (9) Recommending CA policy concerning
the coordination of all the principal functions of obligations between civil and military authorities
the commander. Each general staff officer is arising from treaties, agreements, international
charged with primary responsibility for assisting law, and US policy.
the chief of staff in the coordination of those (10) Advising on matters pertaining to the
activities included within a specified functional civil population, local government, institutions,
field. The ACofS, G5, Civil-Military Operations economy, and economic resources available for
(CMO) officer is the principal staff assistant to military use.
the commander in all matters pertaining to poli-
tical, economic, social, and psychological aspects (11) Coordinating civil support for tactical
of military operations. He has primary staff re- and combat service support operations and for
sponsibility for those actions embracing the rela- preventing civilian interference with these opera-
tionship between the military forces and civil au- ons.
thorities and people in the area of operations to (12) Coordinating and supervising commu-
include internal assistance and development op- nity relations for the command in theaters of
erations, and for those actions in which PSYOP operations.
techniques are used to support the achievement (13) Coordinating military support of popu-
of command objectives by creating in target lace and resources control programs.
groups the emotions, attitudes, or behavior de- (14) Coordinating CBR plans and operations
sired. In the performance of these functions, he pertaining to CA.
is responsible for- (15) Monitoring enemy PSYOP efforts in

(1) Advising, assisting, and making recom- order to identify vulnerabilities, to analyze prob-
mendations that relate to civil affairs (CA) and able course of action, and to measure effort of
psychological aspects of current or proposed op- friendly propaganda.
erations. (16) Providing technical advice and assist-

(2) Preparing plans and recommending pol- ance in the reorientation of defectors and prison-
icies and procedures for CMO activities, including ers of war.
military government, when appropriate. (17) Establishing and maintaining close and

(3) Preparing CA and PSYOP estimates continuing relations with other US government
and conducting studies and analysis. agencies, effecting necessary coordination to in-

(4) Preparing the CA and PSYOP portions sure adherence to policy and integration of effort.
of operations and administrative logistics plans (18) Coordinating military support of civil
and orders. defense in the area of operations.

(5) Determining the requirements for CA b. PSYOP responsibilities are discussed in FM
and PSYOP units and personnel. 33-1. The following paragraphs are concerned

primarily with the civil affairs responsibilities of(6) Supervising CA and PSYOP units that the 5.
are attached or under operational control of the
command. 2-10. CMO Staff Supervision

(7) Coordinating procurement of indigenous Staff supervision is accomplished by visits and by
resources. study and analysis of special and routine reports

(8) Coordinating CA functions of command of subordinate units. G5 staff section officers, in
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their inspections and visits, determine whether tracts, rentals, memberships, personal relation-
policies and directives of the commander are ships between individuals, and other related mat-
being followed and advise subordinate units and ters.
their staff sections on actions they should take. c. Participation.
Staff supervision of CA and PSYOP units is of
particular importance to insure proper conduct () In joint civil-military councils and co
and effective coordination of effort in the various
CMO functional areas. (2) In community relations and civic action

type activities.

2-11. Command and Staff Relationships (3) In uniservice, joint, and combined exer-
cises and training programs so far as CMO in-

Personnel of G5 sections are advisors, planners, struction and emphasis are concerned.
coordinators, and supervisors. As members of the
coordinating staff, they should not allow them- d. Coordination.
selves to become too engrossed with the details (1) Among functional civil affairs specialists
of administration and operation. General staff and between civilian counterparts and staff sec-
officers have no authority to command subordinate tions with related interests.
elements of the command, but conduct staff super- (2) Between all military and civil agencies
vision of those activities for which they have in areas of mutual concern.
primary general staff responsibility. (3) With representatives of other US gov-

ernmental, allied, and international agencies.
2-12. Representative CA Processes of the G5

e. Support.
Since, from a conceptual standpoint, CMO is the e. Support.
total of all civil-military relationships, no attempt (1) For military forces from civilian labor
will be made in this manual to enumerate every
conceivable operational aspect of these relation- (2) For civilians from military personnel,
ships. As a guide for planning and training pur- equipment, facilities, and supplies.
poses, however, the following processes are typi- f. Advice.
cally representative of CMO and constitute the (1) To the commander on-
means by which the functions are performed by (a) Relationships with civil authorities
all elements of a military command: and population.

a. Liaison. (b) Effects of operations or activities, or
(1) With other military units in the com- contemplated operations or activities, on civilian

mand to which assigned or attached, and with welfare and morale.
units in contiguous zones. (c) Effects of civilian governmental and

(2) With other US allied, and international administrative processes, habits, activities, needs,
governmental agencies in the area. and capabilities on his operations and missions.

(3) With representatives in the apparatus (d) Relationships with US and allied agen-
of the indigenous government. cies in civilian governmental capacities.

(4) With representatives of private agen- (e) Procedures for handling non-US labor.
cies. (/) Treatment for civilians coming under

b. Negotiation. his jurisdiction or control.

(1) Negotiations will be coordinated with () All other matters concerned with af-
the Staff Judge Advocate. fairs of his command in respect to civilian rela-

(2) With appropriate agencies of civilian tionships.
authorities over such matters as police authority, (2) To civil authorities on-
jurisdiction, licensing, taxation, use of public (a) Needs and requirements of the mili-
facilities, registrations, applicability of laws and tary forces.
regulations, customs, religious practices, restric- (b) Capabilities of military forces in co-
tions, and other similar phases of both personal operative ventures.
and official relationships. (c) Rehabilitation procedures and proc-

(3) With private civilian individuals and esses.
organizations concerning purchases, claims, con- (d) Civil defense and disaster measures.
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(e) Technical methods calculated to im- CMO staffs (and units) are able to render support
prove civilian economies and social structure. to other agencies in this effort by providing them

(3) To other staff sections and to subordi- with detailed area surveys portraying institu-
nate units of the command on CMO matters. tions, population groups, commercial establish-

ments, and industrial developments susceptible to
(1) The circulation of civilians. attack or constituting a hazard to friendly opera-
(2) Agencirculies of governments. tions; surveys of attitudes and reactions to(2) Agencies of government.
(3) Economic processes and civilian activi- friendly programs aimed at political or economic

targets; surveys of substantive effects of opera-ties or conditions which may affect operations. targets; surveys of substantive effects of opera-
tions designed to disrupt or destroy governmental
administration, economic production, commerce

2-13. Conduct of the Major Activities of or trade; and intelligigence on significant person-
Civil-Military Relations alities or industrial capabilities.

a. The representative G5 processes outlined (2) Provision of or support for the functions
in the preceding paragraph operate in support of of government for a civilian population.
the major activities of the civil-military relations (a) CA units or personnel may be assigned
of a military commander. Command priority will to provide liaison between a military command
be given to those activities which are most closely and civilian governmental agencies. In this situa-
related to the command mission. tion the civil affairs mission may be merely to

b. Under some circumstances, the primary mis- insure mutual performance of requirements laid
sion of the command may be such that manage- down in an actual or implied bilateral agreement.
ment of civil-military relationships becomes the (b) CA units or personnel may be required
major command activity. This is likely to be the to provide for the total performance of all govern-
case in situations involving cold war, stability op- mental functions in either a military government
erations, or IDAID assistance missions. It is situation in occupied territory or in a major civil
equally true if the primary command mission is defense emergency in CONUS, or in an in-
the provision of military support for civil defense, termediate state between these two extremes, such
or the establishment of a military government in as the reinforcement or extension of govern-
occupied enemy territory after the cessation of mental services by military personnel and units
hostilities. Conversely, if the primary mission of when the government has been weakened or dis-
the command is the destruction of hostile armed rupted by insurgency, hostile attack, or natural
forces in a limited or general war situation then disaster. Even well-established governments in
the management of the various civil-military rela- highly developed nations may require this type of
tions activities is a supporting command function military assistance. In the United States this was
to assist the tactical forces and their logistical necessary for the establishment and initial func-
system. In this situation, the activity which deals tioning of the Civilian Conservation Corps during
with the provision of civilian support for and the the depression and today it has been found neces-
prevention of civilian interference with tactical sary to support the work abroad of civilian agen-
and logistical operations must have priority in the cies such as AID and USIA with military per-
overall CMO efforts of the command. Whatever sonnel and units.
the command mission may be, measures taken to (3) Community relations of the military
accomplish this mission should avoid alienation of forces
the populace to improve the possibilities for win-
ning the peace after cessation of hostilities.

tioned on foreign soil or whose personnel are pre-
c. The conduct of the major activities of civil- sent on such soil (naval personnel on shore leave,

military relations may be varied to insure max- for example) exerts some degree of influence on
imum support to the commander in the accom- the local community. The influence contributes or
plishment of his mission. detracts from the attainment of U.S. goals in the

(1) Provision of civilian support for and pre- area involved in almost direct proportion to the
vention of civilian interference with tactical and success or failure of the community relations pro-
logistical operation. gram.

(a) Civil-military operations are conducted (b) Good community relations promote
for this purpose. better understanding between civil and mnilitary

(b) In addition to their own operations, elements and encourage cooperation between the
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two groups far beyond the immediate locality in directives promotes friendly attitudes worth
which they are initiated. Poor community rela- many times the effort expended.
tions may trigger reactions in the rest of the 6. Counterpart cooperation. Many gen-
world. Following are some of the programs, pro- eral and special staff officers in military units
jects, and activities in which military units may have counterparts in the civilian community.
participate to promote good community relations Close liaison and cooperation in programs of
in CONUS or overseas. mutual interest to military and civilian agencies

1. Information activities. Normally the are advantageous to both.
Information Officer is charged with developing a 7. Armed Forces Disciplinary Control
good public image of the Army and insuring fair Boards. Armed Forces Disciplinary Control
and impartial news coverage. Normally the Army Boards are established under AR 15-3 with mem-
has no censorship over media of public expres- bership normally composed of the surgeons and
siion in the United States, its possessions, or in provost marshals from military installations in a
friendly foreign countries, therefore, cooperation designated area. In meeting with invited civilian
obtained usually reflects cooperation extended. representatives from nearby communities they

2. Open houses, exhibits, and demonstra- make a major contribution toward improving the
tions. With limitations imposed by security and health and moral climate of the civilian commu-
operational considerations, goodwill and commu- nity in the vicinity of the military installation to
nity understanding are stimulated by opening mil- the advantage of both military personnel and the
itary facilities to visitors, showing informative community.
and educational exhibiits, and giving demonstra- 8. U.S. Information Service. The USIS,
tions which simultaneously provide entertainment operating under direction of the U.S. Embassy
and emphasize the posture of U.S. military and conducting a broad program of information,
strength. An extension of the same general pro- cultural, and educational services for the popula-
gram can be conducted offpost by participation in tion of a foreign country, usually will have an
parades, providing concerts by military bands, activity located in the vicinity of large U.S. mili-
demonstrations by drill teams at public functions, tary installations abroad. Where such activities
and furnishing speakers for appearances before are located in the vicinity of a military headquar-
selected opinion-influencing groups. ters, the military units normally have representa-

3. Participation in athletic leagues or tion on planning committees for liaison purposes
events. Joint civil-military participation in ath- and provide support from the military for the
letic contests or leagues, if properly handled, can USIS program. The USIS frequently will have
engender goodwill, but undue partisanship will literature or movies that can be utilized by mili-
destroy any advantages accrued. tary units in their community relations program.

4. Orientation of personnel going abroad.
Orientation programs vary in scope from passing 9. Binational association. In most over-
out circulars containing helpful hints and short sea areas there are organizations, associations,
orientation lectures to more sophisticated orienta- or committees with military and civilian member-
tion programs such as the instruction given per- ship, some of which are organized primarily to
sonnel assigned to MAAG's and missions. This improve relationships. Meetings may be held in
consists of concentrated briefings on the area and which mutual problems are discussed, and support
country to be visited supplemented by kits of for various charitable, patriotic, cultural, educa-

tional, and recreational programs, events, and fa-material for individual reference and study. In tional, and recreational programs, events, and fa-
many cases, further orientation of personnel is cilities may be made matters of Joint sponsorship.
conducted on the ground during the first days 10. Unit and individual projects. In con-
after arrival in a foreign country. formance with command policy, individual mili-

5. Joint civil programs. Military partici- tary units may support an orphanage, school, hos-
pation in such programs as support for orphan- pital, or similar facility on a continuing basis or
ages or similar indigent groups, cooperation in the in connection with specific events or holiday pe-
sponsorship of youth organizations, and participa- riods. Individual personnel may be encouraged to
tion in fund drives develops warmth and ap- accept invitations to visit with local families and
proval. In general, it can be said that making per- to reciprocate with invitations to meals in unit
sonnel, facilities, and equipment available in messes on special occasions. Military equipment
programs of general or specific welfare within and volunteer manpower may be used to assist
limitations imposed by capabilities and policy civilian communities in the development of play-
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grounds, athletic fields, or other community facil- nation, military civic action augmented by psycho-
ities. Families may be encouraged to accept chil- logical operations normally should be a primary
dren as guests in their homes for extended periods, mission of the military forces of that nation since
particularly during summer school vacation. Many the internal development program represents the
military personnel and members of their families best hope for the prevention of an active insur-
are well qualified to lend assistance with local edu- gency. US military personnel assigned to advise
cation programs in English and in other subjects. and support indigenous forces must be prepared
Assistance with local USIA programs and other to assist in staff planning and supervision of this
educational and social welfare activities is one of program. In other phases of insurgency, military
the most important individual means of building civic action continues as part of the total IDAID
goodwill in lands where people are still thirsting program to the maximum feasible extent.
for knowledge and where social needs are fre- (b) Military civic action is also of signifi-
quently great. Care must be exercised in these cance in limited and general war situations but
programs to insure that they do not violate cue- demands more emphasis in postcombat situations.
toms or appear as charity and therefore create (5) Mlitary participation in populace and
resentment rather than rapport. Additional care
must be exercised to insure that support to
orphanages, schools, and hospitals or similar fa- (a) Control of the populace and resources
cilities will not jeopardize those operations seri- of a country is a responsibility of its civilian gov-
ously when US forces are withdrawn, ernmental agencies. There are circumstances,

however, in which civilian agencies may be unable
11. Advisory councils. Frequently com- to meet this responsibility. For example, a coun-

munity relations councils are established which try threatened with, or weakened by insurgency,
may include as members the commander, selected disaster, or hostile attack, may require the serv-
members of his staff, and representatives from ices of its military forces to impose effective con-
national or regional (depending on the locale) trol. Under any set of circumstances, when mili-
governmental and civic organizations (AR 360- tary forces are used to execute or support a pro-
61). These councils, which may be set up either gram for the control of the civil populace and its
in CONUS or oversea areas, can serve any or all resources, this program becomes a major activity
of the following purposes: of civil affairs.

(a) Medium of official liaison. (b) In IDAID, a populace and resources
(b) Action agency for joint programs. control program as part of the total internal
(c) Sounding board for reactions to security effort is of prime importance.

specific incidents and conditions. *(6) Military support of civil defense and
(d) Agency through which diverse re- local civil government. Military personnel, re-

quirements can be weighed and compromises sources, and units may be committed to provide
reached. support, training, or supervision for civil defense

(e) Policy group for the allocation of activities in CONUS or overseas to mitigate the
aid and assistance. effects of disaster or hostile attack. When a mili-

(c) The CMO officer has a definite staff tary unit is so committed, civil affairs generally,
interest in the community relations program. and civil defense in particular, becomes a primary
CMO staff participation should emphasize the pro- matter of the commander's concern, and he will
gramming and coordinating aspects rather than use those resources necessary to support this ac-
the operating responsibilities. The community re- tivity. However, in most situations, the provision
lations program remains the operating responsi of military support for civil defense or, in the
bility of the information officer in a command, but United States, military support to local civil gov-
with coordinating staff responsibility assigned to ernment is a secondary mission of the military
CMO officer for advice and coordination. unit, and planning and training for the accom-

plishment of this mission must be accomplished to
(4) Military civic action. the same degree as planning and training for the

(a) The use of military personnel and re- accomplishment of any other contingency mission.
sources to support or implement a national in- CMO staff sections, in conjunction with other
ternal development program is military civic members of the general or coordinating staff,
action. In a Phase I insurgency situation, particu- should insure that this planning and training is
larly in the absence of a real external threat to a effectively accomplished.
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(7) Psychological operations. support requirements for psychological opera-
(a) Civil affairs is aimed at the intelligent tions. Psychological operations units provide ad-

handling of military contacts with civilians to vice regarding the psychological implications of
produce a result that will best assist the com- proposed courses of action and utilize organicand
mander in the accomplishment of his mission. indigenous personnel and equipment in the pro-
Civil affairs activities can best be performed with duction and dissemination of propaganda in sup-
the appropriate support of psychological opera- port of selected courses of action.
tions directed toward influencing civilians who (b) The commander should utilize his psy-
are located in areas for which the military corn- chological operations units to insure attainment
mander has responsibility or in which his troops of his civil-military relations objectives in much
are operating. Overall staff responsibility for the same way as he uses his firepower to support
psychological operations is vested in the G5. The his plan of maneuver. Psychological operations
G5 coordinates with the G3 on assignment and doctrine and techniques are contained respectively
use of PSYOP units and with G2 on intelligence in FM 33-1 and FM 33-5.

Section III. STAFF COORDINATION FOR SUPPORT OF
CIVIL-MILITARY OPERATIONS

2-14. General plies for use in feeding and clothing civilian in-
While the G5 has primary staff responsibility for ternees, and establish the need for facilities or
the coordination of matters involving civil-military materials to be used in the construction of refugee
operations, this is no way subordinates the spe- camps.
cialized interest and activities of other staff ele- e. Plans for military assistance to the civilian
ments of a command. Primary responsibility for populace on graves registration matters, for use
many staff activities affecting civil-military rela- of civilian labor in US graves registration activ-
tions remains with the staff section normally ities, and the availability of land for use as
assigned those functions (FM 101-5). However, cemeteries.
close coordination with the G5 will be necessary f. Information and assistance in the control
for proper staff supervision of these matters. This and movement of displaced persons and refugees
section lists those matters of particular impor- and maintenance of law and order in local com-
tance to the civil-military operations staff officer, munities.
which are performed by other staff sections but g. Reports from provost marshal concerning
which are of mutual concern. conduct of military personnel in the civilian com-

munities and recommendation for command direc-
2-15. Assistant Chief of Staff, G1, Personnel tives concerning the conduct of military personnel
GI areas of interest which impact on civil-military in relations with the civilian populace.
relations include the following: h. Recommendation for military assistance for

a. Personnel management of indigenous civilian evacuation and hospitalization of civilians.
employees to include availability of all skills and
categories of civilian labor, conditions of employ- 2-16. Assistant Chief of Staff, G2 intelligence
ment, pay scales, fringe benefits, and employment G5 activities both require and produce intelligence
agreements. information. The areas of mutual interest between

the G5 and the G2 are extensive and vital. Theb. Provide army health service units, person- Gb. Provide army health service units, person- 2 must coordinate his intelligence effort with
nel, and material to supplement inadequate civil-

ian medical facilities and supplies within the civilian intelligence agencies. The G5 should beian medical facilities and supplies within the generally informed of such relationships and
scope of US policy and international law and to generally informed of such relationships andshould assist the G2, where necessary, by negotia-
augment the civilian capacity for the control of tion with responsible civilian government agen-
disease as required. cies. Detailed coordination and liaison between

c. Establishment of the, need for local real es- US military intelligence personnel and civilian in-
tate and other indigenous resources to be used for telligence personnel will be direct but the G5
headquarters locations, housing of troops, rest, should be informed of and help prepare the gen-
recreational, and other special service facilities. eral command policies governing such rela-

d. Review of requirements for indigenous sup- tionships. Further, the G5 should be informed
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promptly whenever intelligence activities threaten activities as well as the effect of the civilian situa-
to, or do, impair the overall civil-military relation- tion on plans, and of restrictions or limitations
ships of the command. Some of the areas of imposed by agreements or law.
mutual interest requiring close coordination be- d. The availability and capability of CA and
tween the G2 and G5 include: PSYOP units to support tactical plans.

a. Intelligence information collected from the e. CMO Civil Affairs or PSYOP Annexes to
local population to include line crossers, dis- Operations Plans.
placed persons, refugees, and evacuees.

b. The use of local agencies for guarding ac- 2-18. Assistant Chief of Staff, G4, Logistics
quired technical enemy material for intelligence a. The staff responsibility of the G4 includes
purposes. coordination and supervision of supply and

c. Intelligence information pertaining to the service support for CMO activities of the com-
population, its government, economy, and institu- mand. This may range from a specified minimum
tions. calorie food supply under emergency conditions of

d. Counterintelligence activities of civil affairs limited or general war, to an entire range of
and PSYOP elements including civil security, cen- standard and nonstandard items to support a mili-
sorship, control of travel, and location of collabo- tary civic action program in an internal develop-
rators. ment effort.

b. In procuring local items, G4 and G5 must
2-17. Assistant Chief of Staff, G3, Operations insure that consideration is given to the effects of

such procurement on the local population and
All military operations have some impact upon economy of the area, and the U.S. balance of pay-
the civilian populace. Fire and maneuver, bar- ments situation. The CA function of civilian
riers, and the use of special weapons are likely to supply is a two-directional operation involving the
bring about collateral damage and casualties to mobilization and use of resources of the civilian
civilians. G5 prepares a CMO estimate to assist in economy, within the bounds of national policy, in-
the command decision on a course of action. Esti- ternational agreement, and international law, in
mate should include information about population support of U.S. military forces; and conversely,
densities and configurations, which will enable the the satisfaction of essential civilian needs through
G3 to plan for the successful accomplishment of military supply sources. Except in emergency sit-
military missions while inflicting minimum collat- uations local procurement will be avoided when
eral damage upon the civilian populace and the subsequent importation of similar items for ci-
civilian economy. After the decision, the G5 pre- vilian consumption will be necessary. CA per-
pares plans to support the "plan" developed by the sonnel assist and advise purchasing and con-
G3. In certain circumstances civil-military opera- tracting, real estate and personnel officers in de-
tions considerations may be a factor which can termining availability of sources, making ar-
affect the choice of fire support systems and plans rangements for procurement, and weighing
of maneuver. While this is usually the case in in- immediate needs against longer range require-
ternal defense operations, where the loyalty of the ments
people is a primary consideration, it may also
affect tactical operations in limited or general c. As a coordinating staff officer the G4 has su-
war. In the consideration of alternate routes of pervisory responsibility for construction and
approach for an offensive operation, or of beach- transportation services. Activities in these fields
heads for amphibious operations the loyalties and affect the CMO activities of the command and can
sympathies of key segments of the population in have a major impact on civil-military relations.
such areas may be a deciding factor. Mutual areas d. These activities may be performed under any
of interest requiring G3/G5 coordination also in- condition of warfare and in postcombat situa-
dlude: tions. In internal defense assistance situations

they are especially important. Engineer and
a. Evaluation of civil aspects of potential tar-n a r

~~~~~~~gets.~ ~transportation training, advice, and support for
indigenous military forces in the conduct of mili-

b. Advice and assistance in military training tary civic action projects is vital.
required by STANAG 2057. e. Logistical matters requiring coordination

c. Impact of plans on civil-military operations with the G5 include:
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(1) Supply. (3) Maintenance:
(a) Consolidated requirements for civilian (a) Liaison with civil agencies to develop

supplies to be furnished from military stocks or information on capability and availability of the
requisitioned from U.S. stocks. local economy to provide maintenance facilities,

(b) Location of civilian supplies required equipment, and personnel for military use or sup-
for military use and reporting of availability port.
based on a determination of civilian needs. (b) Rehabilitation of water supply facili-

(e) Plans for the distribution of supplies to ties and public utilities for military or essential
civilians. civilian use when such rehabilitation is beyond

the capabilities of local agencies of government.(d) Requirements for food and medical
supplies for emergency civilian support. (c) Rehabilitation of port, transportation,
(e) Requirements for insecticides, repel- and communication facilities as may be directed.(e) Requirements for insecticides, repel-

lents, and rodenticides for protection of the 2-19. Assistant Chief of Staff, Comptroller
health of the civil population.health of the civil population. a. The mission of the comptroller includes re-

(f) Disposition of captured enemy sup- sponsibility for exercising technical control over
plies which are adaptable to civilian use. all theater army finance policies, plans, and serv-

(g) Availability of salvage clothing and ices of the command. He coordinates the finance
other supplies for civilian use. services for the command with U.S. allied, and

(2) Services and movements. friendly elements within the theater.
(a) Liaison with civil procurement agen- b. The ACofS, Comptroller maintains a close

cies, locating equipment and labor required for working relationship with the G5 to perform the
military use, and reporting the availability based following functions:
on a determination of civilian needs. (1) Monitors and recommends procedures

(b) Advice and assistance to purchasing and practices for military payment certificate con-
and contracting officers in making arrangements trol and administration, foreign currency pur-
for local procurement. chases, transmission of personal funds, and con-

(c) Requirements for military transporta- trol of blackmarket and counterfeiting operations.
tion for civilian needs. (2) Status of U.S. and host country funds for

(d) Information on availability of civilian current and future CMO operations.
transportation for military use. (3) Conducts cost analysis relating to pro-

curement practices.
(e) Estimated impact of civilian traffic on curement practices.(4) Recommends allocation of finance directhighway regulation and traffic control and mili- support companies or establishment of specially

tary traffic on civilian usage. constructed comptroller offices in support of civil
(f) Measures to control civilian traffic, in- affairs and PSYOP units and activities.

cluding use of vehicles, routes to be used, and issu-
ance of permits. 2-20. The Staff Judge Advocate

(g) Liaison with civilian agencies to insure a. As the legal advisor to the commander and to
coordinated dissemination and enforcement of all members of the staff, the SJA has an especially
highway regulations and traffic control plans important role to play in support of CMO activi-
which are applicable to civilian traffic. ties. The G5 looks to him for advice on matters of

(h) Requirements for special type U.S. U.S., local, and international law both customary
service units for civilian support. and conventional, e.g., the Hague Regulations, the

(i) Capability and availability of indige- Geneva Conventions of 1949, and Status of Forces
nous agencies to provide construction equip- Agreements as they pertain to and affect civil-mil-
ment, materiel, and personnel to support the ci- itary relationships.
vil-military relations program. b. The SJA will also directly have an affect on

(j) Availability of indigenous utilities for the civil-military relationships of a command by
military use. his own activities in three fields, in each of which

(k) Information on the availability of real he must also take into account the CMO policy of
estate, assistance in locating desired real estate, the command. These are-
and liaison with civil agencies for procurement of (1) Provision of claims services for civilian
real estate. claimants.
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(2) Procurement law matters. the education of US military personnel often will
(3) Jurisdiction of local courts over US per- reach civilian audiences; therefore, it must be

sonnel and activities. accurate and in consonance with US-released in-
*c. Establishment of civil affairs tribunals and formation directed at such civilian audiences or

other judicial and administrative agencies. The released to the world at large. In today's world
closure or reopening of local tribunals, including the mobility of individuals and the profusion of
courts, boards, agencies, and commissions; and mass communications is such that neither theinformation officer nor the psychological opera-the designation of their jurisdiction, organization tions officer can hope to address an audience iso

tions officer can hope to address an audience iso-and procedures.
lated unto itself. Further, news released abroad to

d. In situations where CA legal personnel are US and international news media, and intended
not available to create or supervise the operation for audiences outside the theater of operations
of CA tribunals, the SJA has staff responsibility will also often be received in the theater of opera-
for the creation and supervision of military com- tions, where it will influence civilian audiences.
missions or other military tribunals as required Therefore, information programs must be estab-
for the trial of civilians under the laws of war. lished and thoroughly coordinated if credibility is

to be retained.
2-21. The Provost Marshal/Military Police

*a. The maintenance of discipline, law, and 2-23. The Staff Chaplain
order among US military personnel has a bearing The staff chaplain has frequent contact with the
upon the relationships of the command to civilian clergy, religious groups and organizations and
authorities and the population. other leaders in the communities near US military

*b. Command policy with regard to the rela- installations, both in CONUS and oversea areas.
tionship of the US military police and the civil The fostering of cordial relationships with local
police is a matter of common interest to the PM religious representatives and leaders of allied ac-
and the G5. While the G5 has primary staff re- tivities and civic organizations can open the way
sponsibility for such command policy, its execu- to opportunities for religious, social, and cultural
tion and day-to-day operations thereunder are rapport between military personnel and the local
primarily matters for PM concern. Under certain civilian populace. In oversea areas in particular,
circumstances such as the grant of authority by good relations between the military and nationals
a host nation, or in military government opera- of occupied or Allied territories may be promoted
tions, the military police may be authorized to through liaison with the local clergy and by en-
hire civilian personnel for police operations or to couraging military personnel in respectful atti-
train and supervise indigenous paramilitary or tudes toward the various faiths, sacred rites, and
civil police. places of worship. These activities will, of course,

require CMO staff coordination.

*2-22. The Information Officer
The impact on civil-military relations of the in- 2-24. Additional Details on Other Staff
formation officer is not limited to his participa- Relationships
tion in community relations matters. The com- In directorate type and support command staffs,
mand information program for military personnel the titles or designations of members of the co-
and for the civilian employees must be coordinated ordinating staff may vary but the doctrinal prin-
with the psychological operations program, if one ciples enunciated in the preceding paragraphs
is being conducted. Information intended only for usually will be valid.

Section IV. CIVIL AFFAIRS UNIT ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
AND FUNCTIONS

2-25. Civil Affairs Units mum practical ratio of command, administrative,
a. Civil affairs units of varying sizes and capa- and overhead personnel to operational personnel.

bilities are provided to conduct civil affairs opera- *b. There are both fixed TOE and cellular
tions with a maximum economy of US personnel, TOE CA units. CA functional teams may be at-
maximum flexibility of employment, and a mini- tached to either type.
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(1) Fixed TOE units. *f. When appropriately augmented, establish
*(a) Theater CA command (TOE 41-12). and administer the central government of a major
*(b) CA Brigade (TOE 41-201). nation in a military government situation or in a

*9(2) Cellular TOE units (TOE 41-500). post hostility environment.
(a) CA Group. *g. Exercise command and control over two
(b) 'CA Battalion. or more CA brigades as required.
(c) CA Company.
(d) CA Platoon. *h. Be assigned or attached to a CONUS army

headquarters for a 'CONUS civil defense mission.

*2-26. Employment of Civil Affairs Units *i. Provide PSYOP planning support for the
The smallest size CA units capable of performing conduct of consolidation PSYOP in host, friendly,
the particular civil affairs mission involved is liberated or occupied countries, when PSYOP
use I to support a military command or to provide staff is not assigned.
any other civil affairs operational capability. The *j. Provide advice, assistance, expertise, and
nature of the mission and the characteristics of support to the national civil defense organization
the area of operations, rather than the size of the and state level civil government in designated
supported force, determine which CA unit or units emergency is within the United States.
will be employed for any particular operation.

*2-28. The Civil Affairs Brigade
*2-27. The Theater Civil Affairs Command The CA brigade is normally employed to exercise
The theater CA command is a specialized fixed command and control (centralized execution) or
TOE organization with a directorate type staff to command less operational control (decentralized
assist in the fulfillment of obligations arising from control) over civil affairs units operating with the
treaties, agreements, or customary international Army group, field army, or COMMZ. It may be
law as the agent of the theater commander in the employed to-
area placed under is jurisdiction. (NOTE: A di- a. Provide the command and control organiza-
rector has responsibilities, accompanied by com- tional structure t conduct civil affairs operations
mensurate authority to act for the commander,
which normally include policy development, staffwhich normally include policy development, staff government and civilian authorities in an area of
coordination, establishing of controls and review ert
of effectiveness of operations.) Within the United
States, the theater -CA command provides support *b. Operate as a CA or Civil-Military Opera-
to the local civil government in reestablishing a tions staff element of a field army or theater army
civil government within the region damaged by support command.
enemy attack, natural disaster, or other emerg-e the nucleus for a civil affairs co
ency, when so directed by higher authority. mand of a task force.

*a. Serve as a CA command in a theater of *d. Command and control one to six civil af-
operations. fairs groups in an area support role or one to

*b. Operate as a CA or Civil-Military Opera- six civil affairs battalions in a command support
tions staff element of a combined, theater, or role. (CA groups may be used in lieu of CA bat-
theater army command. talions when battalions are not available.)

*c. Formulate plans, policies and programs *e. Plan for, coordinate, and supervise civil
for CA operations in support of theater military affairs activities in area-wide support to insure
operations in accordance with established national accomplishment of political objectives of com-
policy and other directives. manders being supported.

*d. Plan for, coordinate, deploy, direct, and *f. Advise and assist the central national gov-
supervise CA activities in accordance with na- ernment of a small nation or a major subnational
tional policies and directives. governmental unit of a larger nation.

*e. Provide advice, assistance, and support to *g. Plan for, coordinate, and supervise an en-
local governments as directed by competent au- vironmental improvement program in internal
thority. defense and internal development operations.
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*h. Provide in-country consolidation PSYOP *a. Serve as a command and control head-
planning support when PSYOP staff is not quarters subordinate to the CA brigade or theater
assigned. CA command.

*i. Perform military government functions *b. Provide qualified personnel to fulfill the
similar to that of the theater CA command. requirements of civil affairs or Civil-Military Op-

*j. Provide advice, assistance, and support to erations staff sections for appropriate units or
headquarters with civil affairs or Civil-Militarythe regional civil defense organizted Stations support requirements but without or-

ganic or attached civil affairs or Civil-Military
event of enemy attack, natural disaster or other Operations staff sections.
emergency.

*c. Exercise command and control or com-
*2-29. The Civil Affair Group mand less operational control over one to six CA
The CA group headquarters is a command and battalions or one to ten attached civil affairs
control team with no organic civil affairs func- companies in any type of operation.
tional capability. It may be tailored to perform *d. With attached appropriate CA units and
CA operations by the assignment or attachment functional teams, administer or perform civil
of appropriate CA functional teams. It may be affairs functions in a large city, province, or com-
employed to-- parable political entity.

HQ & HQ Co

CO HQ COMMANEC
SECTION

CoS SEC IG SEC

HQ COMDT PERS & ADMIN PLANS & OPS INTEL
SEC SEC S EC SEC

|SUPPORT I GOVT'L FUNC I C I I PUB FAC I I SP FUNC
SEC l l SEC l l SEC l l SEC | L SEC

*Figure 2-2. Type organization civil affairs brigade.
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COMMANDING
OFFICER

EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

HQ ATTACHED
DETACHMENT FUNC TEAMS

*Figure 2-S. Type organization civil affairs group.

*e. Support an independent or separate corps- tional teams to perform a functional as well as a
size task force. command and control mission. It may be em-

*f. When appropriately augmented, provide ploy to-
command teams, generalist teams, functional a. Perform similar to but lesser roles than the
teams, and mobile training teams (MTT) for en- CA group.
vironmental improvement functions in internal *b. Provide qualified personnel to fulfill the
defense and internal development operations. requirement of Civil Affairs or Civil-Military Op-

*g. Provide support to US civilian agencies erations staff sections for those corps without
such as USAID and USIA in internal defense and organic or attached Civil Affairs or Civil-Military
internal development operations. Operations staff sections.

*h. Provide in-country consolidation PSYOP *c. Exercise command and control or com-
planning support when PSYOP staff is not mand less operational control over one to six at-
assigned. tached civil affairs companies in any type of

*i. Provide advice, assistance, and support to operation.
a state-level civil government in the United States *d. Provide civil affairs support to a corps or
in the event of enemy attack, natural disaster, or similar size command.
other emergency.

*e. Support an independent or separate divi-
* 2-30. The Civil Affairs Battalion sion size task force.

The CA battalion headquarters is a command and *f. Provide advice, assistance, and support to
control team with no organic CA functional capa- a state or large city local civil government in the
bility. It is normally tailored, however, by the United States in the event of enemy attack, nat-
assignment or attachment of appropriate func- ural disaster, or other emergency.
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*2-31. The Civil Affairs Company tions in a medium size city or political subdivision

The CA company headquarters is a command and equivalent to a county.
control team with no organic civil affairs func- *g. Provide advice, assistance, and support to
tional capability. It is normally tailored, however, a medium size city or county local civil govern-
by the attachment of appropriate functional ment in the United States in the event of enemy
teams, to perform a functional as well as a com- attack, natural disaster, or other emergency.
mand and control mission. It may be employed
to- *2-32. The Civil Affairs Platoon

*a. Function as a subordinate of a CA bat-talion, CA group, or larger CA headquarters - The CA platoon headquarters is the smallest civil
affairs command and control unit. It may be used

*b. Provide qualified personnel to fulfill the alone or it may be augmented by the attachment
requirements of civil affairs or Civil-Military Op- of a number of functional teams. It may be em-
erations staff sections for those divisions without ployed to-
organic or attached civil affairs or Civil-Mliitary
Operations staff sections. a. Serve as a subordinate unit under any other

higher civil affairs headquarters.
*c. Exercise command and control over one

to ten assigned or attached CA platoons in any *b. Provide qualified personnel to fulfill the
type of operation. requirement of Civil Affairs or Civil-Military Op-

erations staff sections for those brigades without
*d. Provide civil affairs support to a division organic or attached Civil Affairs or Civil-Military

or similar size command. Operations staff sections.

*e. Support an independent or separate bri- Exercise command and control over one to

ten attached civil affairs functional teams in any
*f. Administer or perform civil affairs func- type of operation.

COMMANDING
OFFICER

EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

I 2 I S4

DETACHMENT FUNC. TEAMS

*Figure -4. Type organization civil affairs battalion.
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COMMANDING
OFFICER

ADMIN INTEL OPS SUPPLY

ATTACHED | | ATTACHED
PLATOONS | | FUNC. TEAMS

*Figure 2-5. Type organization civil affairs company.

*d. Provide civil affairs support to a tactical support to a town or small city local civil govern-
brigade or similar command. ment in the United States in the event of enemy

attack, natural disaster, or other emergency.
*e. Administer or perform CA functions in a

town, small city, or rural county or similar poli-
tical entity. *2-33. Civil Affairs Unit Commander

*f. Establish and supervise camps for dis- Commanders of CA units perform all of the
placed persons, refugees, or evacuees, normal administrative and operational duties of

unit commanders of any type military organiza-
*g. Support country team operations, mobile tion. The commander uses his executive officer or

training missions, military assistance advisory deputy to assist him in the performance of these
group activities, internal defense and internal de- and other duties. Both of these officers must be
velopment operations, and similar commitments. competent CA generalists as well as capable mili-

*h. Provide advice, civil affairs assistance and tary leaders. In addition to the normal functions

COMMANDING
OFFICER

ADMIN OPS ATTACHED
SEC SEC FUNC TM

*Figure 2-6. Type organization civil affairs platoon
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of command, CA unit commanders also perform ian population in a civil defense or martial law
specific CA functions as required by the unit mis- emergency situation.
sion. These may include-t h. Commanding attached non-CA units and per-

a. Planning for, assigning missions to, deploy- sonnel when required for the performance of a
ing, and supervising the activities of CA func- civil affairs operation.
tional specialist personnel and teams.

*2-34. Civil Affairs Unit Staff Offers
b. Acting as a point of contact with the civil a. The staffs of CA units are organized on

authorities and with US civilian agencies of a general staff principles in accordance with FM
specified area. 101-5. They are organized as follows--

c. Coordinating activities of his own unit and *(1) Theater Civil Affairs Command-Di-
those of non-CA units to include such matters rectorate Type Staff.
as- *(2) Civil Affairs Brigade-ACofS Type

Staff.
(1) Military civic action. *(3) Civil Affairs Group or Battalion-"S"
(2) Populace and resources control. or Unit Type Staff.
(3) Consolidation psychological operations. b. The four principal staff assistants are Direc-

*(4) Military support of local civil govern- tor/Assistant Chief of Staff/S1, Personnel and
ment in the United States within the region dam- Administration; Director/Assistant Chief of
aged by enemy attack, natural disaster, or other Staff/S2, Intelligence; Director/Assistant Chief
emergency. of Staff/S3, Plans and Operations; and Director/

Assistant Chief of Staff/S4, Supply. (The director
d. Providing civil affairs support on a corn- of supply is made available to the Theater Civil

mand or area basis to designated units. Affairs Command as required. The Comptroller/
Assistant Chief of Staff, Comptroller, may be

e. Providing CA generalists and functional spe- established on an as required basis upon approval
cialist training to non-CA US personnel and to of the theater army commander. Determination of
allied military and civilian personnel. need for establishment of an ACofS, Comptroller,

f. Acting as a military governor or his repre- in CA organizations is based on the extent to
sentative for occupied enemy territory. which the CA commander is responsible for finan-

cial management. Duties and functions of the staff
g. Providing governmental services to a civil- are as detailed in FM 101-5.

Section V. CIVIL AFFAIRS FUNCTIONAL TEAMS

*2-35. General promotion or restoration of governmental stabil-
CA functions are considered under four broad ity in the area of operations. These functions
categories-Governmental; Economic; Public Fa- are-
cilities; and Special. The 20 functions may be (1) Civil Defense.
grouped under these categories for operational (2) Labor (Indigenous Manpower).
control and, as required, by the scope of the civil (3) Legal.
affairs mission. Every function is in some degree (4) Public Administration.
related to every other function and therefore co- (5) Public Education.
ordination must be continuous. The areas of spe- (6) Public Finance.
cialization are- (7) Public Health.

(8) Public Safety.
a. Governmental functions are those dealing () Public Welfare.

with matters involving governmental activity or
control, political activities, review and correction b. Economic functions are those concerned with
of actions of civil officials in accordance with the economic structure of an area as a whole, and
competent directives, and implementation of the coordination of the more specialized economic
policy decisions with respect to control or rela- aspects and efforts in developing direct support
tionship of the people to the government in the for the military effort from local resources and
area of operation. Their primary mission is the discharging the command's economic responsibil-
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ity to the civil population and its government. from other sources. For example, if a situation
They are significant in consideration of mutual called for two civilian supply teams and only one
military support, rehabilitation programs, and each civilian supply and public welfare team
long range economic plans for environmental im- were available, these teams could be temporarily
provement. These functions are- combined to meet requirement. Again, a public

(1) Civilian Supply. safety team and a displaced persons team could be
combined to provide two displaced persons teams
or two public safety teams. Also, a number of

(3) Food and Agriculture. identical type teams of different sizes may be com-
(4) Property Control. bined to provide a larger team of sufficient stature

c. Public Facilities functions are concerned and manpower to accomplish a given task. CA
functional teams can also be attached to non-CAwith the supervision, control, and operation,

where required, of facilities such as water, gas, units for the performance of specific duties such
waste disposal, electrical and other power sys- as planning and supervision of military cvic action. CA composite teams made up of personneltems, communications, transportation, and resto-ous CA functional teams may also be
ration or introduction of such facilities. They are created.
particularly significant because of their close re-
lationship to, and possible direct employment in
the military effort. These functions are- *2-37. Functional Team Task

(1) Public Communications. a. The tasks within the capability and scope of
responsibility of each of the CA functional teams(2) Public Transportation. are enumerated in succeeding paragraphs, ar-

(3) Public Works and Utilities. ranged alphabetically for ease of reference. Some
d. Special functions are those concerned with of these tasks are applicable under any circum-

people; their rights as individuals; their culture, stances, i.e., peacetime, cold, limited, or general
care, religion, protection and control. Planned war, regardless of the degree of civil affairs au-
direction and constant supervision are essential thority vested in the military commander. Others
for uniformity of operations and to the success- are performed only when the military commander
ful accomplishment of activities within this cate- has been authorized to assume full executive, leg-
gory. They have special significance to the com- islative, and judicial authority over a specific area
mander, not only because of requirements under and its population. The determination of these
international law, but because of the intense ef- tasks to be performed in a given political or en-
fects they have on people's attitudes, allegiances, vironmental situation is the responsibility of the
and respect or distrust of his forces and opera- commanders on the advice of their CA staff offi-
tions. These functions are- cers. A checklist of commonly occurring tasks, as

related to the various intensities of warfare, is
(1) Arts, Monuments, and Archives. contained in appendix L.
(2) Civil Information.

(b. These tasks normally are performed by CA
(3) Displaced Persons, Refugees, and Evac- functional teams. In the event that appropriate

uees. CA teams are not available, the responsible com-
(4) Religious Relations. mander may be required to utilize non-CA units

and personnel in order to accomplish his civil af-
*2-36. Utilization of Functional Teams and fairs mission. Such personnel or units should be

Specialists for Operations selected on the basis of training and experience
most comparable to that of CA units and per-

Normally, functional teams are attached to, and sonnel.
operate with, a CA headquarters unit. However,
individuals with special qualifications may be inte- c. It will be noted that some of the tasks speci-
grated into the unit headquarters, operate sepa- fled as being in the areas of competence of a given
rately, or be consolidated to form appropriate functional team will appear to overlap with those
teams as required in the operational area. To meet of other teams. This overlap is particularly notice-
unusual situations, teams with related interests able in the civilian supply function. Clear lines
may be combined to provide functional capabil- of demarcation between team functions cannot,
ities not preplanned or which may not be available in many cases, be delineated until the civil affairs
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operations have commenced, because of the impact g. Establishing a procedure for the processing
of yet unknown situational factors. It is the of enemy archives.
responsibility of CA unit commanders to estab- /h. Seizing historical records of all branches of
lish these lines of demarcation and to coordinate
all operational efforts as expeditiously as possible
to avoid duplication of effort. *239. Civil Defense

The civil defense function involves all aspects of
supervision, negotiation, direction, advice, liaison,

This function, in its broad aspects, seeks to pro- and staff services in establishing or reestablishing
tect the traditional culture, customs, and arts of and operating civil defense programs in the event
an area. Specifically it is concerned with mainte- of enemy attack, natural disaster, or other emer-
nance or establishment of protective measures gency in a host country or a US military area of
for cultural property such as important religious assignment. This function is based on the policies
edificis, monuments, and movable objects includ- and directives of the host country or the objec-
ing archeological, historic, scientific and artistic tives of the United States. The statutes and regu-
objecl:s, and collections (FM 27-10 and DA Pam lations governing civil defense in the United States
27-1) This function also includes duties and tasks provide for-unanticipated or emergency needs
concerned with safeguarding and accounting for for the protection of the safety and health of the
archives and official public records. The function people of the area in the event of attack, natural
may include concern with cultural patterns and disaster, or other emergency, and for the mobili-
respect for local customs and traditions. Specific zation and efficient utilization of the resources
tasks may include- and facilities in the area to assist and aid the civil

a. Surveying and preparing lists of- defense effort. Specific tasks may include-

(1) Individual objects of fine arts and mon- G. Study of the organization, capabilities equip-
uments known or believed to be in the territory, ment, and functioning of the existing civil defense
showing their location and the names of persons agency.
or organizations having custody thereof. b. Preparation of plans and procedures for

(2) Repositories of archives, museums of military support to the national or regional civil
art, libraries, and collections of archives and ob- defense agencies and local civil government in
jects of fine art showing their locations and care- the United States.
takers. c. Maintaining liaison with the civilian govern-

(3) Names of known authorities on fine art ment to advise and assist in carrying out civil de-
and archives within the country, fense programs.

b. Advising commanders and other staff sec- d. Coordination and integration of civil defense
tions concerning fine arts, monuments, libraries, measures with rear area security and damage
archives, and records that are or will be uncov- control plans and supervision over civilian activi-
ered. ties in integrated plans.

c. Preparing and publishing directives and in- e. Strengthening the local civil defense capa-
structions concerning the care and protection of bility by assisting or supervising in its establish-
fine art, monuments, libraries, archives, and other ment or reorganization in order to provide for
objects of historical and cultural value. natural disaster relief, air raid warning, emer-

gency shelter, firefighting, evacuation, demolition
d. Locating, identifying, ascertaining owner- and related activity. These measures may in-

ship, and safeguarding objects of fine art, monu- clude-
ments, libraries, archives, and records. (1) Preparatory to attack-

e. Recommending return of property to right- (a) Establishment of appropriate organi-
zations and operations plans.

ful owners. (b) Recruitment and training of personnel.
f. Marking protected property with such iden- (c) Conduct of research.

tifying symbols as may be designated by appro- (d) Procurement and stockpiling of nec-
priate authority or international agreement. essary material.
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(e) Provision for adequate warning sys- review and censorship of material to be dis-
tems. seminated.

(f) Construction or preparation of shel-ters.(f Construction or preparation of el- e. Removal of those indigenous civilian person-
(g)ters. Evacuationofpopulationel engaged in the operation of information media

(g) Evacuation of population who are hostile to the United States, or not in
(2) During attack- sympathy with its policies and objectives.

(a) Enforcement of passive defense regu-
lations. Enforcement of passive defensf. Recommendations regarding measures for

(b) Evacuation of personnel to shelter protection of physical facilities of information
areas. media; e.g., newspaper plants and radio and TV

(c) Control of traffic and panic. stations.
(d) Control of electrical communications g. Requisition, protection, and issuance of sup-

media. plies including newsprint, ink, and radio and TV
(3) Following attack- parts.

(a) Activities for volunteer agencies such h. Utilization of key civilians as soon as possi-
as fire, rescue and emergency squads. ble, after screening and authorization by host

(b) Monitoring for specific hazards of government of US authorities.
special weapons.~~special weapons. z~i. Impounding all documents, supplies, manu-

(c) Unexploded bomb reconnaissance. script, films, radios, recordings, TV tapes, refer-
(d) Essential debris clearance. ence libraries, and similar stocks of raw or pro-
(e) Emergency welfare measures. cessed material pertaining to the operation of the
(f) Immediate essential repair of vital information media.

facilities. i. Conducting, with assistance of attached
PSYOP personnel, analysis and research in psy-

*2-40. Civil Information chological activities and submitting reports of
This function is concerned with the facilities em- findings on public opinion and morale in the area
ployed to disseminate information to the people; of operation.
coordinating the operation of public and private
communication media; and assisting, aiding, di- *2-41. Civilian Supply
recting or supervising the preparation, distribu- Civilian supply involves the mobilization and use
tion and dissemination of necessary information of resources of the civilian economy, within the
through private and public agencies within the bounds of national policy, customary and con-
assigned area. To assist in this function, psycho- ventional international law, in support of US
logical operations personnel, or a specifically tail- military forces; the satisfaction of essential civil-
ored PSYOP-oriented civil information functional ian needs from civilian sources, and the supple-
team (Team HD, TOE 41-500H), may be at- menting of civilian needs from military supply
tached to civil affairs units to support civil affairs sources, as required. This function includes the
operations (FM 33-5). Specific tasks may in- acts and processes needed to determine require-
clude- ments and arrange for procurement and distribu-

a. Survey and analysis of available informa- tion of supplies to the civilian economy. It also
tion media to include the facilities employed to includes responsibility for providing and distrib-
disseminate information to the people, the type uting food and supplies made available from local
and extent of the information disseminated, and resources, the armed forces of the host country
the degree of its acceptance by the people. or the United States. The team will analyze and

compute the needs for supplies and equipment of
b. Preparation, distribution, and dissemination all types, including those essential to maintain

of information through armed forces radio and the civilian economy in a state of productive
TV stations and civilian information media. efficiency. The principal sources of civilian sup-

c. Coordination of civil information activities. plies are-reallocation of supplies from the local
economy; captured enemy stocks; contributions

d. Recommendation of procedures for and su- from national and international welfare and
pervision of civilian information media; including charitable organizations; and contributions from
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local, allied or US military stocks or resources in p. Insuring that necessary organic military
the area. Types of supplies that may be approved transportation for movement of supplies is made
for issue from US military stocks consist prin- available when local transportation is inadequate.
cipally of food, tentage, clothing, engineer equip- q. Planning and supervision of food rationing
ment (to insure operation of essential utilities), Dr controlled distribution.
communications equipment, medical supplies,
transportation equipment, fuel and lubricants.
Specific tasks may include- *$2-42. Displaced Persons, Refugees, and

Evacuees
a. Planning activities on the basis of strategic- This function involves the processing and control

logistic studies. of displaced persons, refugees, and evacuees. The
functional team assists or supervises the estab-

b. Planning for distribution of supplies based lishment, administration and operation of camps;
on surveys of standards of living, including health and assists in or directs the repatriation, resettle-
and dietary factors. ment, or movement of these people within the as-

c. Reviewing agricultural and industrial pat- signed area. Consideration must be given during
terns of the area to determine the effects of ad- the course of military operations to the deliberate
ministrative policies on civilian supplies. movement by the enemy of refugees, evacuees,

and displaced persons into friendly areas of op-
d. Estimating adequacy of available civilian erations. Failure to control the movement of such

supplies. persons may seriously interfere with the accom-
e. Making recommendations as to movements plishment of the tactical mission. Specific tasks

of essential civilian supplies, particularly food may include--
and fuel, from surplus to deficit areas. a. Survey and analysis to determine--

f. Recommending supplies which should be (1) Estimated numbers of displaced per-
made available from military sources and alloca- sons, refugees, and evacuees together with routes
tions to be made of such supplies. of movement to selected assembly points.

g. Making recommendations as to supplies (2) Languages, customs, and attitudes of the
available for military use from civilian sources in people concerned.
accordance with customary and international law. (3) Adequacy of facilities and local supplies

h. Negotiating with civilians to obtain support in the area in which such persons will be found.
for military units. (4) Attitudes and policies of the govern-

i. Purchasing, requisitioning, or otherwise ac- ments of the native countries toward such persons.
quiring, warehousing, and accomplishing distribu- (5) Acceptability of such persons as immi-
tion of civilian supplies in accordance with estab- grants to other nations.
lished policies and applicable requirements of law.

b. Preparation of plans for control and super-
j. Analyzing the organization of collecting and vision of the welfare of refugees, displaced per-

distributing agencies handling essential supplies. sons, and evacuees (movement, housing, feeding,

k. Establishing and maintaining civilian supply health services, and administrative processing).
records. c. Maintenance of liaison with appropriate

l. Insuring coordination of transportation fa- agencies regarding plans to repatriate, resettle, or
cilities for the distribution of civilian supplies. move displaced persons and refugees.

m. Conducting liaison with supply agencies to d. Planning for the orderly and secure with-
insure that military supplies are provided for drawal to places of safety of leaders and certain
civilian use as approved by the commander. key personnel in the event of a retrograde move-

ment.
n. Insuring adequate safeguarding of essential

civilian supplies. e. Operation and administration of camps and
planning for required construction.

o. Preparing procedures and programs for the
transition from military civil affairs to civilian f. Requisition and issuance of.supplies for sup-
operation of civilian supply in the area. port of camps.
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*2-43. Economics and Commerce sources between military and civilian needs and
This function is concerned with aiding, assisting between areas, industries, and plants.
and coordinating economic agencies, both public g. Implementation of economic measures to in-
and private. It will include determining the loca- clude--
tion, type and availability of natural resources; (1) Provisions of bonuses, subsidies, and
developing plans for preservation, rehabilitation, price adjustments to encourage production and
or restoration of the local economy; supervising movement of required goods and materials.
or assisting in the operation of commercial and
industrial activities; establishing or reestablish- (2) Economic stabilization measures to in-
ing foreign trade to bolster civilian production dude measure to insure production of desired
and the economy; and recommending or directing products.
the rationing and control of prices of critical corn- (3) Restrictions on exports and imports to
modities that are essential to the people within include measures to prevent exportation of sup-
the area. Specific tasks may include- plies needed in the area, and procedures to control

a. Survey of commercial and industrial activity and allocate imported supplies to uses which will
to determine the availability of local resources for further US objectives.
military use; means for the development and use (4) Supervision of commercial and indus-
of natural resources to include location, type, and trial activities including foreign trade.
availability, means of production and distribution (5) Supervision of natural resources extrac-
considered essential for military or civilian use in tion
accordance with policy directives; requirements
for machinery, raw materials, and supplies from (6) Planning the importation of supplies
other than local sources; and legal provisions ap- which will decrease dependency on US military
plicable to economic matters, and to public and resources.
private agencies and institutions concerned with (7) Supervision of policies and officials in
economic activities. price control and rationing to include prohibition

of the purchase of controlled items from troops by
b. Prationoofactins based on these surveys. acivilians, and determination and enforcement of

measures for the control of rent and rationing of
c. Compilation and analysis of statistics on dwelling space and other scarce real estate.

domestic and foreign trade.
(8) Recommending or supervising the prep-

d. Information and advice to local business and aration of plans for the establishment or rees-
commercial institutions concerning policies of the tablishment and rehabilitation of local commercial
military commander. activity and industrial production.

e. Examination of price control and rationing
measures instituted by the existing government to *2-44. Food and Agriculture
determine their extent and effectiveness, and the This function applies to civilian production, pro-
necessity for additional measures. cessing, storage and distribution of foods to

reduce the importation of food for military and
f. Development of economic measures to in- civilian consumption. It includes estimating re-

clude.- quirements, stimulating production and proces-
(1) Preparation of requirements for mate- sing of needed foods; improving or directing

rials to be diverted to military use in accordance farming methods; and recommending plans for
with policy and guidance published by higher utilization and conservation of land, forests, and
headquarters and applicable provisions of law marine food resources within the area of opera-
(FM 27-10 and DA Pam 27-1). tion. Specific tasks may include-

(2) Determination of specific types of busi- a. Surveys of agricultural production, farming
ness enterprises including brokerage houses, ex- methods, conservation of lands and forests, food
changes, and banks to be opened or closed, taking storage, marine food resources, and food proces-
into account policies of higher headquarters and sing.
applicable provisions of law. b. Surveys to determine the location of food

(3) Recommendations on allocation of re- surplus and deficit areas.
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c. Estimate of food requirements, agricultural c. Review of applicable laws and policies re-
production, and probable deficit during the period specting labor and review of status, operation,
of operations. and effectiveness of local agencies, institutions,

d. Estimate of requirements for food, fertilizer, and organizations concerned with labor matters.
and farm machinery from other areas or military d. Analysis of labor relations studies of labor
sources. organizations and labor relations between employ-

e. Recommendations for safeguarding supplies ers and employees.
and equipment. e. Coordination with governmental labor pro-

f. Recommendations on degree of control of all curement agencies.
governmental food and agriculture offices. f. Recommendations as to priority of utiliza-

tion of labor in rehabilitation of the economy.g. Measures to encourage earliest possible re-
sumption of agricultural production. g. Recommendations concerning utilization of

h. Recommendations as to restrictions on cir- civilian labor to include-
culation and transportation of nonessential sup- (1) Wage controls, pay scales, and schedules
plies to permit distribution and movement of re- of hours of work.
quired agricultural supplies and equipment. (2) Labor relations including medical care

i. Recommendations as to measures to avoid and compensation.
requisitioning the labor of farmers during critical (3) Payment of wages.
periods; e.g., seeding and harvesting'times. h. Recommendations as to changes in pertinent

j. Recommendations for obtaining capacity labor laws, regulations, policies, and practices.
production. i. Recommendations as to procedures to be fol-

lowed, if there is evidence of enemy infiltration in
*2-45. Labor (Indigenous Manpower) the labor market, unions or governmental organi-
This function is concerned with assistance to, zations or agencies.
liaison and coordination with and, in appropriate
cases, supervision, control, or operation of govern- *2-46. Legal
mental and private agencies and institutions con- This function is concerned with the legal sys-
cerned with labor. In addition to activities in the ter of the area and the application of interna-
labor field directed primarily to the local economy, tional law in civil affairs operations. Specific
this function includes arrangements to provide tasks in coordination with the SJA may include-
labor needs of the military forces in accordance
with policies established by higher authorities and a. Supporting the work of the unit judge advo-
applicable provisions of law. Procurement of cate.
labor, training, relocation, housing, safety stand- b. Reviewing the local organization of the bar
ards, policies respecting wages and hours; unem- and determining the reliability of its members.
ployment subsidies, compensation for injuries and
the like, may be governed by an applicable civil c. Establishing necessary civil affairs tribunals
affairs agreement. Civil affairs operations in the and other judicial and administrative agencies,
labor field are subject to the provisions of the including determination of their number, types,
Hague Regulations and the 1949 Geneva Conven- jurisdiction, procedures, and delegation of ap-
tions, relative to the protection of war victims. pointing authority.
This will pose special problems for civil affairs d. The closing or reopening of local tribunals,
officers (FM 27-10). Also provisions of US law including courts, boards, and commissions; de-
and of local law relating to labor may be appli- termining their jurisdiction, organization, and
cable. Specific tasks may include- procedure.

a. Plans for use of labor. e. Recommending the suspension or abrogation
of laws and procedural rules applicable to localb. Determination of labor availability and pro- courtscourts.cedures for procurement of labor for authorized

types of work. f. Making recommendations concerning the al-
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teration, suspension, or promulgation of laws to *2-48. Public Administration
include civil legislation. (It may be necessary to
deny enforcement effect to local legislation or to conduct of government. It encompasses methods

conduct of government. It encompasses methods
adopt new laws essential to the p icontrol of U the of establishing or assisting legislative and exe-
area in question and the protection of US Forces. cutive agencies from national to local levels and
Such legislation must conform to applicable pro- the processes of these agencies in the administra-
visions of US law and international law as, for tion of civil government. Included are such con-
example, the 1949 Geneva Conventions.)example, the 1949 Geneva Conventions.) siderations as political parties, eligibility for fran-

g. Supervising the administration of civil and chise, elections, tenure, and all other aspects of
criminal laws by local officials. the development and operation of the apparatus

h. Providing members for civil affairs tribunals of government. Specific duties may include-

or military government courts. a. Surveying governmental organization at all

i. Reviewing or administratively examining levels.
cases tried in military government courts before
referral to higher headquarters for final review. having litical matters.having impact on political matters.

j. Establishing a system of regular review of
c. Analyzing effectiveness of existing agenciesthe legal aspects of the administration of prison

institutions and the procedures for commitment. of government or social control.

k. Providing legal advice on civil security. d. Analyzing effectiveness of governmental
officials and employees and of other community

I. Drafting of penal ordinances, leaders.

*2-47. Property Control e. Negotiating to gain support or cooperation

This function serves to protect property within for USforces.
established limits and to preserve negotiable as- f. Participating in joint commissions, commit-
sets and resources. It is based on a uniform and tees, or councils concerned with governmental
orderly system for the custody and control of affairs.

property. Specific tasks may includ~e- g. Removing public officials who are hostile to
a. Maintenance of registers for supplies and the United States or who are not in sympathy

property transferred from civilian sources to mili- with its policies and objectives, and securing the
tary units. appointment of leaders who will further desired

b. Formulation of policy guidance for the utili- programs.
zation and safeguarding of property. h. Recommending organization, functioning,

c. Review of types or classes of property to be staffing, and authority of agencies of government
taken into custody and analysis of civil laws per- or social control.
taining to such property. i. Advising, conducting liaison with, supervis-

d. Preparation of schedules of property to be ing, controlling, or replacing organs of govern-
placed under military controls as determined by ment.
policy directives, including- j. Advising on legislation or recommending pol-

(1) Property owned by enemy governments icy changes based on the analysis of the society
or nationals of those governments. and the economy of the area.

(2) Property of allied governments over
which temporary control will be assumed. *2-49. Public Communications

(3) Private property susceptible to military This function is concerned with the supervision
use. of the postal services and of those civil communi-

cation facilities not under the direct military con-
e. Protection of all records of title, transfers, trol of the Theater Army or command signal offi-

and other property transactions. cer. It is also concerned with the regulatory or-
f. Review of evidence available to determine ganizations, civilian technical specialists, com-

ownership. munication parts and materials and all interna-
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tional and civil affairs agreements and directives plicable laws, courses of study, procedures for
relative to communications. Specific tasks may training and selection of teachers, and textbooks.
include- b. Recommendations for changes necessary to

a. Analysis of the location, functions, means, comply with US national policy, e.g., screening
and techniques of communication facilities and teachers or changing textbooks.
postal services existing in the territory. c. Determination and enforcement of restric-

b. Study of the organization and administra- tions on the utilization of school facilities; e.g.,
tion of civilian communications. For example, prohibition of billeting in school buildings when
postal services are often organized and adminis- other facilities are available.
tered in conjunction with telephone and telegraph d. Supervision of administration, safeguarding
services. of records, and conduct of inspections of schools.

c. Review of existing international agreements
e. Requisition and issue of materials and sup-relative to communications plies for use in schools.plies for use in schools.

d. Analysis of requirements for communica-
tion parts and material and determination as to public education who are hostile to the United
whether such requirements can be sunplied locally
or whether other sources must be utilized. States or are not in sympathy with its policies

and objectives.
e. Study of requirements for and availability

of civilian technical specialists. g. Preparation of plans and procedures for the
repair of damaged school facilities on a priority

f. Recommendations as to measures for pro- basis.
tection of essential communication facilities.

h. Assistance to, or supervision of, any new org. Recommiendations as to the extent commune-
cation facilities should be controlled, supervised,
or operated by the technical services, the CA or-
ganization, or other military units. *2-51. Public Finance

h. Recommendations, in accordance with policy This function includes control, supervision, and
directives, as to the allocation of communication audit of indigenous fiscal resources; budget prac-directives, as to the allocation of communication

facilities between military and civilian use and tices, taxation, expenditures of public funds, cur-
determination of alternate means of communica- rency issues, and the banking agencies and affili-

tions available to support the local administration ates. It is essential that the function be performed
in an integrated and uniform manner within eachin the event facilities are required for military in an integrated and uniform manner within each

~~~~~~~~use. ~~national area. Specific tasks may include-use.

i. Assistance, control, supervision, or operation a. Analysis of taxation systems and other
in accordance with established policies of civil sources of revenue, governmental expenditures,
communications facilities and postal services. and estimates of adequacy of public funds for

performance of governmental functions.
j. Requisitions, in accordance with policy di-

rectives, of military supplies and equipment for b. Review of public laws and agencies regulat-
rehabilitation and operation of communications ing banking and financing.
facilities. c. Analysis of financial structures including

k, Supervision of return to civilian control of types and conditions of financial institutions.
facilities no longer required for military use.

d. Analysis of types and amounts of circulating
currencies, acceptance by population of such cur.

*2-50. Public Education rencies, and current foreign exchange rates.
This function is concerned with the supervision
of or assistance to educational programs and in- e. 'Recommendations as to provisions for mili-
stitutions and public libraries. Specific tasks may tary currency.

include-- .f. Recommendations as to establishment of cur-
a. Survey and analysis of school facilities, ap- rency exchange rates.
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g. Establishment and enforcement of restric- d. Provisions for the prevention, control, and
tions on exportation of US currency. treatment of endemic and epidemic diseases of the

h. Recommendations for advances of funds to civilian population.
governmental or private financial institutions. e. Recommendations for safeguarding supplies

i. Recommendations for protection of public and facilities.
and private financial institutions and safeguard- f. Arrangements for the treatment of sick and
ing funds, securities, and financial records. wounded civilians, including provisions for medi-

j. Recommendations as to designation of type cal assistance by military units when required.
of circulating local currency. g. Plans and recommendations for rehabilita-

k. Recommendations for control of foreign ex- tion or reconstruction of civilian hospitals and
change. other civilian medical facilities.

1. Establishment of control over 'budget, taxa- h. Plans for and conducts nutritional surveys to
tion, expenditures, and public funds and determi- assure the proper feeding of the civilian populace,
nation of appropriate fiscal accounting proce- including determination of caloric requirements
dures. for specific categories of the population such as

heavy workers, children, and nursing mothers.
m. Reestablishment or revision of taxation sys-

tems in accordance with policy directives. i. Plans for and establishes sanitary regula-
tions pertaining to food and food handling, in-

n. Liquidation, reorganization, opening, or clos- cluding regular inspections by veterinarians of
ing of banks. sources of food supplies.

o. Supervision over credit and provisions for j. Measures for the restoration and protection
credit needs. of food and water supplies,

p. Regulation or supervision of governmental k. Measures for the disposal of sewage and
fiscal agencies, banks, credit cooperatives, and waste.
other financial institutions.

I. Promulgation of local orders directing that
q. Recommendations as to emergency declara- civilians observe medical and sanitary measures.

tion of debt suspensions for specific types of debts.
m. Supervision of civilian public health officials

*2-52. Public Health in the enforcement of local public health laws and
the performance of civilian public health services.

This function is concerned with measures to pre-
serve or restore the state of public health and to n. Retention, removal, or appointment of public
protect the health of military forces. The Geneva health officials.
Civilian Convention of 1949 sets forth all the o. Obtaining and issuing military medical and
rights and obligations with respect to the sanitary supplies to civilian agencies and facili-
wounded, sick, aged, children, expectant mothers, ties in accordance with established policy.
and all other persons not entitled to protection as
prisoners of war. This convention also provides p. Collection and burial of civilian and animal
that civilian hospitals and medical transportation dead and maintenance of necessary records.
facilities are entitled to the same protection from q. Supervision, restoration, and maintenance of
attack as is provided for military medical units public health facilities and records.
and facilities. Specific tasks may include-- r. Rehabilitation or .establishment, if practl-

a. Analysis of organization and functions of cable, of civilian industries concerned with the
indigenous public health and sanitation agencies. production of antibiotics, immunization agents

b. Survey of adequacy of medical, paramedical, and medical supplies and equipment.
and auxiliary personnel; and medical, and sanita-
tion facilities. .*2-53. Public Safety

c. Preparation of estimates of requirements for This function includes advising and assisting, or
additional medical personnel, medical supplies, controlling and supervising, the local civilian offi-
and materials required to maintain local facilities. cials in the creation, maintenance, or reestablish-
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ment of public order and safety in the area. It reorganization of the local police, firefighting,
involves the police, firefighting and correctional penal and similar institutions.
institutions. Specific tasks may include--

a. Examination of the customary method of *2-54. Public Transportation
announcing regulations to the people; and of This function is concerned with supervising those
those law enforcement methods having traditional transportation facilities which remain under, or
respect among the civilian population. are transferred to, the civil government or pri-

vate operators. The railways, highways, airways,
b. Study of the organization, capabilities, and waterways form the system of public trans-equipment, functioning and political orientation and waterways form the system of public trans-

portation, and this system must serve the armedof existing law and order agencies, confinement forces as well as the civilian economy of a coun-forces as well as the civilian economy of a coun-of facilities, and firefighting agencies. tr. Specific tasks may include-

c. Analysis of the character of the population
with respect to orderliness and obedience to law. pacities of the transportation system including ex-pacities of the transportation system including ex-

d. Coordination with counterintelligence ele- tent of damage and requirements for restoration.
ments in the prevention and detection of espion- b. Analysis of the organization, powers, and
age, sabotage, subversion, and civilian aid to functions of regulatory agencies.
guerrilla activities.

c. Recommendations as to the desirable extent
e. Preparation of plans, procedures, and recoim- of operation of the civilian transportation system

mendations for maintaining or restoring law and by the military agencies.
order.

d. Determination of requirements of civilian
I. Supervision of those civilian agencies which transportation system for labor, technical, engi-

enforce law and maintain order with particular neer or other assistance, replacement parts, and
attention to looting; rioting; control of liquor and fuel
narcotics; collection and disposition of weapons,
explosives, and implements of war in the hands of e. Recommendations as to the allocation of
civilians; and the enforcement of regulatory and transportation facilities for civilian or military
other measures of the occupant. use and coordination of such recommendations

with the appropriate military agencies.
g. Assurance of proper notification to the popu-

lace of proclamations and notices. f. Arrangements for police protection of es-
sential transportation facilities and installations.h. Enforcement of orders relating to security

control of the civil population, including, as neces- g. Requisitions, in accordance with policy di-
sary, establishment and operation of a pass sys- rectives, of military supplies, fuel and materials
tem; registration of individuals; checkpoints; for use in rehabilitating and operating transpor-
curfews; communications; control of assembly; tation facilities.
and arrest of wanted persons. h. Supervision over facilities released from

i. Supervision of administration of jails and military to civilian control.
prisons. i. Insuring that all important records and files

j. Requisition and issuance of required police belonging to public transport organizations, agen-
and fire department equipment in accordance with cies and officials are safeguarded until adequate
approved policies. examination and disposition of such can be made.

k. Activities regarding impounding or safe-
guarding supplies, materials, equipment, build- *2-55. Public Welfare
ings, or areas as may be required for any civil This function is concerned with emergency and
affairs function or activity. continuing relief measures essential to public

order and welfare. It includes assistance or con-
i. Determination in coordination with intelli- trol and supervision and coordination of relief

gence agencies of suitability of government em- activities and welfare measures; and assistance to
ployees and public officials. or supervision and control of public and private

m. Advising or supervising the establishment or welfare institutions. Included are public and pri-
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vate institutions for the care of children, the g. Requisitions of military supplies and ma-
aged and handicapped, and miscellaneous charita- terials to aid in rehabilitating public works and
ble and relief organizations. Specific tasks may utilities.
include-

include- h. Supervision of civilian public utilities.
a. Analysis of public and private welfare in- . Acquisition of essential public utilities serv-

i. Acquisition of essential public utilities serv-stitutions and applicable public law ices from military sources.ices from military sources.
b. Estimate of requirements for public welfare

activities. *2-57. Religious Relations
c. Recommendations for military assistance in This functional team assesses the civil affairs

public welfare activities. significance of the religions and culture of the
assigned area and analyzes religious and cultural

d. , Recomblmendations fo safeguarding appro- factors affecting social-religious problems bear-
ing on the various functional areas of operation

e. Establishment of requirements, requisitions of the civil affairs mission. Specific tasks may in-
according to established policy, and supervision of clude-
distribution of relief supplies from military a. Conducting studies on religious practices,
sources. structures, physical symbols and devices, hierar-

f. Supervision of administration of public wel- chies, and major personalities.
fare laws and the regulation of public and pri- b. Developing codes of behavior and educating
vate charitable institutions. troops to reduce possibilities of offensive acts

4. Supervision over voluntary agencies and con- contrary to local religious customs and practices.
tributions from such sources. c. Analyzing, evaluating, and recommending

h. Supervision of emergency shelter and feed- solutions to potential religious-cultural problem
ing centers for indigenous civilians. areas.

d. Maintaining liaison with missionaries and
2-56. Public Works and Utilities local clergy in the area of operations.
This function is concerned with supervision and e. Maintaining liaison with leaders of civilianoperation, where required, of such facilities as
buildings and dams; water, gas, waste disposal, religious groups to include, where appropriate,assistance to and participation in charitable en-electrical, and other similar systems; and restora- assistance to and participation in charitable en-
tion or introduction of such services. Specific tasks
may include-- f. Encouraging religious freedom except where

a. Survey of the organization and capabilities the beliefs or practices pose a security threat to
of key installations including extent of damage. US Forces or endanger the lives of participants.

b. Analysis of the organization, functions, and g. Developing areas of compromise and arbi-
authority of regulatory agencies. tration to lessen friction and hostility between op-

posing religious groups.
c. Recommendations as to the desired extent of

operation of civilian facilities by military agen- h. Determining restrictions on the use of reli-
cies. gious facilities. Military utilization of religious

buildings, shrines, and consecrated places for
d. Recommendations regarding police protec- purposes other than religious is limited to use as

tion of essential facilities. emergency aid stations or medical installations;
e. Determination of requirements of public or for the housing of wounded personnel awaiting

utilities for labor, technical assistance, replace- evacuation.
menrit parts, and fuel. i. Seeking methods of effecting compromise

f. Recommendations as to the allocation of between dietary habits, based on religious beliefs,
public utilities for civilian and military use. and the production and distribution of foodstuffs.
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CHAPTER 3

CIVIL AFFAIRS OPERATIONS IN A THEATER OF OPERATIONS
(STANAG 2055)

Section I. THEATER LEVEL CONSIDERATIONS

3-1. Theater Commander (Commander of e. In the conduct of his relations with the civil
Unified Command) government(s) in the area, the theater com-

mander, within the designated limitations of his
a. The conduct of relationships between foreign authority, establishes policies and assigns mis-

national governments and the theater commander sions to major subordinate commands. However,
in a theater of operations depends upon the degree he does not normally furnish detailed instructions
of civil affairs authority delegated to him. The on the manner of execution. The theater com-
policies governing his authority will be decided at mander utilizes civil affairs staff sections and CA
the highest level. units within the theater of operations at the var-

b. When U.S. diplomatic representatives are in ious levels of civil government as the points of
the area and functioning, relations betwen them contact with local officials.
and the theater commander will usually be deline- f. In the conduct of civil affairs activities in
ated by Executive Order and may include the or- friendly territory, the theater commander may ex-
ganization of a U.S. country team. ercise some or all of those functions normally ex-

c. When U.S. diplomatic representatives are not ercised by the local government. The degree of
in the area, the theater commander normally is control exercised by the military commander may
given full authority within national policy, to con- be prescribed by a civil affairs agreement. It is
tact foreign governments in his area of operations desirable, prior to the initiation of civil affairs
and to advise, assist, coordinate, or exercise con- activities in friendly territory, to conclude a
trols, as required. The extent of such authority formal civil affairs agreement. Since it is nor-
will vary. mally desirable to restore governmental functions

to the recognized government of the area at the
d. The theater commander must accomplish his earliest practicable date, the military commander

military-political mission and comply with the ap- transfers the exercise of control to the local gov-
plicable provision of international law, treaties, ernment as rapidly as the military situation per-
and agreements with respect to the inhabitants, mits
governments, and economies of occupied, liber-
ated, or host territories. He is responsible for the g. The scope of the theater commander's civil
provision of civil affairs guidance and policy di- affairs activities will vary dependent on the
rectives to all forces under his command. He is degree of control, if any, maintained by the host
authorized, but not required, to delegate civil af- government over its populace and resources. Civil
fairs authority to subordinate commanders as ap- affairs activities may also be limited by the provi-
propriate. Since Army forces have the unique ca- sions of any international agreement to which the
pability of providing control of land areas and the United States and the host countries are parties.
population therein, implementation of civil affairs In general, the following sets of circumstances
portions of the theater plan normally is delegated may exist:
to subordinate Army elements of the unified com- (1) Where an adequate civil administration
mand. In the event civil affairs authority is not is in existence, civil affairs activities may be lim-
delegated, the theater commander retains the re- ited to the conduct of proper relations between
sponsibility for planning, determination of organ- U.S forces and the civilian population, and such
ization and procedures, and implementation. procurement or utilization of local resources or
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facilities in support of military operations as may viding advice and support to that government. In
be authorized. the second situation, U.S. civil affairs operations

(2) Where the civil administration is inade- may involve the establishment of military control
quate, unwilling, or unable to function in all areas over governmental functions of the occupied terri-
of normal governmental activity, the civil affairs tory.
activities of the theater commander may include (2) The second consideration involves the
exercising some of the normal functions of civil nature of the operation; i.e., U.S. unilateral as
administration, as authorized by international compared to U.S. participation in combined opera-
agreements or U.S. national policy. tions. In U.S. unilateral operation the theater

(3) Where civil administration is wholly in- commander has far greater freedom of decision in
operative, it may be incumbent upon the theater determining his concept of civil affairs operations
commander to perform all functions of civil gov- and his command structure. In combined opera-
ernment, again as authorized by international tions both the concept of civil affairs operations
agreements or U.S. national policy. In this event, and the civil affairs command structure will be
control of governmental functions should be re- governed by international agreements to which
stored to the recognized civil government at the the United States is a party. Those currently in
earliest possible time. force generally provide for integrated civil affairs

operations to be achieved through a combined
3-2. Political Advisor command as opposed to establishing separate

areas of national civil affairs responsibility. When
a. The Department of State, as the agency
a.within DhepartmGoverment ta, pmasy theageny the United States engages in a war as an ally of awithin the U.S. Government primarily charged

with the development and implementation of for- nation or nations with which it has concluded
eign policy, may furnish a political advisor to the such as agreement, or if, in the absence of such an
theater commander. agreement, U.S. national policy is opposed to the

establishment of separate areas of national re-
b. The duties of the political advisor are to establishment of separate areas of national e-

advise the commander on established policies in sponsibility for civil affairs operations, the
such matters as governmental affiars and relations theater commander will provide the U.S. element
with other allied and neutral countries, and to of a combined staff section.-Generally the actual
furnish informal contact with the Department of conduct of CA unit operations, in either the com-
State. mand support or area support role, is not mate-

rially modified and the principles set forth else-
c. Contaffct between personnelan f of the pitheater where in this manual are applicable to U.S. civil

CMO staff section and of the office of the political
advisor should be habitual, informal, and charac- affairs operations in either unilateral or combined
terized by mutual confidence. operations. The difference between the two in-

volves primarily the chain of command which con-
3-3. Fundamental Considerations trols civil affairs operations in the theater.

a. The conduct of civil affiars operations within b. Civil affairs operations generally are charac-
a theater is influenced by two considerations terized by the fundamental concept of centralized
which have a determining influence upon both the direction at the highest practical level and decen-
concept of civil affairs operations and the com- talized execution, coupled with the integration of
mand structure required to execute that concept. the military and civilian effort at the lowest.

(1) The legal basis for the entry of U.S. echelon. Such operations require intensive plan-
forces into a country in which operations are to be ning, flexibility, and maximum adaptation to, and
conducted is the first of these considerations. U.S. utilization of, local political-social structures and
forces may be present within the territory of an- resources.
other sovereign nation either on the basis of an
invitation from the government which it recog- 3-4. Plans and Orders
nizes, or may enter the territory of a hostile
power by force of arms against the will of the a. The attainment of national objectives in mili-power by force of arms against the will of the
government of that nation. In the first situation, tary operations in which U.S. Forces participate
U.S. civil affairs operations will be directed pri- depends in a large part on recognition of the ne-
marily towards establishing effective liaison with cessity for prior planning at the theater level for
the recognized governmental authority and pro- conduct of civil affairs operations. Detailed prior
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planning is essential at all echelons of command; and attitudes, customs, and traditions of the
however, the theater commander must provide an people.
overall civil affairs plan for guidance of his subor- e. The overall theater civil affairs plan pres-
dinate commanders in order to prescribe the ob- cribes the objectives of the operation, provides in-
jective of operations and insure continuity of poli- formation on the anticipated phasing of the oper-
cies and uniformity of their application. Such ation, and assigns civil affairs missions and fur-
guidance must relate not only to ultimate objec- nishes guidance on the delegation of civil affairs
tives but must also be pertinent to operational authority to commanders of major tactical and
phases and functional specialties. administrative commands. Plans of major subor-

b. Planning procedures to include the formula- dinate commanders to whom civil affairs au-
tion of plans, coordination in the preparation of thority is delegated establish the CA organization
plans, assignment of planning tasks, determina- and requirements for units, and include directions
tion of planning phases and programs, and the on deployment of command and area support
preparation of outline plans are fully described in units. The overall theater plan furnishes general
FM 101-5. Planning for the conduct of civil af- instructions on relationships with national or
fairs operations is a continuous process, but con- local civilian authorities, including the degree of
sists primarily of three basic steps- advice or assistance to be rendered, or the degree

of control, influence, or supervision to be used.
Plans of subordinate commanders set forth poli-

data relative to missions of the major commands cies pertaining to conduct of the various func-
concerned and the actions they propose to accore-concerned and the actions they propose to accom- tions, and the levels of government at which they

~~plish those missions. ~will be conducted. Guidance is also included on the
(2) Analysis and evaluation of assembled in- extent of procurement of local supplies, equip-

formation to determine feasibility and capability ment, and services for military use; and the fur-
of the various methods for accomplishing the civil nishing of civilian relief, economic aid, and other
affairs objectives as provided by higher authority. matters essential to the conduct of civil affairs

(3) Preparation and dissemination of plans, operations.
directives, orders, and instructions necessary for f. When projected operations are to extend into
subordinate units to plan for and execute the the territories of two or more nations, variations
functions involved in their civil affairs operations. of objectives and policies with respect to each

c. At all echelons of command planning consid- nation may necessitate clear differentiation in
erations include, but are not limited to the- plans. Planning for deployment of units should

(1) Manner in which civil affairs operations stress simplicity and flexibility so that unforeseen
may best contribute to the overall misson of the requirements can be met readily with minimum
command. disruption of the planned organization. Each civil

(2) Coordination of operations with other affairs plan involving operations in countries with
operations. which suitable civil affairs agreements have not

been negotiated should include drafts of agree-
(3) Requirements for unit and administra- ments, covering those matters essential to the ac-

tive support for civil affairs operations. complishment of the plan, as a basis for agree-
(4) Capability of the command to support ment negotiation.

civil affairs operations. g. The theater civil affairs plan is put into effect
d. The U.S. military force carries out national by issuance of appropriate orders and instruc-

policy as directed in the attainment of political ob- tions. Determination of whether civil affairs in-
jectives. Accordingly, the theater commander in- stuctions are to be included in the operations or
sures that primary attention is given in the prep- administrative order, or both, is based on the
aration of is plan to the political-military objec- nature of the operation and necessity for direction
tives which he has been directed to attain and to of subordinate elements on such matters as objec-
limitations which may be imposed on his opera- tives, delegation of civil affairs authority, and
tions by international law, terms of treaties or general policy guidance.
agreements, and policy guidance received from h. The theater civil-military operations officer is
higher authority. A detailed study must be made responsible for primary staff supervision of civil
of area intelligience to include geographic and affairs matters within theater. Based on directives
economic features; the density and composition of and guidance of the theater commander, civil af-
the population; forms and levels of government; fair plans and operations are coordinated at all
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echelons between major army subordinate corn- affairs and other agreements in English and in
mands by exchange of liaison officers, command the language(s) of the inhabitants. Such hand-
and staff liaison, or both. Lateral commands are books may be supplemented with other technical
mutually responsible for exchange of information, handbooks containing detailed procedural guid-
requests for supporting action, and coordination ance on the various functional specialties, pri-
in areas of mutual concern. marily for the use of specialist personnel. Although

handbooks must include sufficient information on
3-5. Handbooks the political sociological and economic structure of
Civil affairs handbooks may be published by the the area of concern to permit an understanding of
U.S. theater headquarters, or, in combined opera- the actions which are to be taken, they do not con-
tions, by the senior allied headquarters, to serve stitute a primary source of area intelligence.
as a basis for the training of personnel assigned Handbooks should be prepared in the form of
to civil affairs duties and to provide informatiion ready reference guides and may contain informa-
and guidance on applicable policy directives for tion on the historical background and social and
the planning and conducting of civil affairs opera- economic development of the country; govern-
tions. Due to variations in treaties and civil af- mental structure at national, provincial, and local
fairs agreements, as well as in objectives and poli- levels; organization of political parties; police, se-
cies, it is normally desirable to provide separate curity and legal systems; banking and monetary
handbooks for each country in which civil affairs systems; civil service system; treatment of civil-
operations are to be conducted. Handbooks of a ians; establishment of courts; as appropriate;
general nature, setting forth basic policies per- anticipated problems in the area; and measures
taining to the organization and conduct of civil af- for the protection of U.S. and allied elements of
fairs operations, are of particular value to non- the military force. These handbooks should be
specialist officers. These handbooks should contain prepared in looseleaf form to facilitate revision.
basic documents such as initial proclamations, For sample format for civil affairs handbooks,
laws, and ordinances, or the provisions of civil see appendix K.

Section II. U.S. UNILATERAL CONCEPT OF
OPERATIONS AND ORGANIZATION

3-6. Delegation of Civil Affairs Authority b. A commander delegated civil affairs au-
thority is responsible for civil affairs operations

a., The theater (unified) commandernormaly .in his assigned area of operations. He may subas-will reserve certain major civil affairs activities to in his assigned area of operations. He may subas-
sign areas of responsibility to subordinate com-himself, such as national government level liaison

and, as appropriate, negotiation of international
agreements. He will, however, normally delegate plan.
civil affairs authority to subordinate commanders. c. Delegation of civil affairs authority should be
He is authorized by not required to delegate his limited to those command echelons in both the
authority for civil affairs matters in all or a part combat zone and the communicating zone which
of the theater of operations to a designated deputy have proper civil affairs staff representation.
or to a subordinate army, navy, or air force com-
mander. In a theater containing army units of 3-7. Direction and Execution
significant size, the army component commander Civil affairs operations in the combat zone and in
is normally the officer to whom this delegation is the communications zone, within the framework
made. The subordinate commander delegated civil of U.S. unilateral concepts of operations and or-
affairs authority may in turn, except as limited by ganization, should be conducted in accordance
the theater commander, subdelegate this authority with certan principles of general application.
to subordinate commanders. Each commander These principles are discussed in subsequent para-

who delegates authority to conduct civil affairs
operations will define the extent and degree to
which this authority may be subdelegated. All a. Civil affairs operations normally should be
delegations of authority are accompanied by the conducted within a framework of centralized di-
transmission of appropriate policy guidance, rection and decentralized execution.
orders, and instructions. b. Civil affairs operations should be sufficiently
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flexible in concept to permit a transition from c. If the highest Army tactical unit is a corps,
decentralized direction and execution to a frame- the corps commander normally will delegate civil
work of centralized direction and execution, de- affairs authority to division commanders.
pending on the type of operation being conducted. d. If the highest Army tactical unit is a divi-

c. Civil affairs activities should be character- sion, the division commander normally will retain
ized by a continuity of operational concept and all civil affairs authority that has been delegated
guidance at all appropriate levels of command. to him.

d. Civil affairs staff representation is required e. Neither the absence of CA authority nor the
at all levels of command where civil affairs author- relinquishment of civil affairs authority once

ity is established. delegated relieves any commander of his responsi-
e. Civil affairs activities should, whenever pos- bilities for compliance with legal requirements

sible, be conducted on politico-geographic basis with respect to the inhabitants, government, and
with areas of civil affairs authority delineated economy within his area of concern and for the
along political boundaries. It is recognized that observance of humanitarian principles by his
tactical military boundaries must be employed for troops. Further, a commander of major unit not
this purpose under some circumstances; however, delegated civil affairs authority, supports and
transition to political boundaries should be ac- assists the CA units operating in his area, and in
complished as soon as practicable. turn, is supported and assisted by them.

f. Commanders having civil affairs authority f Normal civil affairs activities of commanders
should be furnished supporting civil affairs units
tailored with regard to the commander's mission,
the environmental situation, the civil affairs prob- (1) Community relations of the forces under
lems, and the complement of the supported US his command to include appropriate directives for
force. troop conduct.

g. Civil affairs, in the last analysis, is a com- (2) Recommendations as to priorities for
mand responsibility and is the concern of all ele- the provision of civil affairs support to subordi-
ments and members of a command. CA staffs and nate units of his command.
supporting civil affairs organizations have pri- (3) Provision of augmentation elements to
mary and supervisory responsibility; however, include PSYOP support to civil affairs units with-
the success of civil affairs activities depends on in his area to meet requirements for technical
the concern and attention of all individuals and personnel which exceed the capabilities of the CA
units. units and are essential for civil affairs operations.

.38. Civil Affairs Authority in the Combat (4) Provision of logistic support to civil
ZoneCivil Affairs Authri in te Combat affairs units operating in their areas, as required.Zone

a. Civil affairs authority normally will be dele- g. Civil affairs command elements employed in
gated to the commander of the highest Army the combat zone normally include the CA brigade,
tactical command in the combat zone. Depending battalion, company, and platoon headquarters.
on the size of the Army force involved, this dele- Functional teams are provided according to opera-
gation of authority could be to army group, field tional requirements.
army, corps, or division commander. Normally,
civil affairs authority will not be delegated to an 3-9. The Civil Affairs Brigade in the Combat
Army component less than a division in size. Civil Zone
affairs support for a unified command with an a Thebrigade is the major CA unit assigned to
Army tactical element of less than division size the field army. The brigade headquarters is cap-
must be tailored specifically to meet the circum- able of exercising command and control over a
stances involved. maximum of six civil affairs battalions. When CA,

b. The field army commander normally will authority is delegated corps commanders, CA
delegate civil affairs authority to corps command- battalions are attached or placed under opera-
ers. The corps commanders normally will further tional control of the supported corps. The CA
delegate civil affairs authority to division com- brigade relinquishes command of units attached
manders. to corps; it retains command less operational con-
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trol of units placed under operational control of 3-12. The Civil Affairs Platoon in the
corps. Normal allocation is one brigade head- Combat Zone
quarters per field army. a. The civil affairs platoon headquarters is the

b. Normally, the civil affairs brigade will pro- lowest command element. Since CA authority
vide civil affairs support on the basis of one civil normally is not delegated below division, CA pla-
affairs battalion for each corps area and one civil toons rarely will be detached from their parent
affairs battalion for the Army service area. companies. Platoons normally are allocated on a

basis of one platoon per combat brigade with ad-
3-10. The Civil Affairs Battalion in the Combat ditional platoons provided for support of combat

Zone support and combat service support elements
a. The civil affairs battalionis the major CA operating in the division, corps, and army servicea. The civil affairs battalion-is the major CA areas. Platoons are provided CA functional teamsareas. Platoons are provided CA functional teamsunit employed with corps in the Army serviceunit employed with corps in the Army service by type and number appropriate to their missions.

area. The battalion is capable of exercising com-
mand and control over a maximum of six civil b. The civil affairs platoon is capable of exer-
affairs companies. CA functional teams, operating cising control over a maximum of ten civil affairs
under direct battalion control, are provided as re- functional teams. The number and mix of func-
quired. Dependent upon the Army commander's tional teams attached will be determined by the
retention or delegation of CA authority to corps mission assigned to the platoon. The platoon head-
commanders, CA battalions may be retained quarters must depend on the civil affairs company
under CA brigade control or attached or placed for required administrative and logistical sup-
under operational control of corps. port.

b. Normally, the civil affairs battalion will pro-
vide civil affairs support on the basis of one civil 3-13. Civil Affairs Authorty i the
affairs company to each division in the corps Communications Zone
area. The battalion headquarters with attached a. Depending on the environmental situation
functional teams is capable of performing corps and other organizational implications, the highest
civil affairs support functions for the corps area Army echelon in the communications zone, which
from division rear boundary to the corps rear may be Theater Army, normally will receive a
boundary. However, when required, additional CA delegation of civil affairs authority from the
companies may be provided to support combat theater commander.
support and combat service support elements *b The senior COMM commander will nor-
operating in the corps rear area. remally delegate civil affairs authority to major

subordinate commands in the COMMZ. These sub-
3-1 1. The Civil Affairs Company in the ordinate commands may take the form of theater

Combat Zone army area commands (TAACOM) or other area
a. The civil affairs company, while under the commands having area responsibility.

command of the civil affairs battalion, may be
attached to or placed under the operational con- c. CA units in the COMMZ provide both area
trol of the supported division commander. CA support for the COMMZ and backup support to
companies supporting elements in the corps and field army civil affairs units. They can provide a
army service areas normally are retained under complete functional capability in the COMMZ as
the control of their parent battalions. The corn- well as specialties not found in the field army
pany is capable of exercising command over a civil affairs units. A minimum capability is ini-
maximum of ten civil affairs platoons. tially provided, but may be expanded by the

assignment of additional civil affairs teams or
b. Each company is composed of cellular teams units as the situation requires.

to include a company headquarters, platoon head-
quarters, and functional teams. The company d. Command and control elements employed in
normally has only essential functional teams at- the COMMZ include CA brigade, group, battalion,
tached for support of platoon operations, but may company, and platoon headquarters. As in the
be augmented with additional functional teams or case of the combat zone, functional teams are
specialists from the civil affairs battalion as re- provided in accordance with operational require-
quired for specific missions. ments.
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3-14. The Civil Affairs Brigade in the may be used to administer or perform CA func-
Communications Zone tions in a large city, province, or comparable po-

a. In normal employment, the civil affairs bri- litical subdivision.
gade has attached to it three or more civil affairs *c. The civil affairs company is an operational
group as its major operating units. The number element and is also capable of exercising command
of groups may 'be adjusted as required; however, and control over a maximum of ten civil affairs
when more than six groups are required, an addi- platoons. It may be attached to a supported com-
tional brigade should be organized for each four mander for an operational mission without at-
groups. tached platoons or may be employed as a command

b. The civil affairs brigade normally will be element as required. With the addition of appro-
assigned to the senior COMMZ headquarters in priate functional teams, the company may 'be
the operational chain of command, used to administer or perform CA functions in a

medium size city or political subdivision equiva-
c. Regardless of its assignment the civil affairs lent to a county.

brigade normally will provide appropriate civil
affairs units to subordinate commanders to whom *d. The civil affairs platoon is the lowest CA
civil affairs authority has been delegated. The command and control headquarters. It is capable
civil affairs brigade commander normally retains of exercising command and control over a maxi-
command of all civil affairs units of the brigade, mum of ten CA functional teams. When aug-
but relinquishes operational control to the sup- mented by appropriate types and numbers of
ported commanders. functional teams, the platoon can administer or

perform CA functions in a town, small city, or
d. The civil affairs brigade will normally pro- rural county (district).

vide civil affairs support to subordinate command-
ers who have been delegated civil affairs authority *3-16. Civil Affairs Command
by attaching to or placing under their operational *a. Although civil affairs operations normally
control a civil affairs group, battalion, or com- will be conducted on a basis of centralized direc-
pany as appropriate. The type of unit will be tion and decentralized execution, conditions of
determined with regard to the mission of the sup- environment, mission, or operational facility may
ported command, the nature of the area of re- make it advisable that civil affairs operations be
sponsibility, population densities, economic con- wholly centralized.
ditions, and if possible, existing geographic and
political boundaries. *b. The commander of the field army, or the

commander of the senior Army headquarters in
3-15. The Civil Affairs Group, Battalion and the COMMZ withholds civil affairs authority

Company in the Communications Zone from subordinate elements and directs civil af-
*a. The civil affairs group is an operational fairs operations on an area wide basis. The com-

element and is also capable of exercising corn- mander of the civil affairs brigade retains opera-
mand and control over a maximum of six civil tional control of all brigade assets and conducts
affairs battalions. It may be attached to a sup- and controls civil affairs operations throughout
ported commander for an operational mission the area in support of tactical or area commands.
without battalion components or it may be em- The civil affairs brigade is responsive directly to
ployed as a command element, as required. With the field army or COMMZ commander and all
the addition of appropriate functional teams, the civil affairs units are responsive, in a civil affairs
group may be used to administer or perform CA command channel, to the brigade. Support of sub-
functions in a large city, province, state, or small ordinate commanders in the area by civil affairs
country. units is accomplished by lateral liaison and co-

*b. The civil affairs battalion is an operational ordination.
element and is also capable of exercising command *c. In the event the theater (unified) com-
and control over a maximum of six civil affairs mander desires to centralize all theater CA opera-
companies. It may be attached to a supported tions, CA authority will be withdrawn from sub-
commander for an operational mission without ordinate commands. The brigade structures in
company components or it may be employed as a both the combat area and COMMZ will become
command element as required. With the addition operational command structures responsive in CA
of appropriate functional teams, the battalion also channels to the theater command. This will neces-
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sitate the employment of a theater CA command trol headquarters. Support of subordinate com-
headquarters at theater command level. The thea- manders by CA units in the civil affairs command
ter CA command (TCAC) is discussed in para- structure is accomplished by coordination.
graph 2-8. The theater CA command is the high- d. It is envisioned that the requirement for a
est CA operational headquarters. In cases where civil affairs command in unilateral US operations
appropriate authority directs centralized control is most likely to arise in limited or general war
of the CA operation at theater, normally the in densely populated, highly developed areas, and
theater CA command will be designated as the con- in post-hostility military government situations.

Section III. UNITED STATES PARTICIPATION IN COMBINED OPERATIONS

3-17. Combined Operations operations will be the normal mode of operation

a. When US forces operate in conjunction with and can be accomplished by the adaptation of the
same principles applicable to US unilateral civilAllied forces, the responsibility for conduct of

civil affairs operations probably will be assigned affairs operations. This can be accomplished
to a combined civil affairs command. Directives through a delegation of civil affairs authority toto a combined civil affairs command. Directives

covering broad aims and policies for conduct of the commander of the US national component of
civil affairs operations by combined commands areas of the theater of operations for which the
are promulgated normally at interallied govern- areas of the theater of operations for which the

mental or command levels. The commander of a United States is responsible, subject to overallmental or command levels. The commander of a
combined command complies with these civil policy direction and supervision of the combined
affairs operational instructions. He insures ade- command.
quate coverage in his operations plans and makes c. Further delegation of civil affairs authority
an equitable allocation of responsibilities for the within the US national component line, and CA
implementation of civil affairs plans, to include, staff organization and unit support, will then fol-
when appropriate, provisions for CA units and low the normal principles discussed in relation to
personnel. He normally delegates authority for US unilateral operations.
the conduct of civil affairs to the senior com-
mander of each national force involved. National d. The general principles of command and area
integrity of forces is normally preserved in the support civil affairs operations set forth below are
organization of a combined command. applicable in both US unilateral and combined

command environments.
b. In the conduct of combined operations, inter-

governmental agreements which have be3n con- 3-19. Civil Affairs Command in Combined
eluded for the purpose of standardizing civil Operations
affairs operations, organization, training, pro- a. Centralized direction and execution of civilcedures, and methods will, as applicable, receive
full compliance of all US elements (FM 101-5 affairs operations may become desirable in the
and FM 41-5). combined command environment, as in the uni-

lateral US environment. It is, in fact, more likely

3-18. Concept of Civil Affairs Operations for to develop in the combined command atmosphere
United States Participation in Combined to support combined operations, coordinate with

national governments, and assist allied nations in
rehabilitation efforts. In the event of a military

a. For civil affairs in the combined command occupation and concomitant military government
environment, it will be mandatory that combined under combined command direction the need for
civil affairs staffs be provided at all combined a civil affairs command probably will be manifest.
command levels involved in the centralized direc-
tion of civil affairs operations. This will provide lb. When the need arises a civil affairs com-
a suitable structure for formulation and direction mand responsive either to the US national com-
of civil affairs policy, as well as liaison and co- ponent commander of the combined command, or
ordination among the nations represented. directly to the combined force commander, can be

created in much the same manner as described with
b. Decentralized execution of civil affairs regard to US unilateral operations. The major
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difference lies in the need for increased combined eral coordination at all civil affairs operational
CA staffs at all appropriate combined force levels levels with civil affairs elements of other national
for centralized direction, and for extensive lat- force components.

Section IV. COMMAND SUPPORT OPERATIONS

3-20. Civil Affairs Command Support area support units to be deployed in the area of
a. Civil affairs command support activities are the supported unit.

directed toward the support of the military mis- (5) Recommending employment of CA units
sion of the tactical commander and the fulfill- designated to provide area support.
ment of his legal obligations. The complexity of b. The CA command support unit conducts es-
command support operations will vary with such sential reconnaissance and surveys of the area of
factors as the mission of the tactical unit, fluidity operations and furnishes advice and assistance ne-
of the tactical situation, density and attitude of cessary for the initiation and continuation of ac-
the population, amount of partial or complete dis- tions required to control the civilian populace and
ruption of normal law and order, extent of inter- essential civilian resources.
ference with military operations by refugees, and c. The CA unit commander makes frequent in-
use of mass casualty and destruction weapons. spections to insure that civil affairs operations are

b. Civil affairs command support units can pro- being conducted in furtherance of tactical opera-
vide direct civil affairs support to tactical combat tions and in accordance with established policies
units from brigade through field army in the and applicable provisions of law. The commander
combat zone. These civil affairs units move with insures that all essential measures are taken to
the supported combat units. maintain law and order and to prevent disease

c. Planning by the army, corps, or division G5 and unrest. He insures that local officials, agen-
for the conduct of civil affairs activities in the cies, and installations are functioning in compli-
combat zone must be coordinated with other inter- ance with CA directives.
ested staff officers and adjacent units. Planning d. The location of the CA headquarters is deter-
should provide for a determination of require- mined from prior reconnaissance and is coordi-
ments for both command and area support units, nated with the tactical unit headquarters. Both
regulation of the phasing forward of these units, military personnel and civilians must be able to
and measures necessary for the control of locate and identify the CA headquarters; there-
the local populace and local resources upon entry fore, the approaches to and the headquarters itself
into the area. must be clearly marked by signs in English and

d . Major tactical unit orders will specify and the language of the area. In determining the exact
establish responsibility for civil affairs tasks to location, consideration is given to-
be performed by subordinate tactical commanders. (1) Command and control situation in the

area of the supported tactical unit.
3-21. Civil Affairs Activities in Support of Ma- (2) Availability of necessary space and facil-

jor Tactical Units in the Combat Zone ities.
a. The commander of a CA command support (3) Locations of governmental offices.

unit is responsible for performing the certain re- (4) Local security available from troops in
curring tasks and functions, which include- the area.

(1) Furnishing the supported unit com- (5) Proximity to designated transportation
mander and staff with information, estimates, routes.
and recommendations pertaining to civil affairs (6) Availability of communications facilities.
activities. (7) Location of higher headquarters.

(2) Planning and supervising the training of e. The civil affairs functions that will require
his own unit and of other CA units attached to it, particular emphasis by the commander of a civil

(3) Exercising command over attached CA affairs command support unit are public health,
units that have not been further attached to tac- public safety, public welfare, public administra-
tical units. tion, labor, civil information and displaced per-

(4) Receiving, holding, and orienting CA sons, refugees and evacuees.
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3-22. Retrograde Movement rate, detailed, and timely intelligence of objective
CA tasks during a retrograde movement include areas on such matters as the attitude of the local
control of the local inhabitants to prevent inter- population; movement by the enemy of inhabit-
ference with military operations and evacuation ants from the landing area; extent of disease, pri-

of designated civilian personnel and essential re- vation, and unrest among the inhabitants which
sources, supplies and equipment. Prior to a retro- may necessitate the use of civilian relief supplies
grade movement, flow of civilian supplies to for- from military stocks; availability of local labor
ward areas is reduced and rearward evacuation of for military use; and availability of local supplies
supplies that may be of use to the enemy is accom- and equipment for military procurement.
plished, with civilian transportation being used to (3) In airborne or airmobile operations, es-
the maximum. In order to neutralize the value of sential command elements of the CA command
the area to the enemy it may be desirable to des- support unit, augmented as necessary with func-
troy resources, supplies, equipment, and local fa- tional teams, move to the objective area with the
cilities that may be of use to his forces. However, assault echelons. Since the CA units normally will

not be able to assure control over civilians in thethis destruction is accomplished only in accord- airhead until some degree of stability is estab-
ance with international law and upon the authori-
zation of a commander directing the retrograde lished, personnel of the unit act in advisory capac-
operation. Detailed civil affairs plans for a retro- ites to the commanders who are responsible for
grade movement must be made in accordance with the control of civilians in their respective areas.
the overall plan. Effective liaison between the CA As specified in tactical directives, initial actions

unit and higher headquarters, adjacent and sup- may include measures to freeze the civilian popu-
lation in place in order to prevent interferenceporting units is essential to the control and move-

ment of civilians, including establishment of with military operations; to assist in establishing
checkpoints, emergency medical care, emergency law and order and preventing sabotage; and to
rations, the prevention of interference with tacti- provide shelter, rations, clothing, and medical
cal operations, and the utilization of all available care for civilians.
roads. (4) Following an airborne or airmobile oper-

ation and when linkup with friendly forces has
been accomplished authority for the conduct of

3-23. Airborne, Airmobile, Amphibious, and CA operations may be transferred to the com-
Armored Operations manders of those major tactical units making the

Although the conduct of these operations nor- linkup. To assure continuity of operations, partic-
mally requires specially trained troops, special ular attention must be given to providing infor-
techniques, tactics, material, or an emphasis upon mation and making records available to other
certain considerations, the civil affairs principles, commanders who subsequently will enter the area.
concepts, and techniques described in this man-
ual generally apply. The flexibility of CA unit b. Amphibious Operations. In amphibious oper-
spermits the addition or deletion of specified func- ations, personnel of the CA command support
tional teams to meet the requirement of particu- unit, augmented as required, are attached to the
lar operations. landing teams to advise and assist the com-

manders in initiating CA operations. The CA
a. Airborne or Airmobile Operations. command group accompanies the amphibious task

(1) In the planning for and conduct of civil force command group. In planning for amphibious
affairs activities in support of airborne or airmo- operations, particular consideration is given to
bile operations, the commander must provide as a the vulnerability of beachhead operations; to ac-
minimum-the establishment of public safety; the tivities by local inhabitants which may cause
discharge of his legal responsibilities; and such congestion or confusion, to the need for absolute
additional activities, which may be undertaken control over civilian circulation so that movement
after the airhead is secure. It also may include the from and to the beachhead areas will not be im-
local procurement of motor and other forms of peded; and t o problems which may be created by
transportation to increase the mobility of air- refugees. Since economy of force is a vital consid-
borne units; the utilization of local labor, supplies, eration, maximum permissible use is made of local
and equipment; and the protection of local re- resources. To the extent authorized by interna-
sources. tional law and when security considerations

(2) Civil affairs planning, which is based on permit, it is desirable to employ local inhabitants
the tactical plan of operations, necessitates accu- for cargo handling, storing, and related activities.
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c. Armored Oprations. In armored and mecha- infantry division, coordination must be accom-
nized operations, it may be necessary to accord plished by tactical and CA commanders con-
priority to public safety measures at the expense cerned on the conduct of civil affair activities to
of other civil affairs activities because of the include the assurance of public safety in order not

to delay the advance of the armor. When an ar-
longer lines of communication and the extent of mored division is in a static situation or occupies
the area in which operations may be conducted, a defensive sector, its civil affairs activities are
When an armored division is employed in pursuit conducted in the same general manner as those
or exploitation missions and is supported by an of an infantry division.

Section V. AREA SUPPORT OPERATIONS

3-24. Civil Affairs Area Support the jurisdiction may include surrounding rural
a. CA area support units normally base their areas. As the unit comes successively under the

activities in centers of population, cities that are control of higher echelons, the extent of area over
seats of government, or control points of indus- which the unit exercises jurisdiction is adjusted
trial complexes. To the maximum extent practi- in accordance with the overall civil affairs plan.
cable, CA area support units are informed in ad- The extent of area over which a CA area support
vance of their deployment regarding the specific unit may effectively exercise control or supervi-
areas where they are to be employed to permit sion varies according to such factors as the size
their making detailed analyses of pertinent area and geographical nature of the area; locations of
intelligence. When area training is not provided political boundaries; attitude of thd local popula-
prior to the departure of these units from the con- tion and amount of guerrilla activity; extent of
tinental United States, it should be furnished agricultural and industrial employment; condition
upon their arrival in the theater. of routes of transportation; existence of commu-

nications facilities; and other pertinent considera-b. CA area support units are deployed for oper- tions.
ations in designated areas in the combat zone and
the COMMZ in accordance with the overall 3-25. Civil Affairs Area Support Activities
theater civil affairs plan. These units normally
replace CA command support units previously de- a. The CA area support unit upon arrival in an
ployed in the area of operations in support of tac- area or city will assume, continue, and refine the
tical forces. performance of those civil affairs functions ini-

tiated by the CA command support unit it re-
c. Upon entry into his assigned area, the com- lieves. CA area support units will, in addition, in-

mander of an area suppport unit confers with per- itiate the performance of other civil affairs fune-
sonnel of the CA command support unit in the tions necessary to the performance of the area
area, the commanders of tactical units remaining support mission.
in the area, and with local officials in order to b. CA area support operations will vary in com-
obtain information that will enable the unit to plexity and required degree of functional speciali-
continue effectively any CA functions initiated zation depending on a number of factors. CA
prior to arrival. Area surveys are reviewed or operations at provincial or comparable level of
conducted promptly with assistance from per- government, for example, will involve a higher
sonnel of the command support unit in order to degree of specialization than operations at a mu-
verify information previously received and to pro- nicipal or lower level.
vide a basis for adjustment of requirments. An c. CA area support activities also will vary in
attached CA area support unit remains under the accordance with the total social and economic en-
operational control of the supported tactical com- vironment of the area of responsibility.
mander until the tactical command rear boundary (1) Activities of CA area support units in
is moved forward of the area in which the CA urban areas will require emphasis on measures
area support unit is employed or until the tactical concerned with industrial rehabilitation, develop-
commander is relieved of CA authority in the ment and support; economics and commerce;
area. public finance; and other essential aspects of

d. When a CA area support unit is initially de- urban life. Civil defense will be of a greater sig-
ployed in a city during a moving or fluid situation, nificance than in rural areas.
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(2) Activities of CA area support units in d. The commander of a CA area support unit
rural agricultural areas will require emphasis on must plan for the conduct of area support opera-
many aspects of the food and agriculture func- tions in his assigned area of responsibility based
tion. They will include, for example, location of on the total environment; must take those meas-

ures required to insure orderly transition from
food surplus and deficit areas; study of agricul- command to area support civil affairs operations;
tural methods; reclamation and conservation of and must continue and expand civil affairs opera-
land; food processing and marketing; and study tions as required to support the supported com-
of forestry and fishery operations. mander's mission.

Section VI. OTHER AGENCY SUPPORT OF CA OPERATIONS

3-26. General e. Controlling traffic.
As the situation may require, military services f. Controlling movements of displaced persons,
such as preventive medicine, signal, psychological refugees, and evacuees.
operations, engineer, ordnance, chemical, intelli- p. Investigating serious crimes committed by ci-
gence, military police, and transportation units, vilians.
may be assigned or attached to, or directed to sup-
port the operations of CA units. Service support
is provided CA units in the same manner as other 3-30. Intelmigence, ASA, and Military Police
military units are supported. Criminal Investigation Elements

a. Screening civilian officials.
3-27. Engineers b. Locating and apprehending war criminals

a. Constructing camps and billets for civilians, and enemy military personnel masquerading as ci-
particularly refugees and displaced persons. vilians.

b. Making necessary reparis to essential public c. Detecting and preventing sabotage.
utilities, such as water reservoirs, filtering plants, d. Detecting and preventing the transmission of
essential bridges, dams, locks and similar struc information to enemy forces, unfriendly parti-
tures. sans, or guerrillas.

c. Maintaining essential public transportation
facilities such as roads and railways. 3-31. Psychological Operations Units

d. Supporting rehabilitation projects as the sit- a. As an integral part of CA operations, civil
uation permits and as directed by higher au- information and public education activities are
thority. conducted in areas under friendly control to

render direct assistance to military operations,
3-28. Army Health Service gain the support of civilian populations, and facil-

a. Supplementing inadequate civilian medical itate the control and reorganization of occupied
supplies and facilities within the scope of U.S. and liberated territory. United States policies and
policy and international law. objectives are disseminated to the inhabitants

b Augmenting civilian capability for control of through the use of persuasion, education, and or-
ientation. All available media of information are
utilized. As areas come under friendly military

3-29. Military Police control, psychological operations units provide es-
sential support and assistance to CA operationsa. Securing and protecting such critical sup- thr

plies, equipment, and facilities as may be deter- these consolidation activities PSYOP and CA
mined by the responsible commander. units are mutually supporting, since PSYOP

b. Protecting records, archives, historical and units will have to draw heavily on the detailed and
cultural structures and shrines. intimate knowledge of an area and its people pos-

c. Enforcing circulation restrictions and cur- sessed by CA personnel and the communication
fews. facilities and techniques of PSYOP will substan-

d. Maintaining order and quelling frays or dis- tially aid CA.
turbances. b. Detailed planning by all interested staff
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officers is essential to avoid confusion and dupli- (5) Supervise the distribution of newspa-
cation and to insure the effective integration of pers, periodicals, and other materials.
psychological operations activities in the planned (6) Prepare and conduct pictorial, photo-
CA operation. The G5/S5 has staff supervision for hi art, poster, and instructional displays,

coordination of the combined CA/PSYOP effort graphic, art, poster, and instructional displays,coordination of the combined CA/PSYOP effort.
Coordination with G2's and free exchange of
basic intelligence and close coordination in the (7) Utilize civilian panels to gauge the ef-
determination of essential elements of informa- fectiveness of operations.
tion (EEI) also must be accomplished between (8) Disseminate information and CA direc-
CA and PSYOP officers. tives and instructions.

*c. The capabilities of PSYOP consolidation
activities for support of CA operations vary pri-
marily according to the number and composition 3-32. Signal
of PSYOP consolidation companies employed in Signal units may assist in procurement, construc-
the area. In general, psychological operational tion, installation, or maintenance of civilian com-
units in support of CA units can- munications facilities.

(1) Supervise the reestablishment and opera-
tion of newspapers and other publication facili- 3-33. Transportation
ties.

(2) Plan and supervise the operation of a a. Transportation units may assist in procure-
fixed radio broadcasting station. ment, installation, maintenance, and operation of

(3) Operate mobile sound and film trucks civilian transportation equipment.
and employ airborne loudspeakers. b. Supplement civilian transportation facilities

(4) Reestablish, operate, and direct the op- for movement of civilian supplies, commodities, or
eration of motion picture installations. personnel, as the military situation permits.
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CHAPTER 4

INTELLIGENCE AND PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS

Section I. CIVIL AFFAIRS REQUIREMENT FOR INTELLIGENCE

4-1. General intelligence collection plans must be drafted and
implemented by CA staff sections and units. Par-a. Civil affairs intelligence activities are con- implemented by CA staff sections and units. Par-

cerned with the collection and processing of infor- ticular care should be taken to direct the intelli-
mation and the utilization or dissemination of in- gence effort to a level commensurate with the area

of operations. Civil affairs intelligence require-
telligence concerning the people and the area of ments include but are not limited to-ments include but are not limited to-

(1) Topography, hydrography, climate,
b. The details of intelligence structure, func- weather, and terrain including land formation,

tions, and operations conducted under the general
staff supervision of G2 are set forth in FM 100-5,
FM 101-5, and the FM 30-series. Additional in- (2) Population census, loation, ethnic com-
formation is contained in the AR 380-series. position, dietary habits, and health factors.

(3) Attitude of the population including ideo-
4-2. Purpose logical, religious, and cultural aspects.

a. Accurate, complete, and timely intelligence (4) Governmental structure including forms,
enables the commander and his staff to estimate, personalities, laws in being, and political heritage.
in advance of operations, the influence of civil af- (5) Sociological factors including real power
fairs factors on the accomplishment of the mis- structure in area.
sion or on the contemplated course of action of the (6) Educational standards and facilities,
command. It is required to develop CA annexes to important cultural activities and repositories.
plans, and to determine in accordance with policy (7) Communications, transportation, utili-
guidance those measures which will be necessary ties, power, and natural resources.
to work with or control the local population or to
relieve or adjust to political, economic, and soco- type and skill, practices, and organizations.
logical conditions in the area of operations. (9) Economic development including prin-

(9) Economic development including prin-
b. Intelligence concerning immobilized, isolated, cipal industries, scientific and technical capabili-

or bypassed enemy forces, hostile underground
movements, and the activities of partisans and ties, commercial processes, banking structure, mo-movements, and the activities of partisans and
guerrillas, permits the planning for and employ netary system, price and commodity controls, and
ment of such friendly countermeasures as the pre- extent and nature of agriculture production.
vention of infiltration, use of local civilians to (10) Effects of war damage on preceding
report guerrilla activities, and the separation of items.
guerrillas from civilian support. (11) Cores of resistance movements.

c. On the basis of intelligence, continuous and (12) Organization and operation of guerrilla
long-range estimates are made of the effect which forces in the area and the extent and degree of
military operations will have on the inhabitants volition involved in local support.
and the effect which the civilian reaction will have (13) Hostile civilian activities including es-
on military operations. pionage, sabotage, and other factors of subversion

and disaffection.
4-3. Civil Affairs Intelligence Planning (14) Structure, orientation, capabilities, and

a. Prior to moving into any area of operations, reliability of indigenous public safety and en-
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forcement organizations including paramilitary plans will provide guidance in the preparation of
forces. studies but they must generally include-

b. Sources of classified intelligence prior to (1) Current political developments.
movement are primarily strategic in nature and (2) Dossiers on important personalities.
represent the positive collection efforts of the Cen- (3) Availability, location, and cost of essen-
tral Intelligence Agency, Defense Intelligence tial civilian supplies.
Agency, and other governmental agencies such as (4) Statistical data on diseases.
the State Department and various international (5) Up-to-date material on manpower re-
mission and assistance groups. Among unclassi-
fied sources, particularly productive with respect
to civil affairs interest are libraries, periodicals, (6) Housing, public utilities and services,
newspapers, departments of leading universities production and merchandising facilities.
specializing in language and area fields of inter- (7) Monetary stability.
est, travel agencies, and commercial enterprises (8) Statistics broken down into workable
with holdings or representation in target regions. data groups covering age, sex, employment, loca-
The Area Handbooks (DA Pam 550-series) are esp tion, and support requirements.
cially valuable. (9) Agriculture and industrial production

c. The G5 recommends to the commander, and commercial distribution.
through the G2, those items of intelligence which b. Area surveys are conducted on the ground,
should be considered EEI. In appropriate situa- through physical reconnaissance and the exploita-
tions an intelligence collections plan may be pre- tion of all available local sources of information,
pared by the intelligence officer of a CA unit and to verify and update the information previously
when complete, submitted to G2 for integration obtained from area studies. Local sources may in-
into the overall plan for the command. For de- clude the personnel and records of governmental
tailed guidance on the preparation of a collection agencies, banks, business firms, public utilities,
plan see FM 30-5 and appendix C. and medical facilities, libraries, archives, mail,

d. AC and PSYOP intelligence requirements are publications, and other communications media.
very similar and often coincide in that the G5 will During combat, initial surveys concentrate on
insure that EEI transmitted to the G2 consoli- conditions and activities which may have an
dates the requirements for both CA and PSYOP. immediate effect on tactical operations. More de-

tailed surveys follow and are kept current as a
4-4. Area Studies and Surveys basis for reevaluation of policies and new plan-

a. Area studies covering the gamut of civil af- ning. Survey items include-
fairs intelligence should be prepared on each (1) Numbers and movements of refugees and
country in which operations are possible or are displaced persons.
projected. These studies supplement the published (2) Health conditions particularly with res-
Area I Handbooks (DA Pam 550-series) and may pect to contagious diseases.
be coordinated projects involving the G2 and the (3) Adequacy of essential items of civilian
G5 with the supplementary assistance of G3, G4, supplies.
Staff Judge Advocate, Surgeon, Engineer, Provost (4) Availability and potential of govern-
Marshal, and other members of the staff. Studies mental officials.
are a continuing requirement for any G5 or CA (5) Possibilities of hostile activities by indi-
unit commander for each area for which his unit viduals or groups.
has contingency plans. They should be started (6) General attitude of the civilian popula-
while the unit is still in CONUS and modified and tion.
amplified during the course of military move-
ments and operations to provide a ready source of (7) Facilities or supplies needed by military
information upon which to base plans and actions. units.
Preferably CA units should send representatives
or special study groups with advance command 4-5. Civil Censorship
and control elements of the supported force to The objectives of civil censorship are to prevent
perform the requisite area study revision and to the passage of information which may assist an
secure essential facts for operational planning. enemy or adversely affect any current policy of
National objectives, theater policies, and future the United States or any of its allies, and to ob-
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tain information which assists the United States (see FM 45-20). G5 coordinates with G2 censor-
and its allies in the attainment of their objectives, ship of all public information media over which he
G2 exercises policy control over all types of civil has jursidiction such as radio, television, cinema,
censorship and both policy and operational control stage, and the press, including periodicals and
over all types of communication except public in- books. In a situation where CA units may operate
formation media. Included are civil censorship of or control the operation of other communication
the postal services, domestic and international te- media, arrangements for security review will be
lecommunications, and area travelers. Military in coordinated with G2. Detailed doctrine on civil
telligence units perform this censorship function censorship is contained in FM 45-20.

Section II. CIVIL AFFAIRS SUPPORT
FOR INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

4-6. General who may be interned or otherwise may come un-
The nature of CA assignments and the necessity der civil affairs control or sponsorship.
for CA pesonnel to develop and maintain a close b. Civilians who were associated with enemy
relationship with the civilian population and to personnel.
acquire a depth of information and understanding c. Political enemies of the hostile regime.
with respect to the activities of indigenous popu- d. Leaders of fraternal, civic, religious, or pa-
lations put CA personnel in a favorable position to triotic organizations.
collect information of vital importance to other e. Governmental documents, libraries, or arc-
staff sections and agencies and to lend support to hives.
the overall intelligence effort. Among supporting f. Files of newspapers or periodicals.
activities where CA personnel may make signifi- g. Industrial and commercial records.g. Industrial and commercial records.cant contributions are-

h. Persons employed in recreational areas and
a. Collection of all types of intelligence informa- occupations.

tion for use at different levels of command. .i. Political prisoners.
b. Procurement. j. Technical equipment, blueprints, plans, or in-
c. Recruitment. formation of interest to technical intelligence per-
d. Assistance to counterintelligence personnel in sonnel especially in transportation, signal, ord-

the following activities; nance, engineer, chemical, and medical fields.
(1) Screening civilian officials.
(2) Locating and apprehending war crimi-

nals and enemy military personnel masquerading With respect to archives containing materials of
as civilians. intelligence value concerned with governmental,

(3) Detecting and preventing sabotage. administrative or cultural matters, command
(4) Detecting and preventing the transmis- policy will determine whether or not documentary

sion of information and supplies to enemy forces, matter will be removed for intelligence processing
unfriendly partisans, or guerrillas. or will remain in designated repositories and be

copied for intelligence purposes. As a matter of
practicality documentary material is usually kept

4-7. Collection Potential of CA Personnel in place. In which event it is a CA responsibility
Civil affairs personnel in their day-by-day opera- to maintain, coordinate, and document the chain
tions deal with people, equipment, and documen- of custody of such matters required for use by
tary matter, all of which are primary sources of intelligence agencies. If it is removed the intelli-
raw information of intelligence value. Normally gence agency taking the records must assume full
when persons with information of possible value responsibility for maintenance and documenta-
are discovered they are referred promptly to ap- tion.
propriate intelligence personnel for exploitation.
Among sources CA personnel are likely to lo- 4-9. Procurement and Recruitment
ca~te-- Direct support of intelligence collection agencies

a. Refugees, evacuees, and displaced persons may be provided by CA units in the procurement
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of essential facilities and equipment and the re- (1) Identification of known or suspected
cruitment of personnel. agents, collaborators, or sympathizers.

a. Procurement. In addition to normal civil af- (2) Search of public and private buildings
fairs procurement, CA personnel may also pro- for documents of intelligence value.
cure- (3) Discovery and confiscation of hidden

(1) Biographical data on key persons in the weapons, ammunition, and equipment.
civilian community or other information essential (4) House-to-house searches for contraband.
to special operations.

(2) Civilian clothing and items of normal (5) Seizing and impounding mail pending in-
personal possession. structions for screening and disposition.

(8) Maps. (6) Preventing local publication of informa-
t4) Civilian equipment such as binoculars, tion or opinion which is inimical to the military

cameras, recording devices, radios, or weapons.
(5) Documentary matter including passports, (7) Control of credit, foodstuffs, clothing,

visas, vehicle operator licenses, birth and mar- medical supplies, and related items which may be
riage records. used to support guerrilla activities.

(6) Indigenous funds. (8) Restrictions on movements of personnel
(7) Foodstuffs, tobacco products, or alcoholic suspected of collaborating with guerrilla forces.

beverages peculiar to the area. (9) Destruction, surveillance, or control of
(8) Barter items. potential hiding places or shelter spots of dissi-
(9) Civilian motor vehicles, bicycles, or dents, such as abandoned mines, coves, isolated

domestic animals. rural buildings, haystacks, or similar crop collec-
b. Recruitment. Through contacts with civilian tions.

organizations, leaders, and political enemies of (10) Collection, evaluation, and interpreta-
hostile governments, CA personnel may develop tion of police statistics relating to insurgency
rosters of personnel for screening by intelligence, crimes, such as the recurrence of acts of ter-
or psychological operations personnel as- rorism.

(1) Recruits for special operations. b. While the close contacts and working rela-
(2) Interpreters. tionships between personnel from CA units and
(3) Informants. the civilian population provide valuable intelli-
(4) Other specialized craftsmen, technicians, gence sources and material, they have a two-way

or laborers. potential in that they serve friendly forces, but
may provide an opportunity, as well, for exploita-

4-10. Civil Security tion by unfriendly persons and groups. CA per-
a. Maximum support is provided intelligence sonnel must be particularly discreet in their

personnel in the detection and prevention of es- dealing with the civilian population. Information
pionage, sabotage, subversion, aid to guerrillas, or provided civilians should be carefully screened,
other similar activities. and indigenous persons and agencies should be
Examples of areas in which CA units may provide - kept under continuing surveillance for indications
assistance are- of disaffection.

Section III. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CIVIL AFFAIRS
AND MILITARY INTELLIGENCE

4-11. General 4-12. Attitudes of Indigenous Personnel
A close working relationship and continuous coor- Towards U.S. Troops
dination between civil affairs and military intelli- Civil affairs and military intelligence, particularly
gence is necessary at all levels of operation. This counterintelligence, both have a concurrent re-
provides for a free flow of information between quirement to determine indigenous attitudes to-
the two elements and eliminates duplication of wards U.S. troops. This, however, is a primary
effort. area of concern, determination, and evaluation for
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civil affairs. Civil affairs programs are developed 4-16. Loyalties of Indigenous Personnel
to create or exploit local attitudes to enable plan- a.Counterintelligence and civil affairs both
ning or promoting command mission and pro- have a concurrent requirement to determine the
grams. On the other hand, counterintelligene hgrams. On the other handu, counterintelligensce loyalty of local officials. This should be a contin-
must, on a continuous basis, monitor indigenous uously coordinated effort with mutual responsibil-
attitudes toward U.S. troops to determine if hos. nuously coordinated effort with mutual responsibil-attitudes toward U.S. troops to determine if hos-
tile PSYOP or subversive activities are incipient
factors for local resentment. It is the mission of b. Background investigations for indigenous
counterintelligence to identify these factors, labor personnel is a standard operational proce-
advise civil affairs of this hostile threat, and dure and a civil affairs requirement. Counterin-
through coordination, develop programs to coun- telligence units, because of their mission, are the
ter and neutralize the hostile effort, units responsible for security investigations. Civil

affairs units require background investigations of
4-13. Avoiding Duplication of Effort a broad nature to determine suitability for posi-
A policy should be encouraged for the exchange of tions of trust or responsibility or public associa-

information, coordination, and liaison between tion with U.S. or allied military government. The
civil affairs and military intelligence at various results and adjudication of these investigations
staff and unit levels. This will enable each element are processed through G2 and G5 and forwarded to

the civil affairs unit. The objective is to minimize
to better focus individual efforts and avoid dupli- the civil affairs unit. The objective is to minimize

cation. btefouiniiulfotanavidui subversive and hostile infiltration into official or
important positions through which the mission of

4-14. Central Data Repository theArmycouldbehindered.

A central repository for information and data of c Guerrilla support by indigenous personnel is
mutual concern to both civil affairs and military a continuous counterintelligence EEI (essential
intelligence is desirable. The repository should be elements of information) to be ascertained, evalu-
maintained by the G2 under the supervision of an ated, analyzed, and disseminated by is directed
intelligence officer who coordinates and maintains toward prevent erintelligence activity is directed
liaison with a G5 counterpart. toward prevention of guerrilla support, to iden-

tify it if it exists, and to neutralize it. This must
4-15. Coordination Procedures be a coordinated effort from the highest to the

lowest level between counterintelligence, civil af-
Policies for coordinating civil affairs and military fairs, and U.S. Embassy country teams in the de-
intelligence, efforts should be developed at the velopment of programs to impair guerrilla sup-
general staff levels. Once policy is developed and
coordinated, it should be promulgated in writing
to all affected units to familiarize both military d. In stability operations, identification of the in-
intelligence and civil affairs personnel with each surgent infrastructure is a primary target for the
other's operations and responsibilities. civil affairs intelligence effort.

Section IV. PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS
IN SUPPORT OF CIVIL AFFAIRS

4-17. Support of Civil Affairs Operations civil affairs activities designed to implement U.S.
policies and attain national objectives. 'PSYOP

a. Consolidation psychological operations, ir. units accomplish this function in much the same
support and reinforcement of civil information manner as they do in all other military opera-
activities, form a part of civil affairs operations. tions; i.e., by providing advice rearding the psy-
PSYOP units provide trained personnel and chological implications of proposed courses of
equipment to render direct assistance in gaining action and employing various propaganda media

the cooperation of the civil populace. in support of selected courses of action. For an
b. As areas come under U.S. military control, elaboration of the doctrinal aspects of PSYOP in

the immediate objective is to support the accom-
plishment of the tactical mission. As order and
control are established, PSYOP units, by means of and FM 31-23.
persuasion and psychological direction, support c. Authority of U.S. forces to initiate psycholog-
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ical operations directed towards the civil popula- b. Provide for the operational control of news-
tion of a host country may be limited by treaties paper and other publication and distribution facil-
or agreements. In most cases, considerations of ities.
national sovereignty and prerogatives will require c. Provide for the operational control of fixed
that each host nation or allied nation retain con- radio and television broadcasting stations.
trol of PSYOP directed at the population of the
nation. d. Conduct mobile audio and visual operations.

e. Provide for the operation of motion picture
4-18. Capabilities of PSYOP Units installations and for their supervision when oper-
The capabilities of PSYOP activities for support ated by local personnel.
of civil affairs operations vary according to the f. Provide for the operational control of photo-
number and composition of psychological opera- graphic, art, poster, and instructional displays.
tions units available for employment in the area. g. Provide printing and processing facilities for
In general, psychological operational teams can- leaflets and newssheets.

a. Plan and implement programs to gain the
cooperation of the population toward achievement h. Conduct opinion surveys.
of U.S. short-range and long-range objectives in i. Disseminate information, directives, and in-
the area, and in the liberated or occupied country structions employing any or all of the above
as a whole. media.
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CHAPTER 5

IMPACT ON CIVIL AFFAIRS OF EMPLOYMENT OF
CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, OR NUCLEAR WEAPONS

(STANAG 2103)

Section I. FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

5-1. Introduction of undertaking civil affairs operations that will
a. The variety of possible situations which could lessen the impact of such weapons on a civilian

result from the use of chemical, biological, or nu- populace and thereby facilitate the successful
clear weapons in warfare, makes it difficult to pro- completion of the commander's mission.
vide doctrine for all eventualities. The civil af-
fairs planner and operator must insure the attain- 5-2. Legal Aspects
ment of U.S. political objectives regardless of the
environment or the level of conflict. Civil affairs a. Treaties governing land warfare are con-
planning principles remain unchanged, but the tained in DA Pam 27-1 A comprehensive discus-
task is complicated by an absence of experience sion of international law is published in DA Pam
factors concerning the impact the use of such 27-161-2, chapter 2 of which deals with the uses
weapons will have upon a civilian government, its of weapons, including poisons, contamination of
economy and social institutions. This chapter pro- water, fire, toxic chemical agents, and nuclear
vides doctrinal guidance based upon available in- weapons.
formation, assessed against the historical experi- b. The United States is not a party to any
ence of mankind in warfare, and tempered by the treaty or agreement specifically precluding use of
traditional adherence of the United States to the chemical, biological, or nuclear weapons.
standards of international law concerning the re-
sponsibilities and duties of military commanders 5-3. Impact on the Civil Affairs
to civilian populations, and by the basic principles Responsibilities of the Commander
of humanity. a. A military commander is concerned with the

b. For general information, concerning the impact on his mission of mass destruction and
chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons see FM mass casualties in the civilian community result-
3-10, FM 3-12, FM 21-40, and FM 101-40. ing from disasters, internal unrest, or effects of

c. Modern mass destruction and mass casualty combat. Liaison with civil authorities is needed
weapons systems possess capabilities that pose to assure advance warning of probable interfer-
special hazards to civilian populations. Each type ence with the commanders communications,
of high lethality weapon, whether used alone, in transportation, local procurement, quartering of
combination with one or more of the others, or troops, or his supply of indigenous labor.
with conventional weapons, has the inherent ca- b. In the event of a breakdown of civil au-
pacity to devastate civilian populations. While thority, the military commander may have to
both friendly and enemy forces may observe var- assume authority over the civil population and the
ying levels and degrees of mutual or unilateral resources of an area. A breakdown of civil au-
constraints in the employment of chemical, biolog- thority may be accompanied by a mandate or a
ical, or nuclear weapons, observance of such con- request to the commander to assume control; or a
straints by the enemy cannot be assumed, nor bilateral or multilateral agreement may authorize
would such observance eliminate all major civil such assumption of temporary authority. This
affairs problems. It is, therefore, essential that action may suspend the rights of the civil authori-
civil affairs staffs, units, and specialists be capable ties, but it does not establish sovereignty and does
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not absolve the commander of his responsibilities weapons. Civil affairs planners in this situation
under international law. would have fewer problems in the way of pro-

c. The fact that hostilities may commence and viding protective masks and clothing for civilians,
proceed for a period of time without the use of and the public health problems, other than those
mass destruction or mass casualty weapons does pertaining to treatment of mass casualties from
not relieve a commander of his responsibilities the use of nuclear and conventional weapons,
toward the civil population. The possibility of the would also be lessened. If this constraint were to
sudden use of special weapons by the enemy is result in increased use of nuclear weapons, how-
always present, and the commander must take ad- ever, the problem of maintenance and restoration
equate precautions to prepare the civilians around of essential public facilities might become much
him for such an eventuality. In either developed greater.
or underdeveloped areas, military forces can dem- c. Another constraint might involve limitations
onstrate their concern for the welfare of the popu- on deliberate attacks against major population
lation by providing them the needed support for centers with any of these weapons, which would
civil defense efforts, U.S. military support for in effect turn population centers of certain sizes
civil defense may vary from liaison and training into sanctuaries. Concomitantly, there might also
to the actual provision of the equipment, depend- be agreement not to use cities of these sizes for
ing upon theater policy directives and agreements military purposes. If this were to be adopted,
with the host country. Generally, the U.S. military there might develop serious problems in the provi-
commander in the area will provide technical as- sion of civilian labor for the support of military
sistance and support, usually in coordination and operations. Such a constraint could also lead to
cooperation with the military and paramilitary many other problems including-
forces of the host nation. The commander usually (1) Possible increased devastation of rural
will be responsible for civil defense of the indig- areas with partial or total loss of food production
enous labor force operating within his base areas. for fairly prolonged periods of time.
In order to insure cooperation of this indigenous (2) The necessity for the large scale importa-
labor force, he may also be required to provide tion of food for the people in the city sanctuaries
protecive masks, food, clothing, shelter, and emer- and the resultant delivery and distribution prob-
gency medical care for the families of the people lems.
working for him, or even for the entire siur- (3) Overtaxing of housing, public health, and
rounding population. It must be recognized that a all other vital facilities in population centers
U.S. military installation in an area makes the where rural and small town populations took
area a more likely target for enemy attack, a fac-
tor which will lead to certain natural resentment
against the forces. This resentment can be alle- (4) These sanctuaries could at any time
viated, if not eliminated, by coordination and become major disaster areas if the enemy should
correlation of plans with the host country military suddenly abandon the constraints or threats of
force as well as adequate U.S. military support such action. Rumors of such action could also
for civil defense activities, cause mass panic and precipitous flight. On the

other hand, if the sanctuaries were respected, this
5-4. Possible Constraints might provide a means for survival of the major

part of the civilian populace and greatly ease the
a. The use of mass casualty and mass destruc- burden of caring for mass casualties. It would also

tion weapons may be limited by constraints con- provide at least a partial means of enforcing a
tained in agreements between the parties to the stay-put or standfast policy and would reduce the
conflict. The existence or nonexistence of such problems inherent in prehostilities evacuation.
constraints will be of importance to all military d. Even if nuclear weapons and all categories of
planners and critical to the civil affairs planner. chemical and biological weapons were to be used
Listed in b through f below are some of the pos- there might be constraints upon the weapons ef-
sible constraints and the favorable and unfa- fects sought or upon the type of target. For ex-
vorable results of each on civil affairs plans and ample there might be agreement to use only the
operations. nonlethal types of chemical agents (such as riot

b. One set of constraints might involve re- control or incapacitating agents) or the nonlethal
fraining from use of certain types of weapons, biological agents (such as anticrop agents or those
such as lethal chemical or lethal biological capable of producing only incapacitating diseases
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in man). The use of such weapons under these deliberate use of large scale fallout. Since fallout
circumstances while obviously reducing some civil attacks people rather than physical structures, the
affairs problems would materially increase the problems of caring for civilian casualties might
civil affairs tasks in other areas. well be greatly increased while the problems of

(1) Successful attacks on agricultural pro- the restoration of essential facilities could at the
duction would bring increased civilian supply same time be reduced.
problems concerning the importation and distri- f. Restraints upon the use of mass destruction
bution of foodstuffs. and mass casualty weapons is thus not a panacea

(2) Incapacitating agents used against popu- for all civil affairs problems. The net impact of
lation centers would also affect, at least tempo- constraints on the use of such weapons would
rarily, all the public health, public safety, and probably ease many civil affairs problems but
public utilities services. For example, a small, each of these constraints could well cause or mag-
easily controlled fire could become a major dis- nify others. In any event, the commander must
aster if it were to occur when the bulk of the local plan for civil affairs operations under any possible
fire department was too ill to respond. set of constraints in the same way and to the same

e. A major constraint on nuclear weapons degree that he must plan for tactical and logistical
might limit such weapons in ways to avoid the operations under the same conditions.

Section II. CIVIL AFFAIRS PLANNING AND ORGANIZATION

5-5. General time could require massive medical treatment fa-
a. Based on the foregoing considerations, CA cilities and numbers of personnel. Chemical

organizations must be formed, and civil affairs op- agents that cause irrational behavior would re-
erational plans must be prepared and coordinated quire extraordinary civil police support.
with friendly governments concerned. Modern (3) Contamination resulting from the em-
warfare conducted by an alliance requires exten- ployment of chemical and biological weapons and
sive international coordination of civil affairs ac- radiactive fallout from nuclear bursts would
tivities, and the potential threat of mass destruc- create a decontamination requirement which is
tion and mass casualty weapons increases the re- not common to the employment of conventional
quirement for coordination to the same extent weapons.
that it increases the overall civil affairs problems.

b. Planning for civil affairs operationls in this
environment requires consideration of essential The possible effects of chemical, biological, and
differences between such warfare and that waged nuclear weapons upon civil affairs operations re-
solely with conventional weapons. quire that the civil affairs planner consider the

(1) Nuclear weapons probably would create critical variables which are inherent in the use of
the greatest civil affairs problems, as these such weapons. The civil affairs planner must
weapons destroy both people and property. In this assess the probable impact upon such operations
they are akin to conventional warfare in which and design a civil affairs organizational structure
saturation bombing techniques are used against which can cope with these problems in a way best
large population centers. The major difference is designed to support the political-military mission
that greater warning time is available to the pop- of the command. He must, at least, provide an
ulation in conventional warfare, as saturation organization which can continue civil affairs oper-
techniques require longer periods to achieve the ations under the impact of any level of violence in
same level of destruction caused by one nuclear which a military line of command could continue
weapon. to operate. Among the critical variables which the

(2) Chemical and biological weapons can civil affairs planner must consider are-
cause massive personnel losses. These weapons a. Attack frequencies.
can cause great fear and panic beucase they are b. Timing of attacks in relation to seasonal
unseen, largely unknown, and people have not weather variations, topographical configurations,
been conditioned to their possible use. Chemical population dispersal and activity patterns, hours
and biological agents that incapacitate a large of day or night, stage of agricultural cycles, eco-
percentage of the population for long periods of nomic and political support expected from civilian
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communities, and time-phasing of multiple at- power and the state of training and discipline,
tacks. and the degree of authority it has over the popula-

c. Method of attack (overt or covert) and mode tion. Finally, he must know the general attitude of
of delivery, the population toward civil defense, and the gen-

eral level of knowledge about and preparation for
d. Attack "mixes," i.e., the various combination individual and family protective measures.

options which the enemy could utilize against
friendly targets. d. For planning purposes, civil defense can be

divided into three time phases of action after
e. U.S. allied, and enemy strategic and tactical attack-

objectives. (1) The first phase is the Emergency Phase.
f. Civil defense planning capabilities and limita- It lasts from the time of the attack to several days

tions, including organization, training, and pro- or weeks afterward, depending upon the sizes and
tective shelters available. location of the attack(s), the nature of the area,

g. Numbers and types of CA units and func- and the effectiveness of the defense organization.
tional teams available. The object of the Emergency Phase is survival.

The effectiveness of operations conducted during
ht. Status of military operations. this phase is largely dependent upon careful
i. Theater organization and procedures for dis- preattack planning and training.

seminating warnings of chemical, biological, and (2) Following the Emergency Phase, the Op-
nuclear attacks and of chemical, biological, and erational Recovery Phase begins at the earliest
radiological hazard areas, time possible. During this phase a 'civil defense

organization must restore the essential functions
5-7. Civil Defense Plans and Organizcation of the area as quickly as possible. The main objec-

a. A major critical variable which faces the tive of this phase is restoration of critical func-
civil affairs planner is a consideration of the tions. Proper preattach planning and training for
status of local civil defense planning and organi- operational restoration are absolutely essential. If
zation in the area of operation. Generally, the this planning and training are delayed until after
impact of the use of mass casualty and destruction the attack, the capability for early recovery may
weapons upon U.S. Army civil affairs operations be critically hampered. In addition, the number of
will be in inverse proportion to the extent and casualties caused by radiation and by secondary
effectiveness of the civil defense plans and organi- effects of chemical weapons will be greatly in-
zation in affected areas. To the extent that civil creased.
government can control and care for its people, (3) At the completion of the Operational Re-
the potential civil affairs problems of the Army covery Phase, the Final Recovery Phase begins.
are reduced. The objective of this phase is total restoration of

b. The civil affairs planner must obtain and the normal functions in the area.
study all available information about the status of e. In addition to the factors indicated in d
civil defense planning and organization in a pro- above, the civil affairs planner will need to know
jected or actual theater of operations to determine what has been planned and done to provide for
if it is adequate to meet the needs likely to arise. continuity of government, the continuity of opera-
He must then make appropriate recommendations tions of business and industry generally, and of
to his commander for civil affairs operations and the public utilities particularly and what is the
for the requisite civil affairs organizational struc- status of public health planning and organization
ture which appears to be required. for emergency situations.

c. The initial concerns of the civil affairs f. Formulation of an adequate civil defense plan
planner, after finding that there is a civil defense is complex. Coordinated planning requires corre-
plan for the area of operations, are to be deter- lation of the essentials of survival in each commu-
mined if the plan covers the essential requirements nity with the anticipated effects of specific types
to meet anticipated combat conditions. The and levels of attacks. The planner must recognize
planner also needs to know whether the civil de- that any catastrophic event is certain to hit more
fense organization is a military, paramilitary or than one domestic activity simultaneously. Each
purely civilian organization, its relationships with separate action must complement all others be-
the military forces and other governmental agen- cause quick restoration comes only from a coordi-
cies of the country concerned, sources of man- nated program of tasks.
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5-8. Prehostilities Evacuation Planning d. A basic advantage of a stay-put policy is that
maximum utilization of existing fixed civil de-Military plans for prehostilities evacuation of maximum utilization of existing fixed civil de

civil populations from probable combat areas and
from the vicintiy of rear area target complexes especially where the population participates in

the program as a routine part of community life.should consider the following factors:
e. When belligerents have agreed to exclude all

population centers, or those above certain size,
b. Loss of protective capabilities of fixed civil from attack, a stay-put policy would be valid. Such

defense facilities. places wvould become sanctuaries. Nevertheless, the
c. Impact on logistical and civilian labor re- existence of such sanctuaries would particularly

quirements. when swollen with refugees, provide the enemy
with an important target to attack in the event hed. Availability of suitable sanctuaries with ade-

quate means of protecting the civil population.
e. Time, distance, and transportation factors. f. Stay-put advantages and limitations for the

battle area should be carefully evaluated prior to
f. Effects of possible surprise attack during decision. Military necessity may compel complete,

movement. partial, or selective evacuation from the battle
g. Disruption of the economic, political, and area and contiguous communities. Such evacua-

social orders. tions could, depending on the size of the battle
h. Emergency provision for mass subsistence area, involve as many as several million people.

support. g. A stay-put policy will serve to facilitate per-
manent rehabilitation activities after combat op-i. Capabilities and limitations of civilian au- manent rehabilitation activities after combat op-

thorities. erations have moved elsewhere, or following ces-
sation of hostilities.

j. Civil affairs organizational and operational
capabilities. 5-10. Public Health

k. Communication media available for dissemi- a. CA public health planning should incorporate
nation of information to the civil population. operating procedures based upon-

(1) Theater policy.
5-9. Stay-Put Planning (2) Area studies and surveys of indigenous

a. Stay-put policies require strong enforcement medical facilities, personnel, and supplies.
capabilities. While enforcement should be the re- (3) Medical logistical support requirements.
sponsibility of civil officials, military plans must (4) Comprehensive staff coordination.
provide for emergency enforcement measures if (5) Evaluation of the specific effects of par-

civil authorities fail. ticular types of weapons systems. For example,
b. In a nuclear warfare environment where where certain nonlethal chemical or biological

cities are targets, the civil defense posture is inad- agents are utilized for the purposes of tempo-
equate, and chemical or biological attacks are not rarily incapacitating a civil populace, hospital re-
anticipated, a stay-put policy may not be valid, quirements vary according to agent used. When
especially when time permits evacuation. On the lethal agents are used in high concentrations, hos-
other hand, if a surprise enemy attack with chem- pital requirement may be zero but disposal of ca-
ical or biological weapons is practicable during davers becomes an overwhelming problem. Wild
the evacuation period, casualties inflicted during and domestic animals are highly vulnerable to
the movement could offset the advantages sought.

b. Existing civilian public health facilities,c. Where chemical and biological attacks are de- b. Existing civilian public health facilities,personnel, equipment, and supplies of all types,
livered against population centers and nuclear generally can be regarded as inadequate in var-
weapons are not being employed, a stay-put policy ying degrees, for handling the variety of emer-
may be advantageous. Remaining indoors, or im- gency requirements which would be caused by at-
properly equipped shelters, sealing windows and tacks using mass destruction or mass casualty
doors, adopting strict sanitary measures, and weapons. Initial casualties may exceed surviving
other expedients may reduce civilian casualties treatment capabilities in situations where attacks
during and after such attacks. are of high or medium intensity. Rural casualties
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will require evacuation in many cases to medical or other property. Conversely, nuclear attacks
facilities in urban areas unless mobile or tempo- could demolish an entire city or number of cities.
rary hospitals have been prepositioned in rural
areas. Provision of medical facilities outside of 5-12. Continuity of Government
urban areas for potential use by urban popula- Lines of succession that apply to national, provin-
tins may exceed the production and economic ca- cial (regional), or local levels should be clearly
pabilities of the government concerned. Biological established in the emergency plans of the indig-
attacks may go undetected or overcome the pro- enous government. Such plans should provide for
tection afforded by immunization, resulting in a alternate seats of government, preservation of es-
sudden and massive outbreak of disease. sential records, and lines of succession within the

civil defense structure. The civil affairs planner
5-11. Civilian Supply Planning must be aware of these plans and take them into

a. A civilian supply planning should be based account in his operational planning. Civil affairs
on detailed coordination with the civilian govern- plans must include alternate solutions for the gov-
ment prior to the outbreak of hostilities. Emer- ernment of the area if civil government collapses,
gency stockpiles established in the prehostilities or is unable to meet the situation without military
phase should be positioned so as to minimize the aid.
probability of destruction in initial attacks. Plans
should provide for emergency stockpile levels 5-13. Continuity of Commerce and industry
commensurate with anticipated operational re-
quirements and replenishment times. The procedures contained in paragraph 5-12 are

also applicable to commerce and industry. Where
b. Civilian supply plans for civil affairs opera- appropriate, civil affairs plans should include key

tions after a chemical, biological, or nuclear facilities lists and the requisite special procedures
attack should anticipate that unusually large for emergency operation. This factor becomes of
quantities of rodenticides and insecticides may be especial importance in situations where U.S. mili-
needed. Seed, fertilizer, and domestic animals tary forces are dependent upon local procurement
may be required in some cases. Other needs could of supplies for support of military operations.
include extraordinary amounts of-

(1) Engineer tools and equipment. 5-14. Public Utilities
(2) Power generators.
(2) Power generators. Basic criteria useful in preparing plans for resto-

(3) Fo6d. ration of water, electric power, natural gas, and
(4) Clothing. communication services are-
(5) Public safety equipment and supplies. a. The present and projected extent and condi-
(6) Communications equipment. tion of the physical facilities of the system.
(7) Protective masks and clothing. b. The inherent vulnerability and durability of
(8) Decontaminating equipment and 'sup- the systems during and following attacks.

plies.

(9) Detection and warning equipment. 5-15. CA Organizational Considerations
(10) Construction supplies and fuel.

a. Based upon the problems which have been set
(11) Water purification equipment. forth in preceding paragraphs the civil affairs
(12) First aid equipment for chemical cas- planner must develop an organization which can

ualties (such as automatic atropine injectors for cope with the civil affairs problems generated by
nerve agent casualties). the use of these weapons. It is essential that the

c. Types and quantities of supplies actually re- civil affairs portion of a theater of operations
quired will depend upon evaluation of each antici- troop list provide for adequate and continuing
pated attack environment. For example, chemical input of civil affairs units and personnel to the
and biological weapons can be employed to leave theater from CONUS. CA needs would be magni-
buildings, docks, railyards, streets, vehicles, and fled many times. The theater troop basis must also
other facilities intact while killing human beings, reflect the greater need of the Civil Affairs organ-
animals, and plants. Indirect physical damage or ization for communications equipment; CBR
destruction can result from absence or disability teams; medical laboratory services as well as
of persons responsible for buildings, machinery, other medical unit support; and for augmentation
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by military police, engineer, quartermaster, and controlled usage of national resources by
signal, transportation, and chemical units. civil populations.

b. Chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons ef- c. Due to the increased complexities of civil af-
fects can be anticipated to cross political bounda- fairs operations in chemical, biological, and radio-
ries as well as military boundaries, thereby re- logical (CBR) toxic or contaminated environ-
quiring especially close coordination of civil af- ments, effective CMO staff representation is of
fairs operations. Depending on the level of des- particular importance. Such staff representation
truction and disruption, the conversion'of the civil should be a normal part of TOE and TD, pro-
affairs organizational structure from decentral- viding CMO staff officers on the coordinating staff
ized operations to centralized operations under a level in all headquarters having general or direc-
civil affairs command may be desirable in the nu- torate staffs. Provisional capability is inadequate
clear environment. In addition, the probable in- for planning or operational purposes in a special
volvement of a number of national populations, weapons environment. Properly qualified CA
their governments, and their military forces-- officers are needed to facilitate the development of
whether cobelligerent with the United States or civil affairs portions of military plans during the
neutral-will create complex requirements for- prehostilities phase and to assure their effective

(1) Civil affairs plans and operations of in- execution during hostilities.
ternational character.

d. To be more effective in the CBR environment,
(2) Coordination of civil defense and other
civil affairs actitoies at international and ona- civil affairs units should be icluded in the prehos-civil affairs activities at international and na-

tional political and military levels. tilities forward deployment posture of the Army.tional political and military levels.
Criteria for determing the numbers and types of

tions, or sizable segments of such populations- civil affairs units prepositioned in oversea areas istions, or sizable segments of such populations,
across national borders, to escape the initial or not limited to the size of the overall force alone.
subsequent effects of chemical, biological, and nu- On the contrary, the size of the overall force may
clear operations. be of only incidental concern. The factors shown

(4) Negotiation and implementation of civil in (1) through (5) below must be considered.
affairs agreements pertaining to multinational (1) Political, social, and economic conditions
civil affairs operations. These agreements must prevailing in the areas of deployment.
provide detailed arrangements to implement (2) The level of development of indigenous
STANAG, SEASTAG, and SOLOG where such civil defense programs and the resulting capabili-
documents are in force. ties and limitations.
Among matters to be covered are- (3) Requirements of international law re-

(a) Migration of nations from one country lating to civil populations.
to another for the purpose of establishing perma- (4) Evaluation of intentions of the enemy re-
nent residence.(b)nent residence. lating to adherence to constraints in employing

(b) Temporary movements of refugees or chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons against
displaced persons across international boundaries chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons against

(c) Mutually supporting civil defense plans civilian populations.
and operational procedures to provide unity (5) Accomplishment of maximum actions
throughout a theater of operations and adjacent prior to the outbreak of hostilities for the protec-
areas. tion of civilian populations in order to lessen the

(d) Mutually supporting logistical plans dangers of civilian interference with military op-
and operational procedures insuring each civil erations when war occurs. Otherwise, the diver-

population a reservoir of emergency supplies and sion of large numbers of tactical and support
equipment. troops to civil affairs operations may be required.

(e) Unity of effort in the civil affairs oper- e. CA units deloyed for use in a possible CBR
ation in each allied nation to assure- environment require augmentation in at least two

1. Adherence to the requirements of cus- ways.
tomary and conventional international law. (1) Communications. CA units depend upon

2. Effective support of the war effort by existing military or civilian communications sys-
each participating nation through integration of tems for command, control, and liaison activities.
allied civil affairs' operations, mutual assistance, In view of the threat posed by special weapons,
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this may be inadequate for civil affairs opera- to support civil affairs operations under the fol-
tional requirements. Therefore, in this environ- lowing circumstances:
ment adequate communications equipment must (a) When indigenous laboratory facilities
be supplied. are inadequate.

(2) Laboratory services. Laboratory services (b) When time and space factors preclude
and facilities commensurate with the spectrum of use of fixed U.S. laboratory facilities.
potential CBR operational requirements must be (c) When civil affairs laboratory support
available and accessible to all units engaged in requirements cannot be contracted to indigenous
civil affairs operations. Mobile CBR agent sam- commercial or academic laboratories because of
pling and analysis teams will be especially useful security considerations.

Section III. CIVIL AFFAIRS OPERATIONS

5-16. Civil Affairs Support Activities control agencies. In postattack recovery opera-
tions, location of the boundaries of contaminatedIn a CBR environment the CA organization must tions, location of the boundaries of contaminated

continue to provide both command support to the areas, and completion of decontamination pro-cesses will benefit both military personnel and ci-
vilians. In repair and reconstruction activities,

maining U.S. forces in the theater. Succeeding equipment, technicians, labor, and material of
paragraphs describe the minimum essential civil
affairs operational considerations of particular should be coordinated to provide maximum re-
important for the continuance of tactical and lo- covery capability.
gistical operations. b. The military commander should assign the
5-17. Civil Affairs Command Support overall responsibility for civil defense operations

5-17. Civil Affairs Command Support and measures for the control of the civilian popu-
Operations lation to his CA commander. The CA unit com-

Command support CA units operating in the CBR mander coordinates his plans with appropriate
environment may find their capabilities seriously command staff officers in their respective fields of
strained or exceeded. Plans must provide for interest. In his assigned area of jurisdiction, the
immediate augmentation. In some cases, de- CA unit commander is responsible for implemen-
pending on the area of operations, large numbers tation of plans for military support of civil de-
of sick, injured, or dead enemy civilians, soldiers, fense and for coordination of control measures
and animals will be encountered. Social controls with appropriate agencies of government. To the
may have ceased to exist. Contamination may be maximum extent practicable, local officials are
widespread. The impact of these conditions on held responsible for organization and conduct of
continuance of the tactical mission will require local civil defense activities.
rapid augmentation of command support CA units c. Planning is a continuing process with respect
and very close support from area support units to civil defense and disaster relief since emer-
earmarked and trained for specific localities. gency methods may supplant routine measures.

Patterns of official authority may change. Al-
5-18. CA Area Support though emergencies can originate in any of the

a. CA area support units in supervision of, or CA functions, the most urgent expression of
coordination with, a civil defense program must emergency problems is usually in three functional
consider such matters as circulation of traffic; areas-public health; public works and utilities;
movement of individuals; handling of mass cas- and public safety. The latter function is of broad-
ualties; construction of shelters; differences in ef- est implication in an emergency situation. CA
fects of CBR attacks; warning systems; labor; civil defense and public safety personnel are re-
firefighting and decontamination equipment and sponsible for reporting the effectiveness of control
procedures. The civil defense plan must be corre- measures and estimating public reaction to pro-
lated with the military commander's corre- posed solutions of emergency problems. CA civil
sponding area damage control plan to minimize defense and public safety personnel, in collabora-
interference with military operations. Some of the tion with civil government usually assume a major
same personnel and equipment may be employed part in planning for emergencies, but his does not
dually in alerting civil defense and area damage relieve CA personnel assigned to other functions
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of their technical responsibilities. The possibility of the food growing and processing industry, and
of breakdown of usual political and economic reestablishment of industries to replenish and in-
processes is inherent in emergencies; therefore, crease the stockpiles of supplies.
consideration of extraordinary actions should an- b. The immediate problems will be of concern to
ticipate most breakdowns. both the command support and the area support

CA units. The command support units generally
5-19. Postattack Operations are concerned only with Emergency Phase Opera-

a. The immediate problems of survival include tions while the area support units will be con-
locating and marking boundaries of contaminated cerned not only with Emergency Phase Opera-
areas, firefighting, rescue, debris removal, radia- tions in their areas of responsibility but also with
tion protection, and all the other required sup- the Operation Recovery Phase and the Final Re-
porting functions. As time passes, new problems covery Phase. Operations in the latter two phases
arise to replace the early ones. These problems of postattack recovery will be based largely upon
mainly involve sustaining the survivors over a postattack resources evaluation, and examination
period of time. Food, medical, fuel, and equipment of the status of essential facilities.
supplies must be replenished and people should be c. Resources evaluation requires estimates of
returned to their normal environment. Opera- the available service or product at each critical
tions must continue to clear areas of debris, the available service or product at each criticalrepair and demust contaminate essential facilities and facility by time intervals after an attack, and esti-repair and decontaminate essential facilities and
material, and to control the rate of radiation dose mates of requirements for such resources at the
accumulation in the population. Social problems same time intervals. Resources requirements may
become increasingly important and law and order arise from military needs, civilian use, or other
must be maintained. Water pollution and the production or recovery operations. The operation
spread of disease must be controlled by the rees- of production facilities, for example, will generate
tablishment of health and sanitation practices. requirements for other resources such as man-
Eventually, these problems are replaced by the power, transportation, waterpower, and various
long-range requirements, such as reestablishment raw materials.
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CHAPTER 6

COLD WAR CIVIL-MILITARY RELATIONS

Section I. INTRODUCTION

6-1. General veloping countries. Better relations between the
government and the civilian populace may be es-

a. The possibility of mutual annihilation so far tablished through the use of local military and
has deterred the great powers from the use of paramilitary forces on projects helpful to eco-paramilitary forces on projects helpful to eco-
their full destructive capacities as a means of nomic and social development, provided such ac-achieving national objectives. This restraint, how- tivities do not detract from capabilities to per
ever, has not basically changed those objectives, form primary military missions. It is a basic point
and conflict ensues where those objectives clash. that Military Assistance Advisory Groups
One form of this conflict, known as the cold war, (MAAG's) or Military Missions in tliese countries
occurs in a state of international tension in which must assure that host military forces realize themust assure that host military forces realize thepolitical, economic, technological, psychological,
and paramilitary measures short of overt armed
conflict involving regular military forces are em- b. Every American diplomatic mission overseas
ployed to achieve national objectives. This type of is headed by an ambassador or minister or in their
conflict may assume forms many of which are absence a charge d'affairs. The ambassador or
hardly recognizable as military. It can neverthe- minister is the chief of the mission and is the
less produce defeat for one side or the other- as personal representative of the President of the
complete as has ever been achieved in open battle United States with full powers to act as his agent.
between identified armed forces. As chief of mission he is responsible for the di-

rection and conduct of all official relations be-
b. In the cold war environment, the United tween the United States and the country to which

States and its allies are faced with the threat of h e whichhe is assigned. The precise manner in which the
widespread subversive activity directed against United States diplomatic mission is organized
them and many other smaller but independent na- varies from country to country. Organization de-
tions. Subversion takes many forms and is mani- pends on the size of the mission, local mores,
fested in covert activities designed to influence, official ties between the host power and the Unitedofficial ties between the host power and the United

manipulate, or replace governments which are, or States and on the personality of the chief of mis-
may become, allied with or friendly to the United sion. The mission includes the embassy, which isStates. The instability inherent in the developing the main operational headquarters of the mission,
nations of the world creates a target of oppor- and the representation from other agencies which
tunity for covert aggression. These nations are may or may not be directly attached to the em-
particularly vulnerable to exploitive activities by bassy but are responsible to the ambassador.bassy but are responsible to the ambassador.internal powers and insurgent movements by re-
volutionist groups seeking to win political aline-
ments or control. 6-3. The Country Team

a. In every foreign country where U.S. troops
6-2. United States Efforts are stationed, other U.S. governmental depart-

a. A major part of the U.S. mutual security ments and bureaus, international agencies, church
program is military assistance. Current U.S. mili- groups, and private institutions may be working
tary assistance legislation and directives provide toward common ends in at least some aspects of
that, in addition to materiel and tactical training providing assistance and stimulating cooperative
improvements, military assistance programs and harmonious development in the host country.
should encourage civil-military cooperation in de- The number of U.S. Government agencies alone is
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Figure 6-1. U.S. country team.

impressive, and close cooperation and cordial understanding, cooperation, and kinship not only
liaison are essential if optimum results are to be between their own personnel and the civilian pop-
achieved. Coordination, not only on the policy ulation, but also (through example, demonstra-
level but also at operating levels, will reduce costs, tion, and guidance) between the civilians and the
prevent duplication of effort, lessen the friction military forces of the host country. In many coun-
potential, and increase tangible results. Generally, tries there is an unsatisfied demand for education
in peacetime the ambassador is the coordinating and development in various vocational and tech-
authority for civil assistance programs. Country nical skills, and in every military unit and their
teams usually are established consisting of repre- associated families there are reservoirs of knowl-
sentatives of various national agencies, including edge and skills which can be channeled through
the Chief of MAAG or Mission or senior military voluntary efforts into programs of education and
commander as the Department of Defense assistance. The very nature of the MAAG or mis-
member, and with the ambassador functioning as sion member's role-his daily and intimate con-
head of the team (fig. 6-1). tacts with host unit personnel, participating in

b. The country team is a mechanism developed their daily activities, sharing in their ceremonies,
to coordinate this community of U.S. interests in bringing them a better understanding of the
relations with the host government. The country United States, and showing a sincere interest in
team facilitates understanding of mutual concerns their language, culture, and welfare-goes far
and resolution of conflicts and interests in various toward producing good civil-military relations.
policies, programs, projects, procedures, and b. Much of the effectiveness of the individual
problems of U.S. and host country agencies. and informal efforts of personnel in missions and

c. Some of the problems that spread across all advisory groups stems from their spontaneity, but
U.S. agencies in the host country are the infla- no program can attain maximum results without
tionary inpact of U.S. operations, blackmarket ac- some degree of fixed responsibility within a unit.
tivities, observance of host country holidays, ve- To that end, a section should be established, even
hicle operation, indigenous labor-employment if it consists of only one officer, to coordinate civ-
practices, housing for personnel and office space. il-military relationships in each MAAG or mis
These problems, if not solved, can materially sion, and to assist in the development of similar

programs in the military forces of the host coun-
try. The requirement for promoting an awareness
in the host country forces, the necessity for civil-

6-4. MAAG's and Military Missions ian-military affinity, and furnishing guidance in

a. Military personnel and their families, as- this effort, is at least as important as military
signed to MAAG's and military missions have sig- instruction in training procedures, techniques of
nificant capabilities, disproportionate to the rela- warfare, and the handling of military equipment.
tively small size of units concerned, to promote c. MAAG's or missions in developing nations
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may have more extensive duties than those in de- new countries may have expanded duties in as-
veloped countries where education, industry, and sisting in the training of indigenous officials who
technical skills are relatively well-advanced and are taking over the reins of governmental func-
trained personnel are more numerous. MAAG's in tions for the first time.

Section II. U.S. ARMY CIVIL AFFAIRS
PARTICIPATION IN THE COLD WAR

6-5. General ficant capabilities for furthering U.S. foreign
policy and fostering a deeper appreciation in host

a. U.S. Army units are deployel abroad for a countries for the need for mutual civil-military
variety of reasons. Most of these deployments understanding, cooperation and support.
have a relationship to the requirements of the cold
war as well as to serve as a deterrent to the out- b. U.S. military units have a dual capability of
break of limited or general war. Even those troop directly participating in military civic action pro-
units deployed primarily for their deterrent role jects or aiding host country military personnel
generally are engaged in cold war activities. with planning, technical assistance, and utiliza-
Troop units deployed outside the United States tion of available resources in the development of
primarily for cold war purposes, while they may their own civic action programs. U.S. military
be engaged in a show of force or in a mission to units possess equipment, facilities, supplies, tech-
safeguard the lives and property of citizens of the nicians, and labor resources. Within the limita-
United States and its allies, most frequently will tions of the military mission and U.S. national pol-
have been dispatched to assist in internal defense icy, these assets may be applied to achieve the
activities of a friendly nation which has requested local cold war objectives of the United States.
such aid. The Army's dual responsibility in cold c. Personnel in the units and their dependents,
war is to maintain operational readiness for lim- as individuals, have an even greater potential for
ited or general war, and to facilitate and imple- favorable influence by their personal conduct,
ment the national objectives and advance the courtesy, and attitude of friendly cooperation
national interest through appropriate activities in toward citizens of host country. Particularly
cold war. The role of civil affairs in cold war is to worthy of exploitation is participation by U.S.
support this dual responsibility. and host nation individuals in jointly organized

activities and programs; e.g., scouting, fraternalb. In planning for civil affairs cold war opera-
tions, provisions should be made for a draft civil organizations, and women's clubs. However,
affairs agreement which considers the political as except in those cases where relatively large secu-rity forces are involved, the greatest contributionwell as the military aspects of the planned opera-
tion. Thus, as the need for such an agreement which can be made by U.S. military organizations
arises, it can be negotiated rapidly with such abroad is in the nature of guidance, advice, and
modifications as may be required. When U.S. dip- planning assistance for host country forces in the
lomatic representatives are present and func- promotion of civil-military rapport. Results will

tioning ina country, an Executive order should be be measured in strengthened economic and polit-
ical bases, divorcement of the general populationissued which delineates the authority and respon- ical bases, divorcement of the general population

sibilities of the military commander and the di- from dissident elements, and reduction in under-
plomatic representatives.

d. In advisory and training responsibilities,
MAAG and military mission officers usually deal
with the key commanders of military forces and

a. Mutual security programs have necessitated units. These officers are also frequently involved
the stationing of U.S. troops on the soil of the with the civil officials of the host government: the
other sovereign powers under the authority of bi- Minister of Defense and sometimes with the Prime
lateral and multilateral agreements, either as se- Minister, the titular head of state, and almost cer-
curity forces or to provide training assistance for tainly with other high civil authorities in the host
foreign military units. The terms of the agree- government. Relations of this type are particularly
ments involved and the scope of missions assigned important when political power has a military
are diverse; but, as is true with MAAG personnel, base. If it is possible for U.S. official representa-
U.S. commanders and their personnel have signi- tives to establish close rapport with these officials
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on an informal friendly basis, official relations coordination should be established in such situa-
are likely to be facilitated. tion, but ordinarily it will not require a mecha-

e. Governmental administration and authority nism more elaborate than a normal CMO staff sec-
generally is delegated or divided among several tion. This staff section is actively involved in all
levels, with certain prerogatives held at the the major civil-military activities of the command
higher levels. The precise pattern differs widely including the submission of plans and recommen-
among nations, but almost all resort to some dations to the commander and other staff sections.
system of layering of governments so that matters g. Cold war operations of U.S. CA organiza-
of local interest can be dealt with by officials close tions develop good working relationships between
to the people without burdening higher levels with U.S. military forces and the local population, but
unnecessary detail. U.S. military forces and units concentrate on relations between host military
stationed in foreign countries have civil-military forces and their own people. Individual CA func-
relations at almost all levels. Although higher U.S. tional specialists and teams are available for as-
commands may be in contact with military and signment to assist in the development and imple-
civilian officials 'of the national government, scat- mentation of a definite program for the conduct of
tered subordinate elements usually are located in relationships with the people. The objective of
the hinterland. These subordinate elements nor- their activities should be to develop proper atti-
mally are more closely associated with local units tudes, programs, and methods of operations in the
of government than with national levels and may host country military forces which provide for the
be, knowingly or unknowingly, influential in local rights and welfare of the population. This will not
government. only generate confidence and cooperation on the

f. The problems that arise in these more remote part of the population but also have the effect of
localities are likely to include off-post activities of bringing together the military and the people intoan effective working team. To accomplish this,U.S. personnel, property rights, the initiation of civil affairs rsonnel must analyz and-solve
civil action projects, and'community relations. All problems deriving from the social, economic, and
U.S. military units and installations abroad must political impact of military forces in the area; the

establish a good rapport with local governmental use by military forces of local areas, facilities,
authorities. Care must always be exercised that goods, and manpower; the application of local cus-
such local arrangements conform to U.S. national toms to the military forces; and the social rela-
and theater policy. A single point of contact or tions between military forces and civilians.
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CHAPTER 7

INTERNAL DEFENSE AND INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT OF A NATION

Section I. THE INSURGENT THREAT

7-1. Introduction 7-2. Insurgent Obijectives
a. A major threat to the security of the United a. An initial attack of the insurgent movement

States is posed by covert aggression against the is directed toward the administrative, cultural,
freedom and well-being of many of the developing and communications gap found in most developing
nations. To understand the full nature of this countries between intermediate level govern-
threat, and the means of meeting and defeating mental echelons and the cities, towns, and villages
it, it is first necessary to understand the actual they are supposed to administer.
conditions which exist in developing nations. Most b. The ultimate objective of the insurgent move-
of these countries are in the process of transition ment is to gain complete control of the political
from traditional to modern societies. This transi- apparatus of the nation, for political control is the
tion proceeds at an uneven pace and provokes central issue. Complete political control makes
dislocation and disruption of the traditional so- possible control of all the other institutions of a
cial and political controls, and of the economic society, such as the economy, military forces, judi-
base of the country. Modern mass communica- cial and police systems, and the educational pro-
tions has had its impact by facilitating the pene- cesses. If the insurgency obtains this degree of
tration of new ideas and generating new aspira- control it has taken over the nation.
tions and desires among the peoples of the devel-

b .Although the problems of these nations 7-3. The Development of an Insurgencyb. Although the problems of these nations
would be acute even in the absence of an orga- a. Phase I, Latent and Incipient Insurgency.
nized subversive insurgency effort, they are inten- This phase involves no major outbreaks of vio-
sified and made into a direct threat to free world lence or periods of uncontrollable insurgent ac-
security by well-planned and organized campaign tivity. It covers situations where the actual condi-
directed by a hard core of dedicated, professional tions are such as to provide real or imagined
activists. The work of these insurgents is mani- grievances and actual or potential disaffection of
fested over a relatively long period of time and significant elements of the population from their
can be classified in the three general phases of government. It is during this phase, which may
insurgency described in detail in FM 100-20. last for decades, that the insurgent movement will

(1) Phase I: From circumstances in which develop its underground organization, its infra-
subversive activity is only a potential threat-la- structure, and its front groups, and will start sub-
tent or incipient-to situations in which subver- version. As the insurgency and the insurgent or-
sive incidents and activities occur with frequency ganization develop, this phase will be marked by
and in an organized pattern. some overt activities which may include demon-

(2) Phase II: The subversive movement, strations, presentation of an overt "legal" opposi-
having gained sufficient local or external support, tion, strikes, and other manifestations of popular
initiates organized guerrilla warfare, or other dissatisfaction. Generally, there will be little or no
forms of violence against the established au- military activity unless subversion in the military
thority. and police forces has succeeded in laying the

(3) Phase III: Guerrilla warfare operations groundwork for a potentially successful coup
are transformel primarily to an open war be- d'etat. Persuasion is tried on local political
tween regularly organized forces of the insur- officials and police to convert them to the insur-
gents and those of the established authority. gent cause or at least to get them to look the other
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way in the face of subversive organizational activ- first to be formed-the regional militia. Next are
ities. If persuasion fails, threats follow. If both village militia which are usually a part of the vil-
threats and persuasion fail, officials are elimi- lage underground and are normally under the di-
nated. rection of the village political head. Finally, there

b. Phase II, Organized Guerrilla Warfare. In are the main military forces which may be un-
Phase II the insurgents consolidate the organiza- formed. Regional and main forces provide cadre
tion for the struggle to come. Many party mem- for their own expansion. Intelligence from vil-
bers may go into hiding, establishing and prolifer- lage posts and from warning nets along roadways
ating underground cells--the backbone of the insures that training areas are relatively safe.
movement. Agitators and front-controlled news Arms are procured in greater numbers; larger
media spread antigovernment propaganda and military units are trained to operate in unison;
front groups recruit sympathizers. Weapons are and the staff and technical facilities necessary to
collected and underground communications and such operations are developed. Authoritarian pol-
supply lines are established. Government agencies itical control is brought to local government in the
are infiltrated at all levels. Insurgent progress is controlled areas; political heads are nominated;
often unwittingly encouraged by political leaders and civic services are provided along with legal
who are reluctant to admit that a revolution and taxation systems. On the edges of controlled
against their power is in being. Mob and riot ac- areas the insurgents continue to extend their con-
tions discredit the government and demonstrate to trol, using Phase II tactics. By these means insur-
sympathetic but passive followers that resistance gents may be able to attain political and military
to the government is possible. The objective is to control of as much as 95 percent of the landmass
gain control of towns and villages, often by taking of the country, with goverment forces bottled up
advantage of existing disaffection toward national in military fortresses and around the national
government and the poor communications be- capital.
tween the government and the people. Control of d. Summary. The description of insurgency in
villages is consolidated when "shadow govern- three phases, while convenient, does not mean that
ments" can operate without betrayal to the gov- there is any sharp break or dividing line to mark
ernment forces. Small armed groups spring up. the passage from one phase to another. Areas
All these moves serve to develop insurgent chan- within the same nation may be involved in dif-
nels of information concerning national govern- ferent phases of insurgency. The insurgent orga-
ment plans and activities and to assure that little nization grows and develops with variances from
or no information about insurgent activities one area of a country to another. Insurgent activi-
reaches the national government. ties progress within the limits of the capabilities

of the insurgent organization of a particular area.
c. Phase III, War of Movement. The situation The actual attempt to seize national power by the

moves from Phase II to Phase III when insur- insurgent movement can occur during any phase.
gence becomes primarily a war of movement and Successful resistance to an insurgency can cause
the insurgent expands his military forces. These the insurgent organization to revert to an earlier
forces still draw their support from well-orga- phase; and, if the acute conditions of the nation
nized undergrounds but require heavier weapons have not been bettered, an insurgent organization
and supplies which cannot be furnished locally. By can again begin a Phase I development no matter
this stage the insurgent has, or is building, three how severe a defeat it has suffered from its earlier
types of military forces. Regional forces are the attempt to seize power.

Section II. INSURGENT ACTIVITIES

7-4. Propaganda Operations pose and cause into words that will appeal to logic
a. The insurgent's objective is to plan substan- and emotions. The basic insurgent concept of op

tially all operations of whatever type to have an erations encompasses the following key points:
impact on the emotions and thinking of the (1) The major propaganda themes will be es-
people and those who constitute government and tablished by the insurgent national secretariat.
its arms. Described here are the functions of what Local leaders will be allowed some flexibility in
might be called the formal propaganda apparatus, interpreting them to the area audience. Propa-
the apparatus designed to put the insurgent pur- ganda is directed toward three target groups: the
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civil population and subgroups within it; the in- peals are circulated to target groups by all ap-
surgent forces, especially the armed forces and propriate media, and successively refines appeals
underground; and the troops and functionaries of by tryout and observation of responses. It keeps
the government being subverted. tab on the public image of the movement by per-

(2) Propaganda distributed by mass media iodic surveys of what people do and do not like
constitutes the broad base for putting the insur- about it. It coordinates propaganda operations
gent theme before its audiences. This propaganda with other ongoing political and military opera-
supplements that transmitted by face-to-face dis- tions. Finally, as the movement succeeds, it pro-
cussion and argument. National and subnational vides support to local governments in areas held
propaganda units may provide materials ready by insurgents.
for reproduction in operational areas. Propaganda c. A number of media will be employed, de-
is made credible. When a claim is made, an action pending on equipment available and the state of
predicted, the movement tries to make sure that development of the country. The one medium
the prediction is verified. Propaganda is action-or- always employed is word-of-mouth propaganda by
iented. activitists, front groups, and members of insur-

(3) The true purpose of the propagandist- gency cells. As the movement develops, guerrilla
and of the entire insurgent apparatus-is not soldiers are taught to win friends by contacts
merely to create disaffection and hatred toward with civilians. In addition, public or clandestine
existing government and functionaries, but to meetings are held with labor groups, peasants,
channel this disaffection so as to forward their or members of villages and hamlets. Persuasion
political concepts. If "objective conditions" are and force may be used at the sarpe time. Clan-
sufficiently conducive, this may be accomplished destine radio broadcasts originating in-country
fairly readily. But, to build a thriving insurgency, become possible once a locale is reasonably secure.
propaganda must not merely convince the people Greater availability of inexpensive transmitters
that their system of government must be over- and radios makes this medium extremely popu-
thrown; it must propose and advocate a system of lar. Periodicals and handbills will be distributed
government which will satisfy concepts of govern- via the underground. In many developing nations
ment that have been planted and nurtured among low literacy rates minimize the propaganda value
the people. These concepts will vary from one of newspapers.
country to another.

b. The responsibilities of an insurgent propa- 7-5. Terrorism
ganda unit will usually be: Persuasion, indoctrination, and organization are

(1) Working from the national plan for prop- all reinforced with the use of terror. The murder
aganda operations and with assistance of party of a village chief or a tax collector can serve the
members, it identifies sources of discontent and insurgent cause in several ways. First, it demon-
the size and power of dissident groups. It is to strates its power to kill selected individuals of its
develop propaganda appeals exploiting areas of choice, which may help to persuade people that
discontent; shaking the faith of the people and safety lies with adherence to the insurgent cause.
government supporters in their own government; Second, each such act weakens the government
creating a hatred among the people toward spe- which must replace the functionary or see its
cific government functionaries singled out as tar- power in the area eroded. Third, it causes fear in
gets; persuading the people that as individuals other functionaries and makes them more ame-
they can do nothing about the wrongs of govern- nable to subversion or at least to tacit acquies-
ment, that wrongs can only be alleviated by over- cence in insurgent activity. Mass terror is also
turning the system of government; and creating a used to demonstrate the weakness of the govern-
faith in the insurgent cause and insurgent victory. ment, its inability to protect its people, or to incite

(2) The propaganda unit takes advantage of blind and brutal reprisals by government forces
fortuitous events. It broadcasts mistakes of gov- which may drive the uncommitted to the side of
ernment functionaries and troops (looting, harsh the insurgents.
acts against the people) and possibly, in coordina-
tion with measures of civil disobedience, such as 76. Intelligence
strikes and riots, encourages such mistakes. a. Victory in an insurgency goes to the side

(3) Using the underground and other means which best obtains and exploits accurate informa-
as appropriate, the propaganda unit sees that ap- tion from the people. Every successful insurgent
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effort must have accurate detailed information ious groups, intellectuals, students, industrial
about its own members, its area of operations, workers, peasants, landowners, teachers, and geo-
government policies and functionaries, and the political units, i.e., districts, towns, villages, and
people. hamlets. The probable allegiance of personnel are

b. Members of the overt and covert party, the noted for each method of stratification.
front groups, and strong sympathizers are h. A civilian intelligence service is normally a
counted. Their distribution throughout the area is part of the underground in towns and villages. It
mapped. Alternative uses of key members and collects information about the village chief,
sympathizers are considered in view of their capa- council, prominent citizens, police, retail mer-
bilities, skills, and aquaintances. chants, their affiliations, their attitudes toward

c. The economy of the area is evaluated to de- the insurgent movement, suspected government
termine the best supply sources for food, arms, agents, and happenings in the village believed rel-
clothing, and equipment. Potential major sup- evant. Government-inspired political rallies and
pliers and all stockage points are noted. attempts at civic action will be reported.

d. Topography, roads and communications net- 7-7. Social Control
works, and configuration of villages of the area
are evaluated along with probable sympathy of Social controls are measures designed to provide
geopolitical units to determine the most fa- effective control of all relevant aspects of society.
vorable places for insurgent hideouts, and ways in This control is reinforced by the formation of
which the area can be isolated from the centers of groups based on social class, occupation, physical
government power. proximity, or kinship. Each group has a warden

e. Provisions will be made during Phase I for responsible for all members, who reports to a sub-
ordinate of the insurgent village or hamlet chief,collection of intelligence as to government opera-

tion and plans by infiltration of agents. The ade- or the head of the insurgent shadow government,
quacy of coverage of government operations and who in turn are watched by the passive under-
timeliness of intelligence is later reviewed to de- ground, possibly covert party members, who
termine whether existing agent networks and report directly to higher authorities. Thus, the in-
sources of intelligence are adequate and efforts to surgent establishes parallel systems to solidify
improve them by futher infiltration will be made control. Therefore, temporary occupation by gov-
if they are not. ernment troops does not seriously damage the

I. The number, type, and organization of func- latticework the insurgent has built. Once a village
tionaries of the national government in the area or hamlet is "organized" a very substantial effort
capital and in lower governmental echelons will be is required to break the tentacles of the organiza-
determined. Special attention will be given to tion. In the organization of a city the same gen-
functionaries who might interfere with the insur- eral system is used except that the city block is the
gent movement (area command, national police as- basic unit to be organized.
signed to area, area police, foresters, agricultur-
alists, and so forth). Attention will be given to 7-8. Organization of the Villages or
village chiefs and village police. The popularity of Hamlets
each chief and his probable sympathies will be
reviewed on a village-by-village basis. Effective- a. Before or after the above described organiz
ness of liaison between government and police tion has occurred, the village or hamlet may be
heads, and village chiefs and police will be noted. organized for "self-defense" against government
Attention is given to the organization, staffing, forces. Weapons are usually crude; most self-de-
and operations of local, area, and national police, fense forces could not resist a sizable attack.
and to national or area counterinsurgency plan- Nonetheless, village or hamlet defenses provide a
ning groups if they exist. Information that gov- way to build esprit de corps and a partially
ernment intelligence units may have about insur- trained pool of recruits for area insurgent forces
gent cadre members, sympathizers, and under- and the main force.
ground will be reviewed. b. As more villages or hamlets are brought

g. The probable sympathies of the people are under insurgent control, the supervisory super-
taken into account. Several stratifications may be structure is extended so that chiefs of several vil-
used, among which may be ethnic groups, relig- lages are monitored by a sector or township ad-
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ministrator; several sector administrators may in turn reports to a deputy to the insurgent
report to a district or county administrator who leader.

Section III. INTERNAL DEFENSE AND INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT

7-9. Political-Military Considerations power, the other also has support and can exercise
A country beset by subversive insurgency where some constraint over what the group with supe-

riority can do. Like political parity, political su-the political existence of the government itself is. Like political parity, political s-
threatened must insure that every military act at periority can occur in several forms. For example,
all levels of command is designed to accomplish a government or the counterinsurgent force hold
political end. The political objective is the estab- political superiority where counterinsur ent ap-
lishment, maintenance, or preservation of a go- pointees hold all political offices and appoint and
ernment which can operate effectively under law control police, but the insurgent exercises ome
to meet the needs and aspirations of its people. influence on the behavior of the people. This infu-
Military objectives and the tactical operations con- cells, sympathy of some economic or racialducted to achieve them must be compatible with
and support the political objective; that is, they groups, a weak shadow government, or through
must be conducted in such a manner as to gain the any or all of these.
support of the populace for the government. Tac- c. Political control means the power to direct or
tical operations which cause unnecessary civilian modify all forms of societal activity and to deter-
casualties and damage may well provide a net ad- mine the ends to which group efforts will be di-
vantage to the insurgents by creating sympathy rected. Thus, political control has implications for
for their cause and adding to popular grievances the direction and regulation in domains of eco-
against the government. For this reason the indis- nomics, communication, civic services, education,
criminate use of force and especially of area and so forth. In sum,'political control involves the
weapons must be avoided. The insurgent political ability to establish an ideology, to apply it to so-
infrastructure is the heart of the insurgency. cietal functions as desired, and to regulate be-
Elimination of the infrastructure should be pri- havior by institutions and laws. Political control
mary. is reinforced by a body of laws and ordinances

that direct and restrain behavior and give legiti-
macy to the acts of those in power. It involves the

7-10. Political Control ability to nullify existing laws and ordinances and
a. Political parity exists when two forces are establish new ones. Further, the government can

competing for control of the political system and appoint tribunals which interpret laws, determine
neither is clearly superior. There may be a to whom they are applicable and whether they
struggle between residents of a village wherein have been violated, and mete out punishments for
both opposing forces reside or it may be between violations. Acts of individuals may be either in-
residents, and the political body of the village and vestigated and followed up and prosecuted, or
their superiors who are making a concerted effort dropped. Police and courts are instruments by
to control or regain control. It may be a combina- which control is enforced.
tion of both forms. The government may attempt d. Political control should be regarded as a
to exercise control through the next higher polit- means, and not an end in itself. A government
ical echelon while village sympathy is largely which is faced with an insurgency and which must
with the insurgents. There could be a situation take strenuous measures to gain political control
in which the mayor or village headman and mem- should utilize that control to satisfy the legitimate
bers of his committee are actively supporting the aspirations of its people. If grievances remain un-
national government while the police look the fulfilled for long, hard won political control can
other way during insurgent incursions. As an- again be lost. After an insurgency has once
other alternative, parity may mean that village reached Phase II or III, even if political control
political leaders and police have no strong sym- has been regained, it can be decades before it can
pathy, but act to favor either side alternately be safely assumed that all danger of a recurrence
when either applies force. of insurgency has passed. The)time gained by pol-

b. Political superiority at the village level itical control is precious national capital which
means that, while one side exercises political must not be squandered.,
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7-1 1. Economic Control tion policies on the overall economy. The insurgent
collects "taxes" and lets the government face theQ. A different problem area for the counterin-

surgent is that of resource requirements and allo- inflationary consequences.
cation of resources as an internal defense manage-
ment problem. As insurgency grows, increasing 7-12. Military Control
demands are made on national resources. It is en- a. In its usual form, military control means the
tirely possible that resource requirements can imposition of military force according to political
exceed resource availability so that the insurgent decision from a higher level of government, or the
wins by default. The operational area command capability to occupy at will with military forces.
faces the same resource problem, but on a smaller This is one form of military control, control im-
scale. posed from above. Another form can occur when a

b. Developing countries may have no explicit town or village, unsympathetic to government,
philosophy or established systems of economic organizes its own self-defense forces. Government
control. A certain degree of control of wealth may forces may be too weak to break through the in-
be exercised by landowners and processors of surgent troops in surrounding areas or unable to
goods. However, they will not, generally, control send sufficient forces to retake the village. How-
distribution systems. Beyond their areas of influ- ever, until the government force is defeated en-
ence, the economic situation may be uncontrolled. tirely, the governments has the capability of occu-

c. This is the situation before the insurgent pying any area at the cost of other commitments.
threat is recognized. Once the threat is met, then b. Several variations of the struggle for power
whatever the former philosophy and practice, can occur within the military-political domain.
both sides attempt to gain the goods and surplus For example, the host country may employ its su-
produced in the operational area. There are three perior military force to occupy an area and ap-
parties to the division of goods, the two contest- point a civic governing body. However, the insur-
ants whose demands increase, and the civil popu- gent shadow government may remain strong be-
lation. Specifically, the operational area economic cause it receives public support facilitated by par-
control is the ability to define ownership and allo- allel control structures and by a political lattice-
cation of land and goods-to determine what pro- work through which it has penetrated local so-
portion of the total available resources goes to the ciety. The insurgent may command obedience
political and military branches of the govern- from almost all the people. Thus, the majority of
ment; and what to the military, political, and citizens may still be contributing intelligence,
other branches of the insurgent. With economic funds, and materiel support to the insurgent cause
control either side can confiscate. However, if the literally under the nose of the newly established
civil population is not given sufficient food and local counterinsurgent government and troops. In
goods to maintain an acceptable standard of living such situations, the newly established government
and production, economic control can cease to be may not be able to survive without the continued
an asset. presence of strong military or police support.

d. Government forces must perform the normal
functions such as taxation, protection of the 7-13. Other Forms'of Control
people, maintenance of law and order, support of a. Given political and military domination or
a military establishment, and maintenance of a superiority, other forms of control can be brought
growing and balanced economy. The insurgent, on to bear on all aspects of societal life. Economic
the other hand, has one single goal, the seizure of controls, control of formal and informal intelli-
power, and his organization and actions can be gence systems and control of public information
oriented toward that single end. He has no respon- media can be applied. These forms of control
sibility for protection of property or maintenance make it easy to control educational insitutions, the
of law and order. On the contrary, he usually content of their instructions, community services
manages to profit from the destruction and civil and civic action programs, transportation and
dislocation brought about by his own actions, pos- communications facilities, and the recruiting of
sibly compounded by inept administration. Thus, personnel to the side in power.
while both government and insurgents have fi- b. In situations where neither side has complete
nance departments, only the government forces political and military domination or superiority,
must worry about the effects of government taxa- social controls through channels such as family,
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religious, or ethnic ties may well be the deciding (1) Colonial Past or feudal-conditions atti-
factor. Here the proper application of psycholog- tude of the people toward innovators.
ical operations may spell the difference between (2) Nationalism-stressing of own traditions
success and defeat. For the psychological opera- sometimes to point of danger to their self-interest.
tions to have more than transitory effect, they (3) Plurality of Society-nation contains
must be accompanied by positive political and eco- more than one people, language, religion, or cul-
nomic followup actions supported by sufficient tural heritage.
military strength to provide a reasonable degree
of security for those who have chosen the side ofof security for those who have chosen the side of educated classes and villagers emphasized by dif-

ferent habits and attitudes.
7-14. General Nature of Internal (5) The Rural Peasant-peasants are tradi-

Development tion-oriented. The educated urban elite have dif-
a. The world is now involved in a relatively new ficulty in establishing good contacts with the

and massive process, that of bringing about de- peasant who has strong class ties to religion and
liberately planned changes designed to improve kin, and is accustomed to living under the pa-
the environment of peoples living in what were tronage system.
once remote areas. There is pressure for fast, dra- (6) The Economy-developing nations have a
matic, and effective results that can be seen in a lack of industry and an inefficient agriculture.
relatively short time. In the past, environment has Maintenance of the economy above subsistence
been subject to change through invention or-bor- levels is marginal. The existing industry cannot
rowing ideas from other cultures and it has only meet expectations of the people. There is. a coex-
been recently that there has been a broad base of istence of old and new economies which sometimes
voluntary participation. operate completely independently from one an-

b. Environment constitutes the aggregate of other.
all the external conditions affecting the life and (7) Rising Expectations-desires for im-
development of society. Culture is the total of provement are at fever pitch.
what human beings have learned in common with
other members of the group to which they belong, 7-15. Principles of internal Development
and is man's way of adapting to his environment.
Technicians involved in improving environment a. The needs that people are aware of should be
not only must be specialists in their fields; e.g., utilized in first introducing change. This is neces-
engineering, education, agriculture, public health, sary in order for new ideas and methods to win
but must be able to make their efforts acceptable the acceptance of the people and, in turn, to re-
to persons of different customs and beliefs. Some ceive their cooperation. Participation by local
knowledge and understanding of the social psy- people in projects involving them is essential if
chology, economics, political science, and history the change is to be accepted in the long run. There
are important in attaining this objective. is a tendency for technicians to place too much

c. Nations attempt to preserve their culture be- emphasis on the technical aspect of their jobs and
cause of a belief that their ways are superior to not enough on the human aspect. The level of tech-
others. Many of the developing nations, on nical precision and knowledge should be realisti-
achieving independence, realized their competitive cally scaled to that which can be assimilated
position is poor and could be bettered through locally. Complex innovations take more time and
modernization and industrialization. Generally instruction and run a greater risk of failure.
they are willing to borrow from the culture of Technicians wanting to introduce change should
others when it is beneficial for them to do so, but rework or adapt these changes to fit the local envi-
technological ideas are more acceptable than are ronment. These frequently will require techni-
social or religious ones. The imbalance between cians to step backward from complex to relatively
technical progress and sociological and political simple, unspecialized technologies.
improvements often only increases the probability b. The technician or innovator will have his ini-
of insurgency. tial actions judged supercritically. Since peasants

d. While cultures differ, there are some charac- and urban poor are suspicious of officials and
teristics that are shared by almost all underdevel- those associated with them, unkept promises, ill-
oped areas- planned projects, or unexplained behavior on the
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part of the technician will cause the people to lose f. Continuity of projects is essential. Provisions
confidence in him and harden their resistance to for maintenance of equipment and training in its
change. use are vital and require that technicians follow

c. Most people in developing nations are prag- through. If the people do not really accept pro-
matic and changes that bring dramatic results jects, they will drop the projects when the techni-
that can be visualized easily are more realily ac- cians depart.
ceptable. Once successful there is a tendency for g. Communication between the technician and
the change to snowball. the recipients of change is essential. This must be

d. People whose standard of living is at a bare a two-way communication, so that objections to
subsistence level are reluctant to experiment with innovations can be voiced. Understanding the peo-
new techniques which would endanger their very ple's languages is an important tool for under-
existence if they failed. Experiments should not, standing their cultures and developing rapport
therefore, involve risk to the livelihood of local and confidence with them.
people. h. The technician must determine with whom to

e. In introducing change, timing is important. work. The representatives of government (ap-
There is need to be aware of the daily and sea- pointed officials) may not be the real leaders.
sonal work patterns of people and to use this There is usually another power structure-per-
knowledge in timing the start of projects. This is haps religious-which will be influential in deter-
particularly important in argicultural areas. mining if changes will be accepted by the people.

Section IV. MILITARY CIVIC ACTION

7-16. General though the developing nation's armed forces fre-
a. Military civic action is the use of preponder- quently have a very high percentage of the coun-

rantly indigenous military forces on projects try's total skills and resources, the general nature
useful to the local population at all levels in such of the problem facing those concerned with the
fields as education, training, public works, agri- internal development indicates clearly that to ac-
culture, transportation, communications, health, complish the myriad task involved will require
sanitation, and others contributing to economic more than just the efforts of a nation's armed
and social development, which would also serve to forces.
improve the standing of the military forces with d. It is usually necessary to have a joint civil-
the population. U.S. forces may at times advise, military effort. This has bonus effects in political-
assist, or engage in military civic action in over- sociological progress in the country. Military par-
seas areas. ticipation in public projects with the civilians not

b. Military civic action projects encompass ev- only contributes materially toward technical pro-
erything from an individual act to the organiza- gress in the area but builds up cumulative civilian
tion of substantial forces for large scale improve- goodwill for the military unit. By strengthening
ment projects to benefit the entire country. How- the social-economic posture of the country, the
ever, a factor which has been found to contribute military forces are able to reduce sources of ci-
to the desired results of a civic action project is vilian discontent and add materially to political
adherence to the policy of undertaking modest stability.
projects at the local level. The impact on small e. Many of the individual projects undertaken
village economy and welfare is almost immediate. in a military civic action program will have a su-
Local officials become identified with local projects perficial resemblance to community relations ac-
and villagers are trained by the military in tech- tivities. While improved community relations of
niques and procedures which enable them to main- the military is an important byproduct of the mil-
tain completed projects and initiate additional itary civic action effort these relations are not, at
ones. least during Phase I of insurgency, the primary

c. Military forces conducting civic action are product. Military civic action should be designed
but one of many elements, governmental and pri- to make real, lasting improvements to the social,
vate, that are engaged in planning and bringing economic, and political environment. For example,
about change designed to meet the rising expecta- if a military unit were to build, maintain, or staff
tions of the people in developing nations. Even a needed school this would be true military civic
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action whether or not it also produced a greater grams. These criteria also indicate that the rela-
civilian respect for the military. On the other tive desirability of a given project may depend on
hand the activity of a military unit in sponsoring the phase of insurgency involved in a given area
an occasional outing or a meal for the children of of the country. Frequently a nation is faced with a
that school would be primarily in the nature of a Phase II insurgency in some areas while ir other
community relations project. As such, it would areas the situation remains in Phase I. Military
build up goodwill and a better relationship be- forces stationed in the latter areas would nor-
tween the military forces and the people, but may mally continue to concentrate on long term im-
be a misapplication of resources which should be provements, unless intelligence reports indicated
devoted to true military civic action. an imminent appearance of organized guerrilla

activity. Military civic action is dependent for its
7-17. Criteria for Military Participation proper planning on basic intelligence.

a. Criteria for the propriety of military partici- b. Generally in Phase I, military civic acton wil
pation in civic action projects during any phase of be the priority program of the military forces
insurgency include- since it supports the national priority, internal de-

velopment. While attention must be paid to proper
(1) Is it an important need, locally wanted, psychological exploitation of the program, deei-

sions on project participation and priorities will
(2) Can military participation be so managed be based primarily upon basic needs of the nation

that it does not compromise civilian authority and and of the particular area. In Phases II and III,
responsibility? the priority accorded to the internal defense pro-

(3) Does the activity support the com- grams may require that military civic action pro-
mander's political-military mission, or at least jects provide prompt positive civilian reaction of
avoid jeopardizing it? a kind that will help in the successful accomplish-

(4) Is the activity in consonance with the ment of the priority program; e.g., suppressing
country's national objectives and interests? the insurgency by military action.

(5) Will participation by the military avoid c. Military civic action cannot by itself produce
wasteful or needless duplication of functions and a satisfied populace in areas where basic discon-
services of other agencies? tent centers around long standing political, eco-

(6) Does the activity support, supplement, or nomic, or social grievances. An economically op-
substitute for the available services of other agen- pressed sharecropper or a member of a neglected
cies? or mistreated religious minority will not become

(7) Does the project lend itself to the partici- an enthusiastic supporter of the government over-
pation of local people? night, just because a military unit built a school in

b. If the nation is in a Phase II or III insur- his neighborhood. Nevertheless, the building of
gency situation additional criteria might in- the school may symbolize for him the govern-

gency situation additional criteria might in- ment's desire and determination to better his lot
and thus dissuade him from supporting dissident

(1) Will the project stimulate the flow of movements, at least for a time. If that time is
needed information from the people of the area? properly used to meet the basic causes of his dis-

(2) Will the project serve to gain civilian content, then military civic action, as part of the
cooperation with the populace and resources con- total governmental effort will have served its pur-
trol and counterguerrilla programs? pose.

(3) Is the project in an area which the gov-
ernment may reasonably expect to hold? If not, 7-19. Psychological Exploitation
will the project improve facilities and provide a a. For optimum results in any phase of insur-
net gain in other ways to offset a possible insur- gency, military civic action (and other intenial
gent advantage? development programs) must be exploited by well

planned psychological operations to explain to the
7-18. Relation of Military Civic Action to people what is going to be done, what is being

Other Programs done, and what has been done for them. Care must
a. The criteria shown in the preceding para- be taken to insure that the promises made are no

graph clearly indicate the relationship between more than can be delivered in the time stated.
military civic action and other governmental pro- b. The rural citizen may not associate local po-
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litical functionaries with national government. 7-21. Military Civic Action Projects
Frequently, he has little concept of a national gov- a. It would be impossible to compile a definitive
ernment at all. The government's informationpernment amt all. The government's information list of all the military civic action projects that

may be undertaken because of differences in situa-their nation, their government, and its accom- tions, environments, needs of the population, and
plishments for them. The locally visible represent-
atives of government must be shown to be a part capabilities of the people. As with other militaryatives of government must be shown to be a part operations many projects will introduce them-
of the whole, and these representatives must be selves as targets of opportunity. General guides
trained to assist in the psychological operations can be offered and specific examp les suggested;
program by bringing and applying integrity and however, the full range of possibilities must inevi-
judicious concern to the affairs of the rural cit- tably stem from the awareness, initiative, imagi-
izen. The psychological operator must assist in the nation, understanding, and indoctrination of the
planning of the military civic action effort if he is individuals involved.
expected to exploit it fully.

b. Following is a list of suggested civic action
7-20. Military Civic Action Planning programs and projects together with an indication

of military units and personnel having general ca-
a. While some military civic action operations pabilities to support them. This list is particularly

entail a major effort and funding, the emphasis is applicable to IDAID situations, but may also be
on assistance, guidance, and the initiation of self- helpful in developing programs for stabilized rear
help programs within the scope of existing re- areas and for post hostility environments. Civic
sources. Teams of military specialists with ap- action projects should not be undertaken without
propriate technical skills are established and work due regard for the "criteria for military partici-
directly with the population and with other agen- pation" as listed in paragraph 7-17. Pure give-
cies of their government, such as public health, away-programs seldom achieve a lasting or signif-
public welfare, education, agriculture, and inte- icant degree of public support. Every opportunity
rior ministries. Individual members of a unit or to involve indigenous personnel and applicable
their dependents may engage in independent civic host-country government agencies must be ex-
action projects of significant benefit to a commu- ploited. Advice and assistance may be provided
nity. responsibile indigenous personnel and agencies in

b. Civic action operations involve two avenues the following areas:
of approach, directed national activities and vol- (1) Agriculture and natural resources.
untary efforts on the local level. Both have gener- (a) Increase or improve production of ani-
ally similar goals. mals, grain, or vegetable food products--individ-

(1) Directed activities usually involve specific uals with farming experience; unit transporta-
assignments, central government funding, and au- tion; veterinary personnel.
thorization to use military resources. (b) Insect and rodent control-troops or

(2) Voluntary activities should follow gen- units with land or aerial sprahing devices; med-
eral stimuli and guidelines from the national gov- ical, veterinary, and certain chemical warfare
ernment, but they involve greater initiative and personnel.
resourcefulness on the local level. Unit equipment (c) Assist local farmers moving agricul-
and facilities may be utilized in these projects; tural products by providing route security and
however, major effort is directed toward encour- thwarting possible taxation attempts by local in-
aging, directing, and supporting self-help pro- surgents-all tactical units.
grams. Directives to military units should en- (d) Construction of simple irrigation and
courage such activities, provide program guide- drainage systems-units with equipment or tools;
lines, and authorize the use of equipment and fa- engineer units; or troop labor.
cilities for these purposes. (e) Clearing areas-units with equipment

(3) Wheher the civic action operations are or tools; troop labor.
directed or are voluntary, activities must be coor- (f) Grading operations--engineer units.
dinated closely among all action agencies to avoid (g) Forestry activities such as planting,
duplication of effort, to rechannel misdirected thinning, and harvesting-individuals with for-
idealism, and to secure maximum benefits from estry training or experience; troop labor.
skills, labor, supplies, equipment, and funds in- (h) Setting up and operating sawmills-
volved. engineer units.
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(i) Devising and constructing flood con- (5) Education.
trols--engineer units and troop labor. (a) Give basic education training (i.e.,

(j) Reclamation of land and draining of reading and writing) to military personnel-se-
swamps-engineer units and troop labor. lected personnel from all military units.

(k) Harvesting of crops-all troop units. (b) Provide technical training to military
(2) Industry and communication, personnel which will be useful when individuals

.(a) Assessment and development of ac- return to civilian status-all military units, espe-
ceptable sand and gravel resources for road work cially service support units.
and general construction-engineer units. (e) Provide instructors for schools for

(b) Installation, operation, and mainte- basic education to youth and technical training
nance of telephone, telegraph, and radio systems for adults-all military units.
-- signal units. (6) Public administration.

(c) Construction of housing and buildings (a) Provide guidance and assistance to
-engineers for designing and supervising; troop public administrators in fields of organization,
units for construction. personnel selection, work procedures, etc.-civil

(d) Operating emergency communication affairs units and qualified personnel throughout
centers to serve the civilian populace as well as military units.
the military, especially in times of disaster-sig- (b) Provide guidance and assistance to
nal units particularly, and any unit with communi- public safety administrators in their police, fire
cations equipment and personnel generally. protection, and civil defense activities, including

(3) Transportation. disaster relief-civil affairs, military police, and

(a) Construct, repair, or improve roads engineer units and personnel.
(7) Community development, social welfare,and bridges-engineers and troop units with labor (7) Community development, social welfare,

or trucks available. and houing.
(b) Construct, repair or improve railway (a) Preparation of plans, surveying, and

equipment-transportation, maintenance, and en - construction supervision and assistance for houses
gineer units, and troop units with labor available. and community buildings such as schools, civic

(c) Construct, repair, or improve inland centers, churches, orphanages, medical centers-
waterways, wharves, and harbors-engineer, engineer units, particularly, and all military units
transportation, and Navy units. generally.

(d) Construct, repair, improve, or operate (b) Sponsorship of worthy community pro-
airfields-Air Force, transportation, engineer, jects such as orphanages, schools, and medical
army aviation, and troop units with labor avail- centers-all military units.
able. (8) Mass communication. Provide advice and

(e) Removal of individuals from disaster assistance on best methods of informing the
areas-all units with land, sea, or air transporta- people through such devices as publications, films,
tion facilities and a capability for controlling cir- or broadcasting-CA civil information teams, and
culation of individuals. public information, intelligence, and psychological

(4) Health and sanitation. operations units.
(a) Improve sanitary standards-medical (9) Mapping and project surveys.

and engineer units. (a) Preparation of necessary maps and
(b) Set up and operate dispensary units charts for road and railroad projects, irrigation

for outpatient treatment or to give first aid-med- and land development, and political subdivisions
ical units. and geographical features-engineer and individ-

(c) Devise acceptable methods of disposing uals with the ability in the fields of surveying,
of human waste-medical units and engineer geodetics, and charting.
units. (b) Preparation of nautical charts and

(d) Provide safe water supply systems- coastal surveys-Navy units.
engineer units, medical units, and troop labor. (10) Paramilitary forces. Analysis of mis-

(e) Control malaria and other insect-trans- sion, structure, functioning, equipping, and
mitted diseases-medical units and troop labor. training of any existing paramilitary organiza-

(f) Teach sanitation, personal hygiene, and tion to determine capability and suitability for
first aid-medical units and any other military civic action tasks-civil affairs units and per-
units that train and operate under field conditions. sonnel.
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Section V. POPULACE AND RESOURCES CONTROL

7-22. Introduction nition and reprisal. The second function of the
populace control program is to identify theseSome of the material and human resources re- people and to deny the insurgents their use.quired by insurgents may come from sources ex-

ternal to the country but most of their support
must be derived from internal resources, particu- 7-24. Resources Control
larly from the indigenous population. A successful Although insurgent leaders attempt to attain their
IDAID program requires not only that internal goals by the easiest method possible, they are
material and human resources be mobilized in always prepared to use force as the ultimate
behalf of the government, but that they be denied weapon. Regardless of the method used, they must
the insurgents. The populace and resources con- employ material resources to achieve their objec-
trol program, part of the internal security portion tives. Assets of potential use to insurgents include
of the IDAID effort is designed to accomplish the military, financial, agricultural, manufacturing,
following objectives: chemical, transportation, communications, fuel,

a. Mobilize the material and human resources power, and other resources. The resources control
on behalf of the government. program must identify those items required by

the insurgents and provide specific controls to
b. Detect and neutralize the insurgent appara- deny their diversion to, or acquisition by, the in-

tus and activities of the community. surgents. For this purpose close coordination at
c. Sever the supporting relationship between national and subnational levels is required with

the population and the guerrillas. the internal development programs, and other as-
d. Assist in the provision of a secure physical pects of the internal defense program. Certain in-

and psychological environment for the population. ternal defense and internal development activities
may be undertaken primarily for resources con-
trol purposes, such as the provision of military

7-23. Populace Control protection and assistance in harvesting, collection,

a. An insurgency exploits the desires and griev- and storage of crops in areas subject to insurgent
ances of the populace. The insurgent leaders do threat.
not have to provide any specific program to nur-
ture their cause but can simply be against what 7-25. Centralized Planning
the government is doing and promise satisfaction A populace and resources control program must
of the desires for alleviation of the grievances. In be initiated and planned at the national level. The
addition, the people of developing countries plan should be prepared by representatives of all
usually want modernization and its material bene- ministries and include a determination of critical
fits without recognizing that such refinements re- material assets, enforceable restrictions to be in-
quire an industrial base and time. The populace stituted, positive reporting and analysis proce-
control program, coordinated with the IDAID dures, supervision techniques, and an information
program, must recognize the desires and griev- plan to explain the program to the populace.
ances of the populace, take action where possible
to alleviate them, and explain through informa- 7-26. Decentralized Execution
tion media what is being done, any limiting fac- Execution of the populace and resources control
tors, and future plans to solve the problems. The program must be decentralized in order to take
first function of populace control is to mobilize advantage of the more detailed knowledge avail-
human resources for the government. able to the local officials and to achieve greatest

b. A country subject to insurgency will nor- effectiveness. In addition, decentralization con-
mally have an unsettled poulation because of tributes to a prime objective of an IDAID pro-
ethnic divisions, prior revolutions or coups, na- gram, namely, strengthening of the government.
tural disasters, famine or pestilence, nomadic cus- Supervision of local officials is required to insure
toms, recent independence, or modernization. compliance, fair and equitable enforcement, and
Under any of these conditions, normal individual honest administration. As the program develops,
identification and control measures break down those local officials who have demonstrated their
and individuals so inclined can become active in- capabilities and loyalty should be given more lati-
surgents or sympathizers with little fear of recog- tude to exploit opportunities in their area.
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7-27. Governmental Organization for criminately. It is necessary to select, indoctrinate,
Populace and Resources Control and train the most reliable elements of the popula-

tion. Training must be conducted carefully anda. As governmental ministerial or department
organization will vary by country, and within sysematically in order to gain and then retain the

enthusiasm of this force. This force, in addition to
assisting the police in the accomplishment of theirzation must be closely examined to fix responsi- assigned mission, provides a means by which the

bility at all levels for implementing the populace local population participate in the
and resources control plan. Indigenous police or-
ganizations, if adequately staffed, trained, and
equipped, are ideally suited to supervise the imple- d. Government financial agencies must counter
mentation of a populace and resources control specific insurgeht financial activities to maintain
program for they provide an organized control or better the soundness of the currency of their
force in being that is-(1) knowledgeable about country's international credit. Insurgents have a
local conditions; (2) accepted by the populace as a great interest in finance. They will seek to secure
governmental organization with enforcement pre- funds for their own use, undermine public faith in
rogatives; (3) capable of security operations; (4) banks or financial institutions, or destroy confi-
able to use, and have recourse to, recorded factual dence in the monetary system.
data; and (5) capable of controlling transporta- e. Each of the ministries or departments in-
tion arteries. volved in supervision of production and services

b. The regular military is normally used as a establish controls and procedures which will
backup force and as a source of personnel for ad- maintain them for the people, and at the same
ministrative, intelligence, and psychological oper- time deny their use to the insurgents. A sound
ations and other specialties. In some cases, how- economic structure demands a firm base in the
ever, military units or members may be the sole fields of agriculture, commerce, industry, and
representatives of the government at the district, service. Care must be exercised to avoid establish-
local, or village level. Where the military has for- ment of overly optimistic production goals which,
cibly driven the armed insurgent from an area, if they fail of attainment, can be used as a psycho-
there should be a turnover of authority and re- logical and propaganda weapon against the gov-
sponsibility for the populace and resources control ernment and which encourage submission of falsi-
program to the police as quickly as reliable police fied reports from lower echelons.
forces are available. This releases the military for f. The public health plan should provide safe-
other tasks and facilitates the population's early guards to insure that medical supplies are not di-
return to a more normal way of life. verted to insurgent use or control, and that ade-

c. To provide for immediate augmentation of quate steps are taken to prevent the manufacture
existing police forces, other organizations whose or introduction of illicit drugs, medical supplies
duties call for contact with the people should be and narcotics. Medical aid is one of the most ef-
used. These may include postal employees, in- fective weapons available to government as well
ternal revenue agents, forest rangers, conserva- as to insurgent forces, and the control of medicine
tion officials, and customs officials. Another source and drugs is mandatory in populace and resources
of manpower for the populace and resources con- control.
trol program is the paramilitary force. In many g. All governments maintain some form of rec-
countries such organizations are already in being ords on their citizens and national achievements.
and available for immediate employment in sup- Available official data can be supplemented by
port of the program. Sometimes, however, these family, tribal, religious, trade, or professional rec-
forces will have already become integrated with ords. Regardless of the source, all available data
the regular military forces, or are occupied else- must be gathered, correlated, kept current, sup-
where, and cannot be spared for populace and re- plemented as required, and used to make a popu-
sources control. The recuitment of a paramilitary lace and resources control plan effective. It is
force may then become desirable. Generally, this preferable that the statistical functions be cen-
task must be approached very carefully as, in an tralized nationally to avoid duplication, facilitate
area where much of the population is suspect, objective assessment, and detect weaknesses for
arms and ammunition cannot be distributed indis- subsequent planning.
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7-28. The Role of the Military teams from TOE 19-500 form Indigenous Mili-
tary Police Academies and Advisory Liaisona. During Phase I insurgency, the populace and

resources control program emphasizes nonmili- Teams capable of providing training and advice
s l p * n in riot control, area control, physical security,

tary actions; however, indigenous military forces criminal investigations, police operations, and po-will participate in all phases and probably will be
willprextensively employed during Phase II in areas lice intelligence. For detailed discussion of the mil-
where the civil government is weak or nonexis- itary police role in populace and resources control,where the civil government is weak or nonexis-
tent. In addition to active participation, they can see FM 19-50 (to be published).
provide security for the populace and counter the d. The training and equipment of psychological
threats and terrorism employed by insurgents. operations units make them well-suited to publi-
Military forces normally will have a subordinate cize the necessity and purpose of populace re-
or supporting role in the populace and resources sources controls. The themes used in such opera-
control program during Phases I an II of an in- tions must be in consonance with national infor-
surgency, but must be prepared to assume a pri- mation and propaganda programs.
mary role if the insurgency escalates to Phase III. e. The wide deployment of combat units, parti-
Under conditions of insurgency, the civil-military cularly into disputed areas, frequently makes
relationships of the command'assume more impor- them the sole representative of government in
tance than usual. Civil affairs officers must be con- such areas. As such, they will not only be charged
versant with the populace and resources control with providing security of the area and its popu-
plan, maintain close and continuing liaison with lace, but also with implementing the populace and
civil authorities, supervise execution of their com- resources control plan. Positive community rela-
mand's portion of the plan, and be prepared to tionship, troop conduct, and military civic action
assume all essential functions of the government must be emphasized to foster popular support for
in the event of martial rule. the government, and facilitate implementation

b. Military intelligence personnel can make a and execution of the populace and resources con-
material contribution to successful populace and trol program.
resources controls. They are not restricted to polit- f. Supply and service units possess and use mili-
ical subdivisions as are many civil police and they tary commodities and equipment desirable to the
frequently will possess more sophisticated equip- local economy. They also frequently utilize local
ment. Internal security functions including per- labor and materials. These circumstances afford
sonnel security investigations, complaint investi- these units the opportunity to identify items in
gations, security surveys and inspections, and short supply locally, and to identify personnel who
technical inspections frequently will disclose ci- attempt to pilfer or otherwise put items to unau-
vilian affiliations that are suspect and provide thorized use. No resources control program can be
investigative leads for other agencies. Other intel- effective if the handling of military supplies, in-
ligence and counterintelligence activities in- cluding those used in military civic action pro-
cluding penetration operations, counterespionage, jects, is not closely controlled.
countersubversion, and countersabotage may
detect or neutralize insurgent activity. Certain in-
telligence operations may be conducted specifically 7-29. Legal Framework
in support of the populace and resources control A basic responsibility of any government is to
program, such as a penetration operation directed define the rights of the government in defending
primarily against the insurgent's clandestine itself on the one side, and the rights of individuals
supply program, on the other. As part of its effort to combat insur-

c. Military police by virtue of their basic police gency, the government may suspend normal liber-
training may be assigned to support enforcement ties. This may be accompanied or followed by a
of the populace and resources control program. declaration of martial law or state of siege. Under
They may require special instruction in identi- these conditions, situations may develop where ex-
fying contraband or controlled items such as pediency in the immediate situation suggests to
chemicals, drugs, machinery, textiles, and other government officials that they should exceed their
goods. Their efficiency usually can be improved by authority. To reduce the temptation for govern-
teaming them with local civil or paramilitary ment officials to exceed their authority in their
police who understand the distinctive dialects, zeal to combat the insurgency, and as a necessary
dress, and customs of the populace. Military police part of the overall IDAID effort, the state of ex-
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isting law pertaining to populace and resources prevent the population from turning to the insur-
control must be carefully examined. It may prove gents. The ID card system, despite the obvious
necessary to promulgate additional legislation for drawbacks of counterfeiting, alteration, and in-
the period of the emergency to endow officials surgent confiscation remains the most effective
with the right and the duty to act vigorously and basic system. All other control systems can be tied
effectively. Such emergency legislation should in with the identification card.
state precisely the preconditions necessary for its b. Control of Movement. The government must
application. Arrest and search laws, in particular, be able to impose effective controls on the move-
should receive public and precise dissemination ment of persons and material to prevent rein-
and should be applied with judicious restraint. forcement of the insurgent potential. No area can
Otherwise, rather than supporting the populace be considered secure if the insurgents are able to
and resources control program, they will be a impose their own control measures. Control of
source of further disaffection and resentment. movement is, however, potentially harmful to the

economy and a balance between economic and se-
7-30. Preparatory Planning and Actions curity requirements must be maintained. Move-

a. Measures designed to establish and maintain ment controls must be applied with regard to local
physical control of the local populace are catego- conditions and will differ, for example, in applica-
rized as surveillance and restrictions. These con- tion to a fishing village and an agricultural com-
trols vary from simple identification of members munity since the pattern and timing of movement
of the population to absolute restriction and con- involved in harvesting and marketing fish and
trol of all personal life. Surveillance systems are produce are basically different.
used as an aid in detecting illegal or undesirable c. Control of Areas. Authorities should desig-
activities of the population. Restrictions are used nate and publicize areas where unauthorized per-
to prevent guerrilla contact with the population sonnel are not allowed. Personnel may be denied
and thereby eliminate his support by the popula- access to certain areas at all times or denied entry
tion. These restrictions reduce or confine the ac- into certain areas only during designated periods
tivities of the people. of time. Resettlement, which is the movement of

b. The preparatory phase includes: obtaining individual families, groups of households, or even
necessary legal authority; unifying the populace entire communities by the government to newly
and resources control forces (police-military-par- constructed villages or towns, is a means of con-
amilitary elements); organizing, training, and trolling and defending the population within the
equipping the control force; developing a psycho- contested areas.
logical operations program; preparing intelli- d. Control of Activities. A variety of innocent
gence operations; establishing Area Coordination appearing activities often provides cover for
Centers (ACC); establishing Civil-Military Coor- clandestine activities. The value of restricting
dination Committees; and establishing and re- some of these activities may at times not be suffi-
fining alert and security measures. cient to justify the price of completely hampering

c. The initial period of activity requires the es- public expression. Some of the activities that
tablishing of general surveillance measures; the might be restricted are political meetings, rallies
intensifying of the intelligence effort; the identi- and demonstrations, social and religious gather-
fying of the insurgent control apparatus; the es- ings, labor meetings, and adult education groups.
tablishing of coordination procedures with mili- However, most of these activities should at least
tary forces in the area; and the intensifying of be brought under observation to determine if
psychological operations to win the political alle- grounds exist for restricting them. Insurgents
giance of the people. will attempt to infiltrate, subvert, and control vir-

tually every facet of life.
7-31. General Control Principles e. Control of Materials. Measures for the con-

a. Control of Individuals. These measures in- trol of materials should be designed to shut off
clude such controls as may be necessary to insure supplies to the insurgents to the maximum degree
identification, govern travel, determine residence possible and at the same time leave maximum
and employment, and control distribution of com- freedom of commerce for the loyal population in
modities, Positive identification of individuals and the area. A variety of controls may be employed.
family groups is essential to control; however, Source controls are effective for completely regis-
overly harsh controls must be avoided in order to tered populations or for commodities not in wide-
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spread production. Import controls and licensing oping a solid base of political allegiance among
regulations governing flow and use of materials the citizenry.
can be very effective in many areas of the
economy. Controls on internal movement of corn- 7-33. Civil Information Activities and
modities, and consumption and utilization controls Psychological Operations
through rationing and distribution regulations
should also be utilized as needed. Techniques for up the total IDAID effort require the support of a
use of these controls will vary with the security of coordinated civil information campaign. The pop-
the area, availability of supplies, and the temper ulace and resources control program needs a par-
of the local populace. Judicious use of material ticularly strong support effort since a weak gov-
controls will require detailed intelligence data. ernment cannot maintain itself by force alone.

f. Financial Controls. Insurgent movements, as Support from the populace is needed to deprive
well as government activities, require financial re- the insurgent enemy of aid. The IDAID program
sources, and insurgent forces depend largely upon and its military civic action component, as well as
the indigenous population for their financial sup- the community relations program of the military
port. A deliberate reduction in the supply of liquid forces demonstrate to the military and civilian
cash may be necessary to hamper insurgent "taxa- parts of the community that they have much in
tion" and lessen insurgent purchasing power. It common and that the government is genuinely
may be necessary to limit the amount of cash concerned with the welfare and progress of all
which merchants can accept for merchandise, thus law-abiding elements of the population. Tactical
forcing large transactions to proceed through military successes and progress in internal devel-
banking channels for greater ease of control. Gov- opment must be exploited by all information
ernment loans, capitalization, and encouragement media to reinforce the populace and resources con-
may permit the formation of cooperatives, corpo- trol effort by making the restraints and hardships
rations, and other commercial organizations appear worthwhile for the achievement of secu-
which can be required to maintain accurate rec- rity, stability, and progress.
ords, thereby becoming less susceptible to insur- b Most armed forces have a system to provide
gent blackmail than are individual or family ac- information to outside news media as well as to
tivities. In developing nations, and in communities their own members, employees, and dependents.
which have been subjected to serious stress, mone- In support of the populace and resources control
tary exchange may have given away to a barter effort, both of these information channels must be
economy as a basis of exchange. While a barter considered. Coordinated information programs
economy is more difficult to control, basic control must be achieved if the government is to retain
measures will be required to prevent insurgent credibility. The armed forces cannot give a story
manipulation. The trade base might be gold, gems, to the world press and radio and expect to keep
food, tobacco, drugs, or units of labor. The critical their own civilian or military population in igno-
items must be determined, and realistic, enforce- rance of what has been said. Armed forces public
able controls imposed. information personnel must consider news of the

g. Control of Communications. The control and populace and resources control program as an es-
restriction of communications is accomplished by sential element of the entire civil information pro-
censorship of communications media, licensing of gram and not as an independent activity. In any
operators of communications equipment; control IDAID effort the part played by the people is cru-
of sales and ownership of communications equip- cial and they must be kept adequately informed.
ment; and monitoring of broadcasts. c. The use of information to motivate the popu-

lation is an integral part of the IDAID effort since
7-32. Relinquishment of Controls the population is the primary target of the con-
With the increased success of the IDAID opera- flict. Media and themes will depend upon the envi-
tion the intensity of control measures is reduced ronment and the conditions of the particular
and gradual phasing out of regular military nation as well as on the stage of the insurgency.
forces is possible. Police and paramilitary units Generally, overall propaganda objectives in sup-
continue supervision of the populace and re- port of the populace and resources control pro-
sources control program. Intelligence and psycho- gram should include the following ideas:
logical operations programs continue with em- (1) The government acts for the long-range
phasis upon those themes that will assist in devel- . benefit of the people.
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(2) The activities of the insurgents are (4) Citizens of honor must declare them-
harmful to the people and it is these activities selves, their families, and their communities on
which necessitate the imposition of the populace the side of the government by full and voluntary
and resources control program. compliance with the populace and resources con-

trol program.
(3) Insurgent leaders, activists, and guer- (6) Populace and resources control programs

rillas are the enemies of the people who must be will be reduced and ultimately removed as the in-
denied support and supplies. surgent threat is reduced and eliminated.
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CHAPTER 8

U.S. CIVIL AFFAIRS ASSISTANCE IN INTERNAL
DEFENSE AND INTERNAL DEVELOPMENT

Section I. INTRODUCTION

8-1. U.S. National Objectives in Internal and assistance. Frequently, however, either the
Defense and internal Development nation concerned does not recognize the full
(IDAID) extent and implications of the problem or, for var-

Within the context of the overall national objec-asons, does not wish to request externalsupport, or does not desire to have support from a
tives of the United States in the cold war, there is support, or does not desire to have support from a

included assistance to the developing nations foreign army. At other times, the United Statesincluded assistance to the developing nations to
preserve their independence from covert as well may be unable or unwilling to assist the govern-ment in power. Thus, there is no assurance thatas from overt aggression. Defense against insur- U.S. Army personnel will be committed at the
gency involves more than military preparedness. time when they could achieve the
For this reason, as well as for humanitarian rea-
sons, the United States desires to provide assist-
ance to the developing nations to meet the legiti- tion most likely to be encountered is one in which
mate aspirations of their people for a better life the Army is initially limited to providing for the
through political, economic, and social improve- management of a Military Assistance Program
ment. These measures, military, political, eco- (MAP) and the provision of Mobile Training
nomic, and social are intertwined, for without a Teams (MTT) to the host country. Frequently
successful effort in all of these fields there can be U.S. military advice on IDAID is not sought until
no successful IDAID program. In IDAID, there is the insurgency can no longer be ignored. At times,
no clear line of demarcation between military and US. support may not be provided until Phase III
nonmilitary measures. has been reached, or until there is an overt at-

tempt to seize power. In this case, U.S. Army per-
8-2. U.S. Organization for IDAID sonnel may be first introduced as part of a rela-

a. Description of and doctrine for the U.S. na- tively large increment of U.S. Armed Forces dis-
tional organization for IDAID is provided in FM patched to stabilize the situations, and gain time
100-20. for the implementation of necessary reforms and

b. Description of U.S. national level in country internal development activities. U.S. Army efforts
organization is provided in and FM 31-23. might include in addition to MAP and MTT, advi-

sory support, combat service support, and the in-
c. Doctrine and procedures for employment of

U.S. Army elements having civil affairs duties
and responsibilities operating in-country in sup- b. Other circumstances which must be consid-
port of the U.S. national objectives in oversea ered include-
IDAID is provided in the remainder of this (1) Situations in which third powers have
chapter. attempted to assist the host nation in earlier

phases, but here for some particular reason the
8-3. Commitment of U.S. Forces to United States subsequently enters to reinforce or

Assist in IDAID replace the earlier assistance effort.
a. Ideally, a country would recognize very early (2) Situations in which the United States

in Phase I insurgency that it was faced with a provides military assistance to the host nation as
serious problem and would request U.S. support part of an international effort. This situation may
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occur at any stage but usually does not occur until turning a U.S.-travel army against the United
Phase II or Phase III has been reached. States. It is in the developing countries that the

(3) Situations in which U.S. or international problem is most acute.
civilian agencies have provided some nation b. The military forces in developing countries
building or community development assistance to often perform functions over and above their con-
the host country, but U.S. Armed Forces per- stitutional duties of national defense and internal
sonnel have not been committed until Phase II or security. The civil affairs activities of these forces
III has been reached. may include national resources development, cul-

c. When U.S. Army personnel are committed to tural affairs, relief activities, reconstruction,
an IDAID operation they must recognize that labor assistance to civilian farmers and indus-
their mission is political as well as military. All of tries, supplementary income and self-support ac-
their actions will have civil-military implications tivities of military units and personnel, support of
and they will be engaged in civil affairs activities. dependents, and civil defense. Although the civil
They must study what has gone before, attempt to affairs activities of the U.S. Army cover some as-
continue and build on successful efforts, and to pects of these, it is probable that they will have to
learn from and avoid earlier mistakes. be broadly interpreted to embrace certain features

necessary in developing nations. This difference
d. The remainder of this chapter will outline will pose problems of proper coordination between

doctrine for U.S. Army personnel with civil af- the MAAG/Mission and the forces which it is sup-
fairs duties beginning with those which should be porting. Problems of this type may occur at every
undertaken in Phase I. If such personnel enter the political-military command level of the two na-
country in a later phase, they must insure that the tions. Contributing difficulties may be lack of
measures which should have been taken either are identity beween the national objectives of the
accomplished as quickly and as fully as possible United States and those of the indigenous govern-
and continue on with the other measures de- ment, differing national concepts of government
scribed. and public service, and cultural and linguistic

differences between U.S. advisers and indigenous
8-4. The Role of the MAAG or Mission in personnel. These problems can seriously interfere

Civil Affairs Activities with full implementation of desirable IDAID pro-
a. The U.S. MAAG or Military Mission is an grams.

instrument provided to assist the American Am-
bassador in the fulfillment of his assigned tasks. 8-5. The MAAG or Mission CMO
Where these tasks include advice and support to Staff Element
the host country for the planning, coordination, a. The nature and character of subversive in-
and execution of IDAID, the Chief of the MAAG surgency and the threat that it poses to most de-
or Mission is deeply committed to a variety of veloping nations; the broad role which the host
civil affairs activities. Prime among his con- country's armed forces must be prepared to
cerns will be the problem of using military re- assume in the execution of internal defense opera-
sources for the provision and support of govern- tions; and the involvement of the civil populace
mental functions, for military civic action as part with all military elements and operations lead to
of internal development, for military participa- the conclusion that, within the MAAG or Mission,
tion in populace and resources control, and for there should be a full-time CMO staff element.
consolidation 'psychological operations. While the This element will have primary staff responsi-
military forces so involved are those of the host bility for all the major activities of civil-military
country, the Chief of the MAAG or Mission must relations of the MAAG or Mission, and for staff
orient his advice and assistance effort to provide supervision of the civil affairs and PSYOP advi-
maximum support to the host country forces in sory and support effort by U.S. military advisory
these civil affairs activities. Regardless of how personnel serving with host country military
these functions are labeled by the host country, units and governmental agencies.
for U.S. commanders they are civil affairs prob- b. A schematic representation of U.S. IDAID
lems, which if neglected or inadequately handled, civil affairs and psychological operations activi-
can cause the loss of the whole military and eco- ties depicting the development of this staff sec-
nomic investment poured into the undecided and tion's role and mission, as well as those of other
contested countries of the world. Such neglect can in-country civil affairs and PSYOP elements, is
even facilitate insurgent seizure and contribute to provided in figure 8-1.
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c. The CMO staff element of the MAAG, Mis- (3) That civil affairs, psychological opera-
sion, or other senior U.S. in-country military tions, and public information are given staff
headquarters has certain recurring staff responsi- representation throughout the command and advi-
bilities which must be monitored carefully regard- sory structures, in order to assure that what is
less of the phase of insurgency involved. These said, to the enemy and the indigenous population
include insuring- is coordinated with what is done to both these

groups, and with what must be factually reported
(1) That each basic U.S. in-country program to the world in the press.

which involves military personnel or support is
promulgated by a policy directive in the name of (4) That all information personnel are given
the Chief of the U.S. Diplomatic Mission. This full training in IDAID and military participation
directive would be binding upon all members of in its noncombat aspects.
the country team, should specifically outline the
objectives of the program, and should recite the keep civil affairs and psychological operations
responsibilities and contributing support expected staff sections at lower levels free of other duties soresponsibilities and contributing support expected that they can put the proper emphasis on the civilthat they can put the proper emphasis on the civil

to be assumed by or provided to each U.S. agency populace and the insurgent movement.
involved at each applicable level of the host nation (6) That stuff functions vital to IDAID oper-
government. ations are allocated to separate U.S. advisory po-

(2) That stress is placed on the concept of sitions with no major additional duties or respon-
military civic action, as a part of the overall in- sibilities to detract from full emphasis on each
ternal development program, and as a means of such field.
internal defense, rather than simply as the provi- (7) That advisors at subnational levels are
sion of amenities to civilians; and that U.S. mili- given a well-rounded course in all of the non-
tary and civilian officials are trained in the plan- combat aspects of IDAID, the basics of local gov-
ning and conducting of civic action so that credit ernment administration, and a familiarization
is reflected on indigenous forces or officials. with rural life in their areas.

Section II. PHASE I ACTIVITIES

8-6. Priority of Effort neighbors, than a proportionate increase in the
a. Since the host country national priority of number of combat advisors. For these reasons, the

CMO staff element of a MAAG or Mission shouldeffort in Phase I is given to internal development, CMO staff element of a MAAG or Mission should
the MAAG or Mission priority of civil affairs ac-
tivity in this phase will normally assist the indi- quest the services of one or more MTT's to pro-

vide required instruction in civil affairs andgenous armed forces in the planning, staff super-
vision, and execution of a military civic action PSYOP activities. Whenever an MTT is incountry
program. This will frequently require additional the CMO staff element of the MAAG or Missionprogram. This will frequently require additional-
civil affairs qualified U.S. personnel, at least tem- will have primary staff responsibility for its di-
porarily. .rection and support.

b. A primary means of obtaining temporary ad- e. Paragraphs 8-7 through 8-9 describe the
ditional help for a MAAG or Mission is by request Military Civic Action MTT, which is the most
for a Mobile Training Team (MTT) (AR common, but the same principles would be appli-
551-50). The introduction of an MTT in-country cable to any civil affairs MTT in any phase of
frequently will be more acceptable to the host insurgency. Military civic action as part of the
country, especially in Phase I, than would be an host country's internal development program is
increase of strength in the MAAG on a permanent described in chapter 7. The role of the CA MTT is
basis. Host countries are also frequently more to evaluate relative needs, stimulate participation,
willing to allow MTT's to work with civilian and and add vitality to the program.
military officials at subnational levels than to
allow the introduction of longer term advisory 8-7. Military Civic Action Mobile Training
personnel. Further, the presence of a few foreign Teams-General
military personnel to instruct in positive nation a. U.S. Military Civic Action Mobile Training
building or developmental techniques is less likely Teams have been formed for specialized assist-
to arouse fears, either in the country or among its ance to other nations (AR 551-50). When de-
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ployed, these teams become a part of, and work nation with representatives of the other U.S.
through, the MAAG's and Missions. The work of a agencies making up the country team, and are
team may include- subject to all regulations concerning conduct and

(1) Orientation of the MAAG or Mission duty of official U.S. personnel stationed in that
staffs and other members of the country team, as country.
appropriate, on the military civic action concept, (2) Unless time or other circumstances pre-
and the role of the MAAG's and Missions in the vent, the team is assembled prior to departure for
program. briefing and orientation by the appropriate

(2) A survey of the country for needs which service departments, Defense, State, AID, USIA,
can be met through military civic action. and other governmental agencies. Briefings will

(3) Development of a military civic action cover current political, social, and economic condi-
program for the specific country. tions prevailing in the country to which the team

(4) Training and guidance of local forces, is assigned
and technical assistance on specific projects.

b. Military Civic Action Mobile Training Teams 8-8. Military Civic Action Mobile Training
normally will consist of from one to five people. Teams-Procedures
The teams may be composed of military officers, a. While en route to the country where it will
enlisted personnel, civilians from one of the work, the team normally visits the headquarters
service departments or civilians from any other of the unified command which supervises the
governmental agency. One person, usually the MAAG or Mission of that country. The team
senior military man or civilian, will be designated briefs the unified commander and his staff on its
as chief of the team and will be responsible for mission and receives instructions, guidance, and
seeing that proper procedures are followed, neces- information concerning the country. The unified
sary contacts are made, reports are prepared and command staff briefs the team and provides essen-
forwarded, and that the team functions as a unit. tial information on the latest political, economic
Thorough area orientation and knowledge of the and military situations.
local language will greatly aid the team chief in
his contacts with the local populace. Team compo- b. On arrival in the country, the team reports
sition is determined by the needs of the area re- at once to the MAAG or Mission Chief for admin-
questing the team, and members of a team should istrative and policy orientation. As early as pos-
be qualified in the fields of activity for which the sible the MAAG or Mission Chief is briefed on
team is to be dispatched. The following fields are the proposed plan for accomplishing the civic ac-
examples of areas of activity in which MTT's may tion mission. Local situations and conditions gov-
be employed: ern procedures in each case. A suggested sequence

(1) Government (Political-Economic Af- of procedure, not intended to Lbe all-inclusive is-(1) Government (Political-Economic Af-
fairs). (1) Determine what is being done or has been

(2) Civil-Military Relations. done by local forces in the military civic action
field. It is necessary to know the attitude of the

(3) Engineering. local military forces toward the people, how the
(4) Sanitation. people feel about the military forces, and what
(5) Medicine or Public Health. projects and programs, if any, have been under-
(6) Community Development. taken by the military forces to gain the respect
(7) Economics and Commerce. and confidence of the people.
(8) Agriculture. (2) Understand the organization and capabil-
(9) Education, ities of the military forces to perform military

(10) Psychological Operations. civic action projects.
(3) Become acquainted with key military and

(11) Public Relations. other governmental officials.
(12) Communications. (4) Learn the basic economic needs of the

e. Major assignment considerations are- country. Each team member can concentrate on
(1) The team is considered for all purposes the needs in his specific field.

of jurisdiction and responsibility to be'a part of (5) Visit all possible sections of the country
the MAAG or Mission. Team activities are carried to observe social and economic conditions.
out under the supervision of the Chief, in coordi- (6) Prepare the portion of a program per-
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taining to the activities which each specialist on 8-9. Problems To Be Overcome in U.S.
the team is qualified to judge and analyze. Some of Sponsored Military Civic Action
the things which should be considered in pre- Programs
paring such a program are-(a)paring such a program are- hasatraditiono a. The U.S. technician not only needs to be a

(a) Whether the military has a tradition of specialist in his field but he must also develop the
participating in public affairs that brings the mil- ability to teach these specialties to persons with
itary and civilians to a closer understanding of different customs and viewpoints. Technicians
each other. who have had little or no training that will help

(b) The basic needs of the local areas with them follow this principle will often frustrate the
which the military can assist. indigenous personnel and themselves by contin-

(c) The training required to accomplish uing to seek a level of technical perfection that is
military civic action projects or prepare personnel 'actually beyond the environmental limitations of
for useful roles in civilian life. the area in which they are working. Therefore,

(d) Specific projects in specific areas thorough indoctrination in methods of intro-
which the military forces can undertake with ducing modern science and techniques into new
little or no additional funds. (Primary responsi- areas is imperative. The object must be to help the
bility for funding military civic action projects people improve what they already have. Insistence
in a country rests with the host government. upon technical precision beyond the environ-
Military civic action projects which require major mental tolerances of the country may accomplish
funding should be carefully evaluated.) the short-range goal of improving the capability

(e) Whether local community councils of of the indigenous personnel to respond to the
military and civilian representatives are used, needs of their own country. To obtain the long-
and, if not, the desirability of instituting them. range goal, the technician frequently may have to

(7) Discuss and coordinate the program or lower his own standards enough for the indig-
plan of action with the MAAG or Mission staff enous technicians to reach them before he can
and other elements of the country team staff start thinking about raising indigenous standards
members. to modern levels.

(8) Present the completed program or plan to b. Communist propaganda preys on emotions
MAAG or Mission Chief and recommend its pres- and skillfully foments antagonisms to U.S. pro-
entation to the country team for approval and im- grams. Therefore, U.S. military and civilian as-
plementation of those projects which may be un- sistance programs are more successful when con-
dertaken at the country team level. Projects which ducted in such a way as to-
require funding are presented to the country team (1) Reach the masses of the people.
for consideration and funding in accordance with (2) Yield some tangible and prompt benefits.
current MAP procedures. (3) Involve active and constructive participa-

c. Reports which must be rendered include- t-onofthepeople.(4) Develop pride of the people in their own
(1) Interim reports are submitted by the achievement or statis.

MTT Chief, monthly or more often as indicated by
progress, through the Chief of MAAG or Mission 8-10. Other Phase I Civil Affairs Activities
to the Director of International and Civil Affairs,

a. The CMO staff element of MAAG will initiate
toCSoPSadartment. oy t Ar ait Schopl collection of civil affairs intelligence upon which

to base the civil affairs estimate of the situation.
(2) A final report is prepared by the team as Civil affairs intelligence requirements and collec-

prescribed in AR 551-50. tion capabilities are described in chapter 4. An
d. Debriefing procedures should provide for- outline of a civil affairs Intelligence Collection

(1) Return to home station by way of the Plan is shown in appendix C, and with minor
unified command headquarters, where the staff is modifications will serve as a basis for this work in
briefed on results of the team efforts. any phase of insurgency.

(2) If the team has been provided from b. The CMO staff element of MAAG will pre-
CONUS, return to CONUS and report to the Di- pare the Civil Affairs Estimate of the Situation
rector of International and Civil Affairs, (FM 101-5). The initial Civil Affairs Estimate of
ODCSOPS, Department of the Army, Defense, Situation must cover the work of civilian agencies
State, AID, USIA, and other interested agencies. whose activities relate to any civil affairs major
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activity in the country in order to avoid duplica- (3) Need for and type of CA permanent
tion of effort and provide for the continuation of party personnel required to work with other U.S.
programs and approaches which have proven suc- agencies and host country subnational govern-
cessful in the country concerned. mental structure.

c. The civil affairs annex to the Country IDAID (4) Civil affairs training program for indig-
Plan (FM 101-5) should cover as a minimum- enous forces and required U.S. support.

(1) Military civic action by indigenous forces (5) Civil affairs effort required of indigenous
and required U.S. support. forces to provide for or support the functions of

(2) Need for and type of MTT's to be re- government that are weak or nonexistent in cer-
quested. tain areas of the country.

Section III. PHASE II ACTIVITIES

8-11. Priority of Effort roles in IDAID operations. They are particularly
important for those positions at the subnational
level where advisor is working with a military or

country governmental structure be strengthened civilian counterpart who has responsibility for
at all levels. Emphasis probably will be placed on some or all of the nontactical aspects of the
the use of indigenous and U.S. military personnel IDAID effort. Key positions, particularly in the
for this purpose. The principles set forth below, field, must be identified and the best qualified and
while applicable to advisors in any phase of insur- trained people must be placed systematically in
gency, are especially applicable to Phase II. Fre- these jobs The U.S. officer assigned as an advisor
quently the U.S. Armed Forces will not have had must have some knowledge or training in every
the opportunity to provide advisors at subnational responsibility of his counterpart so that he can
levels in an earlier phase; and the Phase II situa- avoid giving military advice that would detract
tion represents the last hope of defeating the in- from some other activity of his counterpart. He
surgency short of a war of movement, which will frequently find his counterpart involved in
might require a much greater U.S. commitment. almost every function of local government because
The provision of U.S. military advisory personnel the primary mission may be an attempt to es-
at this stage of an insurgency is an application of tablish government in a particular area.
the principle of economy of force.

b. U.S. military officers selected as advisors

8-12. U.S. Military Influence in must be trained in all U.S. country team pro-
Civil-Military Relations grams. Prior to commitment, an advisor should be

told specifically what portion of the country he is
For both the host country military commander, going to and should be area-oriented for it in
and the U.S. MAAG or Mission Chief, the rela- detail. This will extend his productive period
tionships between the host country military forces without lengthening his in-country time.
and the civilian population of the nation are a c. The advisor must convince his counterpart
matter of overriding importance to the entire that he understands the problems involved, is
IDAID effort. By virtue of common interest, technically qualified to help solve the problems,
common schooling, and similar military problem and lastly, that he is willing to help solve the
areas, the most effective point of contact between problems. The modus operandi of a successful ad-
two countries may be through military channels, visor may well include a policy of allowing his
When such is the case the improvement of civil- counterpart some "freedom from advice" during
military relations can best be accomplished by the work hours, but on the other hand, spending con-
Chief of MAAG or Mission. This may also be the siderable off-duty time with him and developing
most effective channel for suggesting the provi- close working relationships through common in-
sion of U.S. military personnel as advisors at the terests, both in work and off-duty activities.
various echelons of government. Where possible, key U.S. advisors should be quar-

tered where they can entertain indigenous
8-13. Basic Principles for the Selection, officials. U.S. advisors generally should stay in the

Training, and Use of Military Advisors background, letting attention focus on the indi-
in IDAID Assistance Operations genous official rather than on the American. The

a. These principles are applicable to all advisory effective advisor must look at his job in a broad
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perspective. He must be curious and knowledgable or as an initial means of establishing influence,
about the people in the area in which he works continued unilateral action by the U.S. advisor
and not limit himself to those functional matters will be self-defeating. Misuse of the dual channel
within a job description. Finally, the effective ad- concept can also destroy rapport if the U.S. ad-
visor must have a real understanding of the polit- visor continually goes over the head of his coun-
ical reality under which his counterpart works. terpart by using U.S. channels. The dual channel

d. The military subnational level advisor often concept properly applied, however, can be most
may be the best means through which to present productive. At each echelori of the indigenous gov-
advice from U.S. civilian as well as military agen- ernment above his own there are likely to be other
cies. Frequently indigenous provincial officials U.S. advisors. While making parallel reports
may be military officers, and as such, they may through U.S. advisory channels, the advisor
tend to accept advice more readily from a military should encourage his counterpart to submit his
advisor than from a civilian. In almost every case own requisitions and correspondence through his
however, the military advisor is in a position to at own channels. Thus the advisor at the next higher
least reinforce civilian agency advice on political, echelon will be made aware of the situation and
economic, psychological, and sociological matters. can influence his counterpart to take the necessary

action. Similarly, dual channels can be used for
e. In those situations where indigenous military requests for action directed to any lower govern-

officers also act in a civilian capacity it is essential mental echelon where there is a U.S. advisor.
that all elements of the U.S. country team under-
stand the dual military and civilian roles occupied c. The U.S. subnational advisor in assessing the
by such officers and their total impact on the situation in his area should use '(and encourage
IDAID effort. A province or district chief may at his counterpart to use) the suggested sequence of
the same time be a civilian official governing civil- procedure set forth in paragraph 8-8. While this
ians, and a military commander affecting civil- sequence list was prepared primarily for use by
ians. All U.S. advisors must avoid pressures that civil affairs MTT's, it can also give the U.S. ad-
will result in the counterpart's attention being fo- visor a method for obtaining a reasonably com-
cused on either role to the detriment of the other. plete picture of the situation in his area and a

basis upon which he can advise his counterpart.
B-14. Support of Host Nation Governmental Unless he is the first one to be assigned to the

Activities area, the advisor should also learn what his prede-
a. The subnational level U.S. military advisor cessor has done, or failed to do, and what other

must be prepared to assist in subnational level agencies are doing, and build upon that founda-
planning and execution of the overall IDAID tion.
effort. This will include advice and assistance to
his counterpart in security matters and all other 8-15. Operations by Subnational Level
internal defense matters. He should place em- Advisors in Coordination With and in
phasis on public administration, and the total Extension of the Work of U.S.
function of government; appropriate to the extent Government Civilian Agencies
that his counterpart is so responsible.

b. To accomplish these activities the U.S. mili- a. Subnational level advisors contribute to the
tary advisor will frequently serve as liaison be- administration of USAID and other U.S. agency
tween his counterpart and various U.S. in-country programs in the areas where they are located by
agencies. These may include both civilian and mil- supporting their activities. Many advisors can
itary agencies. One of the primary ways he can expect to spend more than half of their time in the
assist his counterpart is in helping him to make civil support area. In functions such as civil af-
his own governmental system work. It will do fairs and psychological operations, a major subna-
little good if the U.S. advisor accomplishes all tional level U.S. advisor's staff should have an of-
action by means of U.S. channels and U.S. re- ficer devoting full time to these activities. Gener-
sources, if, in the process, his counterpart does ally, the support rendered by subnational level ad-
not learn how to establish procedural and func- visors in these fields may include-
tional channels for his administration and logis- (1) Assistance in the creation, management,
tics within the framework of his own government. and utilization of an ACC for each operational
While the unilateral use of U.S. channels and re- area as a primary means of obtaining requisite
sources may be necessary in emergency situations, coordination of all IDAID activities.
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(2) Total or partial administration of certain local economy and overseeing receipt and disposi-
specialized programs such as returnees or refu- tion of materials and supplies.
gees. (4) Managing USAID originated imprest

(3) Relief assistance to refugees and the civil funds for use in short-range and stopgap actions.
population. (5) Reporting information concerning the

(4) Technical support such as providing en- status of projects in his district.
gineer officers to inspect self-help projects or to (6) Monitoring the general status of the civil
work with indigenous public works staffs. populations, functioning of cadres, and receipt of

(5) Influencing the indigenous military and returning or defecting guerrillas or refugees from
paramilitary forces to participate in military civic guerrilla areas.
action projects that bear upon the overall USAID (7) Acting as a continuous observer, eval-
effort. uator, and reporter on the civil scene within his

(6) Providing security and administrative district.
support in messing, transportation, communica- (8) Conducting civil information programs.
tion, and billeting for personnel of USAID, USIA, c. The military advisor at the lowest levels will
and other U.S. agencies. probably not have a U.S. civilian counterpart.

(7) Joint activities, including reporting, sit- Therefore, he must receive directions from all of
ting together on local councils, and advising indi- the U.S. country team elements and will represent
genous governmental officials. the entire United States effort between the per-

(8) Psychological operations reinforcing the iodic visits of specific representatives of various
indigenous government's efforts. U.S. agencies.

b. It can be expected that USAID, USIA, and 8-16. Other Phase 11 Activities
other U.S. agencies will use subnational level advi-
sors in some of the following ways: The numerous civil affairs and psychological oper-

(1) Reinforcing advice to indigenous govern- ations activities of the subnational level U.S. mili-
mental officials as the opportunity arises in plan- tary advisory personnel require the establishment
ning self-help projects, procurement of materials, of a full CMO staff section in the senior U.S. in-country headquarters (MAAG or Military Assist-rapid payment of relocation funds and indemifi- ance Command). This staff section, in addition toance Command). This staff section, in addition tocation monies, and similar matters that affect the continuation and expansion of Phase I activities,
civil population. must prepare plans for the possible introduction

(2) Monitoring projects in progress. of U.S. Army CA and PSYOP units into the
(3) Periodically providing materials for the country as the situation may require.

Section IV. PHASE III ACTIVITIES
8-17. Priority of Effort b. From the point of view of civil-military rela-

tions, however, a war of movement in an insur-a. When an insurgency has reached Phase III,
the government of the country is literally fighting gency environment basically is different from a
for its existence, and the U.S. military element tween nations. The difference is that eve in
assisting that government must emphasize that e n ns rence utate
part of the internal defense involving tactical op- Phase III of an insurgency the ultimate goal for
erations against insurgent forces. For U.S. civil all military operations remains the gaining of the
affairs advisors and CA units of supporting U.S. loyalty of the people for their government.forces this means that, at least in those areas Without the support of at least a majority of theforces this means that, at least in those areaswhere serious combat actions are underway, people, no government can hope to survive a

Phase III insurgency. Thus while the civil affairspriority of civil affairs activity must emphasize activities may be basically simile the
provision of civilian support for and prevention of same techniques as those in limited war, the em-
civilian interference with tactical and logistical phasis which must be placed on civil affairs in
operations. Of all internal defense civil affairs op- defense against insurgency is much higher than it
erations, this phase of insurgency brings into play would be in a situation where the people were
civil affairs activities most closely akin to those of patriotically supporting their government in a
limited war. war against a clearly foreign enemy.
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c. Psychological operations in support of civil good community relations and proper conduct, the
affairs activities in a Phase III insurgency are of best planned civil affairs and PSYOP effort by
paramount importance. The people must be per- CMO staff elements and units will be of little
suaded toward loyalty to their government while value. The rules of troop behavior required in a
that government and its allies appear to be counterinsurgency situation are complicated. U.S.
causing great damage and death all around them. personnel must not only conduct themselves to the
These persuasive efforts must be made by all ci- best advantage; but, by their example as well as
vilian and military elements of the government by their advice encourage the indigenous military
and of those of its allies, and, for the U.S. ele- to improve its conduct. Mere generosity on the
ments, is a delicate task. U.S. forces have a so- part of U.S. troops is not enough, particularly
phisticated psychological operations capability at when that generosity is practiced with an uncon-
their disposal and access to considerable material scious show of wealth, a disregard for local
goods that can be distributed among the people. custom, or is accompanied by loud or unusual be-
Both must be handled in such a manner that they havior.
reinforce the indigenous government's efforts to b. In addition to the normal civil affairs
win over the people, and do not complicate the training requirements for U.S. Army personnel,
problem by injecting and magnifying the U.S. at least three additional training requirements
image between the people and their government, must be added for U.S. troops committed in an
The U.S. advisor does this by remaining as much internal defense operation-
as possible in the background while the indi- (1) Preembarkation training for all per-
genous military unit or official he is advising sonnel to include detailed and specific treatment of
reaches out to the people. As-a member of a U.S.
military unit conducting operations among the conduct among civilians in the area of operations.
people, he must constantly seek to bring the idi- (2) Training for all officers, and senior non-
genous official onto the scene to make it obvious commissioned officers, destined for duty in in-
that the American unit is assisting the indigenous ternal defense operations or other service in de-
government and is acting only in its behalf. veloping countries in using community relations

techniques to the advantage of the host nation.d. Therefore, civil affairs and psychological op-
erations support to the combat units of both the (3) In-country orientation courses for all
indigenous and U.S. forces must be provided in militarypersonnel.
much greater depth and breadth than normally is c. These same rules apply to official U.S. be-
required in limited or general war. Indigenous havior. Great care must be taken in local procure-
units down to and including battalions will re- ment of labor, real estate, and supplies, to avoid
quire skillful advice and assistance in maintaining unnecessary disruption of the economy by pricing
the balance between the influence of U.S. and local civilians out of the market for things they
their own civil affairs and psychological opera- must have in order to live.
tions efforts. If the indigenous forces do not have
adequate CA and PSYOP units, similar U.S. units 8-19. U.S. and Combined CA Units
may have to be provided for such support down to Operations
and including brigade level to assist the indi-S. CA units should be attached to U.S. ta
genous forces in extending the government to the tical commands for civil affairs support of the
people through persuasion and good administra- commands mission. Indigenous support of the
tion. In a Phase III insurgency the lack of sta- commanders mission Indigenous military civil
bility and viability of the government may well with their own tactical commands and for the for-
reach into the middle echelons of administration; with their own tactical commands and for the for-
and the military forces, U.S. or host country, must fairs units that will provide U.S. tactical am-
in the interest of their own operations, as well as mands civil affairs support ith built-in language,
for political reasons, provide at least minimal gov- economic, political, and cultural knowledge.
ernmental services in the territory which they
hold or seize. b. When a U.S. troop buildup occurs, in-country

coordination of the United States effort at subna-
tional level becomes exceedingly important. If
these are to be elements of a U.S. tactical unit op-

a. Unless the U.S. forces (and their host erating in a subnational governmental area, the
country allies) understand the reqirement for U.S. military advisor to the chief of that area
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needs to know their plans and operations. Without (2) A proper balance is maintained between
such coordination, there is likely to be confusion the provision of treatment and environmental
of action among indigenous officials followed by health improvement measures. Joint policy direc-
protests through separate U.S. and indigenous tives outlining the USAID public health program
channels. The best method of avoiding such prob- provide specific guidance for all U.S. advisory and
lems and obtaining requisite support for U.S. operational personnel for the training and inte-
units operating in the area is to have the CMO gration of health workers into the indigenous
staff element of the U.S. military command es- system.
tablish and maintain liaison with the Area Coordi- (3) Recognition is given to the varying rela-
nation Center (ACC). The U.S. military advisor tionships between U.S. tactical units and the
should be the point of contact with the local gov- people. U.S. military civic action plans are phased
ernment, if an ACC has not been established, and so that unilateral U.S. action, required initially to
operations in the area should be coordinated with break insurgent control and gain intelligence, is
him. In the event of a serious emergency which accomplished, but that subsequent steps in the
requires immediate action affecting the local gov- U.S. military civic action program in a given area
ernment or people, or if the U.S. military advisor are designed to transfer credit to indigenous gov-
is not available, direct liaison may be established ernment agencies.
with the local government by the command CMO
element. The U.S. military advisor should be fully d. Military civic action is an important subsi-
informed as soon as he can be contacted. diary task of tactical units committed in search

and destroy, or in clear and hold operations. The
c. The U.S. military advisor to a host country length of time a unit is committed to an area will

operational area generally will provide the U.S. dictate the type projects undertaken, but the im-
forces operating in that area with liaison to indi- portance of military civic action to the overall suc-
genous officials. However, U.S. troop units should cess of the opration must not be overlooked. The
not rely upon the U.S. military advisor to local CMO staff officer of the committed tactical unit
governments to provide liaison for them to U.S. should contact the U.S. operational area advisors
civilian agencies. This liaison should be performed and the local ACC so that military civic action can
by their own CMO elements, although the U.S. be coordinated with the indigenous government,
advisor should also be kept informed. and other U.S. agencies. Such coordination may be

difficult in case of rapid commitment. In search
8-20. Military Civic Action by U.S. Forces and destroy operations it is particularly difficult

a. The principles of military civic action de- to anticipate specific military civic action require-
scribed in chapter 7 apply with equal validity to ments. Two steps may be taken to cope with this
programs undertaken by U.S. forces. problem; first, the development of a list of mate-

b. A U.S. unit preparing for a military civic rials for stockage and support of military civic
action mission must inventory its goods and skills action in rapid commitment; secondly, advance
in coordination with other elements of the U.S. coordination with USAID representatives to pre-
country team against the needs of the locality in pare lists of civic action projects which are de-
which it is located, and establish programs that sired for possible areas of commitment. These
will fit into the environment and will help the lists should be compared, priorities established,
people toward a better life. and then given to the tactical units as a basis for

selection of military civic action projects on com-
e. CA units, when available, are well qualified to mitment to any of these areas.mitment to any of these areas.

plan, supervise and provide specialized assistance
in the performance of military civic action pro- e. USIA and psychological operations units
jects of U.S. forces. Overall planning and coordi- should exploit military civic action but must be
nation of such projects with other developmental careful not to focus attention on U.S. units at the
activities of U.S. and host country agencies is a expense of the indigenous government in this
matter of primary interest to the CMO element of effort.
the staff. This element should monitor the pro-
grain to insure that- 8-21. Populace and Resources Control by

(1) Military civic action by U.S. forces is U.S. Forces
supplemental to and does not detract from the
area of major emphasis, that is the conduct of a. The requirements for psychological opera-
civic action by indigenous forces. tions support prior to, during and after populace
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and resources control operations is even greater 8-22. Other Phase III Activities
than for military civic action since the latter pro-
gram speaks for itself, whereas the former almost enous military units taking over areas previousenous military units taking over areas previously
always needs careful explanation and justifica- under insurgent control will also frequently apply
tion. to the U.S. units in the same role. Until the civil

b. The basic principles of populace and re- branch of the indigenous government can respond
sources control are described in chapter 7 and to them, the people taken under control are a mili-
these apply with equal validity to populace and re- tary civil affairs problem. The answer to the U.S.
sources control actions by U.S. forces. commander's problems in this respect is combined

civil affairs operations that will allow the first au-c. In the operation of a populace and resources thority and assistance that reaches the indigenousthority and assistance that reaches the indigenouscontrol program, paramilitary forces may be the people to be indigenous even though the idi-
most essential element. One means of providing genous organization is backed, supported, advised,
for better coordination with these units in areas and trained by U.S or other allied personnel.
where U.S. forces are committed, is through the
conduct of integrated populace and resources con- b. In Phase III, many U.S. Government civilian
trol operations; that is, operations conducted by a agency's operations are impaired or even stoppedaltogether because of the security situation. Incombined force of paramilitary personnel and such cases, UbS. military personnel, with ap-such cases, U.S. military personnel, with ap-U.S. military personnel. If this is successfully ac- propriate skills, may be used to take over this
complished, the paramilitary organization will not work in contested areas. U.S. CA units may be of
only increase in overall effectiveness, but the U.S. particular assistance to USAID in this by pro-
military forces involved will have extended their viding personnel to maintain the USAID opera-
own capabilities to secure an area, gain intelli- tion wherever possible, or by assuming USAID
gence, and effectively impose populace and re- missions and functions in the areas of combat op-
sources control. erations.
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CHAPTER 9

CIVIL AFFAIRS SUPPORT OF UNCONVENTIONAL
WARFARE OPERATIONS

Section I. NATURE OF UNCONVENTIONAL WARFARE

9-1. Unconventional Warfare tions are conducted in such a manner as to conceal
a. General. the identity of the sponsor, while clandestine op-

erations place emphasis on concealment of the op-(1) Commanders designated by the Joint eration rather than the identity of the sponsor.Chiefs of Staff (JCS) are responsible for the con-
duct of unconventional warfare (1UW). Such des- Overt operations do not try to conceal either the

ignated commanders include commanders of uni- operations, or the identity of the sponsor. In an
established theater of operations in which signifi-

fied and specified commands and joint task force cant ground operations by a conventional U.S.
~~~~~commanders. ~military force will be undertaken, UW is con-

(2) As part of this responsibility, such corm- ducted rimaril to conplement suport or
manders designate specific areas for the conduct

of unconventional warfare operations. extend conventional operations. Within geograph-of unconventional warfare operations. ical areas under enemy control or influence, to
() As required, the commander has the a- which conventional forces will not be deployed,

thority to establish a Joint Unconventional War- may be conducted as an economy of force
fare Task Force (JUWTF) Headquarters to plan
fare Task Force (JUWTF) Headqunwararters to plan measure, and to reduce or dissipate the enemy po-for and to conduct unconventional warfare opera- tential
tions within his area of responsibility.

(4) Unconventional warfare consists of mili-
tary, political, psychological, or economic actions 9-3. U.S. Unconventional Warfare Force
of a convert, clandestine, or overt nature within The major U.S. Army military force that has an
areas under the actual or potential control or in- effective UW capability is the U.S. Army Special
fluence of a force or state whose interests and Forces Group, a force developed and trained to
objectives are inimical to those of the United fulfill requirements for the Army to participate in
States. These actions are conducted unilaterally unconventional warfare operations.
by United States resources or in conjunction with
indigenous assets and avoid formal military con- 94. Responsibilities for the Conduct of
frontation. Unconventional Warfare

b. Concepts. UW is conducted to exploit mili- a. Responsibility for developmental action in
tary, political, economic, or psychological vulnera- each of the categories of unconventional warfare
bilities of an enemy. It is implemented by pro- has been delegated by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to
viding support and direction to indigenous resis- that department or agency having primary con-
tance forces where appropriate, or by unilateral cern. The U.S. Army is responsible for guerrillaoperations of U.S. UW forces. Its conduct involves
the application of guerrilla warfare and selected
aspects of subversion, political warfare, economic capabilities.
warfare, and psychological operations in support b. Within geographical areas designated as un-
of national objectives. conventional warfare operational areas (UWOA),

U.S. Army Special Forces are assigned single or
9-2. Unconventional Warfare Operations multiple missions but must be prepared to assume
Unconventional warfare operations may be con- responsibility for all aspects of unconventional
vert, clandestine, or overt in nature. Covert opera. warfare.

row earu Oh
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Section II. CIVIL AFFAIRS FUNCTIONS
IN UNCONVENTIONAL WARFARE

9-5. General portant and continuing consideration from its in-
a. Civil affairs operations in support of UW are ception to its completion. As appropriate, CA ele-

designed to obtain for a military commander es- ments contribute to all plans that have an impact
sential civilian support or reduce civilian interfer- on current and future activities. Since Special
ence and assist in the attainment of his political- Forces and resistance force commanders are more
military objectives. Any project or operation of a dependent upon civilian support than are com-
military unit pointed toward support for, or the meanders of conventional forces, much of the ini-
exercise of influence or control over civilians and tial planning is concerned with obtaining that
civilian organizations outside the military estab- support. Initially, the preponderance of the CA
lishment can be classified as a type of civil affairs effort will be assisting with that planning de-
operation, regardless of the participating unit. In signed to influence or obtain controls over civil-
UW operations the majority of CA operations ians and their resources. Civil affairs planning for
may not be performed by CA staffs or units, but all fields of UW should, as a minimum, consider
by other elements of the military committed to the following:
UW operations. (1) Analysis of the Theater Army Com-

mander's political-military mission to determine
b. In unconventional warfare, civil affairs em- mander's political-military mission to determine
braces the relationship between cW forcefs (U.S. its effect on the U.S. resistance forces' operationsbraces the relationship between UW forces (U.S.

Army Special Forces), and the people and institu-
tions of an area; also the relationship between the (2) Organization of resistance forces, para-
resistance forces, the people, and institutions. In military forces, auxiliary, and, in some aspects,
all phases of unconventional warfare, the U.S. the underground.
commander in an area and the leaders of resis- (3) Civil affairs training required for Special
tance forces must give constant attention to these Forces personnel and units prior to infiltration
civilian relationships in order to obtain support into operational areas.
from civilians and conversely to deny their sup- (4) Number and type of CA units and per-
port to the enemy. sonnel required to support any phase of the opera-

c. Civil affairs activities of UW elements must tion.
be closely integrated with other activities which (5) Civil affairs intelligence pertaining to the
affect the indigenous resistence forces, the people, target area.
and the institutions of an area. (6) The civil-military relations aspect of

local purchase, requisition, and confiscation in
9-6. Operational Support of Unconventional support of operations.

Warfare Operations (7) The existing indigenous political organi-
a. Objectives. The general objectives of civil af- zation(s) factions thereof, and its key members;

fairs operations in support of unconventional the relationship between resistance and paramili-
warfare, whether performed unilaterally by U.S. tary organizations within the target area.
units or in conjunction with resistance forces in- (8) An awareness of tentative plans for occu-
clude measures to advise and assist in- pation, reestablishment or support of a particular

(1) Obtaining maximum civilian support for government, or the establishment of a completely
the resistance force and other UW operations. new government.

(2) Denial of civilian support to the enemy. c. Support of Operational Areas.
(3) Preparation for establishing control of (1) During the initial formation of a resis-

the civilian population by a friendly conventional tance force, civil affairs elements may not be di-
force or civil government. rectly involved in the formative process within

(4) Aiding the military commanders in using the UWOA. However, the most significant civil
resistance and paramilitary forces in conjunction affairs contribution during early phases of a UW
with his overall effort as UW operational areas operation usually will be performed in areas under
and UW resources are uncovered. friendly control. In this environment civil affairs

b. Support During Offensive Operations. The elements have the capability for assisting in re-
civil affairs aspects of UW operations are an im- cruiting individuals indigenous to a target area to
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assist in training UW forces and in the conduct of modities, records, funds, valuables, and other
operations; procuring special materials indig- materials that will assist CA operations.
enous to the area; and providing information ob- (c) Identification of troublemakers, dissi-
tained through personal contact with indigenous dents, organized resistance groups, and those con-
personnel with respect to the unconventional war- sidered to be politically unreliable.
fare operational area. (d) Information concerning civil-guerrilla

(2) Civil affairs activities may be consider- relationships established through the normal
ably expanded after area control is established. course of their operations. The manner and fair-
UW operational element commanders should re- ness of the resistance force dealings with the local
quest appropriate assistance from civil affairs population can be converted to the advantage of
specialists when the mission to advise the overall the CA after link-up.
resistance movement, as well as to train the guer- (3) During link-up operations, civil affairs
rilla force, overtaxes his resources. Individuals se- liaison personnel and operational elements accom-
lected for a single mission, or in exceptional situa- panying conventional ground forces will be in a
tions, complete civil affairs units that have been position to take immediate steps to put into effect
trained in UW operations may be infiltrated into those programs and operations previously
the operational area and attached to the Area planned. Civil affairs personnel can recommend
Command. These personnel or elements may be locations and establish refugee collection centers,
used to advise, supervise, or assist indigenous re- help establish control and check points, and
sistance elements in establishing and performing through contact with local officials begin the pro-
those governmental and related functions re- cess of establishing formal governmental control
quired for their continued operations. This may over the area. Uncovered UW resources and guer-
include a full range of CA functions within a rilla forces will be of immense value in appre-
UWOA where area supremacy is established. hending known collaborators, and establishing

d. Link-Up Operations. and manning check points, control points, and se-
(1) During all phases of an unconventional curing supply and equipment depots.

warfare operation there is a continuing require- _- e. Post Hostilities Operations. When link-up op-
ment for liaison between civil affairs and uncon- erations between friendly conventional forces and
ventional warfare staffs and operational control sponsored resistance forces are completed, the
bases at all levels. This liaison must be established ability of the resistance force to support offensive
at the earliest practical time, in that this will pro- operations gradually diminishes. It is at this time
vide a means of updating and exchanging infor- that consideration is given to demobilizing the re-
mation that may have an impact on the committed sistance elements in sectors occupied by friendly
UW forces and CA elements designated to operate forces or placing them in a combat support or
within the UWOA during and after link-up. combat service support role. The decision re-

(2) Prior to link-up with conventional forces, garding the transfer of resistance forces to the
there will be numerous demands made of Special national government concerned is made at an ap-
Forces and other UW resources for information propriate level and the political, economic, and
and intelligence that will be beyond their capa- social implications of such a transfer are para-
bility to provide. Civil affairs, although it will mount considerations.
have a relatively low priority in established EEI, (1) Demobilization operations by U.S. forces
can materially benefit from information devel- may take one or a combination of the following
oped during any operation. Information of the fol- courses:
lowing nature will be of value and assistance to (a) The resistance force with all arms and
civil affairs in formulating and finalizing plans equipment may be released to the recognized gov-
for uncovered UWOA's and resources, and will ernment.
provide the basis for a smooth transition of con- (b) The resistance force, less U.S. supplies,
trol from Special Forces to the conventional force arms, and equipment may be released to the recog-
commander and the civil affairs elements. nized government.

(a) Personality files-identification and ca- (c) The resistance force may be demobi-
taloging of local leaders as to honesty, reliability, lized and relocated by the United States.
and political motivations. (2) Civil affairs elements should assist U.S.

(b) Advance information on hidden authority in the demobilization. Special Forces
catches of weapons, food and other essential com- may be required to support this demobilization
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process, using their intimate knowledge of the re- (4) Responsibilities and functions conducted
sistance force and personalities of its leaders, and at all levels of command in support of UW opera-
turning over records that were maintained during tions.
operations as background to civil affairs elements (5) Civil affairs personnel being assigned to
responsible for the demobilization. Actions taken work directly with Special Forces operational ele-
by civil affairs to affect demobilization and return ments, particularly during the latter phases of
of personnel to a normal status may include: UW Operations, should be Special Forces trained

(a) Recommendations to the ground force and qualified, and capable of participating in UW
commander on the utilization of uncovered resis- activities.
tance forces no longer required for UW opera- b. Civil Affairs Training for UW Personnel. UW
tions. personnel being committed into operational areas

(b) Assisting in the indoctrination, re- to work with or in conjunction with indigenous
training of the demobilized force before integra- resistance or paramilitary forces, should be fa-
tion into the civilian community. miliar with such matters as the political leader-

(c) In instances where deep-rooted animos- ship and structure of governmental organizations
ities and political frictions have developed, recom- in-country, and economy and culture of their des-
mend resettlement areas and assist in relocating ignated operational areas. Although most of this
personnel in this category. information is normally obtained by the opera-

(d) Advise and assist the ground force tional elements through general and detailed area
commander and the local government officials in studies, an understanding of the impact that the
settling administrative problems inherent in a overall civil affairs and PSYOP policies has in
post-hostilities phase which include completion of support of the theater effort is essential. Training
administration, care of sick and wounded, collec- in applying civil affairs functions and techniques
tion of weapons, munitions, and other combat type is essential for the UW operator, and should as a
equipment. minimum include the following:

(1) Advice and techniques in obtaining ci-
9-7. Training vilian support within an operational area.

a. UW training for Civil Affairs personnel. (2) Organization of civilian support into ad-
training of CA personnel for employment in a ministrative and logistical support elements.Training of CA personnel for employment in a m a a

theater of operation in support of unconventional (3) Establshing and maintaining a favorable
warfare operations must include as a minimum- relationship between the overt resistance force

and the local population.(1) Basic familiarization with UW operations (4) Advice and guidance in dealing with po-
and their correlation to the overall politico-mili- litical leaders within operational areas.
tary program of the United States. (5) Familiarization with programs that can

(2) The interrelationship between UW and be instigated in the early phases of operation to
civil affairs activities. insure a smooth transition of control of resistance

(3) The interrelationship between civil af- forces during and after link-up operations.
fairs and other activities supporting UW opera- (6) The role of the UW operator as a civil
tions. affairs advisor.
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CHAPTER 10

CIVIL AFFAIRS IN CONUS

Section I. COMMUNITY RELATIONS

10-1. Principles and Policies embrace both organizational relations and in-
Basic principles and policies applicable to comr formal activities. Organizational relations include

those formal, official, and interorganizational con-munity relations programs in CONUS are con-
tained in AR 360-61, other of the AR 360-series, tacts between military and civil authorities andtained in AR 860-61, other of the AR 360-series,

AR 60-20, AR 95-1, AR 600-21, and AR 600-50. the organizations each represents.
b. For a discussion of specific projects and

10-2. Activities and Operations activities useful in operating a CONUS commun-
a. Community relations activities in CONUS ity relations program, see paragraph 2-13.

Section II. DOMESTIC EMERGENCIES

10-3. Federal Martial Law cific governmental functions and responsibilities
to be exercised by the military authorities.

a. Among the domestic emergency situations
that may justify recourse to martial law are flood, c. As martial law is a temporary and extra-
earthquake, windstorm, tidal wave, fire, epidemic, ordinary regime, great care must be taken in
riot, civil unrest, or other extraordinary circum- drafting proclamations, orders, instructions, reg-
stances beyond the control capability of normal ulations, or any other martial law directives.
governmental officials. In such circumstances, a Such pronouncements must not assert more au-
military commander may, on instructions from thority than is justified under the circumstances,.
higher authority or on his own initiative if the must particularize the powers to be exercised; and
circumstances do not permit delay, take such must not have the effect of perpetuating the
action as necessary to maintain law and order emergency or enlarging its scope. For more de-
and assure the performance of essential govern- tailed information conerning military assistance
mental services. As government in the United to civil authorities see DA Pam 27-11, FM 19-15,
States is a civil responsibility, the degree of and AR 500-50. For general application of civil
military intrusion into the field of government, affairs doctrine, see FM 41-5.
and correspondingly, the scope of military au- d. Detailed doctrine pertaining to authority for
thority, is circumscribed by the necessities of the planning, conducting, and terminating military
case. operations directed at control of domestic dis-

turbances in CONUS (and oversea areas) is con-b. Although in the United States no declaration turbances in CONUS (and oversea areas) is on-
of martial law is necessary, it is customary for
the President, the governor of a state or terri-
tory, comparable officials of other political sub- 10-4. Disaster Relief Operations
divisions, or the military commander in question, Even in the absence of hostile attack, military
to publish a proclamation informing the people units with their disciplined manpower, technical
of the nature of the emergency and the powers experts, emergency equipment, stockpiled sup-
which the military authorities are assuming. Such plies, and transportation and communication
a proclamation by itself confers no authority on capabilities often are called upon for disaster re-
the military commander. It does serve, however, lief missions. Operations vary with the locale
to define the area of military control and the spe- and nature of the emergency. In the initial phases,
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certainly, there will be rescue operations distri- relief teams usually are composite organizations
bution of relief supplies, care for the injured, consisting primarily of technical service person-
burial of the dead, prevention of the spread of nel. CA units possess specialists with training
disease, preclusion of looting, control of traffic, and skills appropriate and adaptable to provide
and restriction of the circulation of individuals. either staff planning and direction, or operating
The situation may involve control measures, some elements. (See Public Law 875, 81st Congress, as
degree of civil administration, or important con- amended, 42 USC, 1855-1855G (Natural Disaster
sideration of liasion and coordination. Disaster Relief Act 1950); AR 500-60; and FM 19-15.)

Section III. MILITARY SUPPORT OF CIVIL DEFENSE

10-5. Scope offices throughout the United States. The regional
officies work with state and other local civil

This section contains doctrine for civil affairs officies work with state and other local civil
planning and operations in military support of
civil defense, including disaster relief. The pro- c. All states have legislation authorizing a pro-
visions of this section have particular application gram of civil defense. Each state has a civil de-
to the continental United States; however, when fense director charged with advising the governor
not in conflict with public law or other proper and other state officials concerning civil defense
authority, they are equally applicable in the states matters. He also assists each political subdivision
of Hawaii and Alaska and in US territories. See of the state in establishing and maintaining a
AR 500-60 and AR 500-70 for discussion of defi- local civil defense organization. State adjutants
nitions; Department of Defense policies, responsi- general and their staffs prepare plans for -military
bilities; Regional Civil Defense Coordinating support of civil defense. In the event of attack,
Boards; Office of Emergency Planning; Depart- a state adjustant general and his military head-
ment of the Army responsibilities, concepts, and quarters will be brought into active Federal
policies, and implementation. Service. A state adjutant general will then be

under the command of the CONUS army com-

10-6. National Organization for Civil Defense mander in whose area he is located, and will
exercise operational command of the military

*a. The Office of Emergency Planning (OEP) support forces operating within his state.
Executive Office of the President, is the central
agency for national emergency policy formulation *d. The Civil Defense Warning System is a comrn-
and direction of national operations. Its activities bination of Federal, state, and local systems. The
include, but are not limited to, working closely Federal portion is termed the National Warning
with the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency and System (NAWAS), and it is essentially an ex-
operating the National Resources Evaluation tension of the military warning and detection
Center (NREC). The NREC, permanently staffed systems that feed into the combat operations
with representatives from key Federal depart- center of the North American Air Defense Com-
ments and agencies, is concerned with preattack mand at Colorado Springs, Colorado. NAWAS
and peacetime planning as well as readiness for consists primarily of three DCPA warning cen-
emergency operations. It places particular em- ters. These centers are located at the NORAD
phasis on the application of advanced computer Combat Operations Center, DCPA Region 5
techniques to tasks of damage assessment and re- Headquarters (Denton, Tex.), and Washington,
source evaluation. Along with these advanced D.C. Backup centers are located at each of the
computer activities, the NREC has developed other DCPA regional headquarters. All are linked
manual methods for performing situation analysis by a special voice communications system to
and resource evaluation to meet emergency needs. several hundred warning points throughout the

nation. These warning points, manned on a 24-
*6. The agency of the Federal Government with nation. These warning points, manned on a 24-... ..e .gency of the Fedral Ghour basis, are located at key Federal facilities,
the primary duty of advising, guiding and assist- state capitals, ar e located at key Federal facilities,
ing the states and their political subdivisions is
the Defense Civil Prepardness Agency (DCPA), system, these warning points send information tothe Defense Civil Prepardness Agency (DCPA),
a part of the Department of Defense. DCPA is local authorities who are responsible for warning

also responsible for carrying out DOD civil de- thelocal populace.
fense responsibilities. DCPA has eight regional e. The Emergency Broadcast System (EBS),
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established by Executive Order of the President, *10-9. Civil Affairs Role of Other Units in
is designed to provide local, state, and national Civil Defense
(including regional) units of government with a

Where CA units are not available for performancemeans of communicating to the general public.
The EBS plan provides for the use of most of the of civil affairs functions during military supportThe EBS plan provide for the use of most of the
facilities and personnel of the broadcast industry of local ivil governments, other military units
to operate a functional system during a national must assume these duties. Such units should, in
toemoeratgency. a functionalsystemduringanational addition to being given basic civil affairs training,

be provided special training in the activities
enumerated in paragraph 10-10.

10-7. United States Army Organization for
Support of Civil Defense

10-10. Basic Civil Affairs Tasks
*a. The United States Continental Army Com-
mand (CONARC) and the CONUS armies corm- Military support to civil authorities in civil de-
prise the basic structure through which mili- fense operations must supplement and be co-
tary support of local civil government is planned ordinated with state and local capabilities. In this
and implemented in the 48 contiguous states and effort, the basic tasks discussed in AR 500-70
the District of Columbia. Further decentralization include-
is accomplished by assignment of responsibilities a, Restoration of utilities.
to commanders of military installations and units.
In the states of Alaska and Hawaii and in US b. Emergency clearance of debris and rubble
territories, military support of local civil govern- from streets, highways, airports, docks, rail cen-
ment is planned and implemented by the appro- ters, and shelters.
priate unified command. The military chain of c. Fire protection.
command parallels that of civil government there-
by permitting effective military cooperation with d. Rescue, evacuation, and hospitalization.
state authorities through rapid coordination of e. Recovery and disposition of the dead.
military support requirements, reduction of re-
sponse time; and flexibility in military support f. Radiological monitoring, biological, and
operations. chemical agent detection, and CBR decontamina-

b. Army support of civil authorities in a civil tion.
defense emergency is considered a responsibility g. Movement control.
second only to combat operations. All available h. Maintenance of law and order.
Army units in CONUS, both active Army and
Reserve component, not committed to higher i. Issue of food, essential supplies, and materiel.
priority defense tasks, (AR 500-70) will be em- j. Emergency provision of prepared food and
ployed as required for essential missions in the facilities for food preparation.
event of a civil defense emergency. These units
are included, as appropriate, in contingency plans k. Damage assessment.
for the execution of civil defense support missions. 1. Provision of interim communications.

*c. General doctrine for the employment of US
Army Forces in military support of local civil 10-11. Civil Affairs Functional Tasks
government is contained in FM 20-10.

CA units and teams can be utilized in the plan-
*10-8. The Role of the Civil Affairs ning, supervision, or performance of any of the

Organization basic tasks enumerated in paragraph 10-10. In
The basic responsibility of the CA organization addition any or all of the following additional
in the local civil government support mission is civil affairs tasks may be required:
to be prepared to- a. Negotiating civil-military agreements to

a. Assist civil authority. facilitate military support plans and operations in

b. Temporarily replace civil authority under accordance with the provisions of AR 500-70 and
the powers of Federal martial law when civil instructions received from appropriate higher
control and leadership have been destroyed or
rendered ineffective. b. Preparing area surveys, studies, and esti-
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mates for use in operational and logistical plan- (6) Protective clothing and accessories-
ning. TM 10-277.

c. Conducting surveys of public information (7) Training exercises in CBR and nuclear
and communications media and preparing civil defense FM 21-48.
information plans and programs for emergency (8) individual protective measures during
implementation as required. chemical and biological operations and nuclear

warfare-FM 21-41.
d. Furnishing technical advice, assistance, and (9) Chemical, biological, radiological, and

supervision in governmental, economic, and nuclear defense-FM 21-40.
sociological functions. (10) Operational aspects of radiological

e. Supervising the distribution of relief sup- defense-FM 3-12.
plies. (11) CBR decontamination-TM 3-220.

f. Providing advice and assistance in public (12) Masshandlingofthedead-FM10-63.
safety, public health and welfare matters, or b. Predicted impacts of hostile attacks by-
supervising such activities. (1) Nuclear and thermonuclear weapons.

g. Assisting in or supervising the restoration (2) Biological weapons.
of commerce and industry. (3) Chemical weapons.

(4) Conventional weapons.
h. Providing public works and utilities re- (5) Combinations of nuclear, thermonuclear,

habilitation assistance, advice, and supervision, biological, or chemical, and conventional weapons.

i. Controlling refugee movements, to include (6) Overt or covert means of delivery.
provision of measures for family reunification,

camp administration and operations, and relo- c. Predicted postattack civil and military capa-
cation and resettlement activities. bilities and resources to include consideration of-cation and resettlement activities.

(1) Availability of suitable prepositioned
j. Providing support to existing civil govern- control equipment and supplies.

ment or providing the nucleus and framework
fment or providing the nucleus and framework (2) Reliability of specific disease endemicity

for emergency government missions to include- factors as guides to establishing priorities of effort
(1) Establishing and operating civil affairs for disease control.

tribunals when the civil courts are unable or un-
(3) Effectiveness of control measures in de-

termined geographic locations and climatic con-
(2) Full performance of the tasks shown in ditions.

a through i above.
(4) Controls required for coordinating time-

(3) Recruitment and training of civilians for with other civil- -phased recovery operations with other civ l-.
governmental functions. military activities, such as radiological or chemical

(4) Planning and execution of the transfer decontamination and debris clearance.
of governmental functions back to civil authority. (5) Availability of trained and knowledge-

able civilian or military labor.
1012. Planning Factors

d. Predicted availability of CA units and civil
a. References- affairs trained personnel.

(1) Unclassified information on employment e. Predicted military support requirements for

provision of emergency-
(2) Classified information on employment of (1) Power sources.

chemical weapons (FM 3-10B) and biological (2) Communications equipment and supplies.

(3) Nuclear weapons (FM 3-1-A). (3) Operation of facilities. In such cases,
(3) Nuclear weapons employment-FM 101- andDmilitary personnel requirements will include-

31-1, FM 101-31-2, FM 101-31-3, and DA Pam (a) Engineerspecialists.(a) Engineer specialists.
(b) Signal specialists.

(4) Field behavior of chemical, biological, (e) Civil information, psychological opera-
and radiological agents-TM 3-240. tions, and public safety officers.

(5) Chemical protective clothing policy and (d) Intelligence officers.
utilization of certain chemical units and equip- (e) Administration specialists.
ment in combat areas-AR 700-62. (f) CBR specialists.
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f. Supporting teams of specialists required from *f. In all civil affairs operations in support of
other military resources would include Medical, local civil government, operational priorities must
Quartermaster, Engineer, Transportation, CBR, be included in plans to control the relative order
Aviation, Signal, Military Police, Psychological and time-phasing by which operations will be
Operations, and Intelligence. conducted in target areas. In the event of massive

attack there may not be sufficient CA resources to
10-13. Civil Affairs Planning meet all needs simultaneously. CA resources must

be initially distributed, managed and used in con-
*a. It is essential that the Army headquarters formance with established priorities based upon
and installations concerned participate in formu- predetermined criteria for restoration of critical
lation of civil defense plans and in the evaluation areas. Because of the broad scope of civil affairs
of their effectiveness during exercises. A basic activities, it is particularly important that the
requirement is civil affairs training for all mili- civil affairs support plans reflect complete assess-
tary personnel, active and reserve, for emergency ment of priority requirements derived from area
operations in support of local civil government. surveys, predetermined criteria, and early damage
Such training should be area and target oriented assessment reports.
to insure familiarity with applicable contingency
plans and potential postattack environmental g. Military necessity may require removal of all
conditions. In this connection, CA USAR units or part of the military force prior to completion
should be employed wherever available for the of the support mission. It is essential that plans
conduct of special area studies and surveys, as of both the military and the civilian authorities
well as for other assistance in planning. Plans take this into account. Solutions should be tested
should provide for augmenting non-CA military in exercises and revised as appropriate. Civil af-
units with CA teams and skills as required. fairs units must anticipate such requirements, in-

cluding certain situations in which units must be
*b. The nature, scope, and duration of conven- withdrawn and leave behind only a portion of the
tional, nuclear, chemical, and biological attacks most essential personnel for mission completion.
influence the allocation and tailoring of civil af- The cellular structure of most CA units permits
fairs units for operations in support of local civil a great degree of flexibility for this purpose.
government.

h. CA units should be included in military sup-
c. Associated considerations include population port plans wherever practicable; however, civil

densities, level of social and economic develop- affairs activities are basically complementary to,
ment, political arrangements, civil defense capa- rather than a substitute for, civilian efforts, and
bilities, and concurrent military requirements. will be directed toward the strengthening of the
Specific existing bases of allocation such as those civil government's capabilities. CA units surviving
contained in tables of organization and equipment attacks and available for support may represent
should not be relied on completely as adequate for only a small portion of the total effort required.
emergency operations.

d. In order to accomplish assigned missions, 10-14. Coordination with Civilian Agencies
civil affairs units may require augmentations of
both special equipment and personnel. In this con- a. In both preattack and postattack phases of
nection, the use of military personnel in a casual military planning and operations in support of
status and reserve and retired military personnel, CONUS civil defense, civil affairs units coordi-
as required by the needs of the situation, should nate with other Federal, State, and local organi-
be considered. Such personnel can provide both zations as required to facilitate accomplishment
CA and non-CA units with a variety of useful of their support mission. Specific objectives of
civil defense skills which would not otherwise be coordination are to provide for efficient and ef-
available. fective plans and operating procedures and to pre-

serve all practicable bases for continuity of effort
e. Areas of operation may range from a devas- (see AR 500-70 and the National Plan for Civil

tated local community to several states. Massive Defense).
regional destruction may necessitate use of one or
more CA Area Headquarters units, with support- b. Coordination with state and local agencies is
ing CA and other specialist teams, to meet the accomplished between military echelons and levels
needs of the situation. of civil government with corresponding planning
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or operations requirements. A fundamental ob- in such a manner as to preserve the continuity of
jective of coordination of planning and operations the Civil Defense Program if possible, and facili-
at the state and local levels is to facilitate continu- tate reestablishment of civil government at the
ity of effort under all conditions, including those earliest possible date.

created by the establishment of 'martial law. c. In every situation, transition operations are
c. In the prepartion of military plans, existing of special interest. Once civil functions are as-

civil government plans at local levels should be sumed by military personnel, it becomes neces-
assessed, to include relationships of city, county, sary to provide for replacement of the military
and township governmental units and the capa- by civilians. Return to civil control should be ac-
bility for unity of effort in emergencies. Where complished activity by activity and function by
metropolitan areas cross state lines, an additional function in order to assure continuity of opera-
problem exists which will necessitate coordination tion, to provide for needed interfunctional coor-
of interstate effort. dination during transition, and to release military

personel for other assignment in the minimum
d. Coordination with many nongovernmental possible time

public and private groups and organizations is
equally necessary. Examples include public utili- d. During military support operations within
ties companies, industrial and business organiza- the boundaries of a single state, CA units normally
tions, private clubs, church groups, and educa- would function as part of the military task force
tional institutions. made available to the federalized state military

headquarters. Exceptions may occur in a specific
10-15. Government Support Operations local situation in which a civil affairs unit con-

stitutes the entire military capability committed.
a. In military support operations conducted

under conditions in which the civil government e. Under some circumstances, the exercise of
is functioning, CA units normally are employed military control may become extremely compli-
as part of a military task force tailored to provide cated because of the size of areas involved, exist-
the requisite assistance. While CA units assist in ing political boundaries, or similar reasons. In
all aspects of support operations according to their these situations, it may become desirable to cen-
capabilities, casualties among government officials tralize military control under some equivalent of
and employees may necessitate emergency inte- a civil affairs command. This command would
gration of CA teams or specialists into the civil control operations through state headquarters
government in order to preserve vital continuity. which are still operational, or through CA units
Examples of the types of CA teams or specialists or other military units in the area as required.
which may be required include Public Health, This would free CONUS Army commanders and
Public Works and Utilities, Economics and Com- CONARC from operating details which might
merce, Public Safety, Civil Information, Public impede performance of other missions. Where
Welfare, and Food and Agriculture. Military sup- practicable, the civil affairs command should be
port operations should be accomplished in a man- collocated with a Civil Defense Regional Head-
ner permitting the full utilization of the remaining quarters.
civil defense and other civilian organizations. f. Where CA units and individual specialists

b. Only in those circumstances in which the are available they will be especially valuable in
civil authority has been destroyed or rendered in- organizing and supervising postattack control
capable of further operation does the military measures. A typical metropolitan area will have
assume complete control. In these situations, the limited numbers of technical specialists and
;u ilitary remains in authority and the status of trained labor in its regularly employed govern-
martial law exists only until the civil authority ment work force. Augmentation by military
is again able to assume its sovereignty. All avail- specialists and labor may be required during
able CA units and specialists, active Army, Re- emergencies for operations and for replacement
serve component, and Retired may be needed. of casualties among key personnel.
Where such units and specialized personnel are g. CA civil information teams may assist, or if
not available in adequate numbers, consideration required, replace lost state or local civil defense
should be given to augmenting the civil affairs public information personnel. Basically, civil in-
activities of non-CA units with such CA personnel formation under postattack circumstances is con-
as are available. Operations must be conducted cerned with informing the public, through ex-
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isting or improvised media, concerning their role decreased warning times, and the difficulties of
in emergency operations. The objective of civil in- controlling large-scale movements of civilians.
formation activities is to aid the military com- Maximum use of shelter will also aid in reducing
mander in accomplishing his mission by gaining panic. It will also be beneficial under conditions of
the support of the people and by stimulating coop- chemical and biological attacks, as civilians have
eration in carrying out actions essential to protec- only minimal protection capabilities such as pro-
tion of life and property and to expeditious re- tective masks, air filtering equipment, and medical
covery from the effects of the attack. Types of assistance. Therefore, official orders to move
information disseminated to the public may con- large groups of civilians normally will be given
sist of civil defense instructions, technical advice, only in those situations where weapons effects
or official reports concerning the status of re- exceed the shelter protection capabilities, or in the
covery operations. Informationi released to the postattack period to remove nonessential civilians
public should conform to established security poli- to areas which are better able to provide requisite
cies and procedures set forth in Army regulations. facilities, or are in less danger of further attack.
Policies and procedures should be coordinated Where destinations are not designatted in civil de-
with the command intelligence officer. To mini- fense plans, they must be considered in contin-
mize actual or potential panic, it is essential that gency plans developed by the military for emer-
news vacuums be avoided, as well as the spread of gency support operations. Duration of stay at
subversive or spontaneous rumors. Contents of re- such destinations must also be taken into account.
leases must be accurate and factual. Where avail- c Moement under emergency conditions may
able media are limited, only information essential take place whether ordered or not. Preattack and
to keep the public informed should be released. postattack control may present serious problems

beyond the capabilities of the civil authorities.
10-16. Evacuation Operations Military support plans must anticipate this

a. Where states or localities have received suffi- problem and provide for it by assigning specific
cient warning time to conduct selective evacua- tasks to appropriate military units. While such
tions prior to attacks, CA units or functional tasks normally will be performed in cooperation
teams may be used to assist in the operation of with civil authorities, under some circumstances
existing evacuee camps or to supervise the estab- the military forces may have to exercise complete
lishment of additional camps. Under some emer- control. In any event, military operational facili-
gency conditions, CA evacuation operations may ties may be used to provide for emergency feeding
involve large-scale collection, transportation, ad- and medical care. Military personnel may have to
ministration, logistical support, and resettlement direct people into holding areas where controlled
activities. Where circumstances require, evacuees movement can be organized to return them to
should be assembled at collection points where their homes or to relocation sites.
they can be registered, and provided emergency
first aid, rations, and clothing as needed. Those 10-17. Special Training Requirements
requiring further medical care should be hospital- a. Many Federal, state, and local agencies may
ized if possible. Uninjured men, with their con- have only ed numbers of trained personnel
sent, should be assigned to general labor pools, available to produce emergency estimates to serve
except where professional or technical skills are available to produce emergency estimates to serve
noted. These individuals can be used in their basic as a basis for resource decisions and operations.
or a closely related skill. Single women, with their This situation could require temporary integra-
consent, should be assigned to assist in messing tion of military personnel into the structure of the
facilities, emergency hospitals, administrative surviving civil defense system in the attack area.
tasks, or similar activities. Young children, their It is essential that these military personnel, parti-
mothers, expectant mothers, and the elderly or cularly CA specialists, be thoroughly familiar
infirm should be moved by the most expeditious with emergency procedures and systems, espe-
means to evacuee camps located outside the target cially those standardized in the national civil de-
area. fense program. Under such conditions, normal

b. Current civil defense policy emphasizes military techniques and procedures may not be
shelter, rather than evacuation, as the action to be completely applicable and could generate unneces-
taken by the U.S. public immediately prior to an sary and dangerous confusion. Accordingly, in ad-
attack. This is based on increased weapons yields, * dition to any other required training, civil affairs
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personnel, or other military personnel who may (a) Policy formulation.
perform similar emergency duties, should receive (b) Organizing and staffing for civil de-
special instruction in the areas mentioned in b fense operations.
below. (c) Operation of Emergency Operations

b. Training of CA or non-CA units for opera- Centers (EOC).
tions in support of CONUS civil defense must be (d) Acquisition of intelligence.
consistent with the operational requirements of (e) Civil information.
appropriate contingency plans and the training (f) Management of emergency resources.
directives of higher authority. The scope of min- (a) Shelter and shelter system manage-
imum essential training should include- ment.

(1) Effects of mass destruction and mass cas- (h) Damage assessment.
~~~~~ualty weapons. ~~(i) The preparing and conduct of readinessualty weapons. exercises.

(2) CBR defense. (j) Liaison and coordination requirements
(3) Preattack planning, including prepara- and procedures.

tion of area studies. (k) Administration.
(4) Postattack recovery measures. (1) Communications.
(5) Civil defense program management, in- (m) Transportation.

cluding- (n) Handling of evacuees.
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CHAPTER 11

POST COMBAT SUPPORT OF ALLIES

Section I. INTRODUCTION

11-1. General best interests of the United States not to do so
with a particular government. See FM 41-5 for

a. When the territory of a friendly country has appropriate civil affairs agreements.
been ravaged by war, has been exploited economi-
cally beyond a point where self recovery can be
expected, or has been so suppressed politically 11-2. Relationships
that its citizens lack the essential fundamentals of a. Contacts with indigenous citizens, officials,
self government, the United States in such emer- and unofficial leaders are an essential part of these
gency situations may assume, in accordance with support operations. Number, frequency, and
the rules of land warfare, responsibility for sup- character of such contacts vary widely and merely
porting that country with or without benefit of a making contact does not alone guarantee success.
formal agreement. The assumption may be one of Failure to establish appropriate contact does,
total responsibility or it may be shared with other however, assure failure of mission. These contacts
nations. Support may be direct, or through an should become working collaborations. Individuals
international body such as the Organization of in the U.S. Army and individuals in the indig-
American States or the United Nations. enous military and civilian environment should

b. The U.S. Army is charged with being pre- think of themselves as working partners in an in-
pared for service as may be required to support terrelated process, each knowing the contribution
the U.S. national interest. Although the role of he should make and the contribution expected of
support of allies is not always assigned to the the other, and neither impinging on responsibil-
Army, or to other military services, responsibility ities of the other.
for preparedness for such duty continues. This in- b. Since the Department of State is charged
volves planning, training of personnel, struc- with primary responsibility for foreign policy,
turing of units, and possible prestockage of sup- major commands may have political advisors
plies. (POLADS), who represent the Department of

c. The recipient of this support may be a State, especially if no ambassador is accredited to
friendly state or a state that has only recently the country. Department of State counsel is of
become associated with the United States. It may great importance in routine matters as well as
be located anywhere in the world and be at any in the crucial policy decisions made by military-
stage of economic or cultural evolution. There commanders. The role of the POLAD in such mis-
may be and usually is an agreement between the sions is of greater operational significance than it
United States and the state to define relationships would be under combat conditions, since this type
between U.S. forces and the local population. The of mission is basically political.
agreement should include such matters as the au- c. U.S., international, or third country civilian
thority and conditions under which U.S. forces organizations, such as the International Red Cross
may be employed in the area, the facilities and and World Health Organization will probably be
services which each country may provide to the active in the country. These agencies may be
other, and the degree of authority which the mili- public or private. The host country will have
tary commander may assume regarding normal granted authorizations, which normally specify
functions of civil government. In emergency situ- their areas of interest. The projects of these inter-
ations where no agreement exists, one should be national bodies should, and often do, complement
negotiated as rapidly as possible unless it is in the U.S. sponsored programs. Although their re-
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sources are often from U.S. origins, the Army has are operational in the same area, their status, mis-
little or no authority over their activities while sion, and responsibilities should be clearly ex-
they act within their agreements with local au- plained in appropriate directives disseminated to
thorities. U.S. Army personnel should cooperate U.S. Army personnel. All military units usually
with, and gain cooperation from their representa- will be part of a combined command that includes
tives. U.S. forces, but each national force may have as-

d. If military units of another foreign country signed functions or geographical areas.

Section II. PLANS

11-3. Initial Planning work effectively with people of other nationalities.
a. Operations are governed by national level de- People in this assignment should have, or be

cisions. Directives should be communicated as willing to acquire, some knowledge of at least one
soon as published to all advisor, program, and language used by the people in the area of opera-
project personnel. Usually implementing instruc- tions. Grammatical excellence and fluency are de-
tions by intermediate headquarters are needed for sirable although not necessary. Some knowledge is
application of policy in 'specific situations. Under essential, if only to be able to communicate intelli-
no circumstance should such instructions replace gently through an interpreter.
or delay distribution of policy guidance publica-
tions. 11-5. Background Influences

b. If encouraging change is part of the U.S. Policy directives should state clearly what ends
objective, the feelings of local people should be are to be attained. However, local conditions,
judged carefully and recommended changes many of which are not subject to U.S. influence,
be presented as advantageous and consistent with determine choice of methods. Among these factors
local social evolution. It is futile to attempt to are-
make basic social changes quickly. Forms of gov- a. Effects of hostile military occupation.
ernment, occupational methods, marketing cus-
toms, family and tribal controls, and religious b. Political, legal, and social heritage.
standards are some of the many fields in which c. Population composition and attitudes.
people may be reluctant to deviate from estab-
lished practices. To be worthwhile, a reform ef- d. Current development status of the economy.
fort should be one that will last. Short-range proj- e. War damage.
ects should fit into long-range programs and CMO staff sections of headquarters of U.S. Army
long-range programs should not ignore the pres- units committed to such a program, and com-
ent or the near future. manders of units must take all of these back-

ground influences into account in making their
11-4. Personnel Qualifications CMO estimates of the situation. While there is
Personnel for such operations should be compe- usually no hostile force involved, the other factors
tent soldiers, qualified in the skills in which they which should be considered for estimates and
are to specialize, and temperamentally equipped to plans are all equally applicable to this mission.

Section III. OPERATIONS

11-6. Civil Affairs Aspects of the Operation b. Participation in military civic action.

For the U.S. Army, a commitment to this type c. Community relations.
operation is a commitment to what is primarily a d. Military support of civil defense.
civil affairs mission. The priority civil affairs ac-
tivity normally is the support of the functions of
government. Other major civil affairs activities
which may be involved in support of the priority 11-7. Priority Activity
activity will usually include- a. Support of the host country government is

a. Participation in populace and resources con- the fundamental activity, for unless this govern-
trol. ment can be made viable and exercise its au-
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thority effectively throughout the national terri- remedy the situation. U.S. CA personnel, and
tory, little will have been gained in the long run. other military personnel acting under CA guid-
All other activities are pointed toward support of ance and supervision, may be used to plan, advise,
this major activity. The U.S. effort should include train, and assist in a populace and resources con-
coordination with host country agencies at all trol program. They are most likely to be required
levels in the planning and execution of all parts of in the detailed planning phase; and here the
the program, and demonstration to the people of Public Safety, Legal, and all of the Economics
the respect in which that government is held by functional teams will have a part to play. Prefer-
the representatives of the United States. ably U.S. military personnel should not be used in

b. Actual assistance in public administration the actual enforcement processes as this would
may be desired, particularly in developing nations give the operation the appearance of a foreign
or in nations which have been so badly damaged occupation and might well do more harm than
that they must reconstitute an administration uti- good. Accordingly, a decision to use U.S. units for
lizing relatively untrained or inexperienced per- such purpose should be made only by the senior
sonnel. The problem probably will be acute at in- U.S. commander in the country.
termediate and local levels. In this situation CA b. All of the environmental improvement meas-
Public Administration and all the other functional ures which a host country may undertake (chap
teams can be used to provide operational support 6) and the military civic action outlined for U.S.
and formal or on-the-job training for host country and host country forces (chap 7 and 8) will be
personnel. These teams may actually perform gov- applicable in the postcombat situation. A major
ernmental functions on a temporary basis in the contribution of U.S. forces should be the stimula-
immediate postconflict period. tion, training, and equipping of host country mili-

c. Examples of such assistance by functional tary and paramilitary forces to undertake mili-
teams could include- tary civic action projects. These projects should

fit the overall program and complement the work
of other agencies. U.S. units should normally alsobudgetary procedures and assistance in drafting a
participate in military civic action projects di-
rectly, but should present them as having been

(2) Public Welfare Team-Assistance in the planned and accomplished under the aegis of the
creation or reconstitution of institutions such as appropriate host country governmental agency.
orphanages and old people's homes.

c. U.S. units will place emphasis upon their
() Public Education Team-Demonstration community relations and train and advise host

of teaching techniques at all school levels and in- country military forces to do likewise. U.S. Army
troduction of audiovisual means for adult educa- country military forces to do likewise. U.S. Armytrodution of audiovisual meanms for adult educa- community relations activities, if they are to suc-

ceed in their purpose, should be clearly labeled as
activities of U.S. military forces. It is essential to

11-8. Other CA Activities note the difference between military civic action
a. In war ravaged countries, and in many devel- projects and community relations projects. Mili-

oping nations, people have become accustomed to tary civic action is intended to help the host
the use (or misuse) of resources without regard country in its nationbuilding program, while com-
for the common welfare. In any event, such na. munity relations are matters directly between the
tions are apt to experience a prolonged period of U.S. forces and the general populace.
severe shortages of items necessary for the proper d. Military support of civil defense may play a
creation or reconstitution of an economy. Short- smaller but important part in the overall effort
ages may make laborers unwilling to work, or un- even if there is no threat of further armed con-
willing to do the kinds of tasks which are re- flict. The same or similar organizational tech-
quired. These conditions, and others which might niques and programs are useful to prepare for
include a flourishing black market, may necessi- and to meet natural disaster situations which may
tate a populace and resources control program. arise. The host country military forces should be
While the nation may not at the time be faced encouraged to assist the civilian populace in orga-
with an insurgency, the allocation and control nizing and preparing for disaster situations and
problems will be very similar to those of a nation for providing prompt relief, rescue, and rehabili-
engaged in internal defense operations. Tech- tation work if disaster should strike. Here, too,
niques as described in chapter 7, may be used to U.S. forces should participate and may do so in
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the name of the United States as well as providing civil information and psychological operations
support to host country efforts. support.

e. Consolidation psychological operations are
essential to build or restore a sense of nationhood 11-9. Transition to Civil Authority
and responsible citizenship, particularly where The object of these operations is to provide for
the populace is war weary. Psychological opera- termination of military responsibility and
tions are a vital instrument in explaining the transfer of all functions to host country civil au-
need for programs which may be unpopular, such thority, or to civilian agencies of the U.S. Govern-
as populace and resources control, and for the ment, or international bodies. This may involve a
hard work and sacrifices required from the people fairly short period or these operations may extend
to improve the environment. These operations for years. In any event, planning for termination
should not gloss over difficulties and errors, but of U.S. Army operations and for smooth turnover
present the problems and the solutions proposed of functions to civilian agencies should be an inte-
and instituted by local government in the most
favorable light possible, consistent with the facts gral part of every phase of the operation. Turn-
of the case. CA civil information personnel should over should be expedited and eased if those who
provide overall policy direction and train and are to assume responsibility can be encouraged to
assist host country governmental agencies and in- come in while U.S. Army personnel are still on the
formation media in the accomplishment of this job, observe the operation, and gradually assume
program. As in internal defense, no other civil the mission. This will provide maximum continuity
affairs major activity can be performed with op- and minimum disruption for the pebple who are
timum results without appropriate and effective affected by the particular operation.
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CHAPTER 12

MILITARY GOVERNMENT
(STANAG's 2055, 2056, 2057, 2058, and 2065)

Section I. INTRODUCTION

12-1. The Nature of Military Government occupation, he will carry out his obligations with
soldiers. But their duties will not be those ofa. Military government is the form of adminis- battle; they will be administrative in nature andtration by which an occupying power exercises ex- battle; they will be administrative in nature and

ecutive, legislative, and judicial authority over oc- thority will be military.cupied territory. It is established and maintained
for governing- d. This does not mean that military government

(1) Occupied enemy territory. is exercised without legal responsibility. A com-
(2) Allied or other territory recovered from mander acting as a military governor, or his

an enemy (including neutral territory and areas deputy delegated to act as governor is granted
unlawfully incorporated by the enemy into its sweeping powers but at the same time is closely
own territory) unless or until these territories bound both by international law and the law of his
are the subject of a civil affairs agreement, or the own country. This requires him to have at his dis-
rightful authority is able to assume power. posal expert legal counsel and advice.

b. The authority of the occupant is supreme
over the occupied territory and population. 12-2. Basic Principles
Within limits of international law, the occupant There are many basic principles which are appli-
may exercise the functions of government itself cable to the establishment of military government.
and exclude the local authorities. The intensity Important principles include:
and extent of controls will vary with circum- a. International law requires the occupant, so
stances and policy. Performance of some govern- far as he is able, to maintain an orderly govern-
mental functions by authorities of the previous ment in the occupied territory.
government is not inconsistent with a military oc-
cupation, so long as the power and and purpose to b. No nation may expect to gain a lasting vic-
exercise supreme authority in the territory are tory from modern warfare without taking into ac-
maintained by the occupant. In other words, the count the future activities and orientation of the
conclusion of an agreement between the occupant enemy civil government and population.
and the indigenous government concerning the au- c. An organization must be planned; it cannot
thority to be exercised by each does not neces- be improvised.
sarily bring military government of the area to an d. To be effective, military government must act
end. as both the instrument and, if adequate guidance

c. Military government depends on skills and has not been provided, the creator of foreign
training not customarily expected to be part of policy.
the attributes of military officers. The problems
involved are not the same kind of military prob- and from the outset be maderegime, and from the outset plans must be made
lems encountered in the strategy of a campaign for the transfer of power to civil authority.
in the tactics of a battle. Nevertheless, it is quite
clearly a military responsibility in the sense that
once a commander has occupied territory he must 12-3. Rationale for the Creation of a
assume the obligation for the government of the Military Government
civil population. In at least the first phase of his Since land forces have the unique capability of
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providing control of the enemy's land areas and The most important treaty provisions on the con-
the population therein, and enforcing surrender duct of belligerent occupation are to be found in
terms after victory has been assured, the imple- Annex 2, The Hague Convention No. IV, embod-
mentation of the military government portions of ying regulations, respecting the Law and Customs
the national plan for occupied territory is nor- of War on Land of 1907 (HR), and the Geneva
mally a mission of the land forces. U.S. military Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian
policies historically have assigned military gov- Persons in Time of War of 1949 (GC). It is parti-
ernment responsibilities to the Army. The Army, cularly important that CA personnel have a thor-
in effect, is required to replace civil authority in ough understanding of this latter agreement since
territory it has conquered or occupied, with mili- it is one of the primary legal sources governing
tary rule until civil authority is either restored by the conduct of relations with the populations of
treaty or inaugurated with U.S. consent or can belligerent and occupied territories.
otherwise legitimately assume power. b. Respect for Existing Law. The occupant

must respect the existing law "unless absolutely
12-4. Responsibility and Authority of the prevented" from doing so (Art. 43, HR). Penal

Military Governor laws may be repealed or suspended only in cases
The military governor is the military commander where they constitute a threat to the occupant's
or other designated person who, in an occupied security or an obstacle to the application of the
territory, exercises supreme authority over the GC (Art. 64); e.g., those penal laws which are in
civil population subject to the laws and usages of conflict with the humanitarian principles of the
war and to any directive received from his gov- convention. The extent to which laws are to be
ernment or from his superior. suspended or abrogated by the United States in

occupied territory is a matter to be determined at
congressional, presidential, or secretarial level

12-5. Occupied Territory and will be prescribed in directives to the U.S.
Occupied territory is territory under the au- commander. Detailed doctrine on the limitations
thority and effective control of an armed force. imposed by international law on the administra-
Territory is considered occupied by the United tion of punitive justice in occupied territory is
States when U.S. forces have taken firm posses- contained in paragraphs 12-25 through 12-27.
sion of such territory for the purpose of holding c. Treatment of Population.
it. The number of troops necessary to maintain
the authority of the occupant will depend on the (1) Under the GO, fair, just, and reasonable

density of the population, its degree of subservi- treatment of inhabitiants of occupied areas is re-
ence to the occupant, the nature of the terrain, quired. It is an essential basis of military policy,
and similar considerations. It is not necessary if political-military-economic objectives are to be
that troops be physicially present in all quarters
of the occupied territory; it is sufficient that the that the inhabitants do not become either future
occupying forces can, within a reasonable time,

treatment encourages the support and cooperation
of the inhabitants and thereby reduces the effortpant's authority felt within any district. A mere of the occupant. This policy does not prohibit ne-proclamation that certain areas are occupied (so-

called "paper-occupation") is not sufficient to es- cessary punitive and disciplinary measures essen-tial to good order but does not forbid recourse totablish occupation, however, the fact that occupa-d order but does not forbid recourse to
tion is in effect must be proclaimed. Similarly, the
occupant may need to assume only a minimum of (2) The term "protected persons" may be
government functions if the local government is generally defined as nationals of a Party to the
effective and not hostile to the occupant. Geneva Civilian Convention of 1949 who, at a

given moment and in any manner whatsoever, find
themselves in the hands of a party to a conflict or

12-6. Limitations Imposed by International occupying power of which they are not nationals
Law and Agreement (Art. 4, GC). Other protected persons are found

a. General Principles. The general principles of in Art. 3, GC. No protected person may be pun-
customary international law and applicable inter- ished for an offense he or she has not personally
national agreements will be faithfully observed in committed. Collective penalties and all measures
the conduct of military government (FM 27-10). of intimidation or terrorism are prohibited. Pil-
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lage is prohibited. Reprisals against protected surroundings for purposes which are likely to
persons and their property are prohibited (Art. expose it to destruction or damage, and to refrain
33). The taking of hostages is prohibited (Art. from any act of hostility directed against such
34). property. These obligations may be waived only in

(3) The importance of the recognition of cases where military necessity imperatively re-
human rights such as respect for personal and quires such a waiver. Armed forces must also un-
property rights, the sanctity of marriage, the in- dertake to prohibit, prevent, and if necessary, put
violability of the home, and freedom of religious a stop to any form of theft, pillage, or misappro-
worship cannot be overemphasized. priation of, and any acts of vandalism directed

against cultural property and religious edificesd. Protection of Cultural Property. (FM 27-10).
(1) Cultural property is defined as any prop- e. Publication of Regulations. Article 65 of the

erty of great importance to the cultural heritage GC provides-
of a people, such as monuments of architecture,
art or history; archaeological sites; buildings The penal provisions enacted by the OccupyingPower shall not come into force before they have
which are of historical or artistic interest; works been published and brought to the knowledge of
of art, manuscripts, books, and other objects of the inhabitants in their own language. The effect
artistic, historical or archaeological interest; sci- of these penal provisions shall not be retroactive.
entific collections and important collections of Accordingly, proclamations, ordinances, orders,
books or archives; or reproductions of the prop- and instructions intended to be binding upon the
erty defined above. Buildings used for cultural or inhabitants will be published in written form,
religious purposes are included in the definition both in English and in the language(s) of the in-
of cultural property. habitants and dated. All such regulations ad-

(2) Armed forces are bound to refrain from dressed to the inhabitants are given the widest
any use of cultural property and its immediate feasible publicity within their area of application.

Section II. PLANNING

12-7. Planning Factors normally are signed by military officers, their po-
a. The status of the nation to be governed is one litical importance is such that the Department of

of the factors that has to be taken into considera- State and other nonmilitary departments of the
tion. Is it a highly sophisticated, industrialized, U.S. Government have a significant interest in
and modern complex? Is it primarily an agricul- their terms and should be coordinated with them.
tural society? Is it an underdeveloped area? Dif- When an occupation is to follow an armistice, the
ferent numbers of men with different kinds of agreement will contain provisions as to the
skills will be called for depending on the answers powers of the occupant and the obligations of the
to such questions. government submitting. It is important that these

provisions be chosen with foresight and drafted
b. The size of the population to be governed is with skill, and that consideration be given to eco-

another factor. nomic and political matters as well as those which
c. The objectives of an occupying power with are of a strictly military character. Inadvertence

regard to the state of the local economy have a may result in hindering the occupation authori-
bearing. Is the economy to be maintained or is it ties; ambiguity may embarrass them; needless se-
to be placed on a higher level? verity may produce a reaction against the govern-

ment that dictated the terms.d. Fewer occupation personnel are required if
the people of the area are given the responsibility 12-9. Planning Procedures
for local government with the occupying power a. Since detailed prior planning is essential at
maintaining directive and controlling jurisdiction all echelons of command within the area of opera-
to insure that the authority of the occupation is tions, the area or senior U.S. commander must
complied with. provide an overall civil affairs plan for the guid-

ance of his subordinate commanders in order to
12-8. Armistice Planning prescribe the objectives of civil affairs operations

Hostilities are often terminated by the conclusion and insure continuity of policies and uniformity of
of an armistice. Although armistice agreements their application.
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b. The military force serves primarily as an in- 12-10. Planning for the Transfer of Authority
strument of national policy in the attainment of
political objectives. Accordingly, the area or senior transferred to a U.S. or authoritytransferred to a U.S, or allied civilian authority
U.S. commander insures that primary attention is
given in the preparation of his plan to the politi- occur shortly, or many years, after the termina-
cal-military-economic objectives received from the tion of hostilities. Planning for this transfer
appropriate Department of Defense authority and should begin when national policy has been deter-
to limitations which may be imposed by the rules
of customary international law, or terms ofof customary international law, or terms of should be continuous. Normally some considerable
treaties or agreements. Consideration is given to period of advance warning will be given prior to
the mission of the command; policy guidance re-
ceived from higher authority on political, eco- ride sufficient time for planning for the turnover
nomic, and sociological matters; and the degree of to civil authority.
control or influence to be exerted over local agen-
cies of government. A detailed prior study must b. Preferably, the civilian officials who are to
be made of area intelligence to include geograph- take over from the military government should

come in well in advance of the takeover date andical and economic features; the density and com-
gradually be integrated into the control structureposition of the population; forms and levels of to provide for continuity of policy and effective-

government; and attitudes, customs and tradi- ness of operations.
tions of the people. Information on sources of area

e. This planning should be accomplished jointly,
at least in the latter phases, by the military gover-

c. The overall area civil affairs plan prescribes nor's staff and the incoming civilian agency.
the objectives of operations, specifies the depth
and extent of the area to be covered by projected 12-11. Chain of Command
operations, provides information on the antici-
pated phasing of the operation, furnishes guid- A civil affairs chain of command is used in areas
ance on the delegation of civil affairs authority to where subordinate tactical and administrative
the commanders of major tactical and administra- commanders are not authorized to conduct mili-
tive commands, establishes the CA organization tary government operations. In such a situation

the senior U.S. commander controls operations
and requirements for units, and includes direction through a unit, or staff section, which supervises
on the deployment of command and area support and directs the activities of the CA units within
units. The overall plan furnishes general instruc- its area of concern. It is normally desirable that
tions on the conduct of relationships with national military government operations be centralized in
or local civilian authorities and the degree of con- the CA organization when the military situation
trol, influence, or supervision to be utilized. Poli- is no longer critical, and prior to the transfer of
cies are set forth pertaining to the conduct of the the operation to a civil agency of government. The
various CA functional specialties and the levels of factor determining the type of command channel
government at which they will be conducted. employed is the tactical or occupational nature of
Guidance is also included on the extent of procure- the military mission. The CA chain of command
ment of local supplies, equipment, real estate and provides the desirable uniformity and continuity
services for military use; the furnishing of ci- of operations not always possible when military
vilian relief; economic and military aid from U.S. government is directed by a number of subordi-
resources; offshore procurement; and on other nate tactical or administrative commanders. Close

command and staff liaison between the com-matters essential to the conduct of civil affairs
operations. When projected operations are to manders of CA units and commanders of tactical

or administrative units should be maintained
extend into the territory of two or more nations, when the CA chain of command is employed in
variations of objectives and policies with respect order to produce coordinated action. The employ-
to each nation necessitate clear differentiation in ment of the CA chain of command does not de-
plans. Planning for the deployment of units prive tactical and administrative commanders of
should stress simplicity and flexibility so that un- their organic CMO staff sections, it does not re-
foreseen requirements can be met readily with lieve them of obligations imposed by treaties,
minimum disruption of the planned organization. agreements or customary international law to
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insure that humanitarian or other principles are international authority. At the headquarters of a
observed by their troops. combined or allied command, an advisory or con-

sultative body may be established for the purpose
of furnishing policy guidance and effecting coor-

12-12. Allied Military Government dination with the governments concerned. The
Organization composition of this body is not limited to repre-

a. If the U.S. forces which are operating in con- sentatives of allied nations responsible for the
junction with troops of other countries occupy conduct of the operations; it may include repre-
enemy territory, the military government of the sentatives of other nations not participating in,
area concerned may become an international re- but concerned with, the operations.
sponsibility. In an international command, mili- c. The division of occupied territory into zones
tary government planning and supervision may be to be administered by separate states is to be
carried out through an integrated military gov- avoided. Disparity in policy and practice is inevi-
ernment staff. Integration of personnel may be table in zonal administrations. The resulting lack
accomplished at all command levels but should not of uniformity will be severely damaging to the
extend to the command of CA units of one nation success of the occupation. Zonal boundaries tend
by officers of another. to harden into international boundaries, and es-

b. Directives covering broad aims and policies tablishment of zones may eventually lead to the
for the initiation or conduct of military govern- dismemberment of an occupied country. Occupied
ment operations by a combined or allied command countries thus divided into zones eventually may
are promulgated by a higher national, allied, or become international sore sports.

Section III. CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

12-13. General tional teams available in the CA organizational
a. Military government operations are circum- structure are described in chapter 2.

scribed by both legal and policy considerations. d. Controls are established at those levels of
They are directed towards the control of the gov- government where the conduct of governmental
ernment, the economy, and the populace of the activities can be directed or supervised with the
area. For that control to be ultimately effective it greatest efficiency, uniformity, and consistency
must be based upon standards of conduct which with established policies. Certain functional spe-
impress upon the populace the fairness and justice cialties, such as public communications and public
of the occupant. finance, normally are most effectively controlled

b. The occupying force cannot expect the popu- or supervised at a high level of government; but
lace to act in the desired manner unless that popu- other functional specialties, such as public health
lace is properly informed. The populace is and public welfare, are best controlled or super-
officially informed of the lawful orders of the oc- vised at each level of government. In any case, the
cupying force by the publication of regulatory military government organization should parallel
matter. Mere compliance with the legal require- the structure of indigenous government at each
ments for the dissemination of this regulatory control level.
matter is insufficient in most cases; and it is a e. Military government operations require re-
function of CA civil information activities, as- sourcefulness and adaptability in coping with the
sisted by consolidation psychological operations, variety of situations that may be encountered. Ef-
to actually spread the orders and directives effec- ficiency of operations depends upon the establish-
tively to the people. (See FM 33-1 and FM 33-5 ment and maintenance of consistent policies. Con-
for doctrine and techniques pertaining to psycho- sistency is attained, however, not by rigid pat-
logical operations.) terns of operations, but by rigorous analysis fol-

c. Military government operations call for the lowed by discriminating response to the essential
utilization of all the varied skills available in CA elements of each situation.
units, since those operations cover the gamut of f. The commander of the area of operations or
the activities of a society. The organization, capa- senior U.S. commander insures that subordinate
bilities, and functions of CA units and the fune- commanders can implement the military govern-
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ment portions of the operations plan by insuring Canada under the Standardization Program
that qualified personnel are provided for the CMO (SOLOG), and identical provisions are included in
staffs of subordinate commands, providing CA a Standardization Agreement among NATO,
command and area support units for deployment SEATO, and CENTO Armed Forces (STANAG).
at the required time and place in accordance with For such provisions, see STANAG 2056 (app H).
the overall area of operations plan, and insuring d. Subordinate commanders report to the
the timely issuance of the area of operations plan. higher commander the issuance of any enactments

g. Although the claims service is a responsibility within their respective areas of authority to in-
of the SJA, civil affairs personnel should make dude the date, place of issuance, and area of ap-
every effort to assist the SJA to see that lawful plication Higher commanders may require the
claims against the United States are promptly set- submission of copies of all regulations published
tled and that false claims are denied. With claims, by subordinate commanders.
as with requisitions, failure to pay the inhabitants
promptly may cause hardship and leave a re-
sentful feeling which works against U.S. interest. 12-15. Proclamations

h. In order to safeguard the health of the U.S. a. In advance of an actual occupation, the
forces stationed in the country and to minimize theater commander prepares documents necessary
the amount and cost of required relief measures, to conduct civil affairs operations in conformance
military government public health activities will with the policies of higher authority. In preparing
receive a high order of priority. his initial proclamation, he considers such factors

i. Archives and records, both current and his- as U.S. national objectives, requirements of inter-
torical, of all branches of government of the area national law, and measures required for the secu-
are of immediate and continuing interest to the rity of his forces. The initial proclamation should
local government and to the military. It is essen- be stated in brief, simple terms; and it should
tial to locate and protect them, contain initial instructions to the population of an

occupied territory. The points outlined in (1)
through (6) below, which apply primarily to civil

12-14. Civil Affairs Enactments affairs administration of occupied territory, are
a. Published regulatory matter such as procla- appropriately modified by the terms of a civil af-

mations, ordinances, laws, instructions and the fairs or other agreement to show relationships in
like, which are intended to be binding upon the liberated territory between the military and local
populace, are known collectively as civil affairs civil authorities when civil affairs activities are to
enactments. be conducted pursuant to such agreement.

b. Unless otherwise stated, civil affairs enact- (1) Declaration of the fact of occupation.
ments issued prior to occupation are effective and The declaration is a formal notice of the fact of
binding within the occupied territory upon occu- occupation. In the declaration, the extent of area
pation. However, penal provisions of such legisla- and the people covered by the occupation are de-
tion shall not be retroactive and shall not come fined.
into force before they have been published and (2) Purpose and policy of the occupation. A
brought to the knowledge of the inhabitants in general statement of the purpose and policy of the
their own language. It may often prove difficult to occupying force as designated by higher authority
reach a satisfactorily clear and idiomatic transla- is included in the proclamation.
tion. The matter is important, however, and great (3) Supremacy of the military commander of
pains should be taken to provide such a transla- the occupying force. A declaration of the su-
tion. The inhabitants cannot be expected to premacy of the military commander is essential if
comply unless they understand, and it is the trans- the fact of military control is to be made known to
lation, not the original English, that informs the inhabitants and compliance with military di-
them. However, in areas of U.S. responsibility, rectives assured. Announcement is made of the
the English version prevails in the event of disa- commander's authority and of the suspension of
greement in meaning. English is the authentic local political ties with, and obligations to, the
version for both penal and civil type enactments. enemy national government. In addition, the in-

c. Provisions concerning proclamations and or- habitants are informed that they will be required
dinances have been standardized by agreement be- to obey the orders of the military commander and
tween the United States, the United Kingdom, and his subordinates and to abstain from all acts or
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words of hostility or disrespect to the occupying rency and exchange regulations, rationing, and
force. price control.

(4) Obligations, duties, and rights of the b. The format of ordinances should be standard-
inhabitants. Confirmation is given that, unless the ized to the following extent: (See app G for
military authority directs otherwise, local laws sample ordinance.)
and customs will continue in force, local officials (1) Ordinances should be numbered in se-
will continue in office, and officials and employees quence.
of all transportation and communications systems (2) They should consist of a series of main
and of public utilities and other essential services subdivisions called articles.
will carry on with their regular tasks. Assurance
is also given that persons who obey the instruc- (3) They should contain definitions of any
tions of the military commander will be protected terms used in them which are ambiguous or unfa-
in their persons, property, religion, and domestic miliar to the persons to whom they are addressed.
rights and will be allowed to carry on their usual (4) The final article in each ordinance should
occupations. specify the effective date of the ordinance.

(5) Statement of additional proclamations (5) Ordinances should be signed by the mili-
and ordinances. Advance notice is given of subse- tary governor or by some authorized subordinate.
quent proclamations and accompanying ordi-
nances which will specify in detail what will be 12-17. Notices and Directives
required of the inhabitants.

(6) Miscellaneous matters. The proclamation a. Notices (orders and instructions) differ from
includes the place and date of signing, the signa- other legal documents such as proclamations and
ture and title of the issuing authority, and such ordinances. They are local in scope and are issued
other matters as the commander considers ap- to control or direct the civil population and gov-
propriate. ernmental authorities. The purpose of notices is to

prevent civilian interference with military opera-
b. The tone and character of the proclamation tions or to provide detailed information as to the

may be affected by the- method of complying with the provisions of pre-
(1) Political-military objectives to be at- viously issued documents. Examples of subject

tained. matter contained in notices are-hours of curfew;
(2) The degree of the precariousness of the travel restrictions; and limitations on the opera-

occupation. tions of agencies of government. Authority to
(3) Requirements to be place on govern- issue notices should be delegated to those subordi-

mental agencies and civil population. nate commanders having area authority.
(4) Traditions, customs, and desires of the b. Directives are issued to specified persons

local population. such as civil officials and are distinguished from
(5) Treaties, agreements, or the rules of cus- those notices, orders, and instructions which are

tomary international law affecting the occupation. published for the information and compliance of
c. Subsequent proclamations, numbered in se- the general public. Directives may be issued under

the authority of the theater commander, and thisquence, and supplemented by ordinances, are pre- the authority of the theater commander, and this
pared as necessary to set forth detailed rules gov- authority should also be delegated to those subor-

erning the conduct of the population. dinate commanders having civil affairs area res-erning the conduct of the population.es.

12-16. Ordinances 12-18. Gazettes
a. An ordinance is an enactment issued under

the authority of the commander of the area of a. It may be desirable to establish an official
operations or military governor promulgating de- gazette for publication of enactments binding
tailed rules of law or procedures for the adminis- upon the inhabitants, as well as for other pur-
tration of his area of responsibility as a whole. poses.
Necessary ordinances will be prepared in advance b. Instructions pertaining to the operations or
of the operation. Among other matters, ordi- internal administration of civil affairs units are
nances should deal with offenses against the occu- transmitted through command channels and are
pant or liberator, establishment of courts, cur- not published in a gazette.
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12-19. Techniques of Control as child care and public health and sanitation
through the use of mobile clinics, soil testing, de-
infestation of grain, care of poultry, and opera-

may be coercive, in the case of measures whichof
can be enforced, or noncoercive, with respect toernment are encouraged to make max-
measures which offer incentives. Whenever and imum use of improved techniques.
wherever possible, noncoercive controls are em- (4) Educational campaigns.
ployed. The strongest measure available may beployed. The strongest measure available may be campaigns are useful to familiarize the inhabi-
withholding some desired assistance. Measures in-
tended to cause every member of the population to tants with an idea, action, or policy in order tosecure cooperation, increase the scope of local in-cooperate should not involve the use of force. The secure cooperation, increase the scope of local in-
people as individuals must he induced to recognize terest, and raise standards. Educational cam-

their interest in the common good. They may be paigns may be prepared by the various CA func-their interest in the common good. They may be
offered an otherwise unobtainable incentive, or it formation officer to furnish information on such

matters as sanitation, food and agriculture, andcooperate. The best medium for exercise of control
over the masses is through public officials and the source and amounts of imported civilian sup-
leaders. This lends emphasis to the importance of plies. Within the various functional specialtiessuch as public health, public works and utilities,selecting and supporting civilian administrative public health, public works and uties,
machinery whose members not only are capable public communications, and public transportation,

and cooperative but who possess prestige and pop- technical periodicals and other publications may
ularity with the remainder of the population. be prepared and furnished to the respective localularity with the remainder of the population.

agencies of government.
b. Among noncoercive administrative measures (5) Conferences. Conferences with local

which may be adopted to secure goodwill and ac- officials constitute the most frequently used
ceptance of an announced policy or desired course method of clarifying and interpreting laws, poli-
of action are- cies, or procedures which are of mutual interest.

(1) Declaration of policy. A declaration of Discussions in conferences not only serve to
policy is an overall statement of U.S. objectives, shown an interest on the part of CA personnel in
aims, and policies with respect to the area in local activities or projects but also provide a most
which operations are conducted. Although a state- effective method of obtaining the acceptance of
ment of policy is one of the least severe of non- advice. When questions arise on especially com-
coercive administrative devices, it may be accom- plex problems, effective action may be obtained by
panied by announcement of penalties for failure discussing the subject in gradual stages until a
to comply. time is reached at which the entire matter can be

(2) Establishment of standards. Published summarized. It may be desirable to conduct daily
standards guides may provide an effective means informal conferences with the chiefs of the var-
for spotchecking and improving local procedures. ious agencies of government.
Standards guides may be of particular value in (6) Conciliation and mediation. In both con-
the conduct of such functional specialties as public ciliation and mediation, a third party helps to re-
health, public transportations, public utilities, and solve a dispute between two other parties. Concili-
public communications. ation and mediation may be advantageous to rec-

(3) Setting of examples. Elements of the U.S. oncile divergent groups of leaders in following a
military force should stress correct conduct of common policy since the voluntary nature of such
troops in public places and among the local inhab- agreement tends to provide more active support of
itants. CA personnel should strive to be prompt in the agreed decision.
making replies to inquiries, punctual in keeping (7) Submission of reports and review of rec-
appointments, and accessible to local officials. Em- ords. The submission of reports and review of rec-
phasis should be given to the promotion of respect ords provide a valuable method of obtaining infor-
for local laws, customs, and traditions. Another mation, controlling operations, observing
means of setting an example is through demon- efficiency, verifying conditions, and checking the
stration; that is, by exhibition of a preferred accuracy of actions taken. Since this method ex-
method or device. The expectation is that the su- tends the effectiveness of CA personnel beyond
periority of the demonstrated method or device that of most other control processes, it should be
will encourage voluntary acceptance. Demonstra- used to the maximum practicable extent.
tions may be particularly suited to such matters (8) Compliance through publicity. Compli-
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ance through publicity may be used to obtain a When an inspector is technically qualified, he may
desired result through the use of favorable or ad- also furnish valuable instruction to the persons
verse publicity or comment with respect to a spe- whose activities are inspected. If continuous oper-
cific activity or selected civilians. There is no ation is essential, as in the case of such vital activ-
resort to legal means of compulsion. Since people ities as the production of food, practice of medi-
as a whole usually respond to publicity concerning cine, operation of water systems, communication
themselves, publicity may in appropriate circum- lines, and transportation systems, inspections pro-
stances be used to influence the entire population. vide a particularly valuable method of control. In-

(9) Miscellaneous. There are other noncoer- spection permits the continued operation of im-
cive measures which may be used. Among these portant activities, enables small numbers of com-
are subsidies and the granting of other tangible petent personnel to be widely effective, promotes
and intangible benefits. The payment of a subsidy constructive policy, and provides a strong discipli-
which grants a material or financial reward for nary influence.
following a desired policy or plan, or other pay- (4) Apprehension of violators. Apprehension
ments by the United States, such as those for local of violators includes actions taken in searching
procurement of supplies and services, are exam- for, finding, and detaining persons who violate
ples of this type of measure. enactments. The successful conduct of military

c. Coercive controls apply restraint in requiring government operations necessitates that violations
the inhabitants of the area to follow an announced be detected and violators identified and punished.
policy. In the case of certain violations, adminis- Since compliance with the intent of directives may
trative penalties may be applied, while in others be obtained from most local civilians, the latter
the violator may be referred for appropriate judi- may develop a vested interest in the enforcement
cial action. Among coercive controls which may be of such directives. As a result, when others violate
considered are- directives, those who comply often furnish infor-

mation on which the apprehension of violators(1) Licensing. A license is a permit or privi- mation on which the apprehension of violators
lege to engage in some activity otherwise prohi-
bited, but the purpose is regulation or revenue, (5) Tazation. Taxation is the raising of reve-
not prohibition. Licensing must be preceded by a nues by the requirement of compulsory payments.
law or directive making it illegal for a person or Taxation may be used as a charge for a specific
organization to engage in a specified activity act and, under appropriate conditions, as a means
without a license. The advantages of licensing as a of control of the local economy. Taxation has the
control device are-the burden of proof placed same weakness as other methods of control, i.e., to
upon the licensee; the self-discipline generally re- be effective each violation must be identified and
sulting from the fear of loss of special privilege; proved. In addition, the incentive is to violate
and the considerable assistance to law enforce- rather than comply with the law.
ment in difficult technical areas of administration.
The effectiveness of a licensing system depends on 12-20. Enforcement
inspections to insure compliance, and this might a. In the initial stages of an occupation, the
require a large staff. enforcement of enactments is accomplished, under

(2) Investigation. An investigation is the act the staff supervision of the responsible com-
of searching for facts and often concerns an al- mander's G5 staff sections, and by civil affairs
leged error, deficiency, or incident of misconduct. units assisted by civilian police. When civil police
The person or agency being investigated may be and other civil agencies lack sufficient enforce-
required to justify the conditions which have been. ment capabilities, military police or other military
uncovered or to show cause for the deficiencies units may be required, although, if possible, troop
observed. enforcement is limited to such matters as emer-

(3) Inspection. Inspection may be used for gency measures, crimes against the military, and
the physical surveillance of the operations of civil traffic control.
government or the performance of activities in- b. Civilian violators of regulations are brought
volved in the production or transportation of for prosecution before military government courts
products. It may be employed to disclose instances or, if authorized by the theater commander,
of active sabotage or to uncover violations of di- before the civil courts of the occupied territory.
rectives. A few competent inspectors may extend Military government courts with jurisdiction over
their influence over a large part of the population. the local population normally are not established
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in friendly territory except when authorized by cumstances or exceptional seriousness. Member-
the terms of agreements or other consensual ar- ship, procedures, and jurisdiction are prescribed
rangement. by the appointing authority. Military commissions

which constitute judicial bodies should not be con-
12-21. Military Government Courts fused with commissions created to administer spe-

cific projects or other operational programs.
a. During an occupation the occupant may,

under international law, establish military gov- c. Boards are established to process certain qua-
ernment courts. These courts are established pri- si-judicial issues. The appointing authority may
marily for the purpose of providing an authority specify procedural rules or instruct the board to
in which violations of the occupant's legislation set its own rules, but the appointing authority
may be adjudicated W then the established local must define the board's jurisdiction. A board may
courts of the occupied area are unable to function, consist of one officer but often numbers two or
or when such action becomes necessary to insure three. Boards pass on requisition demands; prop-
the effective administration of justice, military erty control orders; labor issues; valuation of
government courts may administer the ordinary utilities, real property, and services; and like ad-
criminal or civil law of the occupied area. This ministrative matters.
jurisdiction should be returned to the local courts
of the occupied area in accordance with policy di- 12-23. Jurisdiction of Military Government
rectives. Courts

b. The commander normally delegates authority a. As to Territory. Jurisdiction extends to the
to appoint military government courts to those whole of the occupied territory. When only a por-
subordinate commanders having area responsi- tion of a political subdivision is occupied, -jurisdic-
bility for the conduct of military government. For tion is assumed over each part as occupation be-
reasons of practicality this authorization normally comes an actual or constructive fact.
does not go below the level of division corn- b. As to Persons. Jursidiction extends to all per-
manders in tactical organizations and comparable sons in the occupied territory other than prisoners
units. Authorization extended to civil affairs corn- of war, members of the occupying forces, or mem-
mands depends not on size or level of the units but bers of armed forces of states allied with the occu-
on their missions. pant. Persons serving with, employed by, or ac-

companying the armed forces are sometimes made
12-22. Types of Courts subject to the jurisdiction of such courts. Persons

subject to United States military law (see UC of
a. Criteria as to composition and jurisdictional MJ, Art. 2) do not fall under the jurisdiction of

limitations of military government courts are set local courts of an occupied area unless expressly
forth by the theater commander. Usually there made subject thereto by a directive of occupation
are three categories of courts, superior courts, authorities.
commissions, and boards, patterned as to size,
qualifications of members, jurisdiction, and limi- e. As to Offenses. Jursidiction extends to viola-
tations on maximum punishments somewhat like tions of a proclamation, ordinance, or order issued
courts-martial. A superior court in the system by occupation authority, violations of the law of
should be designated to conduct legal proceedings war (if other courts are not established for the
involving protected persons, as defined in the GC, adjudication of such cases), and violations of in-
when the death sentence or imprisonment in digenous criminal or civil laws which continue in
excess of 2 years is authorized for the offense force after the area has been occupied.
charged (FM 27-10). Courts must adhere to every
pertinent provision of the GC and should conduct 12-24. Procedures
their operations procedurally, so far as practi- a. Care is taken in preparing the judicial organ-
cable, in a manner which will be understood by ization, procedures, and rules of trial to make sure
local populations. that every pertinent requirement of the GC has

b. Commissions may be appointed by an author- been met. The system must have rational sim-
ized commander to hear special cases not normally plicity. While this may sometimes entail radical
within the jurisdiction of established courts such departures from formal U.S. judicial practices
as accusations of espionage against non-local civil- and rules of evidence, the basic guide remains the
ians. Commissions try cases involving unusual cir- United States Manual for Courts Martial. (See
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MCM 1969, Rev.) All courts shall give considera- by an interpreter. Aedquate provision should be
tion to provisions of the law of the country in made for review of administrative examination of
which they sit, so far as those laws have not been cases by the military government legal staff. The
suspended by United States or allied authority. In right to petition for review shall be provided. (See
particular they shall give effect to procedural MCM, 1969, Rev, and Art. 73 of the GC.)
safeguards and substantive rights, the recognition
of which is compatible with international law and 12-25. Limitations in Penal Laws
American standards of justice. In adjudging any
sentence, particularly one including confinement, The GC imposes important limitations on the ad-
consideration should be given not only to the ministration of punitive justice in occupied terri-
crime committed but also to the availability of tory. The Convention establishes the following
facilities and officials necessary to the prompt exe- guiding principles:
cution of the sentence. Under no condition may a. The penal laws of the occupied territory
one assume that American practices are common, remain in force, except that they may be repealed
or even comprehended, in other lands. For ex- or suspended by the occupying power where they
ample, the common American practice of sus- constitute a threat to its security or an obstacle to
pending execution of part or all of an imposed the application of the Convention. Those laws re-
sentence would be considered in many parts of the lating to recruitment and bearing of arms, laws
world as a reprimand ofr the police, the prose- dealing with political processes, such as the rights
cutor, or the court of original jurisdiction. In the of assembly and suffrage, and laws establishing
disrupted circumstances inherent in military occu- racial discrimination may, for example, well be
pation, suspension of a sentence does not possess deprived of effect. The tribunals of the occupied
the probational and rehabilitational characteris- territory normally continue to function in respect
tics found in a settled society. to offenses covered by those laws which are con-

b. Care should be taken, in appointing military tinued in effect (Art. 64).
government courts, to select officers of sound b. The occupying power may promulgate penal
judgment and judicial temperament. These courts provisions essential to maintain orderly govern-
should be manned by legally trained persons to the ment of the territory; to insure the security of the
maximum extent possible. It is mandatory that occupying power; or to enable the occupying
officers appointed to military government courts power to fulfill its obligations under the Conven-
have a good understanding of the policies and ob- tion (Art. 64). Alleged violations are triable
jectives of the occupation. Such an understanding before properly constituted nonpolitical military
tends to promote rational and consistent action. courts sitting in the occupied country (Art. 66).
Considerable continuity in the membership of the c. As to the penal provisions mentioned above,courts is also advantageous, since it tends to
courts is also advantageous, since it tends to if an offense was solely intended to harm the occu-

pying power, and did not constitute an attempt on
c. Harsh or erratic punishments generate re- life or limb of a member of the occupying forces

sentment and undermine respect for the courts by or administration, nor a grave collective danger,
the inhabitants. In establishing, for example, the nor seriously damage the property of the occu-
extent of the fines that a military government pying forces or administration or the installations
court is to be empowered to impose, the effect that used by them, it shall be punished by internment
the fine in the foreign currency will have upon the or simple imprisonment, the duration of which is
inhabitants of the occupied territory, not the sig- proportionate to the offense (Art. 68). It may not
nificance to an American of any suggested sum in be punished by a deprivation of liberty more ser-
dollars, should be given consideration. ious than simple imprisonment, such as imprison-

d. Every essential of justice should be safe- ment at hard labor or solitary confinement. The
guarded. The accused should be assured a fair limitation in Article 68 does not preclude the im-
hearing; receive adequate notice of the charges in position of other penalties, such as fines, in addi-
advance of trial; be given adequate opportunity to tion to simple imprisonment or internment, so
prepare his defense; enjoy the right to counsel; be long as the additional penalty is not a further de
enabled to present evidence necessary to his de-
fense; call witnesses in his defense; cross-examine privation of liberty, and so long as the total pun-
witnesses presented by the prosecution; and, ishment is proportionate to the offense.
unless he freely waives such assistance, be aided d. The penal provisions promulgated by the oc-
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cupying power may provide for the imposition of rection as a deterrent would be lost. Delay also
the death penalty only in case of espionage, or of increases the difficulty of producing witnesses.
serious acts of sabotage against the military in- c. For the foregoing reasons, it is desirable that
stallations of the occupying power, or of inten- the procedure of military government courts
tional offenses that cause death (para 2, Art. 68). should be so contrived as to make possible an
(Although this Article also provides that the early separation between those cases which do or
named offenses must have been punishable by do not require notification to the Protecting
death under the law of the occupied territory at Power. When a preliminary investigation of
the time the occupation began, the United States, charges is made, this procedure may serve as an
and certain other governments, have reserved the appropriate instrument for determining whether
right to impose the death penalty without regard the individual should be tried for such an offense
to this particular limitation.) as might permit imprisonment of 2 years or more

e. The Protecting Power, as provided in Article and would accordingly require notification to the
9 of the GC, shall be notified of all proceedings Protecting Power.
involving the death penalty or possible imprison-
ment for 2 years or more. Not until 3 weeks after 12-27. Local Courts
this notification reaches the Protecting Power a. Article 64 of the GC provides that tribunals
may the trial begin (Art. 71). of the occupied territory shall continue to function

in respect of all offenses covered by the penal laws
12-26. Drafting of Penal Ordinances of the occupied territory, subject, however, to

In the drafting of penal ordinances, account must three exceptions-
be taken of the following matters: (1) The consideration that any obstacle to

the carrying out of the Convention should be re-
a. Care must be taken to insure that, in any moved.

enumeration of offenses punishable by death, the (2) The necessity for insuring the effective
requirements of the second paragraph of Article administration of justice.
68 of the GC are met. (3) Where they constitute a threat to the oc-

b. The requirements of notice and of 3 weeks cupying power.
delay in those cases in which the death penalty or b. It is the duty of the occupant to insure the
imprisonment for 2 years or more is involved will effective administration of justice. Normally, this
present difficult problems, to which the following is to be accomplished through the continued func-
considerations are pertinent: tioning of the local courts. If by reason of being

(1) From the point of view of the occupying corrupt or unfairly constituted, these courts do
power, violations of the occupant's directives vary not insure justice, then the military governor
greatly in their seriousness according to the cir- should take appropriate measures to cause that
cumstances of the case. Entering a forbidden end to be attained. He might remove certain
area, for example, might constitute either a tech- judges and appoint others in their stead. Hf
nical violation or, under other circumstances, a might allow the old judges to carry out only cer-
very serious offense meriting imprisonment for 2 tain duties, e.g., to hand over records and do other
years or more. things necessary to enable the administration of

(2) It would be a serious impediment to the justice to go forward. He might even use courts of
administration of justice, if, as to all violations of his own creation to administer the penal law. In
the occupant's legislation, notice and 3 weeks' short, the occupant is to see to it that the law is
delay were unavoidable. Many small cases, de- properly administered, by the existing judges if
serving some very moderate punishment, would be possible. He must, in any event, insure that tbere
needlessly magnified and the value of prompt cor- is a fair and effective administration of justice.

Section IV. RESTORATION OF GOVERNMENT

12-28. Political Objective world stability. This may best be accomplished
through the establishment of an efficient and pop-

a. Normally it will be the ultimate objective of ularly accepted government, stable economic and
U.S. occupation to leave behind a government financial conditions, and respect for law and
which will not be a threat to future peace and order.
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b. After active combat has ceased, requirements pying power. The obstacles to success are obvious
of the military situation are greatly diminished and grave. In any case where so fundamental a
and considerations of long-range policy become reconstruction is contemplated, the military gov-
dominant. Plans for reformation or restoration of ernment personnel for this purpose require very
the institutions of the occupied country can now special preparation.
be put into full effect. It becomes possible to adopt (2) Proceeding with the defeated govern-
a policy of greater liberality toward the inhabi- ment. The government that has submitted may be
tants. Consistent with established policy for the accepted tentatively as the basis for further devel-
occupation, a sound indigenous administration is opment, under the control of the occupying power.
developed and confirmed in the exercise of respon- Individuals whose past gives no promise of useful
sibility, always subject to the paramount au- service will be excluded from office. A program
thority of the occupier. An informed populace ca- may be inaugurated looking toward the strength-
pable of self-government is fostered by means of ening of the administration, the reform of polit-
newspapers representing various opinions, by per- ical institutions, and the development of respon-
mitting public discussion and the formation of ac- sible self-government. It does not follow, from the
ceptable political parties as rapidly as is practi- fact that a submitted government may have
cable, and in due course by the holding of free become a cobelligerent, that the occupant is bound
elections. Measures will be shaped toward the to give it unqualified support. This sort of accept-
transfer of authority to a local civil agency ac- ance does not necessarily imply approval or condo-
cording to directive. nation. Its significance may be simply that in

working toward ultimate objectives, the govern-
12-29. Treatment of Hostile Governments ment already in being has been found to be the

most convenient base from which to start.
a. No assumption can be made as to whether the

the enemy will come (3) Installing new personnel within the ez-
national government of isting framework of government. By this ap-

under the control of the occupant at the conclusion
of active combat. A submission of the government proach, the members of the defeated government
might not have occurred; the enemy government would forthwith be turned out and a new group
might have yielded only a portion of its territory acceptable to the occupant would be installed inthe offices of government. This course might beto the occupant; or, although the entire country is the offices of government. This course might be
occupied, the enemy government itself might have adopted in favor of the leaders of an underground
withdrawn into exile. Each of these situations movement or a committee of national liberation. A
must be treated on its particular facts within the major concern, in considering such a course, must
framework of overall U.S. objectives. be the question of whether a group thus installed

would command the support of the country and
b. Where the national government of the enemy give the best promise of achieving permanently

has come within the power of the occupant, the satisfactory conditions.
question arises as to how to treat the resulting
situation. Broadly, three possibilities are conceiv- 12-30. Retention or Removal of
able as indicated in (1) through (3) below. Var- Government Personnel
ious courses may be revised within each of these
broad possibilities; however, the choice to be fol- a. Military government personnel should avoid
lowed is a matter for highest policy decision. Per- acting as operating officials of the civil govern-
sonnel coming into contact with this situation ment, but should reply, to the maximum extent
should avoid any unwarranted action or statement possible, on the services of personnel of the occu-
that might prejudice this freedom of choice. The pied territory. Persons thus employed should be
training of personnel should prepare them to exe- reliable, qualified, and respected by the commu-
cute any course that may be adopted. nity and should be willing to comply with direc-

(1) Replacing the defeated government and tives. They should be protected from hostile ele-
building a new structure. This course should be ments in the population.
adopted only as a last resort. It should be neces- b. Immediate convenience ordinarily points to
sary only if the old regime has completely col- the retention of administrative personnel. Pre-
lapsed, or if it is so hostile or such a threat to the sumably they will know their jobs and can carry
paace that it cannot be allowed to exist. This ex- on essential activities. It may be, however, that
treme treatment would necessitate a protracted virtually ever officeholder and employee in the ex-
occupation and a deep commitment by the occu- isting government is either overtly hostile to the
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occupying forces or is so intimately associated munity that this is only a provisional arrange-
with an organization opposed to the occupation ment for immediate administrative convenience
that his removal is indicated. It is recognized that and implies no approval or condonation of such
the occupant may lawfully remove public officials persons.
from their posts. However, the occupant may not e. The occupying power may compel persons,
in any way apply sanctions to, or take any meas- including public officials, to perform work which
ures of, coercion or discrimination against them is necessary either for the needs of the army of
should they abstain from fulfilling their functions occupation, or for the populace, such as burying
for reasons of conscience (Art. 54, GC). The military and civilian dead, or feeding, sheltering,
policy regarding removal should be prescribed in clothing, transporting, or caring for the health of
a directive to the senior U.S. commander. Where the population of the occupied country. The limi-
officeholders are automatically retained, it ordi- tations on such work prescribed in Article 51, GC,
narily will be desirable to make clear to the com- will be observed.

Section V. RESTORATION OF THE ECONOMY

12-31. Economic Policies tion. Comparable measures must be taken to re-

a. Both self-interest and concern for the wel- storeagriculturalproduction.
fare of the occupied country can be expected to C. The maintenance of as sound a currency as
lead the United States, as occupant, to adopt a the circumstances permit will be one of the tasks
comprehensive economic policy. The outlines of of the occupant. The occupying power may be able
this policy normally will be set forth in the direc- to count upon a national bank of issue to provide
tive to the senior U.S. commander. Government the requisite currency, or may find it necessary to
departments in addition to the Department of De- provide a financial agency and to issue occupation
fense and the Department of State will have an currency. The occupant should insure the stability
important concern in these matters. For example, of any currency that it may issue and should take
so far as such a highly technical matter as the other measures to prevent inflation. A military
control of currency is concerned, it is to be ex- government, like other governments, may be
pected that the Treasury Department will share in called upon to devise and administer policies for
framing the directive and will maintain a contin- managing the currency, and must prepare plans
uing interest in its execution. It should be remem- to that end.
bered that fiscal and various other economic meas- d. Taxes must be collected for the support of the
ures of an occupation have significant conse- government of the area concerned. In the condi-
quences in the home country of the occupying tions to be expected in the wake of combat, this
force. task calls for resourcefulness. Military govern-

b. The revival of the domestic economy of the ment personnel should be prepared to give direc-
occupied territory will, according to the limita- tion to this effort. Military procurement activities
tions set out in the theater military government in an occupied area must be closely coordinated
directive, be an objective of the occupation. The with civil affairs activities. Procedures must be
effort has several ends such as the well-being of prescribed for the procurement of facilities, utili-
the local population, the provision of supplies for ties, services, including direct hire labor, and sup-

plies. International law imposes certain restric-the armed forces, and the reduction of the burden tions both on the type and quantity of property
on U.S. and allied shipping. The directive to the .which may be requisitioned. For example, the oc-
senior U.S. commander should specify the level at cupant may not requisition foodstuffs, medical
which the local economy should be assisted, main- supplies, or other necessary articles for use by the
tained, rehabilitated or restored. The restoration occupation forces and administrative personnel
of a war shattered economy, even to the modest without taking into account the requirements of
extent attainable during 'an occupation, runs into the civilian population (Art. 55, GC). Requisi-
numerous elements, such as the repair of factories tioning of supplies and facilities in occupied terri-
and the salvaging of equipment; the provision of tory is governed by Article 51 and 52 of the HR
credit; and the restoration of channels of distribu- and by Articles 55 and 57 of the GC.
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APPENDIX B

CA COMMANDER'S ESTIMATE OF THE SITUATION

1. The commander's decision is influenced by the political, economic,
and sociological characteristics of the area of operations in addition to
other considerations. A civil affairs estimate, accordingly, assists the com-
mander in reaching a decision by evaluating for him political, economic,
and sociological conditions and weighing the effects of these conditions
on differing courses of action.
2. FM 101-5 contains detailed information on preparation of estimates
of the situation and a form and example of a CMO staff estimate for use
as guides. The form of CMO estimate in FM 101-5 is particularly
suited for use by the G5 or S5 staff officer of a tactical or administrative
command. The form contained in this appendix is designed primarily for
the CA unit commander. In the analysis and comparison of appropriate
CA actions, the various functional specialties are grouped in such a man-
ner as best to facilitate their considerations.
3. The remainder of this appendix shows a sample form or format for an
estimate of the situation suitable for use by the commander of a CA
area headquarters, brigade, group, battalion, or company. This guide for
preparation of an estimate is a modification of the basic form contained
in FM 101-5; and presents a logical and orderly method for examina-
tion of the factors affecting the accomplishment of the mission to deter-
mine the most suitable course of action for the unit as a whole. The
basic form for the commander's estimate is arranged to insure investi-
gation of all pertinent factors. When time permits, a complete written
estimate may be made. When time does not permit, as is usual in smaller
units, the form may be used as a checklist to insure consideration of all
factors essential for a decision.
4. Form for CA Unit Commander's Estimate of the Situation

(CLASSIFICATION)

Unit or Area

Place

Date and Time

COMMANDER'S ESTIMATE OF THE SITUATION

Map or chart references: (As necessary for understanding of the
estimate.)

1. Mission
A concise statement of the task and its purpose. The overall politico-

military mission is the controlling factor of the estimate. If the civil

(CLASSIFICATION)
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(CLASSIFICATION)

affairs mission is multiple, determine priorities. If there are immediate
tasks, prescribed or deduced, necessary to the accomplishment of the
mission, such tasks should be listed in this paragraph. Guidance from
the G5 of the supported command or in the absence of such guidance
the analysis of the CA unit commander, will determine which of the
major civil affairs activities will have command priority of effort.

2. The Situation and Considerations

a. Determine and analyze those factors which will influence your
choice of a course of action as well as those which affect the capabilities
of the enemy to act adversely. Consider such of the following and other
factors as are involved:

(1) Characteristics of the area of operations including its phys-
ical features, climate, and basic political, economic, and psychological
factors. Consider also the following specific points:

(a) Attitudes of the population-whether cooperative or
uncooperative.

(b) Availability of local material and personnel to sup-
port civil affairs operations.

(c) Number of displaced persons, refugees, and evacuees
in the area.

(d) Amount and type of war damage suffered by the
economy, particularly in the transportation, public utility, and com-
munication fields.

(e) Status and character of civil government.
(f) State of health of the civilian populace.

(2) Eenemy strength and disposition. Note all enemy capabil-
ities which could possibly affect the accomplishment of your mission
and estimate the relative probability of their adoption. These capabili-
ties may include the following:

(a) Relative enemy strengths and combat capabilities, to
include special attention to unconventional weapons and the possibility
of their employment.

(b) Sabotage-include all capabilities for military, politi-
cal, and economic sabotage possible of execution by agents, guerrillas,
and partisans.

(c) Espionage-include all methods for which the enemy
is known or estimated to be capable, together with the extent of such
activity.

(d) Subversion-include all types of propaganda, treason,
disaffection, sedition, and similar acts affecting friendly troops and local
civilians.

(e) Movement by the enemy of displaced persons, refugees,
and evacuees into the area.

(f) Passive resistance, such as refusal to serve in required
capacities.

(3) Civil affairs situation and nature of operations to be sup-
ported. Review general policy guidance from higher headquarters and
consider pertinent terms of relevant civil affairs agreement or rules and
conventions of international law. Other factors to be considered include:

(CLASSIFICATION)
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(CLASSIFICATION)

(a) Review of current problems faced by the supported
command.

(b) Estimate the impact of future plans of the supported
operation pertinent to your mission.

(c) Determine the availability of military or civilian relief
supplies for diversion to the civilian populations.

b. Assumptions. Matters which are assumed, but not known, to be
valid for the purpose of your estimate.

c. Special Factors. Items not covered by any of the above categories
which require special recognition and treatment in your estimate, such
as the possible employment of mass destruction weapons by the enemy
and the effect of such employment on your mission.

d. Own courses of action
(1) Note all practicable courses of action open to you which,

if successful, will accomplish your mission.
(2) Priority will be given to that major civil affairs activity

which most directly relates to your mission. One of the following major
civil affairs activities will have that priority:

(a) Provision of civilian support for and prevention of
civilian interference with tactical and logistical operations.

(b) Providing and supporting the functions of government
for a civilian population.

(c) Community relations,
(d) Military civic action.
(e) Military participation in a population and resources

control program.
(f) Military support of civil defense.
(g) Consolidation psychological operations. Normally, con-

solidation psychological operations will always be in support of the other
activities and it, too, will be geared to provide maximum support to the
priority activity.

(3) The work of the functional teams assigned or attached to
the unit will be designed to support command priority. The following
checklist will serve as a reminder of the various specific activities for
which you may be required to exercise control or supervision:

(a) Governmental
1. Civil Defense.
2. Labor.
3. Public Administration.
4. Public Education.
5. Public Finance.
6. Public Health.
7. Public Safety.
8. Public Welfare.
9. Legal.

(b) Economic.
1. Civilian Supply.
2. Economics and Commerce.
3. Food and Agriculture.
4. Property Control.

(CLASSIFICATION)
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(CLASSIFICATION)

(c) Public Facilities.
1. Public Communications.
2. Public Transportation.
3. Public Works and Utilities.

(d) Special.
1. Arts, Monuments, and Archives.
2. Civil Information.
3. DP's, Refugees, and Evacuees.
4. Religious Relations.

3. Analysis of Opposing Courses of Action.

Determine the probable effect of each significant difficulty on the
success of each of your own courses of action. At this stage of estimate,
eliminate those difficulties which have little or no effect on your selection
of a course of action. A difficulty will not influence your choice of a course
of action if it affects all alternatives equally.

4. Comparison of Own Courses of Action.

Weigh the advantages and disadvantages of each of your own
courses of action (in the light of the governing factors of the situation)
and decide which course of action promises to be the most successful
in accomplishing your mission. In arriving at a decision, the commander
may assign particular weight to one or more of the factors listed in
paragraph 2 and may consider additional factors such as those policy
decisions affecting the conduct of civil affairs under special political
situations.

5. Decisions, Conclusion, or Recommendations.

Translate the course of action selected into a concise statement of
what the unit as a whole is to do, and so much of the elements of who,
when, where, how and why, as may be appropriate.

COMMANDER

(CLASSIFICATION)

NOTES

1. The estimate may be a thorough, complete, written document or it
may be a brief mental evaluation. In preparing his estimate the CA
unit commander will normally rely on his staff for evaluation and rec-
ommendations pertaining to their principal fields of interest. (See FM
101-5.)

2. The commander's decision is not confined to the statement of deci-
sion made in paragraph 5 of the estimate but may include additional
implementing instructions, supplementary decisions, admonitions, or
warnings to clarify his intent or furnish guidance to his staff or sub-
ordinate commanders.
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APPENDIX C

CA INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION PLAN

C-1. General C-2. Format
Civil affairs intelligence requirements are dis- A suggested format for the Civil Affairs Intelli-
cussed in detail in chapter 4 of this manual. This gence Collection Plan is indicated below. For fur-
appendix is intended for guidance to and use by ther details concerning use of a collection plan and
CA units in preparing their intelligence collection worksheet, see FM 30-5.
plan. Non-CA units may incorporate the matters
listed herein in their overall units intelligence col-
lection plans, as required.

(CLASSIFICATION)
Format for CA Intelligence Collection Plan

Esenntial elements Analysis of esential elements Collecting agency Specifie request or When and h.w
of information (EEI) of inormation (ndications) or source orders to agency to report

1. What is the attitude la. Behavior or conduct All Branches la. Include a short summary la. Include in
of the populace toward indicating- of any change in attitude periodic report.

a. Its own government. (1) Confidence and trust noted during the period
b. The hostile force. through compliance with giving details of specific
c. CA activities. laws, etc., acceptance of actions, which indicate any

change, approval of civilians of the following:
selected for positions of (1) Confidence and
authority; lack of support of cooperation.
resistance or insurgent move- (2) Doubt and suspicion.
ments. (3) Apathy and indifer-

(2) Cooperation as ence.
shown by reporting violators
of laws; making constructive Civil Informa- b. In addition to the above, b. Same as la.
suggestions. tion include questions in public

(3) Doubt and suspicion opinion questionnaire that
as manifest by ill-tempered indicate which of the three
compliance, reluctance to attitudes listed under la
accept employment with the above is prevalent.
government of CA; drawing
unfavorable comparison with c. Analyze all press c. Same as la.
situation in other zones. leases not censored prior to Include specific de-

(4) Apathy and indiffer- publication, and statements tails.
ence. of radio commentators to

b. Expressions in public detect criticism of CA opera-
opinion polls. tions or circulation of rumors

c. Fraternization and and propaganda. Cover
other friendly gestures toward theatrical performances,
the occupying or sending musical recitalsand films for
state forces personnel. the same purpose.

d. Articles in the press,
radio, handbills, rumors, CA Units d. Make continuous study d. Same as la.
films, etc. ane analysis of fraternization

e. Clandestine or open in area noting trends, impres-
meetings demanding changes. sions and conclusions as to

trends.

(CLASSIFICATION)
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Essential elements Analysis of essential elements Collecting agency Specific request or When and how
of information (EEI) of information (indications) or source orders to agency to report

e. Keep bulletin boards, e. Report imme-
trees, building walls, etc., diately to designated
under periodic surveillance for headquarters by
posters and unauthorized fastest means avail-
handbills and notices. able; sent two copies

of translated material
to designated head-
quarters.

f. Investigate thoroughly f. Report eir-
all requests for permission to cumstances of un-
hold meetings; ascertain usual incidents,
ostensible purpose and follow unauthorized meet-
through to determine real ings or misrepresen-
purpose. If real purpose is tation of purpose of
other than that given at time meetings immediately
of request, report complete to designated head-
details including names, quarters by fastest
number attending, time and available means.
place of meeting, and what
transpired, with conclusions
as to real purpose.

Military Intelli- g. Monitor all forms of g. Same as la.
gence Units communications originating Include specific de-

with citizens for statements tails. Send two copies
of interest to CA. of the translation of

such matter direct
to designated head-
quarters.

2. Do migrating popula- 2a. Tabulated record show- Displaced 2a(1) Maintain tabulated 2a. Same as la.
tions constitute a ing number and nationality Persons record of number and
problem? of people moving into and nationality of people moving
What are the social and out of the area. into and out of the area.
What are the social and b. Indications of cause to (2) Maintain record of
political effects of such include- persons in camps; number
movement? (1) Labor shortages. received each week; number

(2) Loss of need for discharged each week. Deter-
workers or specialists in mine destination of dis-
industry or agriculture. charges and purpose of going

(3) Insufficient food, there; origin of persons
housing, clothing, or fuel. received and reasons for leav-

(4) Incidence of disease. ing former place of residence;
c. Economic and political occupation of wage earners.

implications of failure of (3) Breakdown the above
emigrants to adapt them- categories by sex and age
selves to community life or to groups.
be accepted by the com-
munity. CA Units b. Determine reasons for b. Same as la.

d. Possible presence and large groups of people mov-
effects of large numbers of ing into or out of the area.
dangerous fanatics among Also determine number of
groups. political fanatics coming into

the area.

Labor c. Maintain record of e. Same as la.
labor requirements; shortages
and overages in the area by
requirements such as industry

(CLASSIFICATION)
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Essential elements Analysis of essential elements Collecting agency Specific request or When and how
of information (EEI) of information (indications) or source order to agency to report

and agriculture; by location;
tabulation of the unemployed
by profession, skill, or occu-
pation.

Economics d. Maintain record of d. Same as la.
status of housing, food, fuel,
and clothing in the area to
show requirements, shortages,
and overages.

Public Health e. Maintain record of e. Same as la.
status of health in the area to
show number sick in hospitals,
in homes, type of illness,
probable cause, whether or
not contagious.

Public f. Determine political sig- f. Same as la.
Administration nificance of migrating popu-

lations and degrees to which
they adapt themselves to com-
munity life and/or are
accepted by the community.

3. What is the influence 3a. Registration of political Civil Informa- 3a. Study press releases and 3a. Same as la.
of political parties upon party. tion and Public opinions expressed in public
the populace of the area? b. Political meetings and Safety opinion polls; listen in on
How is it exercised? rallies. radio broadcasts; have repre-
Relative strength and c. Membership drives and sentatives attend political
potency of various par- campaigns or other tactics rallies or meetings having
ties? What is the plat- used to stimulate party mem- political significance. Analyze
form? Who are the bership. data from all available
leaders? What social and d. Party funds. sources to determine-
economic group supports e. Party publicity. (1) Relative strength
each party? What groups f. Public reception and and popularity of various
or organizations contrib- interest in party platform parties with reasons for
ute to the support of each and activity. popularity.
party? What parties are g. Evidence of influence (2) Changes in regular
gaining in public support? from outside the area. policies and procedures or
Which are losing? h. Allegiance of any local nonconformity with estab-

group or element to a central lished procedures.
party or organization. (3) Social and economic

i. Failure of membership to status of party membership;
show allegiance to own party i.e., urban, rural, literate
in local election. and illiterate, etc.

j. Political attitudes, alle- (4) Methods used to
giances, interest and activities gain new members.
of returning or repatriated (5) Amount and source
individuals to the area. of income.

k. Power struggles within (6) Expenditures.
the elite group of party (7) Party affiliations
organs and underlying with other parties, groups,
reasons. etc. Investigate scope of

1. Deviations from policy party program and evidence
or propaganda line by key of influence from outside the
party members. area.

m. Defections of key mem-
bers or groups from party and
reasons for these defections.

n. Affiliations with labor, Public b. Examine records of b. Same as la.
religious, youth, women, Administration political parties to deter-

(CLASSIFICATION)
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Essential elements Analysis of esential elements Collecting agency Specific request or When and how
of information (EEI) of information (indications) or source orders to agency to report

paramilitary and other mine to what extent support
groups. is being given to groups and

organizations by contribu-
tions of services, money, or
supplies.

CA Units c. (1) Same as le and if. c. (1) Same as le
(2) Observe political and if.

attitudes, allegiances, interest (2) Same as la.
and activities of returning or
repatriated natives.

Military Intelli- d. Peruse mail of com- d. Same as la.
gence Units munity leaders and recently

returned or repatriated na-
tives to determine political
attitudes, allegiances, interest,
and activities.

4. What economic prob- 4a. Economic disruption as Economic and 4a. Maintain continuing 4a. Same as ia.
lems are serious in the evidenced by- Related Func- study of economic situation
area? What are their (1) Food shortages. tional Speci- as it might disrupt standards
causes? What will be the (2) Fuel shortages. alties of living in the area. Analyze
estimated duration? (3) Ladk of adequate results of food and fuel

housing. shortages, lack of adequate
(4) Transportation housing; lack of transporta-

shortage. tion to move commodities
(5) Excessive unemploy- within area; effect of shut-

ment. down of essential or vital
(6) Serious floods or industries; probable results

drought. of unemployment caused by
(7) Disorganization of layoff of workmen; effect of

normal trade and production serious floods or droughts on
systems. agriculture and industry;

b. Existence of undis- existence of undistributable
tributable surpluses. surpluses; hoarding of com-

c. Bank failure or runs on modities; cause and duration
financial institutions. of black market as it per-

d. Hoarding of currencies, tains to items necessary for
commodity barter and black health, comfort, or well-
market activities. being of populace.

e. Widespread complaint
on economic difficulties. Public Finance b. Make a continuous g. Same as la.

f. Lack of confidence in the study to determine those
currency. conditions which might lead

to bank failures or runs on
financial institutions; amount
of currency being hoarded;
relation of value of currency
in circulation to the value of
commodities available for
purchase; lack of confidence
in the currency and/or bank-
ing institutions in the area
as evidenced by a cheapen-
ing of the purchasing power
of the monetary unit by the
transfer of currency from the
area to other areas; effect of
black market activities on
stability of the currency.

(CLACSSIFICATIO )
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Essential elements Analysis of essential elements Colleting agency Speific request or When and how
of information (EEl) of information (indication) or ource order to agency to report

Labor c. Same as 2c. c. Same as 2c.

Public Safety d. Maintain a tabular d. Same as la.
record of number of arrests
for black market activities.

CA Units e. (I) Follow up all cornm- e. Same as la.
plaints on economic difficul-
ties; determine cause of com-
plaints and whether or not
justified.

(2) Use all available
means to detect black market
activities within the area.

Military Intelli- f. Recapitulate various f. Same as la.
gence types of complaints pertain-

ing to economic difficulties as
found in letters written by
natives or overheard in tele-
phone conversations between
natives.

5. What is the extent of 5. Number of arrests for Public Safety 5a. Be alert to detect tech- 5. Same as la.
crime and misdemeanors commission of law violations nical compliance with rules, Render informal
in the area? over and above what is nor- regulations, laws, proclama- report by telephone

mal. Type of violation, fre- tions, and instructions while or memorandum to
quency, against whom com- attempting to thwart the designated head-
mitted, and whether increas- purpose of the law by evading quarters when first
ing or decreasing. its scope or retarding its detected or suspected.

implementation. Priority of
collection effort will be given
to violations of Populace and
Resources Control laws, de-
crees, and regulations.

6. What are the attitudes 6a. Degree of success or fail- Public Educa- 6a. Maintain a constant 6. Same as la.
of educators or leaders ure of reorientation programs tion and Public study of attitude of teachers
of schools and univer- toward U.S. policy. Safety and educators to determine:
sities? b. Organization of secret what they are teaching,
What are they teaching? socities in colleges and strength of their following,
What are their qualifi- schools. methods used to eliminate
cations, backgrounds, c. Presentation of lectures or perpetuate ideologies inim-
beliefs, ideas advocated, and theories directed atainst ical to U.S. policy. Deter-
and the strength of their U.S. objectives and policies, mine degree of success or
following?' methods used, and results failure of reorientation pro-

obtained. grams toward U.S. policy.
d. Regimentation of local Detect organization of secret

youth in schools and colleges. societies in colleges or
e. Student demonstrations. schools. Examine critically
f. Influence exerted by lectures and theories directed

political parties or other out- against host nation and U.S.
side groups; efforts to set up policies.
junior organizations to de- Analyze reactions of students
velop student following. to such lectures and theories.

g. Efforts toward restrict- Determine to what extent
ing attendance to politically native youth is regimented in
approved or satisfactory schools and colleges. Report
individuals. all student demonstrations,

determine causes. Ascertain
influences exerted upon stu-
dents by political parties or

(CLASSIFICATION)
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Essential elements Analysis of essential elements Collecting agency Specific request or When and how
of information (EEI) of information (indications) or source orders to agency to report

other outside groups; what
junior ogranizations are being
developed among the stu-
dent body. Detect efforts
being used, if any, to restrict
school attendance to those
students approved or satis-
factory to certain groups or
organizations.

Notes
1. The intelligence workjsheet is most conveniently prepared in columnar form. The advantage is in the concise presentation of each EEI, together with the analysis
of the element into indicators, th orobable sources of information about the various indications, the specific mission and the reporting procedures to be applied to each.
2. Form o. Column one lists the EEI generally in order of importance. EEl's may include some or all of the foregoing as well as others, depending on the situation.

b. In column two there is the result of a mental analysis of each EEI listing indications or points of evidence that shed light on the questions implicit in the EEI.
c. Column three indicates the probable best collecting agency or beat source of the needed items of information.
d. Column four delineates specific instructions for gathering information, as well as instructions relative to assembling, evaluating, and reporting.
e. Column five prescribes when and where, and how to report.
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APPENDIX D

LOGISTICS

D-1. General (2) The CA organization maintains liaison
with civil authorities; makes recommendations asa. This appendix is prepared as a guide for per- to supplies which should be made available from

sonnel charged with responsibilities for the use of military sources; and analyzes the need for sup-
civilian resources for the support of military
forces, and provision of military supply support consideration of the essential factors of produc-
for civilian populations and agencies. This infor- tion necessar to maintain the civilian economy in
mation applies primarily to circumstances of lim- astate ofproductive efficiency. It also recommends
ited or general war. In peacetime situations, U.S.
military use of civilian resources will be limited in scope of military assistance with respect to reha-

ugeneral to normal offshuorte procurement proplce- bilitation or restoration of the economy, stabiliza-
dures. U.S. military support of a civilian populace tion procedures, and the satisfaction of. essential
will be minimal and will conform to international civilian needs through military supply sources.
agreement. Civilian supply in IDAID situations Unless otherwise directed, no economic rehabilita-

tion is undertaken except that which can be ac-
b. Within an Army force, the supply organiza- complished from resources programed and made

tion is the aggregate of the commands, staffs, available from within the command.
units, operations, procedures, control, and man-
agement needed to plan and carry out the supply D-2. Planning
support of military operations and such other ac- a. General or coordinating staff responsibilities
tivities as may be directed. for supply planning are vested, depending upon

c. The CA organization is the aggregate of the the type of command, in the section headed by the
staffs, units, and activities that contribute to the Assistant Chief of Staff, G4; Assistant Chief of
military mission through support or control of Staff, Supply; Director of Supply and Mainte-
local agencies to prevent civilian interference nance; or Director of Supply. In each case, the CA
with military operations. It assists the military organization provides recommendations and
commander in the fulfillment of his obligations advice on pertinent civil affairs matters as identi-
with respect to the inhabitants, government, and fled in FM 101-5, particularly availability of in-
eocnomy of the area, and is a contributive means digenous resources for support of military opera-
for the attainment of national objectives beyond tions, and requirements for military support of
the war. civilian populations and institutions.

(1) The CA organization, in support of mili- b. Recommendations and advice at the head-
tary operations, distributes to civilian users sup- quarters responsible for theater or force-level
plies for the relief of disease, starvation, and alle- planning are influenced by considerations of force
viation of such unrest as may interfere with the mission, international agreements, involvement of
military mission. It locates local supplies, equip- other governmental agencies or bodies, policy on
ment, and labor required for military use; reports rehabilitative measures to be taken with respect
their availability based on an assessment of ci- to the local economy, and capabilities of allied na-
vilian needs; and determines the effect of their tions with forces in the area to assist in support
use for military purposes on the local economy. It operations. It is the responsibility of commanders
also provides advice and assistance to purchasing at all levels to provide information on resources
and contracting officers and other personnel which may be utilized for support of military op-
charged with the local procurement of supplies, erations and estimates of requirements for sup-
real estate, facilities, labor, and services. port of civilian populations.
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c. Since specific policies vary for each country timing of supplies required for the support of mil-
or area in which operations are conducted, only itary operations.
general factors and considerations can be listed. (g) Fertilizers, seeds, tools, or repair parts

(1) Basic premises. may serve to accelerate local productio of needed
(a) Full use is made of the material re- supplies at low cost. This would also free valuable

sources, facilities, and services of the area for the shipping space for other uses.
purpose of supporting the military mission. (h) Requirements for support of civilians

(b) Except in IDAID operations and when must be specific as to quantity and time, or as to
otherwise directed, provision of military supplies needs for a specific project.
to civil populations is limited to that essential to
prevent disease, starvation, or such other causes D-3. Military Supply Support
of unrest as might interfere with military opera- a. The principal sources of supplies for civilian
tions. support are reallocation of supplies from the local

(c) In IDAID operations, civic action pro- economy, captured enemy stocks, contributions
grams normally will require provision of supplies from acceptable national and international wel-
to civilian agencies and the distribution of sup- fare and charitable organizations, contributions
plies through military channels. from local or allied resources in the area, and U.S.

(d) The caloric value of rations for civilian military stocks.
consumption normally will be included as part of b. Types of supplies that may be approved for
guidance concerning the extent to which U.S. issue from U.S. military stocks consist principally
forces may provide support to the population of a of food, tentage, clothing, engineer equipment to
country. insure operation of essential utilities, medical sup-

(2) Additional considerations. plies, transportation equipment, and fuel and lu-
(a) Urban areas are largely dependent on bricants. The supply organization establishes, con-

outside food sources. Rural areas normally are trols, manages, and operates the facilities through
self-sustaining, and rural populations probably which such supplies are made available for ci-
will require little or no emergency food alloca- vilian support in response to requisitions placed
tions. by units charged with the civilian supply function.

(b) It can be estimated that 10 percent of These units are also responsible for the issue of
the population in cities in excess of 100,000 people supplies to authorized civilian agencies or groups.
will require subsistence and medical supply sup- Issue may be accomplished either by drawing di-
port indefinitely. This percentage can be scaled rectly from depots or supply points when ade-
downward in smaller municipalities and may need quate transportation is available or by requesting
to be increased in larger cities. delivery to specified points where issue can be

(c) Requirements for medical supplies made to local governmental authorities.
should be based on estimated civilian combat cas- c. Supply installations wich receive, store, and
ualties and major endemic diseases in the area. issue supplies for civilian support are identified in

(d) The clogging of military channels may supply and distribution plans. These plans assign
be avoided by holding imports in storage areas specific missions and, as implemented by adminis-
and utilizing local resources to the maximum. This trative orders and other instructions, prescribe
will depend on the adequacy of harvests or stocks requisitioning and supply procedures to be fol-
of local supplies to meet civilian needs as each lowed.
military objective is reached. (1) Under certain circumstances, and parti-

(e) Supplies intended for distribution to cularly upon the initiation of miitary operations
civilians in an area of active military operations in a theater, supplies for support of civil affairs
should be rapidly distributed for immediate con- operations may be provided on an automatic basis.
sumption or use. Major preparation, processing, As the operation progresses, CA officers are re-
or detailed handling should not be required. As sponsible for developing plans and programs for
the military situation becomes relatively stabilized, the coordination of requisitions from the units in
such bulk type supplies as unprocessed foodstuffs, whose areas utlimate distribution to civilian agen-
cloth to be made into clothing, or lumber for the cies will be made.
construction of shelter may then be suitable.. (2) Requisitions for military supplies for ci-

(f) Establishment of priorities and vilian support are processed in the same manner
phasing of deliveries must be compatible with the as those for all other military supplies and af-
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forded priorities consistent with support for the designated agent finance officers for the purpose
command mission. Depending upon the situation, of making cash purchases.
supplies required for civilian support must be (2) CA units assist and advise purchasing
strictly controlled and may require command ap- and contracting officers in making arrangements
proval for issue. for local procurement. Procedures for local pro-

d. The CA organization normally requires ci- curement by CA units conform to those prescribed
vilian agencies receiving support to maintain rec- for all military units operating in the area.
ords in such detail as is necessary for a full and c. Maximum efforts are made to exploit those
proper accounting of supplies provided from mili- captured enemy supplies which are suitable for
tary sources, as well as of contributions made by civilian use. Basic policy with respect to captured
allied governments and nonmilitary agencies. enemy materiel is as follows: All captured enemy

(1) When supplies are transferred to the materiel is either turned in or reported to the cap-
local government or civilian agencies for distribu- turing units' DS/GS supply unit for disposition
tion or for reallocation, authorized signatures instructions. The captured equipment is invento-
must be obtained on receipts. ried by nomenclature quantity and condition code

(2) Accountability for military stocks used and reported to the materiel management center
for civilian support is maintained until the sup- for disposition instructions. Materiel which is of
plies are issued to appropriate civil agencies. Fur- no direct military value to U.S. forces or is not
ther accountability, to include storage, processing, required for support of allied military or paramil-
and final distribution to end users, is normally the itary forces but is suitable for civilian use may be
responsibility of civil agencies operating under released to CA units for distributiop. The alloca-
the supervision of CA personnel. tion of captured supplies to civilian use in the

(3) Central accounting controls are main- area of their location reduces requirements for
tained to provide information on which to base civilian supplies and the transportation necessary
continuing requirements for civilian supplies, and to move such supplies from rear areas. Intelli-
insure that supplies are not issued in excess of gence requirements demand, however, that care be
essential minimums. Statistical evaluations at taken to safeguard or evacuate captured materiel
local, regional, and national levels assist in deter- in satisfaction of technical intelligence require-
mining the effectiveness with which civilian ments.
supply operations are being accomplished.

D-5. Military Use of Resources

D-4,. Support from Other Sources pConsistent with the policy that maximum use be
made of local resources in the support of military

a. As previously indicated, supplies for civilian operations, logistical planning gives consideration
relief or economic aid may be obtained from local to projects involving the reconstruction and reha-
resources, captured enemy stocks, and by contri- bilitation of local facilities for military use. In
butions of national or international agencies. such planning, both military and civilian require-

b. Within the area of operations, the aggregate ments are considered in the light of the total mis-
of supply requirements, military and civilian, is sion of the command. Use of existing local facili-
reviewed to determine those supplies which should ties serves not only to reduce the need for military
be obtained through local procurement. Directives construction effort, but may promote desired eco-
of the commander, based on applicable legal limi- nomic development in the area. The CA organiza-
tations, furnish guidance to subordinate com- tion provides the point of contact for military
manders on available methods of procurement. commands and other agencies requiring local sup-
Except in situations of grave emergency to the plies, services, and facilities. When procuring
command, local procurement for military use local property by requisition or seizure, a type re-
which will result in subsequent importation of ceipt as shown in figure D-l, Requisition/Seqi-
similar items for civilian use will not be per- zure Receipt, should be used. Form may be repro-
mitted. duced locally.

(1) Procurement of supplies and equipment
is done by purchasing and contracting officers ap- D-6. Procurement of Real Estate
pointed in accordance with policies and proce- a. The acquisition and disposition of real estate
dures established by the Department of the Army. are functions of the Engineer. These functions are
Purchasing and contracting officers may also be performed in accordance with the terms of agree-
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RECEIPT IS HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGED OF THE FOLLOWING PRO-]
PERTY WHICH HAS BEEN REQUISITIONED/ SEIZED BY THE UNDER-
SIGNED, ACTING FOR AND IN BEHALF OF THE U.S. ARMED FORCES:

ITEM OR ITEMS:
(DESCRIBE FULLY, INCLUDING QUANTITY)

LOCATION:
(IDENTIFY BY ADDRESS OR OTHERWISE WHERE THE PRO-
PERTY WAS WHEN IT WAS REQUISITIONED/ SEIZED)

OWNER:
(NAME AND ADDRESS OF OWNER, IF KNOWN)

CU STODIAN:
(NAME AND ADDRESS OF PERSON IN CUSTODY OF PRO-

PERTY AT TIME OF REQUISITION/SEIZURE)
VALUE:

(ESTIMATED)
CONDITION:

(DESCRIBE QUALITY OF PROPERTY)
DATE:

(DATE PROPERTY REQUISITIONED/ SEIZED)
PURPOSE:

(PURPOSE FOR WHICH PROPERTY WAS REQUISITIONED/
SEIZED)

PERIOD OF USE:
(TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT; IF TEMPORARY,
ESTIMATE DURATION)

NAME OF PERSON MAKING REQUISITION/
SEIZURE

GRADE AND IDENTITY NO.

UNIT DESIGNATION

DATE

Figure D-1. Requisition/Seizure Receipt.
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ments, the law of land warfare, and applicable c. Refugees are utilized to the maximum practi-
theater policies. cable extent as a source of local civilian labor.

b. Adequate prior planning is essential to the
effective determination of requirements and allo- D-8. Civilian Casualties
cations of areas and facilities. a. It may be necessary for military aid stations

c. Although control over all activities concerned to administer emergency type treatment to civil-
with real estate is centralized, the acquisition of ians during active military operations and, when
real estate has a strong and direct impact on feasible, to evacuate seriously wounded or criti-
the economy of the area of operations. G5 ac- cally injured civilians. The extent of military
cordingly determines the availability of real treatment and evacuation of civilian casualties
estate for military use, any limitations that depend upon the requirements of the military sit-
should be imposed on such use, and the effect of uation and the availability of military medical fa-
such utilization on the local economy. G4 develops cilities. Whenever possible, civilian casualties are
policies on the requisitioning and administration evacuated to the nearest civilian medical installa-
of real estate and makes allocations of areas, bil- tion. If civilian medical facilities are not available,
lets, and facilities to users. G1 suballocates shelter the administrative order of the command con-
and quarters for the use of staff sections and per- cerned should outline evacuation procedures.
sonnel within the headquarters. b. When civilian casualties are to be evacuated

d. CA units assist engineer real estate officers in to military medical installations, evacuation is
locating desired properties and facilities. Engi- accomplished through the military evacuation
neer real estate officers insure that requests for system on a priority basis second to military cas-
utilization of real estate are within the allocations ualties.
made by G4 and maintain, in coordination with c. If civilian ambulances are not available for
CA units, inventories of available real estate. the transport of civilian casualties, trucks, private

e. Effective coordination of real estate requisi- cars, or animal-drawn carts are utilized. When
tions may necessitate the establishment of area military transportation must be provided, avail-
real estate allocation boards including CA and able air, rail, or motor transportation, including
other representation from the various commands empty vehicles moving to the rear, are employed.
concerned. Provisions are made, where necessary, for the

transportation of civilian casualties by litter or

D-7. Procurement of Labor improvised means
(Indigenous Manpower) d. When sick and wounded civilians have been

evacuated to military medical facilities, they are
a. Maximum use is made of local resources of segregated from military personnel and trans-

labor in support of military operations. Theater ferred to civilian facilities as soon as their phys-
policies, based on legal or treaty requirements and ical condition permits. Accordingly, measures are
U.S. policies with respect to local economic consid- taken, whenever practicable, to rehabilitate ci-
erations, are promulgated on such matters as the vilian hospitals on a first priority basis.
procurement and distribution of labor, uniform
wage scales, and conditions of employment. When D-9. Movement of Civilian Supplies
the availability of local labor has been determined
by G5 in accordance with theater policies, the a. Transportation includes the utilization of ci-
report of availability is furnished to G1, the allo- vilian and military transportation for the move-
cating staff agency. ment of civilian supplies. Use of public tvanspor-

b Civilian labor procurement and administra- tation facilities not operated by the Transporta-
b. Civilian labor procurement and administra-

tion is performed by unit labor officers, civilian tion Corps for military purposes is coordinated
personnel officers, or area labor officers in coordi- through the 5 of the command charged with the
nation with appropriate CA units. CA units locate control or supervision of such facilities.
local labor for using agencies and establish and b. When authorized by competent authority, ci-
maintain such minimum records as are necessary vilian transportation may be requisitioned for
to insure adherence to prescribed policies and di- military use. In the allocation of civilian transport
rectives. CA units are not responsible for such between military and civilian use, careful consi-
matters of administration as hiring, payment for deration must be given to the terms of the civil
services, or maintenance of employment records, affairs agreements for the movement of food,
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clothing, medical, and other supplies. Except in d. When local or captured enemy supplies and
emergency situations, civilian vehicles should not facilities are not available, minimum amounts of
be used for military purposes. Civilian vehicles fuel, lubricants, tires, and spare parts from mili-
are returned to their proper owners as soon as tary stocks, and essential military maintenance
effective control over their use can be exercised by facilities, are made available by the responsible
civilian authorities. military commander for utilization by civilian

c. Upon entry into an area previously under transportation pools under the supervision of CA
enemy control, all civilian vehicles, trucks, and an- units. Issues of supplies are made against ap-
imal-drawn carts required for the transportation proved trip trickets and are restricted to the con-
of civilian supplies are organized into transporta- trolled employment of the vehicles in meeting the
tion pools for operation under the supervision of approved transportation needs of the communityCA units in the area. The organization of vehicles involved. Commanders of CA units esimate
into pools provides the most effective means for
the movement of civilians and transportation of future requirements for military stocks for fuels
essential civilian supplies. To the maximum prac- and lubricants in advance and submit the neces-
ticable extent, such vehicles are operated by their sary requisitions through appropriate command
owners. or supply channels.
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APPENDIX E

DISPLACED PERSONS, REFUGEES, AND EVACUEES
(STANAG 2091)

E-1. General the legal obligation imposed by the rules of inter-
national law, including the Geneva Convention ofa. Application. The CA tasks discussed herein

are applicable under circumstances of armed con- 1949, to provide a minimum standard of humane
flicts with CA authority vested in the military care and treatment, to establish law and order,

commander. In certain circumstances during and to protect private property. Additional hu-
manitarian consideration are observed wheneverpeace and cold war, where the military com- manitaran consideration are observed wheneverpossible, providing they do not result in interfer-mander is not vested with CA authority, CA func-

tional teams may assist, advise, and support allied
civilians or indigenous military and governmental c. Detailed planning for the care and control of
authorities in the performance of these tasks. displaced persons, refugees, and evacuees should

b. Definitions. include such matters as the authorized extent of
migration and evacuation; location and establish-

(1) A displaced person is a civilian who is ment of camps; standards of care; status and ulti-
involuntarily outside the national boundaries of mate disposition of displaced persons and refu-
his country. gees from allied, neutral, or enemy countries;

(2) A refugee is a civilian, who by reason of extent of local governmental authority over non-
real or imagined danger, has left his home to seek national civilians; and designation of routes for
safety elsewhere. refugee movement, military and civilian police to

(3) An evacuee is a civilian removed from his provide traffic control, intelligence detachments to
place of residence by military direction for rea- screen personnel, and CA units to supervise camp
sons of his own security or the requirements of operations.
the military situation. (1) During a fluid situation, it is desirable to

billet refugees with the local population in nearby
E-2. Control communities to the greatest practicable extent

a. During combat operations effective control of rather than to move them to the rear through as-
the movement of civilians is of primary impor- sembly areas to camps. When frontline tactical
tance. Disorganized masses seriously impair the units have advanced sufficiently, it is advanta-
movement of military units, endanger security, geous to permit the early return of refugees to
and threaten the health of the military force. Dis- their homes. Logistical support requirements may,however, delay the return of refugees to centersplaced persons and refugees also constitute a y g
potent weapon which the enemy may use to dis- of population. In a static or slow moving situa-
rupt friendly military operations. It is essential tion, it may be necessary to collect and move all
that civil administration be reconstituted at the refugees to the rear.
earliest practicable time to prevent the movement (2) All movements of displaced persons, re-
of the local populace from interfering with mili- fugees, and evacuees to the rear are made on des-
tary operations. Constructive direction to the local ignated secondary roads. Maximum utilization is
populace through civil authorities reduces the pos- made of local transportation and police.
sibility of such interference. (3) The ultimate disposition of refugees is to

b. The theater commander plans and prepares allow them to return to their homes as quickly as
directives covering policies and procedures for tactical considerations permit. This reduces the
care, control, and disposition of displaced persons, burden on the military force and the civilian
refugees, and evacuees. All commanders are under economy for their support and lessens the danger
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of disease which accompanies the grouping of peo- permitted to return to their homes until the ad-
ples in confined areas. When refugees are re- vance of friendly elements has resulted in the es-
turned to their homes, they can assist in the resto- tablishment of a new forward zone. The removal
ration of their towns and contribute to their own of civilians may be partial or complete, as security
support. considerations require. If practicable, livestock

(4) The ultimate disposition of displaced per- should be evacuated with the civilians. When civil-
sons is to resettle them, preferably in their own ians have been removed from an area, they are
country or in any area of their choice consistent not permitted to return to their homes until au-
with U.S. policy and international agreements. thorized. However, when the military situation
The early resettlement of such displaced persons permits, civilians may be returned to their homes
shortens the period of time during which they are under escort in order to rescue livestock or mini-
a responsibility of the military commander. In mize personal losses which may impair the local
either a fluid or a static situation, displaced per- economy.
sons are formed in groups and moved through as- (1) The decision for this action must be made
sembly areas to displaced person camps as soon as by the division or higher commander. A rearward
the tactical situation permits. evacuation beyond the division rear boundary is

(5) The ultimate disposition of evacuees will made only after coordination with corps or field
vary with the reasons for evacuation, but gener- army.
ally they will be returned to their places of resi- (2) Civilians are evacuated to the rear only
dence. However, circumstances may dictate their when necessary to-
resettlement in cther areas of their choice within (a) Remove them as a hindrance to mili-
the scope of U.S. policy and the terms of interna- tary operations.
tional agreements. (b) Provide for increased security of

troops and installations and to safeguard infor-
d. To prevent infiltration by guerrillas, enemy mation.

agents, and escaping members of the hostile (c) Provide for their safety and welfare by
armed forces, it is essential to establish control removingthemfromthefrontlines.
points; screen displaced persons, refugees, and (3) Civilians may be evacuated when-
evacuees; search suspected individuals; and (a) There is time for the evacuation to be
impose restrictions on movement. Although accomplished.
screening activities may be performed initially by (b) Density, character, and composition of
military police, intelligence, or other type units, the population render such evacuation necessary.
they are most effectively conducted by using (c) Means are available to accomplish the
friendly and reliable local police or civilians under evacuation.
the supervision of CA units. Administrative con- (d) Routes are available for the evacua-
trols must be conducted with care to prevent the
alienation of people who are sympathetic to U.S. (e) Areas are available to absorb the evac-
objectives. uees.

(f) Distances involved are not prohibitive.
(g) Fallout from nuclear attack has not

a. Whenever possible, the rearward evacuation made movement impacticable.
of communities in forward combat or other areas
is avoided. Evacuation removes civilians from c. Duties of a CA unit commander in an evacua-
areas where they can maintain themselves; pro-
vides material for enemy propaganda; arouses re- (1) Supervising the execution of plans for
sentment; complicates the control of their move- evacuation.
ment; increases the difficulties of maintaining ad- (2) Arranging for the employment of civilian
equate security. It also necessitates the use of mil- transportation to the fullest extent possible for
itary transport and the expenditure of additional the transport of civilians.
food, fuel, clothing, and medical supplies; and (3) Arranging for the establishment and
may create epidemic conditions and decrease maintenance of feeding stations along routes.
availability of facilities to support military opera- (4) Insuring that plans for reception have
tions. been made.

b. If tactical considerations require, civilians (5) Arranging for establishment of civilian
may be removed from forward areas and not be collecting points and civilian assembly areas.
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d. When a decision is made to accomplish the Use of civilian medical personnel is highly de-
mass evacuation of a community, detailed plans sirable. Civilian medical personnel are supple-
are made to prevent stragglers or uncontrolled mented by military medical personnel, if neces-
groups from disrupting forward movement of sary and available, to assure meeting standards of
military units and supplies. Mass evacuation plan- medical care required, to protect the health of mil-
ning includes- itary personnel, and to comply with international

(1) Transportation. Maximum use will be law. Appropriate health measures will be taken
made of civilian transportation. If this is not prior to movement to prevent spread of infectious
available, military vehicles should be requested diseases and development of epidemics.
for the old, the very young, and the sick. (12) Religious needs. When practicable, the

(2) Distance. The distance of the move from religious needs of the evacuees are ascertained,
the point of departure should be no greater than and facilities are made available for worship,
is necessary to meet the minimum objective for through the use of civilian religious personnel as-
which the movement is planned. sisted by military chaplains, if available and re-

(3) Fallout. Where radioactive fallout has oc- quired.
curred, or is anticipated, precautions are taken to (13) Duration. The duration of the evacua-
avoid moving civilians downwind from the actual tion should be no greater than that necessary to
or anticipated nuclear attack. meet the objective for which the movement is

(4) Screening. Security screening and docu- planned.
mentation of evacuees should be accomplished at (14) Return. Plans for mass evacuation also
the earliest possible moment. include provision for the return of the evacuees as

(5) Identification. If possible, every evacueE well as criteria for determining the duration of
is provided with and required to wear visibly on their absence. Areas subjected to chemical, biolog-
his person a tag identifying him by name, or is ical, or nuclear attack are carefully screened for
provided an official identification card indicating safety of occupancy before return movement is
the locality from which evacuated and bearing accomplished.
other pertinent information.

(6)Briefing of evacuees. Briefing to explain e. Standfast orders normally are issued to civil-
iefing of evauees. Briefing to explain ians in order to prevent interference with military

the purpose of the move, restrictions on personal operations and to preclude disclosure of the plan
belongings, and the methods of passive air defense of operation. In a retrograde movement, however,
is accomplished by leaflets, loudspeakers, posters, experience has shown that such orders are not
or other means available prior to beginning the obeyed if a population fears the enemy and civil
movement. policy are ineffective. Therefore, the rearward

(7) Impedimenta. Each person is allowed to evacuation of civilians in special categories and
take a predetermined allowance of personal ef- priorities may be authorized by policies of higher
fects. headquarters. Policies pertaining to evacuation

(8) Rations. If the move will require not are implemented by subordinate tactical com-
more than 2 days, rations may be issued at the manders as the military situation permits. Evacu-
time of departure to each person evacuated, or ation priorities may include persons and resources
rations may be issued at designated points en according to the following priorities:
route. (1) Persons subject to reprisals, such as civil

(9) Priority. The mission will determine cat- officials and resistance leaders who have worked
egories and timing of evacuations of specific for the military forces of the United States and
groups. its allies and their immediate families.

(10) Assembly areas and camps. Housing (2) Other civilians including scientific, med-
should be such that it will not endanger the health ical, and religious personnel.
of the evacuees, nor unnecessarily increase the
suffering caused by the evacuation. Issues of food, (3) Civil police.
fuel, clothing, and medical supplies are furnished (4) Materiel of immediate value to the
in advance to the assembly area receiving the enemy forces except such items as medical sup-
evacuee. plies and foodstuffs essential for civilian needs,

(11) Medical care. The health and physical personal property, or any other material covered
well-being of the evacuees are difficult problems. by international law or humanitarian considera-
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tions. Equipment or materiel in certain categories, provide food, clothing, and additional medical
capable of immediate conversion to military use care; and prepare individuals fpr future disposi-
by hostile forces and not capable of evacuation, tion.
such as petroleum products, weapons, means of (2) In the designation of locations, care is
heavy transport, and public communications taken to avoid those which are in the vicinity of
equipment may be destroyed. profitable targets, such as vital communications

centers and large military installations. In the se-
lection of local facilities, consideration is given to
the temporary or semipermanent nature of the fa-

Civilian collecting points are temporary areas des- cilities to be established, and to such factors as
ignated for the assembly of small numbers of dis- weatherproof roofing, solid floors, ventilation,
placed persons, refugees, and evacuees prior to provisions for water supply, sewage and waste
their evacuation. At collecting points, only min- disposal, and proximity to local sources of food
imum emergency relief for limited periods is pro- supply. Another factor in camp location is
vided. Collecting points should be in defilade, whether inhabitants will be a source of indigenous
accessible by road, and near water, labor.

(3) The specific type of authorized construc-
E-5. Assembly Areas and Camps tion, which is the minimum necessary to satisfy

the requirements of the particular situation,
a. An assembly area provides a temporary as- varies according to local climate, anticipated per-

sembling place for displaced persons, refugees, manency of the particular camp, number of camps
and evacuees in preparation for further move- to be constructed, extent of local sources of labor
ment to camps or for settlement in local commu- and materials, and the availability from military
nities. Assembly areas, which are generally de- resources of engineer materials and assistance.signed to accommodate a larger number of per-
sons than a civilian collecting point, provide addi- Whenever possible, construction is accomplished
tional emergency relief to include food, clothing, by the displaced persons, refugees, and evacuees
medical supplies, medical treatment, and limited themselves, or by local agencies of government
shelter. In assembly areas, the process of employing civilian labor. Local sources of mate-
screening to segregate prisoners of war and ci- rials are utilized to the maximum practicable
vilian internees for separate handling by military extent in accordance with legal limitations.
police units is continued. In addition, action is (4) The administration and operation usually
commenced to segregate civilians by nationality is directed by a CA platoon under the supervision
or ethnic groups in preparation for movement to of its company headquarters. The parent CA com-
designated camps. A continuous effort must be pany provides technical advice, support, and as-
made to identify and segregate individuals whose sistance, and may furnish additional platoons and
interests are inimical to those of the United States functional teams or specialists, such as displaced
and its allies. persons, public health, public welfare, or public

b. Assembly areas and camps serve as tempo- safety teams, at any particular camp according to
rary or semipermanent places for the grouping of the requirements of the particular situation. In
displaced persons, refugees, and evacuees prior to the event that additional functional teams or spe-
the return of such persons to their normal places cialists are required beyond the capabilities of the
of habitation, resettlement in local communities, CA company the company commander requests
repatriation to their own countries, or other des-
ignated disposition. Normally they are located in
the field army rear area or in the communications cause of the large numbers of displaced persons,
zone. Camps may utilize available civilian accom- refugees, and evacuees for whom control and care
modations or military construction, normally must be provided, maximum attention

(1) In these camps, a further segregation of must be given to the use of local civilian personnel
displaced persons and refugees takes place ac- to provide the cadre for camp administration.
cording to nationality or ethnic group. Continuing This cadre should be organized and trained prior
action is taken to detect enemy civilians who to the opening of the camp. Whenever practicable,
should be interned; examine civilians for commu- civilian personnel should be obtained from public
nicable and other diseases; prepare individual and private welfare organizations and employed
identification records; reestablish family grours; under military supervision.
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(5) Inmates of camps should be required not labor for their own operations and within appli-
only to establish and maintain the organization cable limitations should be considered as a source
for internal camp administration but also to assist of labor. Allied liaison officers and representatives
in maintaining the physical security of the instal- of international organizations and of local govern-
lation. Within the limitations imposed by interna- ments are conducted on visits to camps as re-
tional law, camps should provide the necessary quired.
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APPENDIX F

CIVIL DEFENSE AND REAR AREA PROTECTION
(STANAG 2079)

F-1. General area protection planning and operations should be
mutually supporting. Preattack planning will give

a. Doctrine for Rear Area Protection (RAP) is consideration to such matters as camouflage, cir
contained in FM 19-45-1 (TEST). culation of traffic, movement of individuals, black-

b. It will be noted that the civil affairs tasks outs, construction of shelters, warning systems,
discussed herein are applicable under circum- labor, firefighting and decontamination proce-
stances of limited or general war with civil affairs dures, equipment, and personnel. In postattack re-
authority vested in the military commander. In covery operations, radiological survey and decon-
certain circumstances during peace and cold war, tamination processes will benefit both military
where the military commander is not vested with personnel and civilians. Civilian and military fire-
civil affairs authority, CA functional teams may fighting equipment and labor potential can be
assist, advise, and support allied military govern- coordinated or pooled, where advantageous, as can
mental or civilian authorities in the performance medical services. Any major movement of civil-
of these tasks. ians as the result of an attack will have a direct

bearing on the circulation of military traffic. In
F-2. Civil Defense and Area Damage Control repair and reconstruction activities, equipment,

technicians, labor, and materiel of troop units con-
a. Civil defense includes the mobilization, or- cerned and the capabilities of civilian population

ganization, and direction of the civil population to should be coordinated to the maximum advantage
minimize by passive measures the effects of enemy of both.
action on all aspects of civil life. Because of the
extensive impact on civilian populations and econ- d. The G5 has general staff supervision over
omies that may result from use of mass destruc- civil defense activities and may assign the respon-
tion weapons, careful development and implemen- sibility for civil defense planning and measures
tation of civil defense plans are essential to pre- for the control of the civilian populace to the CA
serve the stability and security of civil govern- unit commander. The CA unit commander is re-
ment. In addition, civil defense contributes to the sponsible for implementation of civil defense
protection of military installations from damage; plans and for coordination of control measures
may minimize military casualties; permits the with appropriate agencies of government. To the
continuance of local support to military opera- maximum extent practicable, local officials are
tions; and generally reduces the extent of disrup- held responsible for organization of local civil
tion to military operations. defense activities and effective conduct of civil

b. Area damage control in military operations defense measures.
consists of preventive and control measures taken e. Civil defense planning is not confined to pro-
before, during, and after an attack to minimize its tective measures against weapons in the mass de-
effects on military operations. It serves to assist struction category, but must include protection
in the continuation or reestablishment of adminis- against all types of warfare, and against all forms
trative support. Generally rear areas are divided of natural disaster such as floods, fires, and
into subareas for damage control purposes. A rear earthquakes. In the development of civil defense
area operations center is established by the re- plans, consideration is given to-
sponsible commander to implement and coordinate (1) Correlation with the area damage control
rear area protection and damage control. plan.

c. Civil defense, area damage control, and rear (2) Provisions for emergency repair of vital
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installations, fire prevention and protection, dis- (4) Public health services.
posal of enemy explosive ordnance, and emer- (5) CBR defense services.
gency hospitalization of civilian personnel. (6) Rescue and engineering services.

(3) Maximum utilization of existing local (7) Communications and transportation.
plans, organizations, and facilities. (8) Public welfare services.

(4) Mutual support provisions to enable both (9) Local information bureaus.
military and civilian rescue and working parties g. Logistical planning should include provisions
and their equipment to be employed in the instal- for anticipated requirements of civil defense
lations and facilities of either. equipment and supplies in order that unscheduled

(5) Establishment of civilian control centers diversions from military stocks will be minimized.
in the vicinity of control centers, whenever fea- The stockpiling of selected salvage items such as
sible, in order to receive air raid warnings, dis- material for shelter construction, clothing and
patch orders, direct emergency services, and coor- blankets will assist in reducing the drain on mili-
dinate measures between military and civil organ- tary stocks. Civil defense equipment and supplies
izations and facilities. which should be available for issue to the local

(6) Coordination of neighboring civil defense government may include firefighting and other
organizations particularly when the boundaries of heavy equipment, tools, and civilian relief sup-
military sectors cross political boundaries, plies.

(7) Establishment of civil defense organiza- F-3. Rear Area Protection
tions in towns and cities where they do not al-
ready exist. a. In rear areas, civil affairs operations increase

in scope and complexity. Displaced persons, refu-
(8) Establishment of civil defense organiza- gees, and evacuees moving back from combat

tions at provincial and national levels as soon as areas must be fed, sheltered, and controlled. Ci-
the situation permits. vilian administration is reconstituted; and pro-

(9) Organization and training of personnel grams are instituted to support military opera-
of fixed support installations or facilities for pro- tions, prevent disaffection, relieve distress, and in-
vision of emergency hospitalization, housing, itiate rehabilitative measures. Steps must be taken
feeding, and mobile reserve teams capable of to alleviate disease, hardship, idleness, and inequi-
rapid movement for the performance of police, ties of an economic, political, or social nature.
rescue, fire, medical, and engineering services.

b. In rear areas protection operations, a max-
(10) Plans for the evacuation of cities and imum effort should be made to use available loyal

towns rendered unsafe as a result of nuclear indigenous personnel to assist in security of the
attack or natural disasters, and necessary trans- area. Civil affairs programs can play an impor-
portation and control. tant role in rear area protection operations. Ex-

(11) Development of protective measures amples of civil affairs operations which can
against guerrillas, infiltrators, and subversive ele- muster civil assistance are-
ments during a period of disruption or disorgani- (1) Increasing the efficiency of the local ad-
zation. ministration so that orders, intelligence, requests,

(12) Education of the local population in civil and information pass expeditiously in either di-
defense operations and provisions for the dissemi- rection between the military commander, the civil
nation of information, orders, and instructions re- administration, and the populace.
quiring group action, and assignment of indi- (2) Improving the efficiency of the civil
vidual responsibilities. police and its image with the populace in order to

f. The CA unit commander coordinates the ac- enhance its effectiveness in security, control, and
tivities of the various functional specialists who intelligence.
supervise the local agencies of government and (3) Improving local health through public
civil defense services most closely related to their health measures to enhance the government
respective specialties. Organization or augmenta- image, increase civilian productivity, and eradi-
tion of the following types of services is desirable cate contagious disease.
in most situations. (4) Initiating or improving public welfare

(1) Police services. activities, such as centers for the aged.
(2) Fireservices. (5) Locating and negotiating for civilian re-
(3) Warden services. sources required for military use.
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(6) Organizing or modernizing public facili- tion is given to political and economic policies that
ties such as water distribution, sewage disposal, are necessary to gain control of the area and its
power, communications, and transportation to in- populace. Plans must be effectively coordinated
crease the general efficiency and productivity of with adjacent commands and vigorously imple-
the area. mented in all areas to prevent the movement of

(7) Preparing and disseminating informa- guerrillas.
tion through military and civilian information d. Local and national police security detach-
and psychological operations media. ments and other formations of local personnel and

displaced persons are organized and utilized to.
F-4. Counterguerrilla Operations guard critical installations against sabotage and

a. It is essential that initial civil affairs opera- to function as information collecting agencies. In
tions be directed primarily toward gaining control rear areas, local civilians who are dependable and
of the populace in land areas occupied or liberated sympathetic are employed in security units and as
by the military force. Guerrillas depend on the agents and informers to infiltrate guerrilla units
active support of the local inhabitants for food, and report their movements and locations. Labor
medical supplies, shelter, intelligence, and per- and service units may be utilized in the storage
sonnel. No effective guerrilla movement can exist and distribution of supplies and the preparation
without the passive sympathy of the local popula- of defensive works.
tion; therefore, a basic objective of counterguer- e. Screening of local civilian employees is essen-
rilla operations is to separate guerrilla forces tial to prevent information of military operations
from civilian support. Since guerrillas thrive on and troop movements from falling into the hands
confusion and the disorganization of government, of guerrillas and infiltrators.
civil affairs operations are conducted to engender f. It may be necessary to provide essential items
stable conditions through local relief, restoration of supply to segments of the civilian populace, in-
of law and order, a resumption of agricultural cluding victims of resistance force attacks, groups
production, reestablishment of local government which have been relocated or concentrated for se-
and measures to enlist the active support and curity reasons, and other civilians whose resis-
sympathy of the local populace. Appropriate con- tance to insurgent forces may be weakened by
sideration is given to the use of rewards for hunger and distress. These supplies initially will
friendly assistance, imposition of punishment for be limited to such survival items as food, medical
collaboration with guerrillas, employment of supplies, clothing, fuel, and construction material.

propaganda media, and imposition of necessary
restrictive measures. trolled to insure equitable distribution and their

b. When the local populace collaborates with denial to hostile elements.
hostile guerrilla forces, rigid controls and restric-
tions are imposed. Such controls and restrictions g. No guerrilla movement will achieve success
may be relaxed subsequently according to the re- without the willing or coerced support of a por-
quirements of the situation. Punishment for viola- tion of the civilian populace. The following are
tion of regulations and restrictions must be just suggested methods of control of civilians which
and deserved to prevent exploitation by guerrillas. may be adopted by CA units:
Maximum publicity is given to those offenses for (1) Confiscate weapons to reduce their avail-
which punishment is imposed. In order to reduce ability to guerrilla seizure, Establish an accounta-
collaboration with guerrillas, it may be desirable bility system for those weapons retained by civil-
to impose strict rationing controls on the produc- ians.
tion, distribution, and consumption of food, (2) Register all civilians and set up an
clothing, medical, and other supplies. identity card system.

c. Planning for rear area protection is initiated (3) Establish a curfew with due considera-
without delay, is continuous, and includes plans to tion for civilian needs.
prevent, minimize, and combat enemy guerrilla
activities. Planning for defense against guerrilla (4) Set up circulation contols.
action requires a detailed analysis of intelligence (5) Suspend such piersonal rights as may be
of the area of operations including the enemy, necessary and legally permissible to allow
weather, terrain, national characteristics, cus- searches and arrest on suspicion.
toms, beliefs, and desires of the people. Considera- (6) Evacuate designated areas.
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(7) Provide security for friendly civilians (18) Reward civilians who contribute ac-
and their families. tively to counterresistance programs.

(8) Establish a reporting system covering (19) Restore normal community processes of
treatment of wounds and administration of med- public health, safety, education, communications,
ical aid. transportation, waste disposal, water supply, legal

(9) Furnish relief supplies as required. processes, and other expressions of civil govern-
(10) Conduct educational forums to counter ment and administration.

guerrilla propaganda and outline positive pro- (20) Introduce necessary governmental and
|grams. legal reforms.

(11) Secure reports on absentee employees. (21) Stimulate production of agricultural
(12) Maintain control and accountability products and other essential goods.

over foodstuffs, medicine, livestock, raw material, (22) Increase development and utilization of
or other matter which may be of assistance to local resources.
guerrillas. (23) Improve community relations activities.

(13) Establish rationing systems for critical (24) Encourage civic action programs.
items. h. Counterguerrilla operations present legal and

(14) Confiscate property of collaborators. political problems of great complexity and sensi-
(15) Censor media of public communication. tivity. Guerrillas, depending upon their status

under international law, may be equated to re-(16) License all forms of transportation. gular armed units of the enemy or be regarded
(17) Establish an information program with simply as brigands and bandits. For information

the support of psychological operations personnel concerning legal rules applicable to guerrillas and
to publicize measures taken, reasons therefor, and the use of local inhabitants in counterguerrilla op-
punishments for noncompliance. erations, see FM 27-10.
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APPENDIX G

SAMPLE ORDINANCES AND NOTICES (STANAG 2056)

1. The sample ordinances and notices contained in this appendix are
models for preparation of similar documents in military government
situations and may not apply to all situations. They have no application
in situations short of full assumption of executive, legislative, and
judicial authority by the U.S. military commander.

2. This appendix does not include samples of proclamations, as such
documents are usually statements of far-reaching policy determination
prepared at the highest governmental and military command levels for
the signature of a supreme commander or figure of similar stature. They
are intended for dissemination through affected countries and areas and
all available channels, including civil affairs channels, are employed.
CA personnel normally will not be involved in the drafting of such
proclamations.

EXAMPLE OF AN ORDINANCE PERTAINING TO THE
CIRCULATION OF CURRENCY IN OCCUPIED TERRITORY

ORDINANCE NO. 51

CURRENCY

ARTICLE 1

Allied Military Currency

1. Allied Military Currency notes bearing local denominations
and in readily distinguishable form shall be legal tender in the occupied
territory for the payment of any debt expressed in terms of the local
currency.

2. Allied Military Currency Notes will in all respects be equivalent
to any other local currency which is legal tender and of equal value.

3. No person shall discriminate between Allied Military Currency
Notes and any other local currency which is legal tender and of equal
value.

ARTICLE II

Prohibited Transactions
4. Except as authorized by the Civil Affairs Administrator, no per-

son shall make or enter, or offer to enter, into any arrangement or
transaction providing for payment in or delivery of a currency other
than Allied Military Currency or Notes or local currency which is legal
tender and of equal value.

ARTICLE III
Penalties

5. Any person violating any provision of this Ordinance shall, upon
conviction by a Civil Affairs Court, be liable to any lawful punishment,
other than death, as the Court may determine.
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ARTICLE IV
6. This Ordinance shall become effective upon the date of its first

promulgation.

General, United States Army
Civil Affairs Administrator

EXAMPLE OF AN ORDINANCE PUBLISHED IN OCCUPIED
TERRITORY SPECIFYING PENALTIES FOR

CRIMES AND OFFENSES

ORDINANCE NO. 4
PROHIBITION OF WEARING OF

MILITARY UNIFORMS

ARTICLE I
1. No former member of the armed forces

and no other civilian shall at any time wear or display on his person or
clothing any military decorations, medals, or badges or rank or any
miniatures thereof.

ARTICLE II
2. From the effective date of this article, no former member of the

armed forces and no other civilian shall at any
time wear a military uniform or
any part thereof, in its regulation color and pattern.

3. The wearing of garments which have been produced by dyeing a
uniform a color other than (indicated denied, colors) or by remodeling
it into a civilian pattern will be permitted, provided such dyed or remodeled
garments may not be readily identified as a uniform. This provision does
not apply to headgear of any military
uniform, which will in no event be worn.

ARTICLE III
4. The term " military uniform" shall

mean any uniform of-
(a) Any branch of the armed forces,

including any armed forces prior to _
(b) The Party, its formations or affiliated or

supervised organizations, and
(c) Any para-military organization,

and police uniforms similar thereto, and shall include all outer garments,
including shirts and headgear but not including boots, shoes, or socks.

ARTICLE IV
5. The term "insignia" shall include but shall not be limited to

collar, sleeve or shoulder ornaments or devices, distinctive braid and
distinctive buttons of any of the organizations listed in Article III.

6. The term "military decorations and medals" shall include but not
be limited to decorations and medals awarded to military personnel or
to civilians for services related to the organizations listed in Article III,
or for any other services related to military operations, but will not in-
clude decorations or medals granted or authorized by the government
of any of the United Nations.

7. The term "military insignia and badges of rank" means insignia
and badges or rank of any of the organizations listed in Article III.
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ARTICLE V
8. The senior official at each level of govern-

ment will initiate and carry out a program for the remodeling and dye-
ing of uniforms and for the collection and distribution of clothing to
those without adequate clothing. He is responsible for the distribution
of clothing between communities within the areas under his jurisdiction.
For these purposes, mayors and county councilors shall have power to
requisition surplus clothing. Without limiting individual responsibility
hereunder, mayors and county councilors shall be responsible for insur-
ing compliance within their areas of the terms of Articles I, II, and III
hereto.

ARTICLE VI
9. Any person violating any of the provisions of this Ordinance

shall upon conviction by a Civil Affairs Court be liable to any lawful
punishment, other than death, as the Court may determine.

ARTICLE VII
10. Article II and III of this Ordinance shall become effective on

.Articles I, IV, V, and VI shall become
effective on

General, United States Army
Civil Affairs Administrator

EXAMPLE OF A NOTICE SPECIFYING HOURS OF
CURFEW IN OCCUPIED TERRITORY

NOTICE
CURFEW

Until further notice no person within will be permitted
to circulate on the streets or outside his own house without a permit of
Civil Affairs authorities between the hours of and

Any persons found in the streets without such permit between those
hours will be severely punished.

All persons are further warned that military guards are instructed
to shoot any person seen outside his house after hours attempting to
hide or escape.

Major General, United States Army
Commanding General
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APPENDIX H

APPLICABLE STANAG'S AND SOLOG'S

H-l. Types of international standardization agreements included in
this appendix are:

a. STANAG-(STANdardization AGreement); NATO Military
Agency for Standardization (MAS).

b. CENTO STANAG-(STANdardization AGreement): applicable
to nations of the Central Treaty Organization (CENTO).

c. SEASTAG-(South East Asia Standardization AGreement): appli-
cable to nations of the South East Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO).

d. SOLOG-(Standardization of Operations and LOGistics): A non-
materiel agreement applicable to the American, British, Canadian, and
Australian (ABCA) nations.

H-2. The agreements in this appendix, except as otherwise indicated,
have been ratified by the NATO, CENTO, SEATO, and ABCA nations.

A-3. The STANAG's and SOLOG's which are similar in their provisions
have the SOLOG number in parenthesis next to the STANAG number.

STANAG AGREEMENT 2055 (SOLOG 29)
CIVIL AFFAIRS/MILITARY GOVERNMENT

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

DETAILS OF AGREEMENT

GENERAL
1. It is agreed that the NATO Armed Forces will adopt the principles
of operation for Civil Affairs/Military Government contained in the
succeeding paragraphs.

SCOPE
2. The following general principles apply to all Civil Affairs and Military
Government operations; they are the basis for initial planning purposes
in the absence of specific guidance:

a. Humanity. The principle of humanity prohibits the use of any
degree of violence not actually necessary for the purpose of the war.
War is not an excuse for ignoring established humanitarian principles.
To a large extent these principles have been given concrete form in the
law of war; but because all of these principles have not become legal
rules, a military commander should consider whether a proposed course
of action would be humane even though not prohibited by interna-
tional law.

b. Benefit of the Governed. Subject to the requirements of the mili-
tary situation, the principle of governing for the benefit of the governed
should be observed.
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c. Reciprocal Responsibilities. The commander of an occupying force
has the right, within the limits set by international law, to demand and
enforce such obedience from the inhabitants of an occupied area as may
be necessary for the accomplishment of his mission and the proper ad-
ministration of the area. In return for such obedience, the inhabitants
have a right to freedom from unnecessary interference with their indi-
vidual liberty and property rights.

d. Command Responsibility. Responsibility and authority for the
conduct of Civil Affairs/Military Government operations are vested in the
senior military commander, who is guided by directives from higher
authority, national policies, applicable agreements and international law.

e. Continuity of Policy. Continuity and consistency in policy are
essential to the success of Civil Affairs/Military Government operations.
Therefore, it is fundamental that overall policy be developed at govern-
mental or top command levels and transmitted through normal command
channels.

f. Inclusion of Civil Affairs/Military Government Aspects in Plans
and Orders. It is essential that military directives, plans and orders con-
tain guidance to insure the accomplishment of the Civil Affairs/Military
Government mission.

g. Economy of Personnel. The duties of Civil Affairs/Military Gov-
ernment personnel should be confined where possible to supervision over
existing or reestablished civilian authorities.

h. Integration in Combined Operations. In Combined Operations,
integration of Civil Affairs/Military Government may be preferable to
establishing separate areas of national responsibility. The decision of
the commander of the occupying forces in the matter will depend upon
the circumstances confronting him. If integration is decided upon, this
will be achieved by exercising Civil Affairs/Military Government con-
trol through a combined command. Such integration should be included
at appropriate command levels, but should not extend to the command
of Civil Affairs/Military Government units or detachments of one nation
by officers of another.

STANAG 2056 (SOLOG 39)

STANDARD CIVIL AFFAIRS/MILITARY GOVERNMENT

DOCUMENTS (PROCLAMATIONS AND ORDINANCES)

DETAILS OF AGREEMENT

GENERAL
1. It is agreed that the NATO Armed Forces will follow the policies
and procedures for Civil Affairs/Military Government documents such
as proclamations and ordinances, indicated in the succeeding paragraphs.

SCOPE
2. All initial proclamations and appropriate ordinances should receive
the approval of the governments concerned prior to promulgation.
3. Initial proclamations should contain, where appropriate, the following:

a. Declaration of the occupation. This is formal notice of the fact
of occupation and of the extent of the area over which the armed forces
assume jurisdiction.

b. A statement as to the purpose and policy of the occupation.
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c. A declaration of the supremacy of the theatre commander. This
is an essential prerequisite to the administration of any Military Gov-
ernment. It should announce with a Military Governor has been ap-
pointed and that political ties with, and obligations to, the enemy gov-
ernment, if any, are suspended. It should announce that inhabitants will
be required to obey orders of the theatre commander and his subordi-
nates and to abstain from all acts or words of hostility or disrespect
to the occupying forces.

d. Confirmation that, unless the military authority directs otherwise,
local laws and customs will continue in force, local officials will continue
in office, and officials and employees of all transportation and communi-
cations systems and of public utilities and other essential services will
carry on with their regular tasks.

e. Assurance that persons who obey the instructions of the military
authority will be protected in their persons, property, religion, and
domestic rights and will be allowed to carry on their usual occupations.

f. A statement that further proclamations or ordinances will accom-
pany or follow the initial proclamation, specifying in detail what is
required of the inhabitants.

g. Place and date document is signed, signature and military title
of the issuing authority.

h. In the event the situation above is a Civil Affairs Administration
of a liberated territory, rather than an occupation, the preceding para-
graphs a to f should be appropriately modified.
4. Subsequent proclamations, numbered in sequence, contain detailed rules
governing the conduct of the population. These rules of conduct may also
be set forth in ordinances.
5. The format of Ordinances should be standardized to the following
extent:

a. Ordinances should be numbered in sequence.
b. They should consist of a series of main subdivisions called Articles.
c. They should contain definitions of any terms used in them which

are ambiguous or unfamiliar to the persons to whom they are addressed.
d. The final Article in each ordinance should specify the effective

date of the ordinance.
e. Ordinances should be signed by the Military Governor or by some

authorized subordinate.
6. Proclamations and ordinances will be published in all such languages
as may be necessary to insure that they are understood by members of
the occupying force and by the inhabitants of the occupied territory.

STANAG 2057 (SOLOG 40)

CIVIL AFFAIRS/MILITARY GOVERNMENT

SUBJECTS FOR INSTRUCTION

DETAILS OF AGREEMENT

GENERAL
1. It is agreed that the NATO Armed Forces will adopt the standard
list of subjects for instruction of Civil Affairs/Military Government con-
tained in the succeeding paragraphs.
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SCOPE

2. The introduction of Civil Affairs and Military Government subjects for
instruction, the method of providing the information and the amount
of time to be devoted to each subject of instruction will be decided by
the Service concerned.

3. Training will be conducted to familiarize all military personnel with
Civil Affairs and Military Government operations. The following subjects
will be included:

a. The purpose and necessity of Civil Affairs and Military Government
in military operations.

b. Rules and conventions governing war, with emphasis on the en-
forcement of law, preservation of order, and the prevention of wanton
destruction of civilian property, communications, records, etc.

c. Organization and functions of Civil Affairs and Military Govern-
ment staffs and units.

d. The individual soldier's relation to Civil Affairs and Military
Government operations.

4. Training in Civil Affairs and Military Government conducted in courses
of command and staff schools or colleges will be preceded by training
outlined in paragraph 3 above and will include the following subjects:

a. Comparison of systems of government.
b. Training and employment of Civil Affairs and Military Govern-

ment units and personnel.
c. Civil Affairs and Military Government planning.
d. The combined or interallied aspects of Civil Affairs and Military

Government operations.
e. The methods of including Civil Affairs and Military Government

problems in instructional training exercises.

5. Courses for Civil Affairs and Military Government personnel will in-
clude the following subjects:

a. History of Civil Affairs and Military Government.
b. Comparative government, national, state or provincial, and lower

levels.
c. Organization of the Army.
d. National Policy concerning Civil Affairs/Military Government oper-

ations.
e. Staff functions and procedures.
f. Rules of land warfare and appropriate maritime law.
g. Civil Affairs/Military Government organization.
h. Civil Affairs/Military Government functions including courts,

public safety, public health and others.
i. Local procurement in support of military operations.
j. Logistical organization and procedures of the Armed Forces.
k. The nature of interallied Civil Affairs/Military Government oper-

ations.
1. On mobilization, regional and language training.

6. Courses conducted at combined training centres will be similar to the
courses for Civil Affairs/Military Government personnel with additional
emphasis on interallied operations.
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STANAG 2058 (SOLOG 41)

CIVIL AFFAIRS/MILITARY GOVERNMENT

PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZATION

DETAILS OF AGREEMENT

GENERAL
1. It is agreed that the NATO Armed Forces accept the principles of
organization for Civil Affairs/Military Government as shown in the suc-
ceeding paragraphs.

SCOPE
2. Civil Affairs/Military Government is a command responsibility.
3. The function of Civil Affairs/Military Government is supervised and
directed by the commander, assisted by an appropriate staff.
4. Civil Affairs/Military Government operations are performed executively
by Civil Affairs/Military Government units or detachments insofar as
practicable.
5. The organization for Civil Affairs/Military Government is flexible in
order to function effectively under varying situations and contingencies.
6. Integration of Civil Affairs/Military Government personnel is desirable
in combined operations. The decision of the Commander of the occupying
forces in the matter will depend upon the circumstances confronting him.
If integration is decided upon it should not normally extend to the com-
mand of Civil Affairs/Military Government units or detachments of one
nation by officers of another.
7. The Armed Forces of the NATO countries will accept responsibility
for appropriate administration and support required by attached Civil
Affairs/Military Government personnel or units of any of the other
Armed Forces.

STANAG NO. 2065 (SOLOG 42)

TRAINING PRINCIPLES FOR NATO ARMED FORCES

DETAILS OF AGREEMENT

GENERAL
1. It is agreed that the NATO Armed Forces accept the following prin-
ciples for training in Civil Affairs/Military Government.

SCOPE
2. Introduction of Training

The introduction of Civil Affairs/Military Government training, the
method of providing the instruction and the amount of time devoted
to training will be decided by the Service concerned.
3. Basic Training

Basic orientation in Civil Affairs/Military Government will be pro-
vided for all Service personnel on active duty.
4. Further Training

a. Additional general instruction should be given to all officers on
active duty to impart a knowledge at least equivalent to that required
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in regard to organization and operation of administrative and techni-
cal services.

b. Advanced instruction will be given at high level military schools
at which officers are trained for command and staff assignments.
5. Maneuvers and Exercises

Maneuvers and other training exercises will when practicable in-
clude problems requiring the participation of Civil Affairs/Military Gov-
ernment units and personnel.
6. Training on Civil Affairs/Military Government Personnel

a. Civil Affairs/Military Government personnel will receive military
training.

b. The functional training provided for specialist personnel will be
designed to adapt their civilian specialties to military operations.

c. Civil Affairs/Military Government personnel will receive appro-
priate regional training in accordance with their planned assignment.

d. Civil Affairs/Military Government personnel assigned to a theater
or area having an interallied command should normally receive additional
training at a combined training center and/or school.

STANAG NO. 2079 (SOLOG 48)

REAR AREA SECURITY AND REAR DAMAGE CONTROL

DETAILS OF AGREEMENT

GENERAL
1. It is agreed that the NATO Armed Forces will establish a system
providing for Rear Area Security and Rear Area Damage Control based
on the principles and instructions contained in the succeeding pages and
Annexes A and B.

SCOPE
2. This agreement is intended to provide for such planning as must be
done by Field Armies, Communications Zones and/or Sections, and com-
patible commands, and units and installations within these commands.
Whilst Rear Area Damage Control covered herein deals only with damage
to military installations, it must be realized that damage to any civilian
installation will have a repercussion on the military situation. It is em-
phasized that this agreement does not grant any additional powers to
the NATO Forces with respect to civilian authorities and civilian respon-
sibilities. Cooperation with national military and civilian officials is
essential at all levels and will be accomplished through the national mili-
tary authorities.

DEFINITIONS
3. The following definitions will be used in dealing with these subjects-

TERM DEFINITION
Rear Area For the purpose of this STANAG, Rear Area

includes:
a. The Land Communications Zone.
b. The rear of the Land Combat Zone in which

are located the bulk of the logistical installa-
tions (Army Service Area).
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TERM DEFINITION
Rear Area Security The measures taken prior to, during and/or after

an enemy airborne attack; sabotage action, infil-
tration, guerrilla action and/or initiation of psy-
chological or propaganda warfare to minimize the
effects thereof.

Rear Area Damage The measures taken in military operations prior
Control to, during, and after a mass destruction attack or

natural disaster, to minimize the immediate effects
thereof.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES
4. The following general principles concerning the preparation, use and
format of plans and orders are applicable to both Rear Area Security
and to Rear Area Damage Control-

a. For the Field Army, Communications Zone, Sections of the Com-
munications Zone, and comparable Commands, it is desirable that respon-
sibility for rear area security and for rear area damage control be
combined in a single operation.

b. An effective system for rear area security, rear area damage
control and administrative support must possess the following charac-
teristics:

(1) A definite fixing of geographic responsibilities for these
activities.

(2) A single commander responsible for all three functions in
the same geographic area.

(3) A control organization which prevents conflict and compe-
tition between agencies responsible for rear area security, rear area
damage control, and administrative support and includes an operation
centre (and alternate operations centre if required) for all three func-
tions and the necessary communications.

(4) Provision for prompt integration of transit or lodger units
into plans.

c. The commander's plan for rear area security and for rear area
damage control should be included in appropriate paragraphs of an
Operations Order and/or appropriate annexes.

d. Close coordination of plans for rear area security and rear area
damage control is necessary at all levels.

e. Full use should be made of automatic data processing equipment
and other electronic and communications equipment to receive, collate
and disseminate intelligence, radiological data including fallout and other
data, and to assist in the control of rear area security and rear area
damage control operations.

REAR AREA SECURITY

6. In addition to the general principles outlined in paragraph 4, the fol-
lowing principles are applicable in the planning for rear area security:

a. The objective of rear area security planning is to prevent enemy
interference by surface or airborne forces with administrative support
operations and to destroy the hostile forces involved.

b. Rear area security depends upon-
(1) Troops assigned the primary mission of rear area security

(e.g., national territorial troops, combat troops).
(2) Other combat troops located temporarily within the area.
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(3) Service troops assigned within the area.
c. All units are responsible for their local security, but, normally,

service troops will not be allotted any security task other than that of
their own installation.

d. Tasks of other than service troops may include, but are not neces-
sarily limited to-

(1) Relief and rescue of attacked installations and units.
(2) Route patrolling and convoy protection.
(3) Surveillance of possible redoubt areas of guerrillas or infll-

trators.
(4) Planning for defence of possible drop and landing zones.
(5) Finding, fixing and destroying enemy forces operating in

rear areas.
6. Annex A outlines, in the Operation Order format, those items of
basic information (other than that which would normally go into the
order) that should be included in a typical rear area security opera-
tions plan or order. This is not to be construed as a complete order,
nor is the information shown to be considered all of the possible addi-
tional information that might be required. (Annex A omitted.)

REAR AREA DAMAGE CONTROL
7. In addition to the general principles outlined in paragraph 4, the
following principles are applicable in the planning for Rear Area Dam-
age Control-

a. The army service area and communications zone contains lucra-
tive targets for attack by mass destruction weapons. Detailed plans
are therefore required to minimize the damage effects of such an attack.

b. Rear area damage control plans are prepared, based upon an
assumed degree of damage, to ensure'provisions of the means for mini-
mizing personnel casualties and damage to installations resulting from
enemy action or natural disaster. They are based upon the existing
command organization; the scope of the plans depending on the size
of the area, location and size of installations and communication routes
and facilities. Subordinate commanders will prepare detailed plans based
upon the overall plan.

c. Rear area damage control measures provide for, but are not neces-
sarily limited to-

(1) Prior to an attack:
(a) Clear lines of authority and responsibility down to the

lowest level.
(b) Adequate communications and warning systems to in-

clude fallout warning.
(c) Proper dispersion within and between installations

continuously planned and executed.
(d) Preparation of necessary plans and SOP, to include

reporting of information required for poststrike analysis.
(e) Organization equipping, and training of all personnel

in rear area damage control operations.
(f) Appropriate use of cover and concealment.
(g) Allocation, organization, and full utilization of avail-

able transportation net and equipment, to include alternate plans.
(h) Deception measures.

(2) During and after an attack:
(a) Rapid assessment of the damage and its immediate

action on operations.
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(b) Control of personnel and traffic either in coordination
with the local civilian authorities or by the military when essential for
continued military operations when the civilian police are inoperative.

(c) Fire prevention and firefighting.
(d) First Aid and evacuation of casualties.
(e) Protection against chemical, biological, and radiological

hazards.
(f) Emergency supply of food, clothing and water.
(g) Explosive Ordnance reconnaissance and disposal.
(h) Initiation of salvage operations.

d. Available service units will normally furnish personnel, equip-
ment and specialized assistance to carry out rear area damage control
measures. The number of labour and rescue squads each unit will furnish
will be prescribed in the current rear area damage control plan.

e. Fallout from an atomic detonation poses a serious threat to the
safety of personnel and the utilization of materiel and may be a limiting
factor in the planning for and conduct of these operations (e.g. exposure
time may be critical).

8. Annex B outlines, in the Operation Order format, those items of basic
information (other than that which would normally go into the order)
that should be included in a typical rear area damage control plan or
order. This is not to be construed as a complete order, nor is the infor-
mation shown to be considered all of the possible additional information
that might be required. (Annex B omitted.)
NOTE: The following agreement, currently in draft form, has not been

ratified and is included here for information only:

STANAG NO. 2091 (4TH DRAFT)

REFUGEE CONTROL

DETAILS OF AGREEMENT

Enclosure: Annex A (DofA)-National Plans for Refugees.

GENERAL
1. The NATO Nations agree the following principles for the guidance
of Commanders of NATO Armed Forces operating on land who may be
required to prevent refugee movement from interfering with military
operations within Allied Command Europe (ACE). It should be noted
that the term "refugee" excludes "evacuees" who are civilians, residents
or transients, who have been ordered to move by a friendly national
authority, and whose movement and accommodation are planned and
controlled by this authority.
2. The term "national authorities" in this STANAG has the same mean-
ing as the corresponding term in MC 36/2. It includes all national
authorities with whom the Commanders of NATO Armed Forces may
have to deal on refugee matters, normally through national commanders.
The term "Commanders of NATO Armed Forces" has the same meaning
as the term "Allied Commanders" referred to in the same document.

INTRODUCTION
8. It is emphasized that the following is only a guide to Commanders of
NATO Armed Forces, and the extent to which parts or all of this guide
can be applied must be judged in the light of existing circumstances.
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4. In formulating the measures to be taken, the overall problem must
be considered against the background of circumstances likely to prevail
at the time. Nuclear warfare and the increased range of the air arm
enable an enemy to stimulate panic and fear among the civilian popu-
lation, including those at the rear of the fighting troops. The enemy
might compel large numbers of civilians to flee their homes and to take
to the roads. Should this happen, refugees would use all means of trans-
port. Unless controlled, they may, for example:

a. risk their own lives;
b. obstruct the movement of military traffic;
c. cause confusion by spreading rumours;
d. incite disobedience to orders;
e. cloak enemy infiltration.

5. Interference with military operations by refugee movement may have
a serious effect on the general conduct of war. Such interference may be
experienced at all levels of command. It is therefore essential that all
Commanders of NATO Armed Forces are aware of:

a. the responsibilities of national authorities which are listed in
paragraph 7;

b. their own responsibilities and the measures which they may have
to take; these are stated in paragraph 8.
6. The national authorities, who are normally responsible for the plan-
ning and the implementation of all measures pertaining to refugees,
agree within ACE on the following:

a. The "stay-put" policy should be enforced. This means that each
nation will do everything which is humanly possible to prevent any
movement of population. Such movement as does take place should be
rigidly controlled.

b. Should refugee movements occur, routes and areas essential to
Allied military operations must be kept clear of refugees.

c. All actions taken with respect to refugees must be in consonance
with the applicable provisions of the "Geneva Convention Relative to
the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, 12th August 1949"
and other rules of war.

d. Movements of evacuees must be regarded as an exception to the
"stay-put policy."

RESPONSIBILITIES OF NATIONAL AUTHORITIES
7. National authorities are normally responsible for all measures per-
taining to refugees. For the information of Commanders of NATO Armed
Forces, these may be summarized as follows:

a. Planning implementing measures to enforce a "stay-put" policy;
to activate the plans for the control of refugees; to take care of refugees
who are in or enter their own territory; to bring unauthorized move-
ment under control; to remove refugees from areas of military opera-
tions in order that interference may be avoided; and to transfer them
to earmarked assembly and holding areas.

b. Coordinating their plans and directives with Commanders of
NATO Armed Forces, furnishing them with any estimated figures avail-
able in their planning and keeping them informed on general matters.

c. Organizing and conducting the security screening of refugees.
d. Organizing and conducting the medical screening and the screen-

ing for NBC contamination.
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e. Providing for the transportation, administration and final dispo-
sition of refugees. If need be, arranging for any transit of refugees to
another country. Movement or shipping of same to another country must
be subject to international bilateral agreements concluded by national
authorities (also see paragraph 6c, above).

f. Organizing a system for reporting refugee information to appro-
priate higher and adjacent national authorities, and exchanging infor-
mation with Commanders of NATO Armed Forces concerned. This ex-
change of information may be extended, if needed, to authorities on
either side of the frontier, when movements of refugees are likely to
concern, at short notice, a neighbouring country.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF NATO ARMED FORCES COMMANDERS
8. Commanders of NATO Armed Forces are responsible for:

a. Assisting national authorities in the preparation of their plans
for the control of refugees (see paragraph 10).

b. Requesting, if needed, national authorities to implement these
plans (see paragraph 11).

c. Assisting in the implementation of national plans for the control
of refugees when requested by national authorities, (see paragraph 12).
This assistance will take place only when, in the judgment of the Com-
manders of NATO Armed Forces concerned:

(1) refugee matters might have a measurable effect on military
operations;

(2) such assistance will not adversely affect the accomplishment
of their military mission.

d. Assuming direct control where such action is essential to the
progress of Allied military operations but only when the national authori-
ties are no longer able to fulfill their mission effectively (see paragraph
13). In case of assumption of direct control by Commanders of NATO
Armed Forces, the action imposed upon refugees, in consideration of the
military mission, will take into account the general rules of humanity
which prevail in relations between Allied military forces and civilian
populations.
9. To facilitate the assumption by Commanders of NATO Armed Forces
concerned of the above stated responsibilities, guidance is provided at
paragraphs 10 to 13. In this respect, Commanders of NATO Armed
Forces shall also, in consultation with national authorities, organize the
necessary local contacts between their subordinates and appropriate na-
tional authorities. It must be noted that, for wartime, the following
guidance may have to be adapted according to the provisions of the
agreements and/or arrangements concluded between Commanders of
NATO Armed Forces and national authorities within the framework
of MC 36/2.
10. Assisting the Preparation of National Plans for the Control of
Refugees.

a. The Commanders of NATO Armed Forces will assist national
authorities by giving, on a need-to-know basis, only such information
concerning the military plans which is essentially needed by these author-
ities to make their own plans.

b. The Commanders of NATO Armed Forces will also assist national
authorities in co-ordinating these plans with the military operational
plans. The aim of such co-ordination is to ensure that the operations of the
NATO Armed Forces shall never be hindered by refugee movements. This
co-ordination should cover:
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(1) measures to enforce the "stay-put" policy (see Annex A
(DofA)), including psychological measures.

(2) the appropriate time to enforce the stay-put policy;
(3) restrictions to be imposed on refugee traffic to include areas

and routes to be kept free of refugees for operational purposes;
(4) organization of assembly and holding areas, routes and

diversions for refugees;
(5) security measures, including handling of suspected persons

among the refugees, and passing to Commanders of NATO Armed Forces
of information collected from interrogation;

(6) guidance to be given to small NATO units so that, when
faced with minor refugee problems, they may act in consonance with
plans for the control of refugees;

(7) the exchange of relevant information between national au-
thorities and Commanders of NATO Armed Forces concerned during the
implementation of the plans.

c. The plans for the period of tension and the initial period of
hostilities should be co-ordinated in peacetime. Contingency plans made
in peacetime will follow the same rule.

d. During the period of tension and operations this co-ordination
should be permanent and include the implementation of plans.

11. Requesting National Authorities to Implement their Plans for the
Control of Refugees. The request will be made by Commanders of NATO
Armed Forces concerned when, in their opinion, this enforcement is
advisable. They will take into account, inter alia, the following factors:

a. That the enforcement of national plans is normally a national
responsibility.

b. That the enforcement of the "stay-put" policy and measure or
the control of refugees may be progressive. The degree of progressive-
ness will be determined by:

(1) the peacetime psychological preparation of the population;
(2) the geographic situation of the country;
(3) the troop movements that may occur;
(4) the means at hand to enforce the policy.

c. That the intervention of the Commanders of NATO Armed Forces
must be justified by operational necessity.
12. Assisting in the Implementation of National Plans. When, according
to paragraph 8c, the decision to assist in the implementation is made
by the Commanders of NATO Armed Forces concerned, they will reach
an arrangement with the appropriate national authorities on the follow-
ing points:

a. Organization of the chain of command of NATO Forces assisting
national authorities for this purpose. As far as possible these Forces
should be placed under operational control of the national commanders.

b. Period during which assistance will be rendered.
c. Powers granted to the Commander of NATO Armed Forces. In

principle these powers will be the same as those granted to the similar
national authorities. Such powers must in all cases ensure the security
of the Allied Forces.

d. Restrictions as to the employment of NATO Forces, imposed by
the necessity to regroup the Forces; to keep good relations between the
NATO troops and the population; to act legally according to the rules
of the country concerned, etc.

e. Necessary logistic support of refugee control operations.
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13. Assuming Direct Control.
a. When the conditions stated in paragraph 8d exist, the Command-

ers of the NATO Armed Forces concerned will inform higher NATO
authority and, as far as possible, higher national authorities, of their
decision.

b. They will, on consultation with national authorities, assume oper-
ational control over the national forces and organizations committed
previously to the enforcement of the plans for the control of refugees.

c. As far as possible, their plans will take into account those of the
national authorities.

d. The plans of the Commanders of NATO Armed Forces will aim
at relinquishing control of refugees to national authorities at the earliest
possible time. In any case, the action of Commanders of NATO Armed
Forces will be necessarily limited by the existing state of NATO
operations.

e. The Commanders of NATO Armed Forces concerned will make
plans, when considered appropriate, to meet the contingency of assuming
direct control. To facilitate this, Annex A states the main points of
national plans for refugees. The Commanders of NATO Armed Forces
will extract from this general scheme what is necessary to reach their
aim. When establishing check-points, they will, if possible, include na-
tional police or national military personnel in these check-points.

Annex A to Details of Agreement of
STANAG 2091 (4th Draft)

NATIONAL PLANS FOR REFUGEES

GENERAL
1. The following list of main points is provided for Commanders of
NATO Armed Forces in order to assist them in:

a. Assuming their responsibilities, especially those stated in para-
graphs 10 and 12 of the Details of Agreement.

b. Keeping in mind those points which should be included in na-
tional plans. When plans are being co-ordinated by national authorities
with the Commanders of NATO Armed Forces, as stated in paragraph
7, the Commanders can, if they consider that relevant points have been
overlooked, bring them to the attention of the national authorities con-
cerned.

c. Selecting those points needed to reach their aim, when assuming
direct control, as stated in paragraph 13.

MAIN POINTS
2. a. Psychological Measures

(1) Evauation plans: The evacuation plans should be published
and the public should be assured that the plan will be put into operation
if necessary. To avoid rumours, the population must be informed con-
stantly, comprehensively and objectively by all available means, with
special emphasis on matters concerning its welfare.

(2) Hazards of unauthorized flight: The population should be
warned that refugees may, on route:

(a) risk their lives possibly more than if they remained
at home;

(b) be exposed to privation;
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(c) run the risk of losing their property.
(3) Rumours: The population must be instructed in possible

consequences of rumours.
(4) Passive local protection: The population should be indoctri-

nated in the protection offered by existing shelters and houses, and the
manifold protective advantages of cellars and basements against nuclear
fallout, blast effects and radiation.

(5) Fallout information: The public should frequently be in-
formed of the extent and intensity of fallout.

b. Restrictive Measures.
(1) Curfew or other restriction on freedom of movement.
(2) Barrage lines on rivers, canals, outskirts of cities, etc., em-

ployed as check-points.
(3) Prohibition of the use of private and public vehicles.
(4) Rationing of motor fuel.

CONTROL OF POSSIBLE REFUGEE MOVEMENTS
3. a. The aim of such control is twofold:

(1) to avoid any interference with NATO military operations;
(2) to bring the refugee movement under control and stop it

as soon as possible.
b. This control must be established at the source of the movement

and at the border passes and may take the form of:
(1) deflection from essential military routes or areas into tem-

porary assembly and holding areas;
(2) deflection into predetermined assembly and holding areas.

c. This can be done by a series of check-points. These check-points
should be established under the following conditions:

(1) Tasks: To keep the designated routes and areas clear of
refugee movements, and move the refugees in compliance with the refugee
control plan.

(2) Location: At the approaches to the routes or areas required
for military use; at deflection points along the routes followed by refugees.

(3) Composition: According to task.
(4) Communications: Check-points will be linked by mobile pa-

trols and equipped with radio. Also, they will be provided with loud-
speakers/megaphones and, if needed, provisions should be made for inter-
preters to ensure that refugees can be addressed in their own language.

(5) Commanders: The check-point commander will be designated
by the Chief of the agency or unit responsible for the check-point. Writ-
ten orders will include the provision that check-point duty personnel will
receive, obey and pass on to relieving personnel these written orders
from their Headquarters and oral orders from officers whose identity
and authority is established beyond doubt.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANCE
4. The administrative assistance readily afforded to refugees may be a
factor in establishing confidence and so facilitating control. Adminis-
trative assistance to refugees may take one or more of the following
forms:

a. food;
b. clothing;
c. medical aid including hospitalization;
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d. temporary shelter;
e. transport.

SECURITY
5. The screening and interrogation of refugees has to be organized to
detect enemy agents and ensure the security of operations.

INFORMATION
6. A system of passing information to appropriate higher or adjacent
authorities, if necessary on both sides of a border must be organized.
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APPENDIX I

SAMPLE
CIVIL AFFAIRS AGREEMENT

CENTRAL EUROPE

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Article Title
1 Definitions and Designation of Authority
2 Supreme Authority and Responsibility
S Jurisdiction Over Areas
4 Military Delegates
5 Refugees and Displaced Persons
6 Guerrilla Action
7 Nuclear Attacks
8 Publicly Owned Facilities and Real Estate
9 Requisitioning

10 Currency (Military Payment Certificates)
11 War Materiel
12 Censorship and publicity
13 Relief Supplies
14 Charges and Payments
15 Military Post Offices
16 Protection of Cultural Property
17 Delegation of Authority and Power
18 Representatives and Administration
19 Amendments and Miscellaneous
20 Economic or Reciprocal Aid Programs
21 Procurement and Utilization of Local Labor
22 Stipulations and Authentication

SAMPLE
CIVIL AFFAIRS AGREEMENT

BETWEEN
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN
AND NORTHERN IRELAND,

THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLANDS,
THE REPUBLIC OF GERMANY,

THE GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG,
AND THE KINGDOM OF BELGIUM

NOTE: This agreement is purely hypothetical in character and content.
This sample does not necessarily cover all areas of interest of a civil
affairs agreement. Facts and circumstances, area of operations, and the
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time element may contribute additional areas of accord. This document
is intended for instructional purposes only and its use for other pur-
poses is not authorized.

PREAMBLE
1. This agreement establishes procedures whereby the UNITED

STATES and its Allies, pursuant to the provisions of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, unite and cooperate as Allied Nations in a common
effort to defeat the forces of any attack. Changes to this agreement
or further refinements by the contracting states that are considered
necessary for the prosecution of the war to its final conclusion will be
the subject of supplemental or subsequent agreements or special arrange-
ments as may be required by the Allied forces in areas of vital im-
portance.

2. This agreement, relating to administrative and jurisdictional ques-
tions which will arise in the course of military operations on Continental
Europe, is intended to be essentially temporary and practical. It is de-
signed to facilitate, in so far as possible, the accomplishment of the fol-
lowing objectives:

a. The speedy, total, and final defeat of the common enemy;
the liberation of the territory of Allied Nations who are party to the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization; and the resumption of those na-
tions in their historic places among the nations of the world.

b. The direction and coordination of any assistance the author-
ities of the receiving States will be able to render to the Allied Forces
who are operating in the continental territories of the receiving States,

c. The adoption in that territory of all measures deemed neces-
sary by the Supreme Allied Commander and in consonance with custom-
ary and conventional international law for the successful conduct of his
operations.

Article 1
Definition's and Designation of Authority

3. For the purpose of this agreement the terms listed below shall
have the following meanings:

a. The term "territory" means all territory under the sover-
eignty of the government of the receiving State as of 1 January.

b. The term "Senior Representative of a Sending State" means
the Commander of the sending State Forces in the receiving State
regardless of the style of his official title. This representative is herein-
after referred to as the "Commanding General."

c.. The term "Receiving State Armed Forces" means the receiv-
ing States Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Coast
and Geodetic Survey, Public Health Service, and such other organizations
as are or hereinafter may be, designated as components of the Receiving
States Armed Forces.

d. The term "military law" means the military, naval, and air
force laws and regulations of the Sending State Armed Forces.

e. The term "Members of the Sending State Forces" means per-
sonnel of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Coris, Coast Guard, Coast
and Geodetic Survey, Public Health Service, and all other uniformed
members of organizations which are subject to military law; sending
State civilians who are employed by, accompanying or serving with the
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sending State Forces and who are not members of the sending State
Forces and who are employed by or who are accompanying those forces
and are subject to military law.

f. The term "Displaced Person" means a civilian who is invol-
untary outside the national boundaries of his country.

g. The term "refugee" means a civilian, who by reason of real
or imagined danger, has left his home to seek safety elsewhere.

h. The term "Forward Zone" means that part of the Area of
Operations required for the conduct of war by the field forces of the
Commanding General. The rear boundary will be designated by the Com-
manding General and will be changed by him from time to time to
conform to the movements of the armed forces.

i. The term "Interior Zone" means all other areas of the re-
ceiving State.

j. The term "Military Areas" means certain sections or portions
of the Interior Zone such as river ports, fortified areas, railroad and com-
munications centers, airfields, and troop concentrations and supply areas
of vital importance to military operations. The government of the receiv-
ing State shall make such designations upon being advised of the
determination by the Commanding General that such actions are neces-
sary in view of the requirements of military operations. Such designation
shall be terminated as soon as practicable, after the Commanding General
determines that the military situation permits such removal without
endangering the conduct of military operations or the security of the
sending States forces.

k. The term "Facilities" as used in this agreement means govern-
ment-owned or privately-owned plants, mines, factories, hospitals, insti-
tutions, buildings, materials, products, processes, etc., including govern-
ment provided or privately-provided services, located or provided in the
territory of the receiving State or its commonwealth or possessions and
supplied to the sending State.

1. The term "Real Estate" includes lands and interests therein,
leaseholds, standing timber, permanent buildings, improvements, and
appurtenances thereto. This includes improvements to the buildings or
land thereof, but does not include machinery, equipment, or tools, which
have been affixed to or which have been removed from land or buildings
or may be removed without destroying the usefulness of the structure.

Article 2
Supreme Authority and Responsibility

4. Military authority and responsibility. In order to provide the
exchange of information necessary for the full coordination desired, and
to insure prompt, effective, and coordinated operations hereunder:

a. The accomplishment of the military objectives referred to in
paragraph 2, hereto, being largely dependent upon the operations of the
Allied Forces, Supreme Command authority over all military operations
within the sending State Zone is hereby vested in the Supreme Allied
Commander. Such authority confers upon the Supreme Allied Commander
all authority necessary to insure that all measures permitted and rec-
ognized by the laws of war, by international agreements, and by recog-
nized principles of international law are taken which are deemed neces-
say for the successful conduct of his operations.
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b. Upon the request of the Commanding General, the police or
other official personnel of the receiving State or any other political sub-
division thereof in the Forward Zone, by order, may attach or assign
nations of the receiving State, including police and official personnel, to
the forces of the Commanding General and such receiving State nationals
shall, until such orders are revoked by the issuing authority, be subject
to the authority of the Commanding General.

c. The Commanding General shall have full power to negotiate
for and accept the surrender of enemy forces; or to conduct armistice
proceedings; or other arrangements for the cessation of hostilities. The
Military Delegate of the receiving State attached to his command will
be informed and consulted in any negotiations for a general cessation
of hostilities.

d. The governments of the receiving States pledges to use all
of its resources and powers to support and assist the Commanding Gen-
eral in the conduct of the military operations contemplated by this agree-
ment by placing the resources of the receiving State at the disposal of
the Commanding General when he requests them as necessary for the
successful conduct of his military operations. The foregoing, however,
shall not require the government of the receiving State to place at the
disposal (for military operations) of the Commanding General those
resources which are required for the minimum essential needs of the
civilian population.

5. Political authority and responsibility.
a. The sovereignty of the government of the receiving State

over all the territory of the receiving State is mutually recognized and
accepted. The conduct of the administration of the territory and respon-
sibility thereof will be entirely a matter for the authorities of the re-
ceiving State.

b. The primary responsibility for governmental activity in the
territory of the receiving State, shall be in the government of the re-
ceiving State and the political subdivisions thereof. The receiving State
government will exercise responsibility for the civil administration sub-
ject to such special arrangements as may be required in areas of vital
importance to the Allied Forces.

c. The Commanding General, insofar as the military situation
permits, will provide advice, assistance, and support to the national and
local governments of the receiving State in the discharge of such re-
sponsibilities.

d. The Commanding General is authorized to exercise authority
over the civilian population and resources, insofar as the same is con-
sistent with the laws of war and authorized by the government of the
receiving State; in those areas.

(1) Which are designated as a Forward Zone or Interior
Zone as defined in paragraph 3 hereof, or

(2) Which are designated as a Military Area in the In-
terior Zone as defined in paragraph 3 hereof, or

(3) Which are in an area where combat operations are
being conducted.

e. In emergencies affecting military operations or public law
and order in any territory of the receiving State where no authority is
in a position to put into effect the measures deemed necessary by the
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Commanding General for the proper conduct of military operations, or
affecting the security of the forces under his command or the restora-
tion and maintenance of public law and order, the Commanding General
may take such measures as would normally go within the province of
the receiving State governmental authorities in similar situations.

Article 3
Jurisdiction Over Areas

6. In any military area the Commanding General may take all meas-
ures deemed necessary by him for the conduct of military operations
and in particular to assure the security and efficient operation of such
installations. Subject to these provisions, the national and local authori-
ties, as may be appropriate, will be responsible for the territorial admin-
istration and the control of the inhabitants residing in such military
areas.

7. In the Forward Zone:
a. The government of the receiving State will take all measures

deemed necessary by the Commanding General to accomplish the objec-
tives stated in paragraph 2 hereof.

b. At the request of the Commanding General the government
of the receiving State will declare a state of seige to exist in specified
areas and will declare martial law when deemed necessary by the Com-
manding General.

8. In the Interior Zone:
The conduct of the administration and responsibility therefor,

including the exercise of martial law under a state of seige, will lie
exclusively within the province of the government of the receiving State,
subject in military areas to the special authority of the Commanding
General and subject to the temporary and exceptional authority of the
Commanding General conferred upon him under the provisions of Ar-
ticle 2.

9. In military areas and in areas where the local government has
been rendered ineffective through disaster, guerrilla and/or nuclear attack,
military authority will participate in local governmental activities only
to the extent necessary to assure public law and order and prevent inter-
ference with military operations. Local government will be reestablished
as early as is feasible.

Article 4
Military Delegates

10. Administration and Jurisdiction.
a. In accordance with Article 18 of this Civil Affairs Agree-

ment, a Delgate will be appointed for the present theater of operations.
Other Delegates may be appointed in accordance with the development
of operations.

b. The Delegate will have at his disposal an administrative
organization and a Military Delegate with liaison officers for administra-
tive duties. The Delegate's particular task will be to centralize and
facilitate relations between the Allied Military Command and the receiv-
ing State authorities.

c. When the powers conferred on the Delegate by law of the
receiving State are transferred to higher authorities, those authorities
will execute the obligations of the Delegate under this agreement.
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11. In the Forward Zone:
a. The Delegate will take, in accordance with laws of the receiv-

ing State, the measures deemed necessary by the Supreme Allied Com-
mander to give effect to the provisions of Article 1, hereto, and in par-
ticular will issue regulations and make appointments in and removal
from the public services.

b. In emergencies affecting military operations or where no re-
ceiving State authority is in a position to put into effect the measures
deemed necessary by the Supreme Allied Commander under paragraph
a of this Article, the latter may, as a temporary and exceptional meas-
ure, take such measures as are required by military necessity.

c. At the request of the Supreme Allied Commander, the Mili-
tary Delegate will take such action consistent with his powers specified
by his appointing authority under the state of seige in accordance with
law of the receiving State's delineation zones as may be necessary.

12. In the Interior Zone:
a. The conduct of the administration of the territory and respon-

sibility thereof, including the powers under the state of siege, will be
entirely a matter for the authorities of the receiving State and the
Supreme Allied Commander at the latter's request in order that all meas-
ures may be taken which the latter considers necessary for the conduct
of military operation.

b. Moreover, certain zones or portions of the Interior Zone
(known as military zones) may be subjected to a special control due to
their vital military importance; for example, ports, fortified naval areas,
aerodromes, and troop concentration areas. In such zones the Supreme
Allied Commander is given the right to take all measures considered by
him to be necessary for the conduct of operations, and, in particular, to
assure the security and efficient operation of such installations. Con-
sistent with these provisions, the conduct of the territorial administra-
tion and the responsibility therefor will be nevertheless solely a matter
for the authorities of the receiving State.

13. The liaison officers mentioned in paragraph 10b of this Article,
placed by the Military Delegate at the disposal of the receiving State
administration, will insure liaison between the said administration and
the Allied Forces.

14. Other questions arising as a result of the liberation of conti-
nental territories of the receiving State which are not dealt with in this
Article shall form the subject of separate arrangements. Special arrange-
ments will be made to secure 'the observation by the Allied forces of the
receiving State regulations concerning the exchange of currency and
export of capital and will be set out in appropriate agreements.

Article 5
Refugees and Displaced Persons

15. The government of the receiving State assumes all responsibility
for the collection, evacuation and control of refugees and displaced persons
within the territory of the receiving State, provided, however, that the
collection, evacuation, and control of refugees and displaced persons in the
Forward Zone or in any military area shall be, if the Commanding
General so requests, under the supervision and direction of his repre-
sentatives.
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16. The government of the receiving State also assumes responsibility
for furnishing the necessary food, clothing, shelter, and medical supplies
for refugees and the Commanding General will provide similarly for dis-
placed persons and persons who have not become integrated in the
economy of the receiving State or who are homeless.

17. The government of the receiving State agrees that all operations
concerning traffic, control centers, and the processing and screening of
refugees and displaced persons will be made in consultation with repre-
sentatives of the Commanding General and will be coordinated so as to
result in the minimum interference with military operations.

18. The government of the receiving State will grant sending State
authorities free access to all refugee and displaced persons camps and
centers and will cooperate with sending State authorities in all process-
ing and screening operations.

19. Upon evidence from the government of the receiving State that
it is unable to meet its responsibilities in full under this Article, supple-
mental supplies from resources available to the sending State will be
provided in accordance with priorities established by the Commanding
General.

20. The Commanding General will make available to the government
of the receiving State civil affairs personnel to the greatest extent pos-
sible in consonance with the requirements of the military operations, to
aid, support, and assist in planning and operations under this Article,
whenever called upon to do so by the government of the receiving State.

Article 6
Guerrilla Action

21. In recognition'of the potential danger of guerrilla actions detri-
mental to the objectives of this agreement:

a. The government of the receiving State assumes basic respon-
sibility for both preventing and combatting guerrilla actions.

b. Neither the governments of the receiving State nor the forces
of the sending State will commit acts of terrorism or reprisal against
the civil population because of guerrilla actions nor will it permit such
acts by any other persons.

c. The sending State will assist the government of the receiving
State in disseminating information to the civilian population to include
the following:

(1) Explanations for the presence of the forces of the send-
ing State and agencies in the territory of the receiving State and of the
activities of those forces and agencies.

(2) Facts about the character, aims, and support of the
guerrilla leadership.

d. The government of the receiving State and the forces and
agencies of the sending State will collaborate in identifying causes of
unrest and dissatisfaction among the civilian population and in identify-
ing and employing ways and means of ameliorating the basic difficulties,
particularly those having social, political, and economic attributes.

e. The forces of the sending State will take no direct action
against guerrillas except as necessity may require. The forces of the
sending State will, however, furnish logistical support to the government
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of the receiving State in its actions against guerrillas if such actions
are necessary.

Article 7
Nuclear Attacks

22. In recognition of the potential danger of future chemical, bio-
logical, nuclear attacks by enemy forces and his agents affecting the
civilian population of the receiving State, and in agreement on the urgent
necessity of immediate action required in such attacks and of the coordi-
nations needed for rear area damage control, approval is made of the fol-
lowing measures:

a. The Supreme Allied Commander is authorized to exercise
authority over the civilian population and resources of the receiving
State in any area in the territory of the receiving State in which the
capabilities of the government of the receiving State have become inade-
quate because of one or more nuclear explosions in the area.

b. The forces of the sending State and its agencies in such cir-
cumstances and to the extent that the attributes of the situations will
permit, will provide emergency assistance to the civilian population af-
fected to include food, shelter, medical aid, and transportation.

Article 8
Publicly Owned Facilities and Real Estate

23. The government of the receiving State will furnish such publicly
owned facilities and real estate needed by the sending State forces in
connection with their use of receiving State railroads, inland waterways
(including ports, dockyards, and ship repairing facilities), roads, posts,
airfields and accommodations, telephone, telegraph, and radio communi-
cations, together with any other facilities, or real estate which may be
required by the Commanding General for military purposes in accord-
ance with subsequent or supplemental agreements.

24. At the request of the Commanding General such facilities and
real estate as may be agreed upon to dispose for the exclusive use of
the sending State forces will be operated under his exclusive jurisdic-
tion and control.

25. The government of the receiving State upon request of the Com-
manding General will grve its consent to the rebuilding, reconstruction,
enlargement, modification, repair, or alteration of any such facilities as
in his judgment may be necessary for military purposes.

26. Subject to certain provisions, the Supreme Allied Commander
shall, as soon as practicable, release all property which comes into the
hands of forces operating under his command in the receiving State.
The competent authorities of the receiving State shall, in respect of such
property, resume their normal administrative functions and powers.

Article 9
Requisitioning

27. The sending State forces may, in accordance with the provisions
of this Article, procure through the receiving State in the territory of
the receiving State such privately owned or furnished facilities or real
estate as they may require for their needs providing such procurements
do not reduce the minimum essential requirements for the health, well
being and safety of the civilian population.
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28. At the request of the Commanding General or his nominees,
the receiving State authorities will requisition in accordance with prices
and wages prevailing at the place where the requisitioning is done, such
facilities and real estate which the Commanding General determines are
necessary for the needs of his command.

29. In situations within the provisions of paragraph 5d and e, the
right of requisitioning is delegated to the Commanding General or his
nominees who will exercise that right with the same force and effect
as though such requisitioning were done by the receiving State authorities.

30. In order that the local requirements of the sending State forces
may have the least possible disruptive effects on the economy of the
receiving State the sending State military authorities and the receiving
State civil authorities will consult together whenever operations permit
as to the stores, supplies, labor and real estate which procurement
agencies and individual officers and men of the sending State forces will
be permitted by the Commanding General or his nominees to procure
locally by requisition, purchase or hire. The sending State military au-
thorities will place such restrictions as are agreed to be necessary on
procurement or purchase whether by its agencies or by its troops.

31. Reimbursement of receiving State suppliers for supplies, services
or facilities provided by them to the sending State armed forces will
be accomplished by the receiving State authorities. Any necessary finan-
cial adjustment between the sending State and the receiving State in
connection with the reimbursement of receiving State suppliers, will form
the subject of a separate agreement.

Article 10
Currency (Military Payment Certificates)

32. The sending State forces are authorized to import into or out
of the territory of the receiving State currencies in circulation in such
territory as well as foreign currency, in such quantities and for such
purposes as may be required for the conduct of military operations.

33. Members of the sending State forces may be paid with sending
State Military Payment Certificates in such form and in such denomina-
tions as shall be decided upon by the government of the sending State.
It will be unlawful for any person other than members of the sending
States forces to be in possession of such sending State Military Payment
Certificates. The government of the receiving State will undertake legis-
lation which will prohibit possession of the sending State Military Pay-
ment Certificates by unauthorized persons.

34. Sending State Military Payment Certificates exchangeable for
receiving State or other currencies at the sending State finance offices
or other designated financial institutions which may be authorized to
conduct such transactions. Rates of exchange will be established by com-
petent authorities of the receiving State and representatives of the Com-
manding General. Purchase of receiving State currency by sending State
personnel from any other source will be unlawful.

35. Sending State Military Payment Certificates will be legal tender
at all sending State installations, including post exchanges, messes, and
clubs, by personnel authorized to possess such certificates.

36. Receiving State currency will be placed at the disposal of the
sending State forces in such amounts as are requested by the Command-
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ing General subject to approval by the receiving State's Minister of Fi-
nance, or authorized body with power to control finances.

37. The possession of monetary instruments, such as money orders,
travelers checks, or other checks, sending State currency or non-receiving
State currency by members of the sending States forces shall not be
deemed in violation of this agreement or of the receiving State laws.

38. The notes denominated in local currency which have been printed
for the needs of Allied forces, as well as the notes denominated in local
currency which will be printed in the future for the same purpose will
be issued by the bank under control of the national government or
authorized governmental financial organ.

39. The notes denominated in local currency which have been printed
for the requirements of the Allied forces, and which have been placed
at their disposal, will be considered as having been issued by the receiv-
ing States authorized financial branch.

40. The Allied forces will retain in their possession the notes de-
nominated in local currency which have been placed at their disposal
prior to the signature of this agreement.

41. The notes denominated in local currency which have not actually
been placed in circulation, or which have not yet been placed at the dis-
posal of the Allied forces, will in the future be placed in circulation or
placed at the disposal of those forces only by the receiving State's author-
ized financial branch. The necessary arrangemenrt will be made to place
these notes at the disposal of the appropriate authorized financial body,
who subject to the provisions of the succeeding paragraph (42) will be
free to use these notes at its convenience.

42. The receiving State's financial institution will place at the dis-
posal of the Allied forces at the request of the Supreme Allied Com-
mander such amount of local currenc'y as the Commander declares neces-
sary for the use of the Allied forces in the receiving State in such denomi-
nations, such types, and at such places as the Commander shall request.

43. Allied military authorities shall keep a'record of use of local
currency at their disposal. Receiving State authorities shall be kept fully
informed, and as regularly as practicable, of all expenditures in these
notes. A representative shall be specially appointed for this purpose by
the State's financial institution.

44. The Allied forces will not introduce into the receiving State
other notes than those which have been made available to them by the
State's official financial body. The notes of the receiving State's Bank
used in the receiving State by the Allied forces will also be subject to
the provisions of this agreement. However, if it should become essential
in the conduct of military operations to cause notes other than those of
the receiving State furnished hereunder to be used, such notes shall only
be used by the Commander as an exceptional and temporary measure
and after consultation with the authorities of the receiving State.

45. The foregoing dispositions will also apply to coins manufactured
or to be manufactured for the requirements in the receiving State for
the Allied forces.

46. The financial arrangements which will be made with the receiv-
ing State authorities in connection with the notes and coins dealt with in
this agreement and with the other costs arising out of operations or
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activities in the receiving State shall be negotiated between the sending
State and receiving State authorities.

47. The appropriate currencies of the respective sovereign countries
of Belgium, Germany, and Luxembourg shall be exchangeable at the mili-
tary finance centers of the sending State in the following ratios:

a. 50 Belgian francs per US dollar (1F=$0.02).
b. 3.571 Netherlands guilders per US dollar (1G=$0.28).
c. 4 German deutsche-marks per US dollar (1M=$0.25).
d. 50 Luxembourg francs per US dollar (1F=$0.02).
e. 0.4167 British pounds per US dollar (1£=$2.40).

Article 11
War Materiel

48. War Materiel belonging to, used by, or intended for use by enemy
military forces or formations of members thereof, and which is captured
by, or otherwise falls into the hands of the sending State forces in the
territory of the receiving State, may be used or otherwise disposed of
by such forces without regard to its possible receiving State ownership
or claims.

a. War materiel falling into the hands of forces operating under
the command of the Supreme Allied Commander shall be excluded from
the operation of the succeeding paragraphs of this Article.

b. The term "war materiel" means any arms, equipment or
other property whatsoever belonging to, used by, or intended for use by
any enemy military or paramilitary formations or any members thereof
in connection with their operation.

c. The Supreme Allied Commander shall have the right to re-
tain any war materiel falling into the hands of forces operating under
his command, subject to the provisions of paragraphs d, e, and f below.

d. Where the Supreme Allied Commander requires any materiel
which prima facie appears to the receiving States authorities prior to
its acquisition by the enemy to have been in receiving State ownership
and not to have been produced or constructed by order of the enemy,
such materiel shall be:

(1) If private property, requisitioned, except in the cases
where military operations will not permit the immediate execution of
the formalities of requisition. Such requisition will be executed as soon
as possible.

(2) If public property, used in accordance with the provi-
sions of reciprocal aid agreements.

e. The provisions of the preceding paragraph do not apply to
war materiel produced or constructed in the receiving State by order
of the enemy. However, when the Allied forces will no longer need such
materiel not consumed or destroyed, it shall be dealt with in accord with
succeeding paragraphs of this Article.

f. (1) The war materiel referred to in paragraph d, above, not
required by the Supreme Allied Commander shall be released directly
to the receiving State authorities.

(2) Any other war materiel not required by the Supreme
Allied Commander, which may be released by him to the receiving State
authorities operating through the procedures established by the Com-
bined Chiefs of Staff, shall be treated in accordance with the succeeding
paragraphs of this Article. The receiving State authorities will be re-
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sponsible for accounting as may be necessary to the other Allied Nations
for all war materiel handed over to them under such conditions by the
Supreme Allied Commander.

49. The receiving State authorities will accept responsibility for the
protection and, in the event of the owner or his accredited agent not
being present, the administration of any property referred to in Article
8, paragraph 26, above, which is not in public or private ownership of
the receiving State, and does not belong to any state or national of a
state with which any of the Allied Nations has been at war at any
time since D Day.

50. The authorities of the receiving State will assume responsibility
for the custody, in accordance with receiving State law, of any property
referred to in Article 8, paragraph 26, above, which belongs to any
state or national of a state with which any of the Allied Nations has
been at war at any time since D Day. It is understood that the receiving
State authorities will be responsible for accounting, as may be neces-
sary, to the other Allied Nations for all property referred to in this para-
graph.

51. Nothing in this Article shall affect the exercise of the right of
the Supreme Allied Commander to requisition any property.

52. Nothing in this Article shall affect the arrangements which have
been or may be agreed between the competent Allied and receiving State
authorities concerning the use and disposal of vessels captured or found
by Allied forces in the course of operations for the liberation of Europe.

Article 12
Censorship and Publicity

53. In the Forward Zone and in military areas the Commanding Gen-
eral, under a memorandum of understanding with the government of
the receiving State, may exercise the right of strict military censorship
of the press, radio, cinema, posts, news agencies and overall media of
mass communication.

54. In the Interior Zone censorship, as provided for in the foregoing
paragraph, will be established and operated by the government of the
receiving State upon the request of the Commanding General.

55. Newspapers and publications intended for the primary use of
the sending State troops and not intended for sale or distribution to
the receiving State people shall not be subject to censorship or other
controls by the receiving State authorities.

56. a. In the Forward Zone the Supreme Allied Commander will exer-
cise the right of strictly military censorship of the press, radio, cinema,
news agencies and in general all publications. It is contemplated that
this right will be exercised in so far as possible through a tripartite
organization.

b. In the Interior Zone the receiving State services will
consult the censorship authorities of the Supreme Allied Commander on all
matters relating to military operations and will carry out the military
censorship instructions communicated by him.

57. Newspapers and publications intended for Allied troops other
than those of the receiving State and not for distribution or sale to
the public of the receiving State shall not be subject to any control from
authorities of receiving State. The same provision will apply to the dis-
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patches of press representatives intended for publication outside of the
receiving State.

58. Equipment used or intended for use by the various organs of
publicity enumerated in paragraph 56 above e.g., premises, plant, sup-
plies, will not be requisitioned by the Supreme Allied Commander except
on grounds of urgent military necessity or by agreement in each case
between the Delegate and the Supreme Allied Commander or their repre-
sentatives.

59. The receiving State services responsible for publicity will facili-
tate in every possible manner the task of the Supreme Allied Commander.
They will be instructed to collaborate with him in regard to the issue
of notices to the population necessitated by the conduct of operations or
by the security requirements of the Allied Forces or of the population
itself.

Article 13
Relief Supplies

60. The government of the receiving State, to the optimum of its
capabilities, agrees to assume full responsibility for the furnishing of
the necessary food, clothing, shelter, and medical supplies for all needy,
refugees and displaced persons within the territory. The Commanding
General agrees, within the limits of logistical capabilities and to the ex-
tent that the exigency of the military situation permits, to assist and
provide limited support to the needy, refugees and displaced persons
within the receiving State whose care is beyond receiving State capability
or to supplement or augment receiving State relief supply expenditures
so as to provide for the minimum needs of the needy, refugees and dis-
placed persons whom the receiving State government cannot provide and
who have not become integrated in the receiving State economy.

61. The cost of any and all sending State relief supplies furnished
to the receiving State authorities for distribution to the needy, refugees
and displaced persons, except refugees and displaced persons under send-
ing State control, will be charged to the receiving State government
and adjusted between the parties in final settlement of all claims which
one party may have against the other after the cessation of hostilities.

62. In order to permit the Commanding General to determine receiv-
ing State relief capabilities, the receiving State government agrees to sub-
mit to the Commanding General such periodic reports as to the importa-
tion, storage and distribution and current status of supplies from what-
ever source obtained as the Commanding General may request. The receiv-
ing State government also agrees to permit the Commanding General or his
authorized representative to inspect receiving State storage installations,
books, and records relating to the importation and distribution of relief
supplies. The receiving State government further agrees to submit such
periodic reports as the Commanding General requests as to number, loca-
tion, and capabilities of refugee and displaced person camps or assembly
areas the amount of relief supplies received from international relief
agencies or other sources and the total number of needy (including
refugees and displaced persons) receiving the relief supplies from the
receiving State, the sending State or other sources.

63. The receiving State government agrees to furnish storage facili-
ties for sending State relief supplies without cost to the sending State
government and to undertake the responsibility for the distribution of
such relief supplies as may be allocated and turned over to the receiving
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State by the sending State supply installations. In connection with such
distribution and storage the receiving State government agrees to main-
tain and implement adequate records, bookkeeping and periodic inventories
and to permit inspection and render accounting thereof as provided in
paragraph 62.

64. Sending State relief supply packages and containers will be
clearly marked, stamped, branded, or labelled as to their origin, nature,
and contents to indicate to the people of the receiving State the sources
and purposes of such supplies. The receiving State government agrees
not to delete or alter said markings, stamps, or labels, and to publicize
the civilian relief program with the aim that the people of the receiving
State will achieve greater recognition of the mutual support and joint
effort of the receiving State and the sending State against a common
enemy.

65. The receiving State government agrees to undertake and promul-
gate and strictly enforce laws to prevent black market operations in,
and the hoarding of, food, medical, and other critical supplies of the
civilian populations.

66. Local procurement of civilian relief supplies shall be in accord-
ance with Article 9 of this agreement.

Article 14
Charges and Payments

67. Charges and payments as proper should be made for the facili-
ties, utilities, services, and supplies furnished in accordance with Article
8,. hereto, together with any other charges and payments thereof which
properly should be made under any other Article of this agreement, as
well as charges for receiving State currency placed at the disposal of the
Commanding General shall be the subject of a later agreement.

Article 15
Military Post Offices

68. The sending State armed forces may conduct a military post
office in the territory of the receiving State where sending States troops
or organizations are located for their own needs.

69. Postal matter originating from members of the sending States
armed forces mailed in Army postal units to addresses in receiving State
where final delivery is effected by the receiving State postal organiza-
tions, postal matter originating in receiving State post offices addressed
to members of the receiving State forces shall bear sending State postage
in the first instance and receiving State postage in the second instance
at the rates prescribed by the International Postal Union Regulations.

70. The exemptions provided for previously shall apply equally to
imports and exports by the persons and agencies described therein which
are effected by means of the mails.

71. When and as circumstances permit, such postal operations shall
be conducted under an international postal agreement.

Article 16
Protection of Cultural Property

72. The government of the receiving State assumes primary respon-
sibility for the protection of cultural property. When such property falls
into the hands of the sending State forces it will be afforded appropriate
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protection until it can be turned over to the representatives of the receiv-
ing State government.

Article 17
Delegation of Authority and Power

73. Any and all of the powers and authority given herein to the
Commanding General may upon proper and timely notification to the
receiving State government, be redelegated by him to the commander of
any major sending State force or forces under his command.

Article 18
Representatives and Administration

74. a. The Commanding General will designate an officer of his
command as his representative to the government of the receiving State.
Such officer will be attached to the staff of the Ambassador of the send-

'ing State to the government of the receiving State and will have the
duty of keeping the receiving State head of government fully informed
on all matters concerning this agreement.

b. The government of the receiving State will designate a repre-
sentative who will represent the receiving State at the headquarters of
the Commanding General and who will be authorized to receive for the
government of the receiving State all communication from the Com-
manding General. The representative of the government of the receiving
State will also be responsible for centralizing and facilitating relation-
ships between the sending State armed forces and the national and local
governments of the receiving State.

Article 19
Amendments and Miscellaneous

75. Supplemental instruments involving interpretations or ampli-
fication of the provisions hereof, or concerning additions or amendments
hereto, shall upon proper execution thereof be considered a part hereof.

76. At any time, either signatory party hereto may request an ap-
propriate conference for the purpose of adding to this agreement, delet-
ing parts thereof, or for the purpose of substituting language of the
agreement.

Article 20
Economic or Reciprocal Aid Programs

77. Economic aid programs or reciprocal aid of any character will
form the basis of subsequent agreements. Any other questions arising
as a resuilt of the military operations of the sending State (in particular
questions relating to finance and currency and the attribution of the
cost of maintaining and supporting the civil administration in disaster
areas) which are not dealt with in this agreement shall be regarded
as remaining open and shall form the subject of further negotiations as
circumstances may require. The question of jurisdiction over such mer-
chant seamen of non-receiving State nationality as are not subject to
Allied service laws will require treatment and should form the subject
of separate arrangements or supplemental agreements.

Article 21
Procurement and Utilization of Local Labor

78. The government of the receiving State will assume maximum
responsibility for furnishing the sending State forces with adequate
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skilled and unskilled labor to meet military requirements within its ter-
ritorial limits. In return, sending State forces will endeavor to:

a. Procure such labor to the maximum extent possible through
government channels with the understanding that local laws, customs,
and wage scales will be followed in the employment of all labor.

b. Insure that local nationals will be utilized as extensively as
practicable in order to reduce the need to import workers.

c. Insure that the above provisions will apply uniformly to all
elements of sending State forces throughout the area.

Article 22
Stipulations and Authentication

79. This agreement will become effective upon signature by author-
ized representatives of the sending State and the receiving State and will
continue in force for a period not to exceed two (2) years. After six (6)
months notice to authorities, either party may renounce this agreement.
In this appropriate event the parties will immediately consult to make
satisfactory arrangements to meet existing conditions.

80. Done in quadruplicate, in English, French, Dutch, and German,
the four texts being equally valid.

In witness hereof, the respective plenipotentiaries have affixed their
signatures and seals to this agreement:

FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM
FOR THE UNITED STATES OF GREAT BRITAIN AND
OF AMERICA NORTHERN IRELAND

Ambassador

FOR THE KINGDOM OF FOR THE GRAND DUCHY OF
BELGIUM LUXEMBOURG

FOR THE FEDERAL RE- FOR THE KINGDOM OF THE
PUBLIC OF GERMANY NETHERLANDS
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APPENDIX J

SAMPLE

CIVIL AFFAIRS AREA STUDY OUTLINE

CIVIL AFFAIRS INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR PLANNING
AND OPERATIONS

Information required for civil affairs planning and operations broken
out by civil affairs functions is shown below. This information is re-
quired to support contingency plans for each country or area where it
is anticipated that U.S. forces may be committed for any type military
operation. Information should be obtained, screened, and stored in peace-
time and updated as indicated.

Section I. GENERAL

Frequency of
updating
required

A. Geography. 5 year
intervals

1. Location and Size.
a. Location in relationship to neighbor-

ing countries as well as longitude
and latitude.

b. Total land area.

2. Physical Features. 5 year
intervals

a. Waterways and ports.
b. Topography.
c. Natural resources.
d. Road and rail nets.

3. Climate. 5 year
intervals

a. Seasonal abnormalities - tempera-
ture, atmospheric pressure, humidity,
rainfall, and prevailing winds.

b. Characteristics and statistics.

4. Political Geography. 5 year
intervals

a. Politically organized areas-politi-
cal regions.

b. Effectiveness of administration of
political area in relation to geo-
graphic arrangement.
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Frequency of
updating
required

c. Concentrated settlements.
d. Boundaries.
e. Dependent areas.
f. Sources of raw material.
g. Principles or traditions which com-

mand loyal support--state of de-
velopment-different ideas.

B. History. 5 year
intervals

1. Brief history of the development of the
area, influence exerted by major powers
in development, divisions or partitions
resulting from wars, treaties, and major
geographic or political factors to the cur-
rent status of the area. Form of govern-
ment currently in effect and previous
forms of government, colonial status, ex-
tent of political control of other areas,
degree of control over the population ex-
ercised by current government and sus-
ceptibility of existing government toward
major powers. Political organization of
the area.

2. Brief coverage of each international
treaty to which subject area or country is
signatory, status of forces agreements
and summary pronouncement of national
policy pertinent to the subject area or
country.

C. People. Annually
1. Population.

a. Numbers.
b. Distribution and density.
c. Birth and death rates.
d. Biographical sketches of prominent

personalities.
(1) Name.
(2) Address.
(3) Business, profession, or occu-

pation.
(4) Political affiliation.
(5) Education.
(6) Religion.

2. Culture and Social Structure. 5 year
intervals

a. Culture.
(1) Standard of living-principal

livelihood and housing.
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Frequency of
updating
required

(2) Amusements.
(8) Folkways-social customs.
(4) Mores-unwritten laws.
(5) Attitudes-personality traits,

attitudes toward existing re-
gime, Americans and commu-
nism.

b. Social Structure.
(1) Family life.
(2) Man's role.
(3) Woman's role.
(4) Community life.
(5) Sex and marriage customs.
(6) Organizations and associations.

c. Ethnic Groupings.

S. Languages. 5 year
intervals

a. Map showing language distribution.
b. Minority groups.
c. Standardization of language.

4. Religion. 5 year
intervals

a. Types of religious sects by number
and geographical locations.

b. Funeral and burial practices.
c. Religious problems.
d. Eating and dietary habits.
e. Sexual mores, to include interrela-

tions and intermarriage with alien
personnel.

f. Written and unwritten laws of con-
duct and human behavior.

g. Theological implications of indige-
nous religion(s).

D. United States Interest. Annually

1. U.S. military units and teams in area and
their activities.

2. U.S. government organizations in area
and their interests.

8. U.S. civilian organizations and interests
in area.

4. Legal agreements and treaties.
5. Trade and commercial interests.
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Section II. ARTS, MONUMENTS, AND ARCHIVES

Frequency of
updating
required

A. General Conditions and Problems. 5 year
intervals

1. Description of conditions of the arts and
monuments.

2. Advancements in the field of art over the
past ten years.

3. Influence of outside countries on the arts.

B. Art. 5 year
intervals

1. Location, type, use and significance of all
works of the fine arts.

2. Population attitude toward art treasures,
sculpture, painting, literature, and music.

3. Government policies and agencies dealing
with the arts.

4. Agencies through which arts are per-
formed.
a. Private.
b. Government.

5. Advancements in science.
6. Artists organization and control.

C. Monuments. 5 year
intervals

1. List and location of historic monuments
and sites.

2. Present attitude and care of these monu-
ments and sites.

D. Archives. Annually
1. List and location of archives.
2. Varieties of archives.

a. Public archives.
b. Semipublic archives.
c. Ecclesiastical archives.
d. Private or family archives.

8. Contents or category of archives.
a. Historical.
b. Current documents.

4. Present method of care, preservation, and
security.

E. Agencies and Institutions. Annually
1. List and location of agencies and insti-

tutions.
2. Present use of agencies and institutions.
8. Control of agencies and institutions.

a. Private.
b. Government.
c. Other.
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Section III. CIVIL DEFENSE

Frequency of
updating
requfred

A. Organization. Annually
1. Civilian or military jurisdiction.
2. Cellular organization-rural and urban.
8. Areas of responsibility.

B. Plans. Annually
1. Status of planning.
2. Evacuation and dispersal plan.

C. Equipment. Annually
1. Warning and communication system.
2. Shelter capacity, location, and adequacy.
8. Training facilities.
4. Rehabilitation capabilities.

D. Correlation with other civic agencies such as Annually
fire, police, medical, military, etc.

Section IV. CIVIL INFORMATION

Frequency of
updating
required

A. General Conditions and Problems. Annually

1. Effect of geographic, social, economic,
political factors.

2. Reading, listening, viewing habits.
S. Rural-urban differences.
4. Anticommunist appeal.
5. International outlook.
6. How well developed are mass communi-

cations.
7. Techniques used to measure impact.

B. Newspapers. Annually

1. Name.
2. Location.
8. Ownership.
4. Circulation.
5. Publication.
6. Language.
7. Format.
8. Editorial policies.
9. Procedures.

10. Employees.
11. Equipment.
12. Plant.
13. Sources of supply.
14. Revenue.
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Frequency of
updating
required

C. Other publications. Annually

1. Periodicals and books.
a. Name.
b. Location.
c. Ownership.
d. Circulation.
e. Publication dates.
f. Language.
g. Format.
h. Policies.
i Procedures.
j. Employees.
k. Equipment.
i. Plant.
m. Revenue.

D. Broadcasting Stations (Radio and Tele- Annually
vision).

1. Name.
2. Location.
S. Ownership.
4. Frequency.
6. Power sources.
6. Coverage area
7. Equipment.
8. Format.
9. Policies.

10. Procedures.
11. Personnel.
12. Supply.
13. Revenue.
14. Number of receivers.

E. Other Communications Media. Annually

1. Motion pictures.
a. Studios.
b. Ownership.
c. Location.
d. Personnel.
e. Production policies and methods.
f. Equipment.
g. Plant.
h. Distribution.
i. Supply.
J. Outlets.
k. Number of theaters.
L Number of seats.
m. Number of imports and exports.
n. Revenue.
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Frequency of
updating
required

2. Legitimate theaters.
a. Name.
b. Location.
c. Ownership.
d. Personnel.
e. Seating capacity.
f. Production policy.
g. Procedures.
h. Circuit.
i. Number of theaters.
j. Seating capacity of each.
k. Revenue.

8. Miscellaneous means of communications.
a. Private printing facilities.
b. Loudspeakers.
c. Town criers.
d. Billboards.
e. Posters.
f. Entertainment.

Section V. CIVILIAN SUPPLY

Frequency of
updating
required

A. General Conditions and Problems. 5 year
intervals

1. Peculiarities of climate, geography, etc.,
which might influence civilian supply.

B. Storage, Refrigeration and Processing Annually
Facilities.

1. Storage space-available and required.
a. Food.
b. Other supplies.

2. Refrigeration available and required.
a. Food.
b. Other supplies.

8. Processing facilities available and re-
quired.
a. Food.
b. Other supplies.

C. Distribution Channels. Annually

1. Food.
2. Clothing.
3. Essential durables.
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Frequency of
updating
required

D. Dietary and Clothing Requirements and Annually
Customs.

1. Food.
a. Available.
b. Required.

2. Clothing.
a. Available.
b. Required.

S. Customs which might influence civilian
supply.

E. Production Excess and Shortages. Annually

Section VI. DISPLACED PERSONS, REFUGEES, AND
EVACUEES

Frequency of
updating
required

A. General Conditions and Problems. Annually

1. History of displaced persons and refugees.
a. World War II.
b. Post-World War II.

2. Exodus of persons.
a. Volume.
b. Disposition.
c. Present status.
d. Potential demands for return.
e. Special returnee problems.

B. Existing Population Dislocations. Annually

1. Displaced persons.
a. Number.
b. Former and present residence.
c. Reason for displacement.
d. Attitude.

2. Refugees.
a. Number and location.
b. Reason for movement.
c. Attitude, treatment, and utilization.

3. Evacuees.
a. Extent of evacuations, location, and

reason for evacuation.
b. Treatment, utilization, and attitude

of evacuees.
4. Other refugee and displaced persons (in-

cluding allied nationals).
a. Population (DP's-by nationality and

ethnic group).
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b. Distribution.
c. Relative absorption into community.
d. Major occupational categories.
e. Loyalty to and identification with the

community.
f. Economic status.

5. Status (health and welfare) of institu-
tionalized (camps, villages, prisons, etc.)
persons of interest by type.

a. Health.
b. Utilization.
c. Orientation.
d. Housing, feeding, and clothing con-

dition.
e. Anticipated duration of institution-

alization.

C. Potential Population Dislocation. Annually

1. DP's (by origin).
2. Refugees.
8. Volume of dislocation by region.
4. Direction of major flow.
5. Troop support required per thousands of

population.
6. U.S. logistical support required: D-Day

plus: 30, 60, 240.
7. Special problems.

D. Agencies, Facilities, and Programs for Care Annually
and Control of Displaced Persons and Refugees.

1. Governmental and private agencies in-
volved in displaced persons and refugee
activities.

a. Organization.
b. Scope and powers.
c. Relationships to international orga-

nizations.
d. Emergency reserve personnel adapt-

able to DP&R activities.
2. Policies and operations of area DP&R

agencies-by agency.
a. Policy and procedures in:

(1) Evacuation and control.
(2) Assembly center (or other

grouping) administration.
(3) Camp or village security.
(4) Camp physical plant layout.
(5) Construction, materials, engi-

neering of physical plants.
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(6) Health and medical care facil-
ities.

(7) Supplies and food.
(8) Welfare services.
(9) Screening and indoctrination.

(10) Resettlement.
(11) Resources expenditure:

Available.
Utilized by area agencies.
Required by U.S. standards.

(12) Steps needed and resources re-
quired to convert existing facil-
ities to U.S. standards for sim-
ilar use.

b. Biographical analysis of agency per-
sonnel.

Section VII. ECONOMICS AND COMMERCE

Frequency of
updating
required

A. General Conditions and Problems. Brief cov- 5 year
erage of natural and developed resources. Self- intervals
sufficiency of the area or dependence upon other
sources for food, machinery, or vital minerals
and supplies. Extent of development and capabil-
ity of railroads and canals and the civil aviation
system. Development of industry, agricultural
pursuits, and natural resources. Development of
power potential and undeveloped potential. Sum-
mary of important trade agreements and extent
of participation in world trade.

B. Description of Economic System. 5 year
intervals

1. National policy and controls.
2. Private enterprise.

C. Structure, Key Officials, and Business Leaders. Annually

D. Resources. 5 year
intervals

1. Human.
2. Natural.

E. Statistics. 5 year
intervals

1. Per capita (e.g,, income, savings, con-
sumptions, etc.).

2. Aggregate (e.g., GNP, national income,
etc.).
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Frequency of
updating
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3. Ratios (e.g., unemployment, productivity,
occupations, etc.).

4. Validity of statistics.

F. Goals and Programs. 5 year
intervals

1. Short range.
2. Intermediate range.
8. Long range.

G. Internal Movement of Goods Annually

H. Exports/Imports. Annually

1. Type.
2. Quantity.
8. Market.
4. Influence.

I. Commerce. 5 year
intervals

1. Domestic Trade.
a. Wholesale and retail distribution

system.
b. Markets and fairs.
c. Weight and measure standards.
d. Cooperatives and public markets.

2. Foreign Trade.
a. Principal items of export and import.
b. Tariff system, customs, duties.
c. Trade agreements.
d. Balance of payments.

J. Industries. 5 year
intervals

1. General.
a. Location of main industrial centers.
b. Names of important companies.
c. Labor-skills and distribution.
d. Power sources and capacities.

2. Manufacturing Industries.
a. Types (machinery, chemical, textile,

etc).
b. Locations (province, city, etc).
c. Capacity.

3. Processing Industries. Types, locations,
capacities.

K. Agencies, Institutions, and Programs. 5 year
intervals

1. Government organization.
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2. Trade associations and chambers of com-
merce.

3. Laws governing commerce and industry.
4. Subsidies, monopolies, etc.

L. Price Control and Rationing. Annually

1. Stabilization.
2. Variation of prices.
3. Control measures and techniques.
4. Commodities under price control.
5. Distribution.

a. Essential commodities.
b. Imports and exports.
c. Ration controls.
d. Production and distribution.
e. Effect on demands.
f. Types and status of markets.

6. Control systems.
a. Price control program.
b. Rationing program.
c. Raw materials.
d. Financial.

7. Legislation.
a. Price control legislation and items

subject to price control.
b. Rationing legislation and items sub-

ject to rationing.

Section VIII. FOOD AND AGRICULTURE

Frequency of
updating
required

A. General Conditions and Problems. Annually

1. Importance of agriculture in total econ-
omy.

2. Extent to which farming meets needs of
country.

S. Principal problem areas.
4. Attitude of farm population.

B. Agricultural Geography. 5 year
intervals

1. Locations of principal farm areas.
2. Types of soil.
3. Influence of climate and topography.
4. Types of crops.
5. Farm to market road net.
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C. Agricultural Products and Processing. 5 year
intervals

1. Livestock and dairy products (types,
amounts, methods of processing, refriger-
ation, warehousing, etc).

2. Crops (types, amounts, methods of proc-
essing, storage, etc.).

8. Poultry (types, amounts, methods of proc-
essing, storage, refrigeration, etc.).

D. Agricultural Practices. Annually
1. Extent of mechanization.
2. Improvement programs.
8. Conservation programs.
4. Pest and disease control.

E. Land Holding System and Reform Programs. 5 year
intervals

F. Fisheries. 5 year
intervals

1. Commercial (no. companies, location,
type of fish, type of crafts, fishing areas,
methods of processing, storage, annual
production, etc.).

2. Private (policy, rules, regulations, type
of fish, fishing areas, etc.).

8. Restocking program.
4. Problem areas.

G. Forestry. 5 year
intervals

1. Reforestation and afforestation programs.
2. Importance of forestry to the country.
3. Forestry service or administration.
4. Hunting (control, laws, regulations, types

of games, etc.).
5. Products and their processing.

H. Agencies, Institutions, and Programs. 5 year
intervals

1. Government.
2. Private.

I. Food Production. Annually
1. Type.
2. Quantity.
8. Processing.
4. Location, size, ownership of warehouses.
5. Types and quantity of food supplies

stored.

J. Applicable Laws and Regulations Governing 5 year
Food and Agriculture. intervals
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Section IX. LABOR

Frequency of
updating
required

A. Organization. Annually

1. National level.
2. Other levels.
8. Key personnel with biographical sketches.

B. General Conditions and Problems. Annually

C. Labor Force. Annually

1. Employment data and trends.
2. Available manpower and labor supply by

special classes.
8. Ages and distribution.
4. Unemployment.
5. Labor productivity.

D. Agencies, Institutions, and Programs Annually

1. Government labor policy.
a. Labor laws and working conditions.
b. Role of government.
c. Government job placement controls.
d. Wages and other incentives.

2. Labor organizations.
a. Organizations--type, size, location,

leadership, and political influence.
b. Strength membership.
c. Relations with domestic, foreign, in-

ternational labor organizations.
d. Total potential labor force, type, dis-

tribution, mobility, and ages.
S. Social insurance.
4. Labor disputes (including mechanisms

for settling).

E. Wages and Standards (including hours and 5 year
working conditions). intervals

Section X. LEGAL

Frequency of
updating
required

A. The System of Laws. 6 year
intervals

1. Civil and criminal codes.
a. Origins.
b. Procedures.
c. Penalties.

2. Political crimes.
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Frequency of
updating
required

B. The Administration of Justice. 5 year
intervals

1. Historical development.
2. Agencies-national and local.
8. Courts and tribunals--types of jurisdic-

tion (including administrative tribunals).
4. Judicial procedure.
5. Personnel.

a. Judiciary.
b. Prosecutors.
c. The Bar.
d. Legal training.
a. Political controls.

Section XI. PROPERTY CONTROL

Frequency of
updating
required

A. General Conditions and Problems. Brief cover- 5 year
age on classification and administration of prop- intervals
erty, imposition of controls and status of property
records.

B. Agriculture and Industry. 5 year
intervals

1. Type.
2. Location.
8. Ownership.
4. Influence.

C. Property Laws. 6 year
intervals

1. Nature and complexity.
2. Evidence of ownership.

a. Methods of recording.
b. Locations ot title registers.
c. Agencies established for registering

ownership.
8. Transfer of ownership.

a. Confiscations.
b. Rightful owner.
c. Restore to custodian.
d. Methods.

D. Government, Private and Foreign Ownership. 5 year
intervals

1. Government.
2. Private.
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E. Foreign Holdings. Annually

1. Type, size, and location.
2. Ownership.
8. Influence.

Section XII. PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Frequency of
updating
required

A. General System of Public Administration. 6. year
intervals

1. Political traditions.
2. Political stability.

8. Standards and effectiveness.
4. Constitutional system.
5. Civil rights and practices.
6. Political factions, movements, and dy-

namics.

B. Structure of National tiovernment. Annually

1. Executive Branch.
a. Organization.
b. Powers.
c. Policies.
d. Administration.

2. Legislative Branch.
a. Organization.
b. Powers.
c. Composition of membership.
d. Pressure groups.

3. Judicial Branch.
a. Organization.
b. Powers.
c. Composition of membership.
d. Pressure groups.

4. Methods of selection of key officials.
5. Biographical sketches of key officials.

a. Name.
b. Address.
c. Position in government.
d. Political affiliation.
e. Education.
f. Religion.
g. Former business, profession, or occu-

pation.
h. Attitude toward the United States.

6. Potential officials and biographical
sketches.
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C. Structure of Government at Other Levels. Annually

1. Province.
2. District.
8. City.
4. Relations with national government.
5. Biographical sketches of key officials.

a. Name.
b. Address.
c. Position.
d. Political affiliation.
e. Education.
f. Religion.
g. Former business, profession, or occu-

pation.
h. Attitude toward the United States.

6. Potential officials and biographical
sketchea.

D. The Armed Forces. Annually

1. Historical background.
2. Organization, size, and mission.

a Defense establishment.
b. Army.
c. Navy.
d. Air Force.
e. Paramilitary forces.
f. Political control and effectiveness.

8. General military policy.
4. International agreements.
5. Foreign influence.
6. Military establishment and the national

economy.
a. Defense budget.
b. Percentage of total budget.
c. Military pay.

7. Quality and source of manpower.
a. Key officers and qualifications.
b. Recruitment.
c. Conscription.
d. Reserves.
e. Training.
f. Mobilization plans.

8. Logistics.
9. Weapons and equipment.

10. Ranks, uniforms, and insignia.
11. Loyalty and morale factors.
12. Military justice.
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E. Political Parties. Annually

1. Noncommunist parties.
a. Strength.
b. Organization.
c. Policies.
d. Leaders with biographical sketches.
e. Training.

2. Communist Party.
a. Strength and capabilities.
b. Organization.
c. Policies and objectives.
d. Role in international communist

movement.
e. Relation to domestic government.
f. Internal party politics.
g. Strength of opposition to communist

party.
h. Leaders with biographical sketches.
i. Training.

F. International Affairs. 5 year -
intervals

1. Agencies.
2. Extent of subject to foreign control.
3. Foreign relations.
4. Relations with international organiza-

tions.

Section XIII. PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS

Frequency of
updating
required

A. General Conditions and Problems. Annually

B. Postal Systems. Annually

1. Extent and frequency of service.
a. Metropolitan.
b. Rural.

2. Censorship.
8. Private carriers.
4. Parcel post service.
5. Other functions.

a. Postal savings.
b. Money order service.
c. Issuance of licenses.
d. Tax information service.
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C. Telephone. Annually

1. Exchanges and local service.
2. Long line systems and connecting grids.
3. Priority usage.
4. Censorship.
5. Private systems.
6. International and intercontinental wire

and submarine cables.

D. Telegraph. Annually

1. Exchanges and local service.
2. Long line systems and connecting grids.
3. Priority usage.
4. Censorship.
5. Private systems.
6. International and intercontinental wire

and submarine cables.

E. Radio and Television. Annually

1. Transmitting stations (no., type, and lo-
cation).

2. Channels, frequencies and trunklines.
3. Hours of operation.
4. Censorship.
5. Propaganda usage.
6. Foreign influence.
7. Foreign broadcasts.
8. Programing.

F. Other. Annually

G. Applicable Laws Governing Communications 5 year
Systems. intervals

Section XIV. PUBLIC EDUCATION

Frequency of
updating
required

A. Organization. Annually

1. National level.
2. Other levels.
3. Key personnel with biographical sketches.

B. General Conditions and Problems. General de- 5 year
velopment of the educational. system of the area, intervals
requirements placed upon individuals, significant
achievements in recent years and educational
level of the population.
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C. Agencies, Institutions, and Programs. 5 year
intervals

1. Government agencies and policies.
2. Educational system.

a. Administration and controls.
b. Preprimary and primary schools.
c. Secondary schools.
d. Vocational and special schools.
e. Higher education.
f. Teacher education.
g. Private schools.
h. Adult education.

3. Evaluation of educational system.
4. Private and public organizations.

a. Influential and pressure groups.
b. Youth organizations.
c. Religious groups.

D. School Facilities Including Textbooks, Equip- Annually
ment, Etc.

1. School facilities (no., location, and ca-
pacity).

2. Textbooks, equipment, and supplies.

E. Teachers and Teacher's Training. Annually

1. Number.
2. Wage scale.
3. Educational level of teachers.

F. Influence of Politics on Teachers, Textbooks, Annually
and Students.

Section XV. PUBLIC FINANCE

Frequency of
updating
required

A. Organization. Annually

1. National level.
2. Other levels.
3. Key personnel with biographical sketches.

B. General Conditions and Problems. 5 year
intervals

1. Fiscal and economic policies.
2. Special conditions and problems.
3. Accounting systems used.
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C. Monetary System. 5 year
intervals

1. Currency.
2. Reserves or backing of currency.
3. Issuing authorities.
4. Stability of currency.
5. Controls.
6. Exchange rates.
7. Governmental authorities.
8. Other legal instruments of exhange.

D. Budgetary System and Current Budget. Annually

1. Current budget.
2. Budgetary analysis.
3. Governing authorities and controls.
4. Analysis of budgetary procedures.
5. Patterns of expenditure and distribution.

E. Sources of Government Income. 5 year
intervals

1. Analysis of taxation-amount of taxes
collected, method of collection, and type
of taxes.

2. Formulation of tax policies.
3. Investments.
4. Other sources of governmental income.

F. Financial Institutions. 5 year
intervals

1. Banking institutions-facilities, location,
capital, and credit policies.

2. Investment institutions.
a. Stock institutions.
b. Controlling authorities and controls

exercised.
c. Miscellaneous investment companies.

3. Insurance companies (no., size, and loca-
tion).

4. Specialized savings institutions.

G. Foreign Exchange. Trade balances, controls, 5 year
and restrictions. intervals

H. Applicable Laws and Regulations. 5 year
intervals
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Section XVI. PUBLIC HEALTH

Frequency of
updating
required

A. Organization. Annually

1. National level.
2. Other levels.
3. Key personnel with biographical sketches.

B. General Conditions and Problems. Annually

C. Agencies and Institutions. Annually

1. Hospitals.
a. Number.
b. Capacity-number of beds.
c. Location.

2. Other medical facilities.
a. Public.
b. Private.

D. Medical Personnel. Annually

1. Numbers-doctors and nurses.
2. Location.
3. Training.
4. Traditional medical practices - native

medicine, theory of disease, and religious
beliefs.

E. Medical Equipment and Supplies. Annually

1. Surgical and dental equipment.
2. Testing equipment.
8. Drugs.

a. Availability,
b. Shortages.

4. Other supplies

F. Diseases. Annually

1. Incidence.
2. Control programs.
3. Dietary deficiencies.

G. Environmental Sanitation.' Annually

1. Food-regulations governing food and
drugs.

2. Water control and supply.
3. Disposal of sewage and waste.
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Section XVII. PUBLIC SAFETY

Frequency of
updating
required

A. General Conditions and Problems. Determina- 5 year
tion of police domination over the individual. The intervals
primary consideration in this area is whether the
existing institutions; i.e., police, fire, and penal,
may be-used by the occupying force to carry out
both the primary mission of the combat com-
mander and the day-to-day control and bodily
protection of the local population.

B. Police System. Annually

1. Organizational on all levels.
a. Types of police forces and criminal

investigative agencies.
b. Cellular organization.
c. Areas of responsibility-jurisdiction.
d. Chain of command.
e. Names of key personnel in various po-

lice organizations and biographical
sketches.

2. Equipment.
a. Arms and special armament-mili-

tary capabilities.
b. Modern crime-fighting equipment.
c. Traffic control equipment.
d. Riot control equipment.
e. Police communications.
f. Transportation.

3. Personnel.
a. Number--strength.
b. Method of selection.

(1) Political, racial, and religious
requirements.

(2) Reliability as impartial en-
forcement of existing and fu-
ture rules and regulations.

(3) Caliber of members, morale,
and status and scope of train-
ing.

c. Promotion basis.
4. Functions and Authority.

a. Criminal action.
b. Civil ordinances.
c. Disorder and disaster control.

5. Police regulations that differ from the
traditional American concept of law
and order.

a. General.
b. Identification system.
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c. Restrictions on travel, gatherings,
and curfew

d. Restrictions on ownership of fire-
arms.

6. Miscellaneous.
a. Other methods of enforcing law and

order such as the influence of reli-
gious leaders, family ties, and role of
military.

b. Psychological effect on the native
population.

C. Penal Institutions. 5 year
intervals

1. National and Local.
a. Prisons and jails (no., location, and

capacity).
b. Concentration camps and labor

camps (no., location, and capacity).
c. Reformatories and other penal insti-

tutions (no., location, and capacity).
2. Organization.
8. Government agency exercising control.
4. Inmates breakdown.

a. Political-reliability and future use
in the U.S. cause.

b. Criminal.
c. Juvenile.
d. Sex.

5. Adequacy-sanitary and health condi-
tions.

6. Treatment of prisoners.
7. Probation.
8. Parole.

D. Fire Protections. Annually

1. Organization.
a. In general, the same as for the Police.
b. Political aspects.

2. Equipment.
a. Type, location, and adequacy of ex-

isting equipment and facilities.
b. Adaptability of local military fire-

fighting equipment.
8. Personnel.

a. Strength and mode of selection.
b. Training status and efficiency.
c. Names of key personnel and political

reliability.
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4. Miscellaneous.
a. Particular problems in certain areas

such as overcrowded cities, narrow
streets, and local water pressure.

b. Possible use of equipment in control-
ling riots and other public disasters.

Section XVIII. PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION

Frequency of
updating
required

A. General Conditions and Problems. Annually

B. Rail Transport. Annually

1. Miles of railroad by type and gauge.
2. Type, number, and condition of rolling

stock.
8. Location of switch yards.
4. Major rail terminals (number, size, loca-

tion, and condition).

C. Vehicular Transportation. Annually

1. Miles of road by type, condition, and
road net.

2. Street systems and condition.
3. Vehicles and public conveyances by type,

number, and ownership (include cars,
trucks, buses, street cars, etc.).

D. Water Transportation. Annually

1. Size, location, type, use, and ownership
of all floating vessels.

2. Location of all port facilities and services.
8. Identification of sea routes.
4. Inland waterways and utilization.

E. Air Transportation. Annually

1. Location, size, and use of all air fields.
2. Number, size, use, and ownership of all

aircraft.

F. Other Transportation. Annually

G. Travel, Status, of Tourist Travel, Restric-
tions, Regulations, and Volume by Geographical
Area of People Leaving and Entering.
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NOTE: Items of General Importance Common to Annually
All Transportation Systems.

1. Ownership.
2. Regulatory agencies and licenses.
3. Financial structure.
4. Administration.
5. Operation and revenues.
6. Maintenance.
7. Trade associations.
8. Personnel and labor relations.

Elements Relative to Each Specific Transport Sys- Annually
tem To Be Covered in Detail.

1. Location and mileage.
2. Condition.
3. Effect of seasonal variation.
4. Special traffic hazards and problems.

Section XIX. PUBLIC WELFARE

Frequency of
updating
required

A. Organization. Annually

1. National level.
2. Other levels.
3. Key personnel with biographical sketches.

B. General Conditions and Problems. Annually

1. Availability of consumer goods and serv-
ices-sources, internal and external.

2. Housing capability.
8. Standard of health, facilities, and sup-

plies.
4. Major social problems.

a. Juvenile delinquency.
b. Alcoholism.
c. Narcotic addition.
d. Health problems (malnutrition and

disease).
e. Unemployment.
f. Social changes (caused by commu-

nists, technology, population reloca-
tions, etc.).

g. Poverty and dependency.
5. Public assistance.

a. To whom granted.
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b. Basis upon which granted.
c. Types of relief and medical care

provided.

C. Agencies, Institutions, and Programs. 5 year
intervals

1. Social insurance.
a. Health insurance.
b. Accident insurance.
c. Old age, disability, and survivors'

pensions.
d. Unemployment.
e. Family assistance.
f. other.

2. Welfare services-government and pri-
vate.

a. Child welfare (adoption, maternal,
etc.).

b. Mentally and physically handicapped.
c. Aged and indigent.
d. Relief and public assistance.
e. Emergency and war relief.

3. Institutions.
a. Orphanages (number, location, and

capacity).
b. Homes for the aged (number, loca-

tion, and capacity).
c. Mental institutions (number, loca-

tion, and capacity).
d. Physical therapy (number and loca-

tion).
e. Hospitals (number, location, and

number of beds).
4. Programs.

a. RecreationaL
b. Vocational.
c. Health.
d. Child care.

5. Welfare personnel.
a. Professional standards.
b. Volunteer assistance.
c. Number available by type of organi-

tion.
6. Financial and legal.

a. Financial plan (how funds are ob-
tained).

b. Laws and regulations.
c. Organizational structure.

7. Regulations governing public welfare.
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Section XX. PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

Frequency of
updating
required

A. General Conditions and Problems. Annually

B. Public Works. Annually

1. Public buildings (including hospitals)-
use, size, and location.

2. Roads and streets.
8. Bridges.
4. Port facilities (harbors).
5. Airports and railroad terminals.
6. Mass housing.
7. Dams (flood control).

C. Public Utilities. Annually

1. Power system, including power generat-
ing plants and distribution systems.

2. Water system, including source dams, de-
gree of pollution, filter plants, and own-
ership.

8. Gas works-size, location, source, and
ownership.

4. Sewage collection systems and disposal
plants.

5. Garbage and refuse disposal.
6. Storm drainage systems.

NOTE: Items of general importance to all Public 6 year
Works and Utilities: intervals

1. Ownership.
2. Regulating agencies and licensing.
8. Financial structure.
4. Administration.
5. Operations and revenues.
6. Maintenance.
7. Trade associations.
8. Personnel and labor relations.

Elements relating to each specific Public Works Annually
or Utility to be covered in detail:

1. Locations of plants, line systems, nets, and
connecting grids.

2. Condition.
S. New construction requirements.
4. Available resources for construction.
5. Priority of usage.
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Section XXI. RELIGIOUS RELATIONS

Frequency of
updating
required

A. Religions in the Area. Annually

1. Organized.
2. Unorganized.
8. Relations among religions and religious

leaders, both indigenous and missionary.

B. Clergy. Annually

1. Number, location, and education of cler-
gymen.

2. Influence of clergymen.

C. Religious Beliefs. 5 year
intervals

1. Major tenets of each religion, to include
as a minimum such concepts as:

a. Faith.
b. Impact of faith on life.
c. Concept of the hereafter.
d. Means of salvation.
e. Rites of cleaning and purification.
f. The impact of religion(s) on value

systems and the verities of life.
2. Degree of religious convictions in lives of

indigenous populace.

D. Worship. 6 year
intervals

1. Forms of worship of each religion.
2. Places of worship of each religion.
3. Frequency of worship of each religion.
4. Significance of worship of each religion.

E. Relation Between Religion and Motivation of Annually
Indigenous People.

F. Relation Between Religion and Trans-Cultural Annually
Communication.

G. Socio-Economic Influence of Religion(s). Annually

1. Influence of religious leaders.
2. Influence of religion(s) on society.
3. Economic influence of religion(s).

a. Religious ownership of property
and other possessions.

b. Teachings of religion(s) about pri-
vate property.

c. Relationship of religious and eco-
nomic leaders.
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Frequency of
updating
required

H. Interrelation With Government. Annually

1. Relationship of religious leaders and gov-
ernment officials.

2. Role of religion(s) and religious leaders
in Armed Forces.

S. Political influence of religious leaders.

I. Religious Schools. Annually

1. Location, size, and attendance.
2. Influence.
3. Relationship with nonreligious schools.
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APPENDIX K

SAMPLE

CIVIL AFFAIRS HANDBOOK OUTLINE

CIVIL AFFAIRS HANDBOOK

FOR

Prepared by

(Date)
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SECTION I

GENERAL

Reference: (DA Pamphlet or other basic documents which is basis for
general data. List pages of reference document under subparagraphs as
appropriate. All directives to which reference is made must be available
to the user of the CA planning document. If a reference is not assumed
to be readily available to the user, the preparing command will provide
a copy of the reference for each of the copies of basic document which
is forward.)

A. DEFINITIONS
1. Civil Affairs.
2. Civil Affairs Operations.
3. Civil Affairs Agreements.
4. Status of Forces.
5. Proclamation.
6. Ordinance.
7. Orders, Instructions, and Directives.

B. CIVIL AFFAIRS OBJECTIVES. To be extracted from appropriate
OPLANS, special publications, or FM 41-10 (Civil Affairs Operations).

C. CIVIL AFFAIRS POLICIES. To be based on policies and assumptions
contained in appropriate OPLANS and the following additional assump-
tions as applicable.

1. Normal diplomatic channels of communications will 'be available
to provide assistance and guidance in the development of CA proclama-
tions and general claims policies.

2. The U.S. forces will not be required to assume control of govern-
ment functions. However, U.S. forces may be requested by the legally
constituted government to assume full or partial control of some national
or local functions of government.

3. Dislocation and damage may require U.S. support, particularly in
the area of public health, refugee control, civilian supply, public safety,
and civil relief.

NOTE
THE POLICIES ON OPERATIONS CONTAINED HEREIN ARE

FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY, AND MAY OR MAY NOT
APPLY TO A SPECIFIC COUNTRY OR SITUATION.

4. The economic and technical aid program of the U.S. agencies will
continue as required by existing conditions. U.S. military forces may be
required to assume responsibility for these programs.

5. The primary responsibility for the exercise of control over in-
habitants, institutions, facilities, and resources remains with the friendly
government.

6. In an area uncovered by U.S. forces that is not under the control
of a local government recognized by the friendly government, command-
ers will conduct operations to restore law and order with the objective
of restoring civil functions to the friendly government as soon as circum-
stances permit.
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7. U.S. assistance will promote the general growth or restoration
of a reliable economic, political, and social structure.

8. CA activities and operations will be conducted in accordance with
international law and existing treaties and agreements in effect.

D. CIVIL AFFAIRS ORGANIZATIONS. To include general capability,
mission, and organization of each unit assigned in OPLANS.

E. MILITARY AUTHORITY. To include the scope of military authority
applicable to the country and situation in the categories listed below.

1. Friendly Territory.
2. Liberated Territory.
3. Occupied Territory.

SECTION II

CIVIL AFFAIRS FUNCTIONS

A. GOVERNMENTAL.
1. Public Administration.

a. Brief organizational chart of the existing government with
greatest detail reserved for local levels such as state, county, and village
equivalents.

b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation on:

(1) Retention of local officials.
(2) Temporary appointment of local officials.
(3) Identity documents, curfew exemptions, travel excep-

tions, and similar privilege documents.
(4) Proclamations, ordinances, and orders.

d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.
2. Legal

a. Organizational chart of structure of existing judicial system.
Explanaton of court jurisdiction, type of cases handled, judicial proce-
dure, and major differences between local and U.S. legal proceedings.

b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation. (To be presented in laymen's terms

tailored to the anticipated situation.)
d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.

3. Public Safety.
a. Brief organizational or functional chart of those agencies

concerned with the maintenance of public order and safety to include
national, provincial, and local agencies. Include an evaluation of the capa-
bilities, efficiency, and law enforcement policies accepted by the in-
habitants.

b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation. (Policy will be extracted from other appro-

priate publications and modified to fit the country involved and the
anticipated situation. A check list will be provided as a guide for mini-
mum coverage required to meet the tactical commander's requirements.)

d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.
4. Public Health.

a. Organizational chart of the public health services available
to include the location of major facilities such as hospitals and the
capabilities of each.
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b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation to include:

(1) General U.S. policy for relief of suffering, treatment
of infirm and insane, use of military supplies for treatment of civilians,
and handling of dead.

(2) Specific guidance on control and distribution of local
medical supplies, sanitation requirements for population, and adminis-
tration of public health activities such as hospitals, sanitariums, insti-
tutions for the insane and maimed, and orphanages.

d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.
5. Public Welfare.

a. Organizational chart of existing public welfare agencies to
include areas of major interest and the location of major public welfare
centers and the services they provide.

b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation. Policy on provision of emergency food

supplies, clothing and shelter, distribution of local supplies, and assist-
ance that should be provided local public welfare agencies.

d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.
6. Public Finance.

a. Organizational chart of the governmental and private financial
institutions. Include interrelated functions if appropriate. Locate and iden-
tify financial institutions that serve as repositories for liquid assets.

b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation. (Unless directed by higher authority,

financial institutions will not be operated in the absence of trained civil
affairs officers of responsible personnel selected by the allied government
of the country concerned. The tactical commander should take every rea-
sonable action to secure and protect the assets of financial institutions and
report the circumstances to higher headquarters.)

d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.
7. Public Education.

a. Organizational or functional chart of the educational system
to include the type of system and the political tendencies of teachers
and administrators.

b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation. Maintain and preserve educational facili-

ties as permitted by the military requirements of the tactical situation.
(Policy on permitting schools to operate will depend on the country in-
volved and the military-political situation.)

d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.
8. Labor (Indigenous Manpower).

a. Organizational or functional chart showing the labor organi-
zations in the country to include the approximate membership. Include
any regional aspects and affiliations between labor groups.

b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation to include:

(1) General rules that pertain to recruiting of labor for
military support purposes.

(2) Special policies relating to the use of labor by U.S.
forces in the country concerned.

(3) Authority and limitations of commander in the hiring
of local labor.

d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.
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9. Civil Defense.
a. Organizational or functional chart.
b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation.

B. ECONOMIC FUNCTIONS.
1. Economics and Commerce.

a. Functional breakdown of the major economic activities in
the country. Map showing the location of important industries and criti-
cal natural resources as appropriate.

b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation. (Unless directed by higher headquarters,

tactical commanders will normally be concerned only with protection
and preservation of industrial facilities and preventing enemy use of
products and natural resources.)

d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.
e. Location and identity of heavy industry or major commerce

centers.
f. Continuation of any price control and rationing system in

effect at the same level if practicable.
g. Measures to prevent hoarding and black marketing.
h. Control of requisitions and purchases by the military which

injure the local economy.
2. Food and Agriculture.

a. Organizational chart of any existing governmental organiza-
tions that administer or control the production and distribution of food.
Map of the principal food producing areas and identity of food products
by type and quantity that exceed the needs of the local inhabitants.

b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation to include the following:

(1) Locate and safeguard agricultural stocks and food sup-
plies. Insure an equitable distribution of these products on the basis
of need.

(2) Requisition additional civilian supplies from higher head-
quarters when an emergency situation demands.

(3) Continue farm and crop activity when the military situa-
tion permits.

d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.
3. Property Control.

a. Location and identity of the following types of property:
(1) Property of third nations capable of direct military

usage.
(2) Property of allied nationals.
(3) Property and enterprises owned wholly or in part by

a third government or by nationals of countries other than the one in
which military operations are planned.

(4) Property that has a vital usage for maintenance of the
civilian economy where the owner or management is unknown or absent.

b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation. To include efforts to safeguard the

property indicated in a above. Include general policies concerning prop-
erty control as pertains to the country concerned.

d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.
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4. Civilian Supply.
a. Functional chart or flow diagram indicating the normal agen-

cies and method of distribution used to provide civilian supplies.
b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation to include:

(1) Locating and safeguarding essential supplies.
(2) Requisitioning of emergency supplies through normal

channels when not available locally.
(3) Reporting excess civilian supplies in the area that might

be used elsewhere.
d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.

C. PUBLIC FACILITIES.
(1) Public Works and Utilities.

a. Location and functional description of all major public works
and utilities. Include the governmental agency and method of operation
that control these activities.

b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation. To include priorities for operation and

rehabilitation of public works and utilities. (Priority to those that con-
tribute to the military operations and those that contribute to the health
and welfare of the inhabitants.)

d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.
2. Public Communications.

a. Charts showing any governmental agency concerned with the
operation and control of public communications systems. Include a map
showing the areas served by each type of communications.

b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation to include:

(1) Safeguarding of communications installations to insure
maximum operational capability.

(2) Control of facilities to preclude their use for purposes
other than military and essential civilian needs.

d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.
3. Public Transportation.

a. Provide charts showing any governmental agency concerned
with the operation and control of public transportation. Include a map
showing the areas served by each type of transportation.

b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation to include:

(1) Safeguarding of transportation facilities and fuels to
insure maximum operational capability.

(2) Control of facilities to restrict their use to military
and essential civilian requirements.

d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.

D. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS.
1. Civil Information.

a. Organizational or functional chart indicating the govern-
mental or private structure of agencies that control civil information
media. Indicate method and degree of control to which the population
is accustomed.

b. Anticipated problem areas.
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c. Policy of operation to include:
(1) Safeguarding and closing if necessary, all public and

private information media until competent personnel are available to
supervise their operation.

(2) Use of operating personnel and equipment of news-
papers, journals, and radio/TV installations.

d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.
2. Displaced Persons, Refugees, and Evacuees.

a. Governmental agencies charged with the responsibility for
care and handling of refugees, displaced persons, and evacuees to include
supplies and services available from each.

b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation to include:

(1) U.S. policy and "Legal" responsibilities of the com-
mander regarding refugees, displaced persons, and evacuees.

(2) Extract of guidance from FM 41-10 and other official
publications modified to fit the country involved.

(3) Allied policy pertaining to the particular country not
in conflict with U.S. and USARPAC policy.

d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.
3. Arts, Monuments, and Archives.

a. Locate and identify objects of fine arts, monuments, libraries,
archives and records, and other objects of historical and cultural value.
Include the names of known authorities on fine arts and archives within
the country.

b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation to include:

(1) Protection of fine arts, monuments, and archives by
the use of guards and "Off Limits" signs.

(2) Caution troops not to desecrate objects of art and local
fetishes and symbols unless directed by competent authority to destroy
them.

d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.
4. Religious Relations.

a. Organizational chart of the principal religious groups in the
country. Include a map showing areas of concentration of religious sects
if applicable.

b. Anticipated problem areas.
c. Policy of operation. To insure troops do not desecrate religious

facilities and that no use is made of religious buildings except for emer-
gency care. Include any policy applicable to the country concerned and
to the particular religious customs and beliefs found there.

d. Specific actions to be taken or avoided.

SECTION III

REPORTS

A. Types of reports to be submitted.

B. Addresses and suspense for reports.

C. Format.
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SECTION IV

SAMPLE DOCUMENTS

A. Proclamations.

B. Ordinances.

C. Orders.

D. Instructions.

E. Directives.

F. Civil Affairs Agreement.

G. Status of Forces Agreement.

H. Civil Affairs Reports.

I. Civil Affairs Checklist.

J. Area Survey Checklist.
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APPENDIX L

CA FUNCTIONAL CHOCKLIST

1. This checklist of civil affairs functions is in- 2. It is recognized that a number of these listed
tended as a guide for non-CA units and personnel activities will be beyond the capabilities of non-
who may become involved in civil affairs activi- CA units and personnel. However, this checklist
ties, as well as for CA staff officers and units. will at least assist the commander in identifying
Those items listed within each functional area in- and isolating his civil affairs problems and, as ap-
dicate the activities generally to be performed propriate, permit him to seek trained assistance.
under all situations, in addition to those particu- 3. This list is not exhaustive, but does contain
larly pertinent to the intensity of conflict con- those civil affairs tasks, the performance of which
cerned. Performance of these functions will be ac- can be commonly anticipated at all levels of com-
complished within the framework of applicable mand in one form or another. A statement of all
policy guidance and directives of higher head- functional team capabilities is contained in
quarters. chapter 2. (CA Functional Checklist follows.)

CA FUNCTIONAL CHECKLIST

FunctionL Cold war LlUmlted nd general -
1 AU lituatlon to include

tabUlty operationt Occupied friendly Occupd hostile

ARTS, MONUMENTS, Advise the commander Same as under "AUll Same as under "All Same as under "Occu-
AND ARCHIVES about protection of situations" in pri- situations," plus: pied friendly" except

traditional culture, marily advisory role Within command emphasis is placed on
customs, and arts of to host government. policy, assist in res- directory rather than
an area. toration of signifi- advisory role.

Recommend measures cant monuments
for protecting and and art objects.
safeguarding cul- Assist in locating and
tural properties such returning arts, relics,
as religious build- monuments, libraries
ings, monuments, and similar proper-
and objects of ties to their rightful
archaeological, his- place and owner-
toric, and artistic ship.
value.

List location of his-
toric buildings, mon-
uments, librariea,
and relics.

Determine guidelines
on use of cultural
and historic build-
ings for emergencies

Develop list of author-
ities on fine arts and
archives.

Prepare program and
assist in troop edu-
cation concerning
importance of pre-
serving arts, monu-

mentas, and archives.
Develop and maintain

cultural data for the
area.
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Funetidonl Cold war Limited and genelar
area All stultions to include

stability operation Occupied friendly Occupied hostile

CIVIL DEFENSE Prepare required civil Advise local govern- Implement all civil Same as "Occupied
defense plans. ment: defense plans. friendly," plus:

Recruit personnel for On civil defense Insure sufficient police Establish decon-
training in locating planning. are available to con- taminating
shelters and evacu- On sufficient trol traffic and panic. stations.
ation routes. shelters Educate population in Enforce all passive

Provide for stock- for population. use of protective defense
piling necessary food On emergency measures in CBR measures.
and medical sup- supplies (food, attack.
plies. water medical Assist in activation of

Provide for adequate supplies). all emergency and
warning systems. Establish liaison with voluntary personnel,

Provide for volunteer local U.S. represen- emergency welfare
agencies, i.e., fire, tatives in area: measures, and repair
police rescue and On adequate squads for vital
emergency squads. warning system. facilities.

Provide for explosive On populace con- Assist in implementing
ordinance removal. trol. debris removal plan.

Provide for emergency On recruiting and
welfare services. training of per-

Advise commander on sonnel.
civil defense plans Provide assistance in
and measures. shelter marking.

Provide advice on
proper welfare meas-
ures to be taken.

CIVIL INFORMATION Advise commander on Establish working Determine civil infor- Assume control of and
use of civil informa- relationship with mation policy of afford protection to
tion to support mili- USIA, and with local government. all media.
tary operations. host country, inter- Determine status of Suspend publication

Develop a community national, and other various information and broadcasts until
relations plan. civil information media capabilities. resumption of opera-

Establish liaison with agencies. Plan and program for tions is authorized by
U.S. and host coun- Advise and assist in assistance to existing occupation policy.
try military and establishing pro- media facilities. Inventory supplies of
civilian information grams to: Survey to assess the newsprint, radio,
agencies and media. Explain U.S. pres- degree of acceptance and television broad-

Keep current informa- ence in host coun- of information being casting equipment.
tion on political, try. disseminated. Compile and maintain
economic, and socio- Familiarize U.S. Coordinate media list of personnel en-
logical aspects of the personnel with protection measures gaged in media ser-
area. the customs and used in country. vice.

traditions of the Establish coordination
host country, with censorship and

Win the respect of intelligence units.
the people for Establish bulletin
the U.S. and the boards in each center
legally consti- of population for
tuted host gov- posting of proclama-
ernment posi- tions, ordinance,
tions. and notices.

CIVILIAN SUPPLY Plan for relief supplies Establish working re- Prepare procedures and Same as "Occupied
for immediate needs lationship with host programs for the friendly," plus: Se-
of populace. nation, USAID, and transition from mili- cure control of all

Determine availability voluntary agency tary to civilian oper- governmental and
of civilian supplies personnel who con- ation in the area. commercial supply
for military use. trol civilian supplies. Plan and supervise facilities and per-

Acquire and distribute Coordinate movement food rationing or sonnel until they
civilian supplies in of supplies from controlled distribu- can be screened for
accordance with USAID and volun- tion, as required. acceptability.
policy and applicable tary agency sources, Assist in moving essen-
law. utilizing military tial civilian supplies,
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Functional Cold war Limit nd ganeral w
area All situations to include

stability operations Occupied friendly Occupied homtle

Establish and main- transportation if particularly food
tain civilian supply necessary. and fuel, from sur-
records. Coordinate with refu- plus to deficit areas,

Assure coordination of gee control person- as required.
civilian and military nel to insure ade- Requisition through
transportation facil- quate supplies are normal supply chan-
ities for distribution available. nels for emergency
of civilian supplies. Take measures to sal- civilian supplies not

Assure safeguarding of vage captured sup- locally available.
essential civilian plies and turn them Recommend supplies
supplies. over to civilian to be made avail-

Insure that civilian authorities for use. able from existing
supplies reach their Assist in providing military stocks.
intended use and security for move-
destination, and are ment of civilian sup-
not diverted into plies.
black-market chan-
nels.

Determine caloric re-
quirements of popu-
lation categories
such as heavy
workers, children,
and nursing mothers.

Conduct surveys of:
Normal standards

of living, includn
health and dietary
factors.

Agricultural and
industrial pat-
terns and effects
of military opera-
tions on civilian
supplies.

Collection and
distribution
facilities han-
dlUng essential
supplies.

Advise commander
concerning all as-
pects of civilian
supply.

DISPLACED PERSONS, Estimate in advance n coordination with Establish and super- Same as"Occupied
REFUGEES, AND probable impact of U.S. and host coun- vise the operation of friendly," except:
EVACUEES (DP, R&E) DP, R&E on opera- try agencies and temporary and Insure that intelli-

tions. officials, determine semipermanent gence screening
Plan specific measures responsibility for camps required to of refugees is

to control movement handling DP, R&E, provide immediate accomplished.
of DP, R&E and and specific mess- emergency relief Operate DP, R&E
provide emergency ures required to pro- for R&DP; and pre- camps as re-
relief. vide emergency vent interference quired.

Assure that facilities relief and control of with operations. Resettle DP, R&E
are available to meet movement. In coordination with in accordance
continuing needs of kdvise host country friendly country with U.S.
DP, R&E. and U.S. agencies officials, determine policies and

Advise commander on and officials con- criteria for return objectives.
DP, R&E situations. cerning military or resettlement of After officials are

Coordinate with intelli- operations which will DP, R&E. appointed and a
gence agencies for create DP, R&E Plan for and support government
collection of informa- problems and re- assumption of re- compatible with
tion from the DP, quire support. sponsibility for DP, U.S. objectives
R&E. and policy is
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Pmnctiona I Coldr Lnittd ad gea r
ar All situations to include

stability operations Oonupled friendly Oukd hobtii

Coordinate activities Advise and assist R&E by friendly established,
of all agencies re- host country and government. asxist civil
sponsible for pro- U.S. agencies and government in
viding relief to DP, officials responsible assuming re-
R&E. for operation of DP, sponsbillty for

Plan for evacuation of R&E camps and refugea.
DP, R&E to rear relief measures.
areas when required.

Plan for ultimate dis- Supervise and coor-
position of DP, R&E dinate the actions
by return to their of U.S. tactical
homes, resettlement, forces in controlling
or repatriation. DP, R&E.

Insure that evacuation
from tactical areas
is coordinated with
responsible agendaies
and offidcial.

Support actions to re.
turn, resettle, or
repatriate DP,
R&E within estab-
lished policy.

ECONOMICS AND Determine availability Establish working Plan and program for Same as under "Occu-
COMMERCE of local resources for relationship with inputs necessary to pied friendly," pnlus:

military and civilian USAID, Embassy, get priority indus- Take control of
use. and host country tries operating. all economic

Determine govern- and international Assure that industrial and commerce
mental structure as economists. plants and machin- office.
related to economies Evaluate effectiveness ery are protected. Screen govern-
and commerce. of monetary and Assure that necessary ment economic

Develop list of key fiscal policies and raw materials can and commerce
industries. make recommenda- move to industry. officials and

Determine economic tions when appro- Inventory raw mate- restorethosewho
controls being used. priate. rials and finished are acceptable.

Establish liaison with Advise commanders of goods.
government, univer- Imeasures to be Assist in establishing
sity and industry taken to control priorities to get
economists. Inflation. industries operating.

Advise commander of Conduct feasibility Assist in establishing
the effect of military studies for estab- or continuing price
operations on pro- lishment of new control and ration-
duction and prices. industry. ing programs as

Conduct surveys of: Advise and assist in necessary.
Means of produc- the establishment of Recommend and

tion. programs in: program for nece-
Channels of dis- Export expansion. sary economic as-

tribution. . Industrial expan- sistance.
Types and vol- sion. Assist in the preven-

ume of cornm- Vocational train- tion of unnecessary
modities enter- ing. exploitation of eco-
ing foreign trade. Price stabilization. nomle resources

Location of indus- Implementation of
try and raw economic assist-
materials. ance programs.

Prices to include
any commonly
used indexes.

Assistance pro-
m4mAGO_
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Funtional Cold war Lfmited and gimd war
seemAll sUituations to include

stablity operations Occupied friendly Occupied hostl

FOOD AND Advise commander of Establish working re- Determine location of Same as under "Oweu-
AGRICULTURE effect of military lationship with food deficit and sur- pied friendly," plus:

operations on food USAID, host coun- plus areas. Take control of all
and agricultural pro- try, and inter- Plan and program for governmental
duction and distri- national agricultural neceasary relief sup- food and api-
bution. personnel. plies. cultural offices

List key personnel in- Advise and assist in Estimate requirements Screen agrieul-
volved in agricul- the establishment of for agricultural in- tural officials
ture and food pro- programs in: puts from other and restore those
duction. Improvement in areas. who are accept-

Determine structure of marketing. Assure measures are able.
Ministry of Agri- Livestock Improve- taken to insure
culture. ment. earliest possible re-

Establish liaison with Crop improve- sumption of agi-
technical specialists ment. cultural production.
working in food and Agricultural train- Assure adequate labor
agriculture. ing. is available for

Conduct surveys of: Demonstration planting and bar-
Food and fiber farms. vesting.

production. Improved irrl- Assure levels of breed-
Food and fiber gation. ing livestock and

requirements. Use of fertilizer seeds are maintained.
Processing and and pesticides. Assure soil and forest

storage facilities. Assist in pro- resources are pro-
Marketing system. viding security tected.
Availability of for planting and

credit. harvesting of
Agricultural edu- crops.

cation. Assure measures
Land tenure. are taken to

salvage cap-
tured food
stocks.

LABOR Conduct surveys to Assist local govern- Assist recognized local Assist commander and
determine: ments: authorities in plan- direct local govern-

Manpower cur- In planning, ning, establishing, ment in planning,
rently in com- establishing, structuring, man- establishing, struec-
munities by manning, strue- ning, or admin- turing, manning,
skills and age turing, or admin- istering indig- or administering
group. isterlng, if enous labor re- indigenous labor

Unusual and cur- needed, units of sources, resources.
rent employ- ministry of Recommend labor Promulgate labor
ment of above. labor dealing legislation, as appro- legislation, as appro-

Customary con- with labor eco- priate. priate.
ditions of work, nomics, appren- Assure U.S. compli- Insure compliance with
including tools, ticeship, safety, ance with Hague and Hague and Geneva
supervisory employee-em- Geneva Conven- Conventions.
methods, and ployer relations, tion.
standards of union affairs,
compensation. insurance, se

Unusual labor re- and age limita-
quirements im- tions and retire-
posed by catas- ment.
trophe, combat, In planning,
local economic establishing,
development, structuring, ad-
indigenous ministering, ff
authorities, the needed pare-
enemy, and military work
friendly mili- organizations.
tary forces.

Controls on pay
and conditions
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Funetional Cold war Limted and general war
are All situation, to inlude

stability operation Occuped friendly Occupied hostile

of work imposed
by govern-
mental, quad-
governmental,
and independent
agencies.

Structure of labor
organizations;
relationship to
the government;
political and
social composi-
tion, strength
and influence;
nature of organ-
ization (draft or
industrial).

Methods, author-
ity, and effec-
tiveness of indig-
enous private
and public em-
ployment ex-
cbanges.

Advise:
Commander and

U.S. elements of
availability of
labor, appro-
priate compen-
sation (including
termination and
other bonuses),
conditions of
employment,
supervisory
methods.

Indigenous offi-
dals, other
leaders, poten-
tial employees,
and informsa-
tion media, as
appropriate, of
U.S. employ-
ment, actual or
planned.

LEGAL Prepare legal studies Establish liaison with Establish liaison with Review analyze, eval-
concerning applicable host nation judi- judiciary and bar uate, and recommend
U.S., host nation ciary and bar; with and assist in estab- suspension modifi-,
and international other U.S. agencies lishing, or reestab- cation, amendment or
law. as appropriate; and lishing, functioning retention of current

Prepare studies of with international judicial and profes- or proposed local law.
organization and legal organizations. sional systems. Supervise the local
functioning of local Recommend modifi- Advise and assist in judicial system and
judicial system and cations concerning the drafting of legis- make appropriate
bar. judiciary and court lation for the im- changes as needed.

Advise commander system. provement of judi- Review and evaluate
concerning all as- Advise and assist host cial administration. local judiciary to
spects of law affect- nation in drafting of Assist in planning and determine adequacy
ing CA activities. legislation necessary providing for secur- of judicial system.

Coordinates all legal for establishment or ity of all judicial Establish supervision
functions with the reestablishment of records. over local bar.
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ere& A dItutIons to clude

stablllty operation Occuped friedly Occpled hostile

appropriate staff stability in admin- Prepare or assist in
judge advocate. istration of justice. preparation of enact-

ments necessary to
the enforcement of
U.S. policy and
international law.

Establish and super-
vise the functioning
of military govern-
ment courts.

Establish repositories
and supervise existing
repositories for legal
documents.

PROPERTY CONTROL Determine classifica- Advise host nation in Advise, assist or imple- Same as "Occupied
tions of property to establishment or re- ment establishment, friendly" and:
be taken into cus- vision of policy and reestablishment or Screen key indig-
tody, if required. procedures concern- revision of proce- enous personnel

Analyze civil laws per- ing custody and ad- dures concerning for use in imple-
taining to property. ministration of custody and admin- mentation of

Formulate policy and property. istration of property. property control.
procedures concern- Block and control
ing custody and all negotiable
administration of assets and re-
property. sources of poten-

Conduct survey to tial military use
determine: not contained in

Private property other functional
with potential areas.
military use.

Government prop-
erty with poten-
tial military use.

Assure return of all
property taken into
custody to legal
owners.

Advise commander
concerning all as-
pects of property
control.

PUBLIC Survey governmental Recommend to host Supervise existing Same as "Occupied
ADMINISTRATION organization at all nation the organiza- organs of govern- friendly," plus:

levels. tion, functioning, ment. Remove persons who
Survey lines of author- staffing, and author- Restore full control of are inimical to the

ity and influence ity of agencies of government as soon United States or who
having impact on government or social as practicable to are not in sympathy
political matters. control at all levels friendly officials. with its policies and

Analyze effectiveness of government. Issue such proclama- objectives, and secure
of existing agencies Advise on legislation, tions and notices as appointment of
of government or regulations, or are authorized by leaders who will
social control. policies based on the higher headquarters further desired pro-

Study effectiveness of analysis of the soci- upon initial entry grams.
government officials ety and the economy into the area. Temporarily appoint
and employees, and of the area. Display appropriate key officials after
other community Participate on joint U.S. or allied flags consultation with
leaders. commissions, com- in public centers respected civilians

Negotiate to gain sup- mittees, or councils when practicable. of the area.
port or cooperation concerned with
for U.S. forces. governmental affairs.
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re&m All situat"ons to incdud

stability operations Ocupled friendly Occupied hosrle

PUBLIC Conduct surveys of: Establish liaison with Coordinate transfer of Same as under "Occu-
COMMUNICATIONS Organization and USAID and DOD civilian communica- pied friendly," plus:

capability of agency responsible tion facilities re- Assume full control of
postal services. for U.S. military quired by military all civilian commu-

Organization and communications in forces. nications agendes.
capability of the geographical Determine and obtain Seize and impound
tele-communieca- area. minimum essential postal facllties,
tion network. Provide technical as- communications for mail, stamps, and

Powers and func- sistance or advice civilian use. postal monies.
tiomns of regula- to host country in: Restore and rehabfl- Remove all officials and
tory agencies. Operation of the itate damaged facD- restore those screened

International communication ities. and found accept-
Communication system. Coordinate supply, able.
Agreements. Technical training procurement and

Communication programs allocation of critical
equipment and Equipment mod- materiels.
source of replaeb ernization. Request protection of
ment parts. System expan- critical facilities.

Maintenance cap- sion. Coordinate return of
abilities. Maintenace pro- facilities no longer

Availability of grams required for mili-
technical spe- Postal operation. tary use.
cdalists. Protection of key Assist in technical

Electronic navi- facilities. training programs
gational systems

Deternine minimum
civilian requirements
for control and se-
curity In conjunc-
tion with civil de-
fense plans and/or
natural disaster.

Advise commander
concerning all aspects
of public communi-
cations.

PUBLIC EDUCATION Develop list of leading Assist local govern- Advise and assist in Same as under "Occu-
educators. ment in: rehabilitation of pied friendly," plus:

Screen all text mate- Constructing buildings used for Close all schools
rials to determine needed facilities. educational pur- Plan phased re-
suitability. Improving existing poses. opening of

Determine structure of facilities. Determine amount of sechools.
Ministry of Educa- Improving teach- teaching material Screen all educa-
tion. ing materials available. tional personnel

Advise commander of Training of Assist in or, if re- for acceptability.
the effect of military teachers. quired, screen and
operation on school Establish working re- employ teachers.
systems. lationship with Formulate plans for

Establish liaison with representatives of financing schools.
educational leaders other U.S. agencies
if possible. in area.

Conduct surveys of:
Existing educa-

tional fadiitieL
Number and cate-

gories of educa-
tional personnel
available.

PUBLIC FINANCE Determine structures Establish working re- Determine status and/ Same as "Occupied
and responsibilities lationship with other or need for currency friendly," and:
of financial organi- U.S. and host coun- for host country. Screen key finen-

try agendcies, and Determine need for dal personnel
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ability o tionl Occupied friendly Occupied hoftle

zation within gov- International organi- occupation currency. both from gov-
ernmental unite. zations in country. Determine need for ernmentandcom-

Determine organization Advise in establish- MPC. mercial world to
and responsibilities ment or revision of: Determine exchange determine those
of central bank. Revenue produc- rates between cur- acceptable to

Develop list of com- ing systems. rendes in use. United States
mercal banks and Budgetary esys Assure security of and Allies for
financial institu- tems. financial institutions resumption of
tions. Treasury opera- and assets. operations.

List key financial per- tions. Advise, assist or imple- Block and control
sonnel both from Central banking ment establishment, asets of:
government and operations. reestablishment or Treasury
commercial world. Commercial bank- revision of: Central bank.

Conduct surveys of: ing operations. Revenue produc- Commercial banks
Revenue produc- Monetary and ing systems. Other financial

ing systems. fiscal policies. Budgetary sys- institutions
Budgetary systems tems. Prescribe monetary
Treasury opera- Treasury opea- and fiscal policies;

tion. tion. treasury operations;
Monetary and Central banking and other regulatory

fiscal policies. operations, measure.
Banking regula- Monetary and

tory policies. fiscal policies.
Money supply.
Interest Rates.

PUBLIC HEALTH Survey civilian public Establish liaison with Same as in "Cold Same as in "Occupied
health situation to host nation public War" and: friendly," except:
include: health agencies and Assume temporary Assume direction

Organization of with other agencies, direction and and control of
public health U.S., international control of local all public health
service. or private (WHO, public health organizations

Capabilities and USAID, USIA, institutions, and facilities.
distribution of PANAM Sanitary supplies and Screen officials and
medical person- Bureau, CARE, personnel as re- other personnel
nel. missionary agencies). quired. of public hesalth

Location and Advise and assist host In nuclear envi- agencies for
capabilities of nation in effective ronment plan suitability and
medical facili- organization and for and execute remove and
ties. operation of public required anal- replace them as

Location and ade- health service to ysis of food and required.
quacy of med- include conversation water supplies
ical supplies. and employment of for contami-

Sanitary practices all resources. nation.
and location and Estimate impact
adequacy of of nuclear wea-
sanitation fadcil- pons casualties
ities. on indigenous

General status of public health
health of pop- resources and
ulaca requirements for

Environmental military supple-
factors affecting ment of re.
public health. source

Sanitary state and
adequacy of
food and water.

Status of veter-
inary services

Epidemiologic con- Initiate, as required, a Plan for return of
ditions. U.S.-sponsored direction and control

Estimate possible need public health pro- of public health ad-
for medical support gram to supplement ministration to local
and supplies from local efforts with official as soon as
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Functional Cold war Limited and general war
ares All situation, to include

stability operations Occupled friendly Occupid hoetle

military resources particular reference practicable.
for local populace. to water purifi-

Estimate medical sup- cation, mass immu-
port facilities and nization and other
supplies available for medical and sanitary
military use from measures.
local resources. Advise and assist in

Advise commander on indigenous veter-
all aspects of public inary efforts partic-
health. ularly in predomi-

nantly agricultural
environments.

Provide emergency
medical treatment
for civilians.

Assist host nation in
training public
health personnel.

PUBLIC SAFETY Advise commander on Establish liaison with Assist recognized local Same as "Occupied
the status of public USAID, host coun- authorities to: friendly," except:
safety in the area of try and other agen- Establish or re- Collect and take
operations. cies concerned with establish police into custody all

Determine the organi- public safety activ- and fire protec- arms and ammu-
zational structure ities. tion agencies as nition and other
of the police agen- Advise and assist in necessary. implements of
des, fire protection the development of Enforce all laws war.
services and penal programs to improve and ordinances Use military police
system. training, equipment after populace or other tactical

Develop list of key facilities and opera- has been duly forces to staff
personnel in police, tional effectiveness informed. police, fire pro-
fire protection and of police, fire pro- Establish control tection and penal
penal organizations. tection and penal over all penal in- agencies as re-

Analyze capabilities of agencies. stallations; insure quired.
police to maintain Assist in the develop- utilization of Keep commander
law and order in all ment of auxiliary acceptable con- informed of
situations. forces to support trol personnel. level of hostility

Advise commander on police agencies in the Control circula- within the local
character of popula- maintenance of tion of civilian populace.
tion with respect to public order. personnel. Screen officials and
obedience to law. Develop contingency Establish meas- other public

Prepare plans and pro- plans for military urea to control safety personnel
cedures to maintain support of police arms and am- for suitability,
or restore law and agencies in keeping munition, i.e., and remove and
order during all civil the public order. sale, possession, replace them as
emergencies. registration and required.

Conduct Surveys of use.
police, fire, protec- Develop plans and
tion and penal agen- procedures for
cia to determine: return of control

Degree of train- to friendly
ing. country as soon

Status of equip- as practicable.
ment.

Auxiliary forces
available.

Condition of facil-
Ities.

Operational effec-
tivenea
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nar All .ltustlont to include

stability operation Ocuped friendly Occupied hostile

PUBLIC Survey organization, Establish liaison with Determine and recom- Same as in "Occupied
TRANSPORTATION routes, and capa- host country, mend extent of friendly," plus:

cities of the trans- USAID, and other operation of civilian Assume full con-
portation system. U.S. agency trans- transportation by trol of all civil-

Analyze powers and portation personnel. military agencies. ian transport
functions of regu- Provide technical as- Assure provision of agencies and
latory agencies. sistance and advice essential transporta- functions.

List key personnel in- to host country in: tion facilities for Screen all officials
volved in transpor- Operation of the civilian use and and restore those
tation. transportation determine civilian acceptable.

Conduct surveys of: system. facilities available Impound allrecords
Transportation Improvement in for military use. and files.

equipment and the training Recommend and ar-
source of re- program. range for protection
placement parts. Equipment mod- of key transporta-

Bulk fuel require- ernization. tion facilities.
ments and Improvement of Coordinate and assure
source. maintenance the supply procure-

Maintenance eapa- facilities. ment, and allocation
bilities. Establishment of of critical materials.

Minimum trans- movement pri-
portation re- ority and move-
quirements for ment control Recommend and re-
civilian use. programs. quest construction

Key facilities in Coordinate use of assistance in restor-
the transporta- port terminal ing or rehabilitating
tion network, operations, both damaged facilities.
including port, air and sea.
rail, air, and Prepare plans and make
highway. recommendations for

Advise cornm- utilization of trans-
mander on all port facilities for
aspects of public civil defense in the
transportation, event of enemy at-

tack or natural
disaster.

PUBLIC WELFARE Conduct surveys to: Assist local govern- Assist local govern- Same as in "Occupied
Determine the ex- ment in analysis of ment in: friendly," plus:

tent of the wel- public and private Rehabilitation of Take control of
fare problem. institutions for im- welfare facilities all welfare insti-

Ascertain the provement of exist- Supervision of tutions both
number and ing institutions or public and pri- public and pri-
condition of construction of new vate welfare vate.
welfare facilities ones. organizations. Screen welfare

Determine the Assist in screening Establishment institutions to
amount of wel- local laws for suit- and super- insure operating
fare supplies ability. vision of emer- personnel are
needed for emer- Estimate requirements gency distribu- acceptable.
gency relief. for public welfare. tion points.

Establish the Plan for protection Establishment of
number and lo- and evacuation of emergency cen-
cation of civil- inhabitants of wel- ters for housing
ian welfare fare institutions. and feeding for
organizations Establish liaison with indigenous
available. representatives of civilians.

Establish the USAID and other Mionitor activities to
number pre- agencies in the area. assure that:
sently on wel-. Local welfare laws
fare rolls. applicable and

Determine the are enforced.
population of Local welfare
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nAr~ AUll sItaotilo to Inude

tabality operations Occupied friendly Occuped hotile

the welfare in- institutions are
stitutions. adequately

Identify existing staffed.
public welfare
laws.

Plan for use and
distribution of
welfare supplies
from all sources.

Advise comman-
der on all as-
pects of public
welfare.

PUBLIC WORKS AND Analyze powers and Establish liaison with Survey damage to Same as "Occupied
UTILITIES functions of regu- USAID. Provide essential facilities friendly," plus:

latory agencies. technical assistance and recommend Remove all operating
List key management in and advice to restoration priori- officials and restore

personnel. host country in: ties. those who are
Conduct surveys of: Operation of Recommend extent of acceptable.

Organization, utilities. operation of civilian Assume full control of
capabilities and Technical training facilities by military all civilian public
characteristics of program. agecihdes. works and utilities.
public works Modernization Recommend alloca-
and utilities. and expansion. tions of utilities for

Power systems Protection of key civilian and military
requirements facilities. use.
and potential. Prepare plans and

Waste disposal make recommenda- Request military sup-
systems. tions for providing plies and materiels

Water systems, minimal service, e.g., to assist in rehabil-
requirements water, in the event itation of public
and potentials. of natural disaster utilities.

Supply require- or enemy attack. Assist in initial opera-
ments and tion of facilities re-
source. turned to civilian

Advise comman- control.
der on all as- Provide minimum
pects of public essential require-
works and ments from military
utilities. sources during an

emergency.

RELIGIOUS RELATIONS Advise commander on Emphasis is placed on Within command Same as "Occupied
significance of advice to the host policies, assist in friendly," plus:
religions and cul- nation concerned in restoration of Formulate policy
tures of the area and the areas of activity religious facilities and issue civil
of possible effect on listed under "All and worship. affairs direc-
military operations. Situations." Assist in locating and tives necessary

Survey religious prac- returning religious avert religio-
tiees, structures, funds and properties cultural prob-
physical symbols and to the rightful lems.
devices, hierarchies, ownership.
and major person-
alities.

Educate U.S. troops
concerning local
religious customs to
reduce possibility of
offending.

Analyze, evaluate,
and recommend
solutions to potential
religio-cultural
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problem areas.
Maintain liaison with

missionaries and
local clergy.

Provide liaison with
religious groups and,
as required, provide
limited assistance to
and participate in
beneficial activities
and charitable en-
deavors.

Encourage religious Preserve essential
freedom except freedom of
where belief or religion; how-
practices threaten ever, curb reli-
security of U.S. glows practices
forces, or endanger and beliefs
the lives of partici- which pose a
pants. security threat

Develop areas of com- to U.S. forces;
parison and arbitra- and remove reli-
tion to lessen ric- gious leaders
tion and hostility advocating such
between opposed practices and
religious groups. beliefs.

Determine general Issue directives on
restrictions on and the use of rei-
permitted use of gious facilities.
religiouns facilities in
emergencies.

Seek methods of com-
promise between
religious dietary
habits and the pro-
duction and distri-
bution of foodstuffs.
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